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1 The development of central banking
Forrest Capiey Charles Goodhart, Norbert Schnadt1
1.1 Introduction
On the occasion of the 300th anniversary of the Bank of England there is a
natural tendency to look back at the historical record of central banks, to
examine their development to the present time, and, more daringly, to
speculate about their future. Although it is hard to depart from a chrono-
logically ordered narrative (particularly since two of the authors are
economic historians), we have tried to structure our paper by concentrating
on the key functions undertaken by the central bank.
The main objective of central banks, over the centuries, has been the
maintenance of the (internal and external) value of the currency, and we,
therefore, turn in section 1.2 to an historical account of central bank
macroeconomic policy. While the maintenance of the value of the currency
has, historically, almost always been achieved via the same instrument,
varying the central bank's discount rate, this objective has not always meant
the same thing. Under the classical gold standard the objective was cast in
terms of metal convertibility: that is, the value of central bank notes was
expressed in terms of their metal (gold) 'content', which central banks
attempted to maintain at stated levels over time. The purchasing power of
currency relative to goods in general (i.e. to a price index) was thus only
indirectly an objective of central banks, with gold acting as the true nominal
anchor. With the gradual erosion of the gold standard throughout the first
half of the twentieth century, and its replacement everywhere by a pure fiat
1
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2 The future of central banking
standard, the objective of central bank policy has now been recast in terms
of price stability. The value of central bank notes has come to be under-
stood as the inverse of the price level, the price of a particular bundle of
goods, and monetary authorities try to achieve (often implicit) price level or
inflation targets.
To argue, therefore, that price stability has always been the main aim of
central banks, is not strictly true. Recent academic interest in a so-called
'new monetary economics' (see Cowen and Kroszner 1994), which empha-
sises the regulatory underpinnings of monetary regimes, has uncovered a
long line of economists who have criticised the conventional gold standard
for failing to stabilise the price level. They include Jevons who favoured
supplementing gold with indexation (as did Marshall), and both Marshall
and Edgeworth who advocated symetallism. Walras inclined to bimet-
allism, while Francis Walker was a convinced bimetallist. Wicksell
favoured managed paper money on an international basis. Laidler argues
convincingly that all the good monetary economists of the late nineteenth
century thought that something better than the gold standard could be
achieved, and that the defenders of the gold standard were a lesser breed -
such as Price and Giffen (Laidler 1991). Irving Fisher proposed in 1911 to
replace the gold standard by a 'compensated dollar' standard under which
the gold-currency price would be varied to offset fluctuations in the price
level. It is noteworthy that Fisher's proposal was, in part, motivated by
developments in 'the calculation of an official index number of prices'
(1912, p. 498). Whilst it is not our intention to examine this or any other
specific proposal, we mention it here to reinforce the point that the policy
objective of the early central banks was not, and was not perceived as, the
preservation of price stability in the modern sense. In the absence of fluc-
tuations in the value of gold relative to goods, however, the maintenance of
a fixed parity between currency and gold clearly amounted to the same
thing. Moreover, comparisons between the classical gold standard period
(1873-1913) and subsequent monetary regimes (see Bordo 1993) indicate
that, whilst none of them actually delivered price stability, the former
system clearly outperformed all others in this respect.
There has been an inherent tension throughout the history of central
banks between their desire for maintaining the value of their currency and
their function as banker to the (central) government. Central banks have
almost invariably been established by an Act of government (e.g. a govern-
ment charter), and have been designated as banker to the government.
Governments have a natural preference for cheap finance from their own
bank, and, particularly when the existence of the state is threatened,
notably by war, they have both the power and the incentive to force the
central bank to give priority to their immediate needs. We discuss the shift-
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The development of central banking 3
ing relationships between the central bank and its government in section
1.3.
Besides the government, the other main clients of the central bank have
been the commercial banks. As described in section 1.2, prior to the latter
part of the nineteenth century, central banks were generally expected to
carry out a commercial banking function; in some cases, in the European
countries when they were first established, they offered the only sources of
commercial banking services in that country (e.g. Scandinavia), and for a
longer period they were often the most important and largest commercial
bank in their country. Consequently the early relationships between central
banks and commercial banks were often ones of business rivalry and com-
petition. This adversarial relationship was resolved around the early twenti-
eth century in most cases, with a few exceptions (e.g. Australia), by a largely
uncodified concordat, whereby, in return for the central bank's withdrawal
from commercial banking, the commercial banks voluntarily accepted the
central bank's leadership - even by such informal mechanisms as the
Governor's eyebrows. We chart the changing pattern of this relationship,
including the expanding function of central banks as regulators and super-
visors of the banking system in section 1.4.
Institutions and their functions do not develop in a vacuum. They are
profoundly influenced by the development of ideas, theories and per-
ceptions about their proper role. In section 1.5 we look at two of the main
intellectual currents which have influenced the path of central banking, with
a natural emphasis, given our background, on the analysis and arguments of
Anglo-Saxon economists. Indeed, our Anglo-Saxon affinities may have
coloured our selection of examples, references and arguments throughout.
Fortunately for our purposes, two main themes in these debates occur
regularly, although in somewhat different guises, throughout our history.
The first of these battles is that between the proponents of rules and the
adherents of discretion; this controversy has erupted in two main periods of
intellectual ferment, initially in the first half of the nineteenth century,
pitting Bullionists against Anti-bullionists and Currency against the
Banking Schools, and then later in the second half of the twentieth century,
with Monetarists versus Keynesians.
The second of these debates is, perhaps, even more fundamental, since it
raises the question of whether the very existence of a central bank is either
necessary or desirable. The 'free banking' school has argued that it is not.
Again, this issue has had several differing aspects over the course of history.
The debate goes back to that between the Cartalists, who argued that the
issue and control of money was a natural and central aspect of sovereignty,
and the Metallists, who argued that the value of money depended on its
(convertibility into a given) metallic content. In so far as the State pre-empts
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this issue by establishing legal tender fiat money it will need an institution to
manage the value of that money, which institution will be, de facto, a central
bank.
But even should the monetary system revert to being one in which
commercial bank liabilities are convertible into some good, or asset, of
inherent, real value - as Metallists would advocate - there still remains a
second issue, which is whether a fractional-reserve banking system, of the
kind that we have had, would, or would not be, inherently stable in the
absence of a central bank to direct and protect it.
In other words, would a 'free banking' system exhibit stability without a
central bank? This, of course, goes to the heart of the question of whether a
central bank is necessary and desirable. Some may think that we should have
put such a fundamental question at the start, rather than at the end, of this
paper, but we have two reasons for our ordering. First, our aim has been to
concentrate on the positive aspects of what central banks actually have done
over the course of the last two hundred years, rather than the more norma-
tive, and less historical, issue of whether they are a 'good thing'. Second, one
of us did try specifically to cover this subject in an earlier book (Goodhart
1988).
Perhaps, however, the main contribution will not be the text but the
Appendices (below, pp. 113-231) which bring together the historical details
of the major central banks within a common framework. We hope that these
will prove a definitive, and easily accessible, source of comparable, factual
data on the history of central banks around the world.
1.2 The macro-policy objectives of central banks
1.2.1 Developments in Europe (1668-1873)
The earlier-established central banks were founded as special commercial
banks, rather than as the non-profit-maximising, public-sector institutions
into which they developed much later. They were, however, in each case
special, because they received a charter from government, were made the
government's (main) banker and in several cases received certain (monopo-
listic) privileges, especially with respect to note issue.2 In some countries,
notably in Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands and
Austro-Hungary, it was hardly necessary to provide them with special
monopolistic privileges, because the government's chartered bank was
effectively the only commercial bank in existence when first founded. One
2
 Examples include the Bank of England, Banque de France (in part), Reichsbank, Banque
Nationale de Belgique and Banco de Espana.
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of the incentives for establishing banks in these countries was to encourage
the provision of commercial banking services, where otherwise there would
have been none.
Another incentive, particularly among those central banks founded
around the time of the end of the Napoleonic Wars, e.g. those of Austria-
Hungary, Norway, Denmark, and the Second Bank of the United States,
was that the State had generated very high inflation through the 'excessive'
issue of government paper currency, to meet its wartime expenditures,
described in Denmark by the splendid term 'Statsbankerot' (State bank-
ruptcy). The establishment of a somewhat independent, commercial
banking institution, whose note issue was to be convertible into specie,
either through legal restrictions on issue (e.g. Norges Bank, Reichsbank,
Danmarks Nationalbank) or through the exercise of discretion by the Bank's
directors (e.g. Banque de France, Nederlandsche Bank, Austrian National
Bank), was perceived as a means of restoring monetary stability. The
founding of the Iberian central banks in the middle of the nineteenth
century had a similar genesis.
Defining central banking is problematic. In one sense we recognise it
when we see it. The Bank of England was established in 1694, but at that
time there was no concept of central banking. Something close to a modern
conception had emerged by the end of the eighteenth century and Henry
Thornton (1802) probably regarded the Bank as the central bank in a
modern sense of the term, albeit recognising some deficiencies in its
behaviour. But there are others who would prefer to date it from 1844 or at
least see the 1844 Act as an important landmark. For example, White (1984)
considers the Act to have bolstered the Bank of England's monopoly privi-
leges in note issue and enhanced its status as an incipient central bank. For
others still it would have to wait until the 1870s when the Bank accepted its
function as a lender of last resort (we return to this issue in section 1.4).
Table 1.1 provides a chronology of central banking institutions, estab-
lished prior to the twentieth century, that shows their original date of
founding and also the decade within which we identify it as becoming a
central bank in the modern sense of the term.3 What the table shows is that
there were just a handful of institutions prior to the 1820s and that none was
a central bank. By the beginning of the twentieth century there were
eighteen institutions and all of them were central banks. Thereafter the
concept was so thoroughly established and the institutions so widely desired
that many independent countries established their own central banks,
although there are still some cases where some other quasi-commercial
3
 This definition is functional, identifying a central bank as (i) the government's bank, (ii) the
monopoly note issuer and (iii) the lender of the last resort.
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Table 1.1. Central banking institutions before 1900*
Bank
Sverige Riksbank
Bank of England
Banque de France
Bank of Finland
Nederlandsche Bank
Austrian National Bank
Norges Bank
Danmarks Nationalbank
Banco de Portugal
Belgian National Bank
Banco de Espana
Reichsbank
Bank of Japan
Banca D' Italia
Founded
1668
1694
1800
1811
1814
1816
1816
1818
1846
1850
1874
1876
1882
1893
Monopoly
note issue
1897
1844
1848
1886
1863
1816
1818
1818
1888
1850
1874
1876
1883
1926
Lender of
last resort (decade)
1890
1870
1880
1890
1870
1870
1890
1880
1870
1850
1910
1880
1880
1880
* The table excludes central banking institutions of the Netherlands Antilles (est.1828),
Indonesia (1828), Bulgaria (1879), Romania (1880) and Serbia (1883).
Sources: Appendix B
Table 1.2. The number of central banks 1900-1990
Decade Number of central banks
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
18
20
23
34
41
59
80
108
137
161
Source: Pringle and Mahate (1993)
institution carried out the function before the full blown version came into
being (e.g. India, Australia). Table 1.2 shows that, by 1950, there were 59
central banks and that this number had nearly trebled to 161 by 1990. With
the world moving in the way that it is, the numbers are likely to go on
growing.
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The basis of (fractional-reserve) commercial banking is the maintenance
of convertibility of bank liabilities, predominantly bank notes in the early
stages of banking, into base money, then specie, gold and silver. The
problem with maintaining a high reserve ratio, pro tanto a 100 per cent
reserve ratio, as in 'narrow-bank' schemes (Litan 1987), is that doing so is
comparatively unprofitable. There is always a temptation for private
bankers to increase both return and risk by reducing their reserve ratio,
often by covert means; an early example of this is found in Sweden in the
seventeenth century, see (Flux 1911 and Goodhart 1988). The circum-
stances of the (government-authorised) establishment of these special com-
mercial banks may be seen as reinforcing their owners' and managers'
commitment to the maintenance of convertibility. Their favoured position
as monopoly note-issuer provided them with a sufficient return to make
them congenitally risk averse (Bagehot 1873), while the investment of their
comparatively large capital into fixed-interest government stock gave them
an incentive to seek price stability (Santoni 1984).
It was, indeed, this investment of the bank's capital into government
bonds that provided much of the incentive to governments to found these
banks in the first place. Such banks could offer a (temporary) haven for
additional government debt finance that should also be non-inflationary, so
long as the bank met its convertibility obligations. Whereas such additional
debt finance was inherently transitional, while the initial capital was in-
vested in such stock, the existence of such a large and powerful debt holder
could be expected to widen and deepen the market for such debt, and the
periodic need for these banks to renew their charters would give the
government opportunities for extracting further rents. Such debt finance
motives played a considerable part in the establishment of the Bank of
England (Clapham 1944), both the first two Banks of the United States
(Timberlake 1993), the Banque de France (Wilson 1957) and the Iberian
central banks (Hamilton 1945 and 1946).
Inflation, like other taxes, especially taxes whose incidence is inherently
uncertain, is unpopular, and governments will have an incentive to prevent
it. But they have other priorities as well, perhaps the strongest of which is
self-preservation. War was, and has remained, the main factor driving
government expenditures. Given the temporary nature of wars, which are
often expected to last for less time than actually occurs, as in 1914-18, it is
both rational and politically expedient to meet such expenditures by deficit
finance. In view of the limited scope of the government debt market (though
the ratio of the national debt to GDP in the UK in 1815 exceeded 200 per
cent), it was almost inevitable that the government would turn to their own
special chartered bank for financial assistance. Moreover, the government
is, almost always, a large net debtor, especially during, and after, a major
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war. Consequently, as in the case of the Banque de France and the Prussian
Bank (see Appendix B), the government also imposed maximum interest
rates.
The obligation to provide finance, at restricted interest rates, to their own
governments at times of crisis conflicted with, and overrode, the central
banks' commitment to the maintenance of specie convertibility. Since the
erosion of their specie reserves, and their inability to maintain converti-
bility, was clearly associated with wartime disturbances, even when the
precise responsibility of money-financed government deficit expenditures
was less clearly remarked, central banks, in such instances, had a powerful
case for pressing their government to relieve them of the convertibility
obligation. This was done, and monetary order maintained, by making the
notes of the central bank effectively legal tender, cours force. The Napo-
leonic Wars induced the greatest number of such suspensions of convertibi-
lity, prior to 1914, but some countries which were so unfortunate as to fight
a series of wars, such as Austria (later Austro-Hungary), also suffered a
series of such suspensions. Table 1.3 shows periods of suspensions, and
related wars between 1797 and 1914.
Legal tender status is sometimes now regarded as imparting strength to a
central bank's note issue. It was not perceived as such in the nineteenth
century. A strong central bank did not need legal tender status for its notes,
because they were as good as gold, or silver. Nevertheless granting legal
tender status to the notes of the central bank did bolster its primacy among
other commercial banks, since their notes were not given similar status (e.g.
France in 1848; see Smith 1936). Thus, suspension of convertibility
reinforced the tendency for the other commercial banks to hold central bank
liabilities, notes and deposits, as their main reserves, rather than holding
their own stocks of specie in coin or bar (see Edgeworth 1888, Wicksell
1898, Fetter 1965, Laidler 1991).
Even where the central banks had initially been the sole commercial bank
operating in the country, as in much of Scandinavia, a variety of other
banks, savings banks, other commercial banks, were founded during this
period. In all those European countries, the central bank had to coexist with
other private banks. The proper form of the relationship between them, and
especially of the relationship between the note issues of the central bank and
of the other private commercial banks, forms one of the main themes of
section 1.4, and also of the analytical and academic debates on central
banking in section 1.5, and further discussion of these issues is deferred to
these later Sections.
The same issue, of the nature of the relationship between the central
bank and the other private banks, was, of course, present in the USA as
well, both in the Suffolk system (see Selgin 1988) and with both the first
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Table 1.3. Wars and suspensions of convertibility
Year
1793-1815
1848
1859
1861-1865
1866
1870-1871
1914
War
Napoleonic Wars
Revolutions in
France, Germany
and Austria
Austro-Sardinian War
American Civil War
Prusso-Austrian War
Franco-Prussian War
World War I
Suspension of convertibility
England: 1797-1821
France: 1805 and 1813
France: 1848-1850
Austria: 1848-1858
Austria: 1859-1866
US: 1862-1879
Austria: continuation of suspension from 1866
Italy: 1866-1883
France: 1870-1874
Most countries, except Japan (1917) and
South Africa
Source: Kindleberger (1993) and Appendix B.
two Banks of the United States. The United States' experience was
particular in that the private/central bank nexus, and conflict, was overlain
with the conflict over Federal versus States' rights. This issue helped to
bring about the demise of both Banks of the United States (see Timberlake
1993 and Calomiris 1992), to defer the establishment of the Federal
Reserve System until 1913, and to lead to a (federal) structure for the Fed
that caused damaging uncertainty about the relative powers and functions
of the Banks and the Board in the 1920s (Eichengreen 1992a). This US
experience was diametrically opposite to that in most of Continental
Europe (and Russia). There the role of the central bank in helping,
through monetary means, to reinforce national unity and identity was
generally seen as one of its positive and important functions. The unifi-
cation and standardisation of the currency, and the establishment of
nation-wide payment systems and clearing-houses, were regarded as
important and valuable steps not only for their own sake, but also as a
highly important aspect of nation building. This was especially so in
Germany and Italy, but similar considerations applied in other Continen-
tal European countries (less so in the United Kingdom, where the special
circumstances of Scotland and Ireland constrained the geographical ambit
of the Bank of England).
Amidst the recent dissolution of Yugoslavia and the former Soviet Union,
at the same time as the move towards Monetary Union in Western Europe,
it is important to recall the strength of the links between currency and
monetary unity on the one hand and political unity on the other (Goodhart
1995a). This has been so throughout our historical period.
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122 Consolidation under the gold standard (1873-1914)
The year 1873 represents a natural dividing line for a history of central
banking for three main reasons. First, it marks the beginning of the period
when the gold standard formally became established as the main exchange
rate regime for much of the industrialised world. Under the second coinage
Act, Germany formally adopted the gold standard, accompanied by the
Netherlands and several Scandinavian States, as shown in table 1.4.
Secondly, it was also a year of crisis in many countries, and marked the
beginning of a long deflation that lasted until the mid-1890s.
Thirdly, Walter Bagehot published Lombard Street in that same year.
Although most connoisseurs reckon Henry Thornton's treatise on 'An
Enquiry into the Paper Credit of Great Britain', 1802, to be a more
profound study of monetary issues, Lombard Street had an enduring influ-
ence on the practice of central banking. It was a textbook on how central
bankers should react to fluctuations and drains, both internal into domestic
coinage and external, in their gold reserves, and in particular how they
should respond should such drains be associated with the onset of banking
panics. In particular, Bagehot proposes that the central bank should
attempt, in the long-term interests of the financial system as a whole, to
prevent contagious panic and to maintain systemic stability: the central
bank should not be concerned with short-run profit maximisation. It is
interesting that Bagehot's main opponent at the time, Hankey, a Director of
the Bank of England, applied an explicit moral hazard argument to object to
such implicit insurance of the banking system.4
Be that as it may, the gold standard ushered in an era, 1873-1914, during
which the macro-policy functions of central banking in the major industrial-
ised countries were relatively straightforward, and when their operations
were quite simple and generally successfully executed. There was a single,
overriding objective, to maintain the convertibility of the currency into
gold, and this discipline maintained both the internal and external value of
the currency. Although fluctuations in gold production led to some com-
paratively minor fluctuations in world price levels, by comparison with later
price movements, this was generally tolerable (see the charts at the end of
this section). We noted above that many leading economists of the day were
expressing dissatisfaction with the gold standard. And it may be that in the
absence of the cyanide process and the extensive gold discoveries of the
1890s the standard would not have lasted. But in most of the developed
world the maintenance of the gold standard was widely accepted as the
4
 It is, perhaps, a pity that none of the free banking proponents has yet sought to re-establish
Hankey's reputation.
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Table 1.4. The transition to the gold standard
Year Country
1871a Germany (mint ceases to purchase silver)
1872 Holland (minting of silver suspended).
1873 Germany, Denmark, Norway, Sweden (formally adopt gold)
US (silver demonetised)
1876 Spain (silver coinage suspended)6
1878 Belgium, Italy, France, Switzerland (formally suspend silver coinage)
1879 Austro-Hungary (silver coinage suspended)
a
 Britain was already on a gold standard by 1870, and had been since 1816.
* Spain suspended gold convertibility in 1883.
Source: Gallarotti (1993).
proper basis for a stable, well-functioning, laissez-faire, financial system.
Only in the more peripheral, primary producing regions of the global
market, such as Argentina (Ford 1962 ) or the western states of the USA
(Friedman and Schwartz 1963), was it opposed by broad interest groups and
political parties (Eichengreen 1992b, chapter 2). For the most part the
nature of the monetary regime, and the objectives of the central bank,
ceased during these years to be a serious political issue; this gave the central
bank freedom to pursue this agreed single objective without much govern-
mental interference, or oversight, even in those central banks where the
Governor was a political appointee. Such independence was, of course,
greatly enhanced by the fact that during this period there were few serious
wars. Such imperial/colonial wars as did occur (e.g. Boer war, Spanish/
American war) were generally fairly easily financed; so central banks did not
need to facilitate government deficit finance.
Central banks had a variety of instruments for achieving their objective.
By far the most important was their ability to control the level of nominal
short-term interest rates, described further below. The need to vary interest
rates was, however, less pressing the more that gold flows could be absorbed
by accepting large variations in gold reserves. To do the latter successfully
required a large average stock of gold reserves. So there was a well-known
trade-off between having more volatile short-term interest rates and main-
taining a larger gold reserve, with the UK at one end of this spectrum and
France at the other (and Germany in the middle). A comparison of the
volatility of short-term interest rates at two periodicities, one month and
one year, for the UK and the USA is given in table 1.5. The ranking of
relative volatilities for the shorter periodicity is particularly marked, with
rates in the UK almost twice as volatile as those of the US between 1870 and
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Table 1.5. The volatility* of short-term nominal interest rates
UK
US
Country
Monthly
Annual
Monthly
Annual
1870-1914
.312
.262
.189
.569
1919-1939
.189
.406
.192
.361
Volatility
1946-1971
.023
.327
.061
.303
1972-1991
.040
.222
.053
.295
* Volatility is calculated here and in table 1.6 as the standard deviation of logged first differences.
Source: see Appendix.
Table 1.6. The volatility of long-term nominal interest rates
UK
US
Source
Country
Monthly
Annual
Monthly
Annual
1870-1914
.013
.026
.013
.070
: see Appendix.
1919-1939
.029
.108
.024
.064
Volatility
1946-1971
.087
.075
.022
.075
1972-1991
.086
.114
.165
.115
1914. After this period, volatility in rates converged and, at least for the
shorter periodicity, have become less over time. Table 1.6 gives a com-
panion exercise for long-term rates. It is clear that expectations of future
short rates must have been mean reverting, since long rates exhibit an
awesome stability in the years 1870-1914 relative either to short rates, or to
long rates in subsequent periods.
Besides intervention and interest rate adjustments, there were a number
of other minor infractions of the pure working of the gold standard which
some central banks (notably the Banque de France) would adopt as a further
protection for their Gold Reserves (Bloomfield 1959; Bordo and Schwartz
1984). By the end of the period there were also a very few recorded cases of
central banks lending gold amongst themselves to help stabilise interest
rates in the international monetary system (see Eichengreen 1992b, chapter
2). One such loan, when the Banque de France discounted bills for the Bank
of England, was recorded as early as July 1839 (Fetter 1965), but such
cooperation was, perhaps, just beginning to develop more systematically at
the very end of this period. Our judgement, however, is that such secondary
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mechanisms, including such incipient central bank co-operation, played a
relatively minor role in the overall scheme (though not perhaps at a few
specific instances, e.g. in 1907).
In order to avoid having to absorb gold flows directly onto the reserves,
the central bank needed to vary interest rates as its main instrument.5 That
meant that the essential operational requirement for central banks was to be
able to make their interest rate, which they wanted to establish in the
short-term money market, the effective rate, from which all other money
market rates derived. In those cases where the commercial banks were
regular borrowers of reserves from their central bank, this was no problem,
and commercial bank and money market rates adjusted naturally to the rate
at which the central bank would make marginal reserves available.
In other countries, notably the UK, there was quite a lot of concern
whether, and how, the central bank could force market rates into line with
Bank Rate (see Appendix A, and Sayers 1936). The problem was that the
commercial banks, now comparatively large joint stock banks, were not
usually (especially between 1850 and 1914) indebted to the Bank of
England, and also, partially, that there was some continuing hangover of
commercial rivalry. Hence these banks were far from willing to accept Bank
leadership in rate setting in a passive fashion. The Bank responded to this
challenge in three ways. First it developed prototype forms of open market
operations, notably repos in Consols (see Appendix A), to bring about
changes in the reserve base of the commercial banks; second, it fostered the
growth of discount houses and the discount market as a mechanism and
market for bringing about adjustments to the reserve base without having to
go head-to-head with the larger and often - in these years - adversarial
commercial banks; third, it took steps to withdraw from commercial
business and rivalry with the commercial banks (see Clapham 1944), a
process slowed by its organisation as a private sector body with a need to
make profits to satisfy its shareholders. This was eventually effected in part
by transforming the dividend into a constant payment, unrelated to current
profits, so that the shareholders became transformed, in practice, into bond
holders.
5
 Given the need to maintain convertibility under the gold standard, a banking system without
a central bank, as in the National Banking System in the USA (1863-1913), would also incur
interest rate adjustments in response to gold flows. Wherein lay the difference? The profit
maximisation incentives of a system without a central bank would mean that reserve
fluctuations perceived as temporary (e.g. owing to seasonal fluctuation) could not be absor-
bed, but would cause greater, short-term seasonal interest rate volatility (Miron 1986). By
the same token, although self-interest caused Clearing Houses to respond to banking panics
after a fashion (Timberlake 1984), panics and crises were managed, and avoided, more
effectively - during these years at least - by countries with central banks than by those
without them.
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In some European countries (e.g. France and Italy), commercial rivalry
did exist as central banks were encouraged to conduct commercial business
from their inception. In other European countries (e.g. The Netherlands
since 1888) the central bank transferred its excess profit to the state, not to
private shareholders.
The experience of central banks in Continental Europe was leading to a
consolidation of one kind of practice of how a central bank should be
established and run. When the Japanese sent envoys to Europe to consider
best practice, prior to the establishment of the Bank of Japan in 1882, they
chose the Banque Nationale de Belgique as role model. When the US
Congress set up the National Monetary Commission in 1908 (it presented
its reports in 1910 and 1911) to examine existing central banking structures,
there appears to have been more enthusiasm for the German, than for the
English model. Meanwhile where the specialised government banks had
remained largely commercial and competitive, such as the Banco de Espana
and the Sverige Riksbank for example, they were now transformed into a
standard central bank (e.g. the renewal of the charter of the Banco de
Espana in 1874, and the passing of the Sverige Riksbank Act of 1897, gave
each of these banks the monopoly note issue and consolidated their central
banking functions). One exception to this trend was Australia, where the
banking crash of 1893 persuaded the Labor Party that what was needed was
a state bank to compete with the trading banks, as well as controlling them
(see Giblin 1951 and Schedvin 1992).
Part of the background to Bagehot's book, and a reason for writing it, was
the perceived (mis)handling by the Bank of the Overend Gurney crash in
1866.6 Although Overend Gurney had been badly and speculatively
managed, and was insolvent, there was still some suspicion that the Bank
refused to help because of the animosity that had long obtained between the
two institutions, as much as a judgement that the firm was too insolvent to
assist. Moreover, the Bank has been accused of being slow to quell the panic
that then ensued by liberal loans to other (solvent) financial institutions
caught up in the panic. But the 1844 Act was again suspended and another
step taken on the road to full acceptance of lender of last resort responsi-
bility.
Although Bagehot, in The Economist in the 1860s and in Lombard Street
(1873) may have convinced the Bank how to act, there was no public
commitment by the Bank that it would do so. The relatively calm economic
conditions of the late nineteenth century may have been brought about in
part by the Bank's behaviour (see Ogden 1988). In Europe there had been a
6
 Frank Fetter was writing a monograph on this at the time of his death. This was in a
nearly-finished state, but has never been published and may even now be lost.
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number of bank rescues and Lender of Last Resort operations by Continen-
tal central banks. Examples are Austria-Hungary (stock market crash,
1873), Portugal (banking crisis, 1876), and France (stock market crash,
1882). As shown in table 1.1, if we treat the 1870s as the decade when the
Bank of England clearly accepted its role as Lender of Last Resort, then it
probably led most Continental practice.
Be that as it may, by 1913 a common, standardised role for the central
bank had become generally adopted among all the main industrialised
countries. Its main functions and operational techniques were generally
accepted, with little political controversy - with the continuing partial
exception of the USA. Its main objective was to maintain convertibility of
the currency into gold, the gold standard; its main control instrument was to
vary interest rates to that end; it made its interest rate effective by discount-
ing bills and, increasingly, by open-market operations. It operated indepen-
dently from government. It had become the bankers' bank, a role enhanced
by withdrawing from commercial rivalry. On occasions it might help to
rescue financial institutions, but on an ad hoc, co-operative basis without
general commitment and without accepting any formal regulatory or super-
visory role.
1.2.3 The (mis)management of disturbances (1914-45)
The outbreak of war in August 1914 came as an unforeseen shock to
financial markets (Kindleberger 1993; Seabourne 1986).7 The financial
institutions in the countries now suddenly at war held large amounts of
claims on residents in hostile countries, which would not be paid and whose
market value was, to say the least, problematical, whereas their liabilities
owed to such residents could not, at this initial stage, be written down.
Consequently many of the key financial institutions, notably those in the
City of London, were technically insolvent when assets and liabilities were
valued on a mark-to-market basis. Even the most vociferous advocates of
non-intervention and laissez faire 'free banking' would hardly have per-
sisted with a 'hands-off policy here. In practice, however, the Bank of
England has been severely blamed for being dilatory and uncertain both in
recognising the need for direct intervention to maintain systemic stability
and in organising it, though the commercial banks had behaved even more
crassly (see Sayers 1976).8
7
 Panic began on the Viennese stock market on 25 July, and by 31 July all major stock markets
were closed. Paris remained open, but settlement was deferred for one month (Kindleberger
1993).
8
 De Cecco (1974, chapter 7) suggests that the crisis was intensified by attempts by the main
parties involved (e.g. the Bank, the Treasury, the main joint stock banks and the accepting
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The crisis in London was comparatively short-lived. Following the
assassination of the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne in June, war
between Austria and Serbia was inevitable and was declared on 28 July. In
the second half of July fears of a European war grew and anticipations of
that provoked the financial crisis. The crisis broke quickly and with con-
siderable ferocity in the last week of July. Intense efforts by all the inter-
ested parties brought about a resolution by the end of the first week in
August, though there were repercussions that lasted a long time.
With war a probability in late July, selling speeded up on the Stock
Exchange, exchange-rates became more volatile, and foreigners were unable
to make remittances to the London acceptance houses. On 28 July banks in
London began calling in loans they had made to the stock market. Difficult-
ies led to the Stock Exchange closing on 31 July - the first time that had
happened since its foundation in 1773. Bank Rate, which had been eased up
from 3 to 4 per cent on 31 July, was raised to 8 per cent on 1 August and then
to 10 per cent on 2 August. There was a three-day bank holiday, and a
moratorium placed on bills of exchange. Britain declared war on Germany
on 5 August. A variety of measures was introduced to deal with different but
related problems. On 7 August the banks reopened with Bank Rate down to
5 per cent.
The root cause of the crisis was a failure of remittance. London was a
massive creditor to most of the rest of the world, including Germany.
London brokers were squeezed in late July when foreign stock exchanges
were closing, moratoria were being declared, and debts became irrecover-
able at least for the foreseeable future. The London banks had lent money to
the brokers 'on the margin'. That is, they had called for securities as
collateral for the loans to an amount 10 per cent to 20 per cent greater in
value than the loan. When security prices began to fall that margin was
eroded and the banks began to call in the loans. The brokers sold securities
in order to repay the loans but in the process drove security prices down
further. These banks have been criticised for calling in loans to brokers;
though some have argued that it was foreign banks in London that were
most culpable.
The variety of responses made were: the suspension of the 1844 Act (this
occurred, legally, on 1 August, but served no useful purpose); the suspen-
sion of specie payments; a general moratorium; the issue of Treasury Notes
of £1 and 10/- denomination. On 3 August there was a partial moratorium
on bills of exchange and that enabled the acceptance houses to postpone, for
one month, payment of all bills accepted before 3 August. The bill market
houses) to use the event to protect and, if possible, to increase their own power and
influence, but this position is extreme, and in places unwarranted.
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needed reviving and the Bank of England was authorised to discount any bill
that had been accepted before 4 August. The Bank also made the generous
offer that it would lend sufficient funds to meet bills at 2 per cent above
Bank Rate.
After the moratoria the authorities had to take over the bad debts of the
bills and acceptances that were unlikely to be recovered from the various
parties in the hostile countries, and from others whose circumstances were
irrevocably altered by the war. The extent of this and the means whereby
the costs were absorbed have never been accurately assessed. The essence of
the response to the crisis was an injection of base money on a huge scale -
entirely appropriate to the needs of the time. What was needed in order to
allay the panic was the provision of sufficient cash or at least the promise of
it.
Similar actions were pursued by many countries - stock exchanges closed,
moratoria, monetary expansion. However, central banks were able to move
quite smoothly from their normal peace-time mode (maintaining the gold
standard) to their wartime, crisis-functional form. In this latter mode,
priority is given to financing government deficits, helping to pay for the
war.9 Gold was withdrawn from circulation, and centralised in order to
meet a current account deficit; it was replaced by inconvertible, legal-tender
paper money (the liability either of the government or of the central bank).
As the gold (and foreign exchange) reserves became progressively
exhausted, the authorities mobilised residents' holdings of foreign (port-
folio) assets, either to sell directly or to pledge as collateral against loans;
exchange controls were progressively imposed; and the exchange rate
depreciated, either in a managed, or unmanaged way, depending on circum-
stances and the financial acuity of the authorities.
Not only was the onset of World War I unforeseen, but so was its terrible
scale and duration (Sayers 1976). Partly in consequence the authorities were
much slower, than in World War II, to restrain other inessential expendi-
tures (public and private), to raise taxes and to place direct ceilings on
domestic credit. With inflation soon rising, nominal interest rates rose (see
the charts at the end of this section). With huge deficits financed at quite
high interest rates, the debt/income ratio also ballooned. Despite massive
debt sales, the money stock and prices shot up. The European belligerents,
with increasing physical constraints on their supply of exports and price
inelastic demands for war material, sought to hold their nominal exchange
rates pegged relative to the US dollar during the war so that their real
exchange rates appreciated (see the charts at the end of this section).
9
 France and Germany, for example, had already legislated, in 1911 and 1890 respectively, for
the automatic extension of credit by their central banks to the government in the event of a
war (Kindleberger 1993).
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The Bolshevik Revolution in October 1917 frightened the authorities in
the West. So, even after the war itself ceased, there was considerable
concern to prevent conditions developing that might foment social unrest
and revolution. Nevertheless, the immediate economic response in most
Western countries, excluding the defeated central European powers, was a
restocking, inventory boom, which gave yet further impetus to inflation.
This soon terminated as immediate needs were met, government defence
expenditures cut, and interest rates raised. The resulting cyclical deflation
(in 1920/21) was steep and severe, but quite short. One feature of this
deflation was that wages and prices exhibited considerable downwards
flexibility, considerably more so than later in the inter-war period (see
Dimsdale 1981). Quite what caused such a difference in wage/price rigidity
over time is unclear.
Abstracting from the immediate, sharp, post-war cycle, the monetary
authorities in each country had to review the objectives of monetary macro-
policy, and to decide what the role of the central bank should become, in the
light of the economic devastation caused by the war. The answer in the UK,
epitomised in the Cunliffe Committee Report (1919), was to try to return, as
fully as possible, to the status quo ante. In view of previous history and the
intellectual background of those in power, this proposal was surely almost
inevitable. What is, perhaps, more surprising is that there was so little
discussion about the exchange rate at which sterling should be repegged to
gold. In view of the fact that many other Continental European countries
would be forced to adopt a different exchange rate (against gold), and given
the disruption in price relativities between the UK, the USA and gold, one
might have expected more discussion whether £1 should equal $4.86 or 113
grams of fine gold (jC3.17.10y2 per standard ounce). As Sayers (1976, p. 118)
notes, 'it does emphasize the identification of the gold standard with the
particular parity'. But, to use current terminology, it was feared that the
discretionary choice of a different exchange rate would threaten the credi-
bility of the external commitment (see Eichengreen 1992b, pp. 153-4 and
163). Even the patently necessary adjustment for those Continental Euro-
pean powers, which had suffered much greater inflation than the UK, was
strongly opposed by them in principle for several years, e.g. at the Genoa
Conference (Eichengreen 1992b, p. 158). Another suggestion that has been
made is that some in the UK expected prices in the USA to rise significantly
in the 1920s in response to the wartime influx of gold there, as would be in
line with the standard rules of the gold standard game (Eichengreen 1992b,
p. 165; Sayers 1976, p. 127).
One major problem of this period was that the exigencies of war finance
had concentrated so much of the world's monetary gold stock in the USA
(Glasner 1989; Eichengreen 1992b). Yet, as seen from the chart at the end of
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this section, the US also suffered from inflation. There is an inherent
asymmetry of response to reserve flows; countries losing reserves can be
forced to deflate, but countries gaining reserves can sterilise almost without
limit. In view of their prior experience of wartime inflation, it would have
been too much to expect the Fed consciously to expand the money stock and
to inflate, just to ease the predicament of other countries and to resolve
problems of reverting to the gold standard. Moreover, the US had kept the
dollar price of gold constant, despite the sharp increase in the dollar price of
other goods between 1914 and 1920. With the US money supply growing at
rates of nearly 20 per cent over the same period, this had two detrimental
consequences. First, the sharp fall in the relative price of gold reduced the
flow supply of additional monetary gold (Eichengreen 1992b, pp. 198-202).
Second, despite the massive gold inflows into the US, the increase in the
money supply meant that, at certain crucial times, the Fed's minimum
required gold reserve ratio bit, e.g. in 1920 and 1933, forcing tighter
monetary policies at just the wrong moments (Eichengreen 1992b, chapter
4, and chapter 7, pp. 194-5).
Such tight monetary policies in the USA imparted a deflationary ten-
dency elsewhere, as other countries, notably the UK, sought to build up
and/or to defend their depleted gold reserves. Moreover, the Fed no longer
had a clear objective by which to steer. It had been established in 1914 for
the purpose of providing 'an elastic currency' consistent with the gold
standard. Now in the 1920s that was mostly an ineffective external con-
straint. The Fed was forced into discretionary management, looking at
domestic activity, and asset price and goods price inflation, on the one hand,
while Benjamin Strong reminded them of the international need for lower
interest rates on the other (Friedman and Schwartz 1963). It was, therefore,
faced with circumstances for which it had not been previously prepared,
during the early stages of its existence while the relative decision-making
powers of the Board and the Reserve Banks were still being established
(Eichengreen 1992a).
If the asymmetry and general insufficiency of gold holding was one major
problem, the other was the extreme political and economic weakness of
Central and Eastern Europe in the aftermath of Versailles. The break-up of
the former Austro-Hungarian Empire led to the establishment of States that
were initially hardly financially viable (including Austria itself), at a junc-
ture both of severe post-war disruption and of continuing Communist
threat. Similar problems in Germany were exacerbated by reparations.
Under these circumstances government deficits increased, and were mone-
tised, leading to hyperinflation. In view of the obvious link between the
monetisation of such deficits and hyperinflation, the Allied governments
imposed considerable pressure to make the central banks in these countries
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statutorily independent of their own governments (Dornbusch 1992;
Garber and Spencer 1994). While this did help to bring about monetary
stabilisation, e.g. in Czechoslovakia and Austria, it is worth recalling, given
the current interest in central bank independence, that the central banks in
Germany (and Austro-Hungary) that presided over their national hyper-
inflations were notionally 'independent' (Eschweiler and Bordo 1993).
There are, perhaps, two main lessons from this. Firstly, central banks,
whatever their statutory relationship with government, are unlikely to
deviate far from the domestic political consensus about appropriate action.
Secondly, monetary stability is impossible in the absence of fiscal stability.
In time, however, control over government expenditures, and their
monetisation, was achieved (e.g. in Germany, through the Rentenmark), at
least sufficiently to allow Montagu Norman, and the Bank of England, to try
to encourage their central bank colleagues in these countries to return to the
gold standard, a much desired normalisation (Sayers 1976). But their
financial position remained fragile, and, when the 1929 downturn and
stockmarket crash occurred in the USA, the banking systems in Austria,
Germany and Hungary buckled soon after in 1931.
Quite why the 1929/33 downturn was so virulent remains a contentious
issue. The experience of 1988-1992 should, however, remind us that central
banks have often found it difficult to know how to respond to sharp asset
price fluctuations, which are not closely mirrored in goods' price inflation.
The time path of equity and goods' prices in the USA in 1927-31 and in
Japan in 1988-92 have some similarity (see diagrams in The Economist's 100
Years of Economics Statistics). Again in both these episodes the growth rate
of bank lending and of (broad) money collapsed (see the chart at the end of
this section). A crucial difference is that in the USA the authorities allowed
waves of bank failures, and further monetary contraction to occur, whereas
in Japan the authorities have, fortunately, managed to preserve and protect
their banks from the ravages of asset deflation.
Be that as it may, the collapse of trade, resulting from the Great Depress-
ion exacerbated by the rise in protectionism (e.g. the notorious Hawley-
Smoot tariffs), and the increasing political unpopularity of unemployment
and high interest rates, broke the already fragile attempt to restore a fixed
exchange-rate gold standard. The UK, followed by most of the British
Empire, floated in September 1931. Roosevelt took the US off gold in April
1933, and then raised the dollar price of gold later that year, as part of his
domestic policy to arrest the decline in (producer) prices. The French,
despite a valiant but doomed attempt to maintain the gold value of the franc,
were forced off in September 1936. Despite attempts, such as the Tripartite
Agreement that accompanied the French devaluation, to restore some order
into the international monetary system, it effectively broke up into some-
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what autarchic trading areas, separated by discriminatory tariff barriers
(e.g. the British Imperial Preference System). Dr Schacht of Germany was
particularly adept at manipulating such arrangements.
During the inter-war period, monetary management was unsuccessful.
Although output levels between 1921 (following post-war adjustment) and
1939 in those countries which avoided the post-war hyperinflations (e.g. the
UK and the USA) had, on average, grown by some 2.5 per cent per annum,
this period coincided with the worst depression and highest unemployment
ever seen in the capitalist world, and the collapse of the world trading and
financial system. Interest rates in most countries, especially real rates, were
much more volatile than in 1873-1913, as was monetary growth. The
economic calamities befalling Germany have often been held to be partly
responsible for Hitler's political success. The apparent failures of the free
market system led, more generally, to cries for state intervention and control
in order to manage and to improve the economy. Keynes believed that his
policies for government management of the economy were not intended to
subvert the market economy, but to protect it from much more far-reaching
Socialist alternatives.
Although many of the disturbances and calamities of the inter-war period
may be ascribed to the failures of the monetary authorities, and central
banks in particular (e.g. Friedman and Schwartz 1963; Eichengreen 1992b],
this did not slow the dissemination of nascent central banks to independent
nation states. In particular, the Bank of England exhibited almost mission-
ary fervour in helping to establish central banks in its own image in the
Dominions (see Sayers 1936); Sir Otto Niemeyer was indefatigable. Simi-
larly American experts, especially E.W. Kemmerer, were spreading the
gospel of central banking in Latin America. Indeed, the intensity of the
economic and monetary disturbances in this period appeared to make it
more necessary to have a central bank to assuage the effect of such outside
disturbances on the domestic economy. For example, in Canada the com-
mercial banks had operated successfully without a central bank for over a
century; it was the onset of the Depression that shifted the political and
economic consensus about the need for such (see Bordo and Redish 1987).
By the same token, the shift in views during this period towards the need for
greater state management of the economy, in banking as elsewhere, encour-
aged the establishment of central banks as public sector bodies (e.g. Aus-
tralia, see Schedvin 1992). Such state management of the monetary system
was taken to its extreme in the USSR, where the commercial banks were
re-absorbed back into the central bank to form a mono-bank, whose credit
allocation was not determined by commercial considerations but by the
Plan.
The collapse of the international monetary order in the early 1930s left
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central banks without an external objective. The fragility of the economy,
and the weakness of prices, also indicated little need to maintain domestic
constraint, though precautionary concerns about the potential dangers of
surplus liquidity played a role in the US cyclical downturn in 1936-37
(Friedman and Schwartz 1963). Consequently, central banks, under
prompting from governments, applied themselves to the task of getting
nominal interest rates both short and long (e.g. the UK Conversion offer of
1932; see Capie, Mills and Wood 1986) as low as was thought decent, and
consistent with maintaining the existing structure of the financial system
(see Sayers 1976, pp. 536-44, on the discount house problem). It is doubtful
whether much of this shift in policy was due to Keynes' influence; the
publication of the General Theory in 1936 followed, rather than led, the
policy change, but it was consonant with it, and provided an intellectual
justification for 'managed money.'
Falling nominal interest rates played a part in the recovery from the Great
Depression; housing construction was an important leading sector in the
UK (Dimsdale 1981; Broadberry 1986). In the UK prices rose in the 1930s,
and hence perceived real interest rates stayed low. Strong recovery followed
in Britain and after 1933 in the US and some other countries (e.g. Sweden).
After the mid-1930s re-armament expenditures rose and their scale began to
produce inflationary pressures. The Directorate of the Reichsbank wrote a
letter, warning of the potential inflationary effect, to Hitler: they were
nearly all immediately sacked (see Marsh 1992, chapter 4). In most other
countries, full employment did not come till after the outbreak of war. This
once again shifted the priorities of monetary management. However, the
increased enthusiasm for direct state intervention and control, combined
with an assessment of the errors of wartime finance in 1914-18 (e.g. too few
controls, too high interest rates, too much inflation), meant that the 1939-45
war would be managed by controls (exchange controls, credit controls, price
controls, rationing), while interest rates would be held low, to reduce the
burden of debt finance (Sayers 1976; Capie and Wood 1986). During the
war, central banks became subservient organs of the central government. In
those few cases, where they had remained formally within the private sector,
their status was generally brought into line with current reality by nationali-
sation during, or shortly after, the war (see table 1.7). Even the Fed, which
maintained its particular part private/ part public status, fell increasingly
under Treasury domination.
1.2.4 Post-war success: Keynes and/or Bretton Woods? (1945-1971)
The asymmetries in the aftermath of World War II were even greater than
in 1918. Physical capital in the USA had been augmented during the war; it
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Table 1.7. The nationalisation" of central banks
Year Central bank
1936
1938
1945
1946
1948
1949
Danmarks Nationalbank
Reserve Bank of New Zealand
Bank of Canada
Banque de France
Bank of England
Nederlandsche Bank
Banque Nationale de Belgique*
Norges Bank
Reserve Bank of India
a
 Nationalisation here refers to the state ownership of 100 per cent of the share
capital of the central bank.
* In the case of Belgium the ownership share of the state in the Banque Nationale
was only 51 per cent.
Source: Appendix B
was the world's dominant economic power, and it held virtually all the
world's gold. By comparison, Japan and Europe had been devastated, and
the latter was now split by the Iron Curtain. But this time the earlier failures
and mistakes were avoided, partly as a result of farsighted American
leadership.
The immediate problems of post-war recovery, within a world where the
US was often the only source of scarce capital goods, were alleviated by
Marshall Aid, and the dollars thus made available were efficiently econo-
mised, and used to promote inter-European trading, by the establishment of
the European Payments Union (EPU) (Kaplan and Schleiminger 1989;
Eichengreen 1994). The underlying framework for the post-war inter-
national monetary system had been decided in, primarily US-UK, discuss-
ions and negotiations in 1943/44, the Bretton Woods system. Besides setting
up the international institutions, IMF, the World Bank, and (with compli-
cations en route) GATT, it was agreed that the exchange rate system would
be pegged, but adjustable. In theory each currency would peg to gold; in
practice the US was such a dominant hegemon that every other currency
pegged to the US dollar and the US separately kept the link of the dollar to
gold. Although Keynes had feared that the system would be too deflationary
(no doubt influenced by the UK's continuing structural weakness), and had
argued for the more expansionary 'bancor' system, with the benefit of
hindsight it appears that this system provided a successful compromise
between the external discipline of the peg, and the ultimate freedom and
flexibility to adjust exchange rates, if caught in a 'fundamental' disequili-
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brium. Or at least it would work successfully so long as the US, the
hegemon, managed to combine economic growth with price stability.
Nevertheless, recovery in Europe and Japan was initially hindered by the
dollar shortage. Despite fears about its continuation (MacDougall 1957),
this turned out to be brief. With so much of their economy dislocated by the
War, the exchange rates that initially seemed appropriate for Germany and
Japan soon turned out, once recovery was under way, to be super-
competitive. Meanwhile, the USA, in contrast to the inter-war years, took
the brunt of the task of defending the West from the Communist threat. The
resulting defence expenditures, both abroad in Korea and Vietnam and
domestically, not only kept the US (and world) economy at full employment,
but gave Germany and Japan a further comparative advantage.
Meanwhile, France and the UK were both embroiled in the retreat from
Empire, which involved them in continuous, difficult and expensive rear-
guard actions (Vietnam and Algeria; Malaya, Cyprus, Aden, Kenya, etc.;
Suez). Whereas both were losing an Empire, only France found an alter-
native role in Europe. The UK ended the World War with the albatross of
the sterling balances around its neck. As John Fforde (1992) described, the
UK was rebuffed in its hopes for much more generous assistance from the
USA, unwilling to take really radical action (such as the ROBOT plan in
1952 to float and freeze the sterling balances), and thereby forced into a
series of second-best and unsatisfactory compromises. The UK, and in the
earlier part of this period, France, became the congenitally weaker members
of the system (see Pressnell 1986).
As noted earlier, the war had brought full employment. Many feared that
this might not last after the war, and everyone was determined that the
inter-war disaster of persistent high unemployment should not recur. In
order to prevent this, demand was to be managed, generally along Keynesian
lines. Monetary management was to be a co-ordinated part of such overall
demand management, often regarded as a somewhat subsidiary part, since
the interest elasticity of demand for goods (the IS curve) was thought to be
rather low, while the interest elasticity of the demand for money (the LM
curve) was felt to be comparatively higher (see the Radcliffe Report 1959).
The objectives of central banks were extended to include high employment,
and growth, as well as maintaining the value of the currency. In practice, the
central bank became a junior branch of the Treasury. Demand management,
comprising fiscal, monetary and incomes policies, was to be co-ordinated.
But, because of lags, and uncertain and supposedly weak effects of monetary
policy, interest rates were to be held as low as might be consistent with
external balance, in the immediate post-war era, 1945-50, and the economy
was to be adjusted primarily through fiscal changes. In so far as monetary
policy was to be used, this would be done through changes in direct controls.
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That was the idea in theory, and in political rhetoric, at least in those
countries (e.g. Australia and UK) where Keynesian policies held sway. It is
doubtful whether the system worked that way in practice. Whereas
Treasury officials and Ministers believed that they were adjusting fiscal
policies in order to achieve the desired level of demand, with the optimum
trade-off between unemployment and inflation (along the short-run Phillips
curve), in reality they did not have the knowledge or the timing skills to do
so (Dow 1964). What 'really' happened was that each country's external
position, vis-a-vis its Bretton Woods peg, determined whether it would be
forced to tighten monetary and fiscal policies, or to relax them (Bordo and
Eichengreen 1993).
This latter was not, of course, true for the US, which did not have an
external constraint. The US was one of the first countries to give up direct
intervention, credit controls, incomes policies, etc. - all wartime controls.
Given the problems of the balance of power between the Executive and the
Legislature in the USA, and the delays that that entails, the conduct of fiscal
policy as an instrument of demand management is problematical at best.
With the Fed being somewhat independent of both the President and
Congress, and never entirely sold on Keynesian theory either, neither the
objectives, nor the operational effects, of monetary policy during the 1950s
are entirely clear, though the Fed did seek to vary interest rates countercy-
clically. Perhaps the relatively smooth and successful functioning of the US
economy, prior to the late 1950s, should be seen more as a natural self-
equilibration of the economy rather than the result of conscious demand
management? If so, the gulf between economic theory and rhetoric, which
was then primarily Keynesian, and reality, whereby the world economic
system was largely self-steering within the international Bretton Woods
framework, was unusually large at this juncture.
As noted earlier, monetary policy during World War II was primarily
undertaken via direct credit controls, while interest rates were held low and
constant. This reliance on direct credit controls continued in the immediate
post-war period; variations in controls on bank lending, on new capital
issues, on hire-purchase terms were the main operational tools, often sup-
ported in the case of the banking system with controls over interest rates and
over their minimum holdings of (liquid) government debt and reserve
ratios. Whether these latter were to be seen as prudential, or macro-policy,
instruments was rarely clear, even to those who enforced them.
Within a few years of the end of the war, a trend set in, away from such
direct controls, and back to market-related mechanisms of monetary
management, especially to the use of (short-term) interest rate adjustment.
This was, of course, part of a much more general recovery of confidence in
the workings of a capitalist market economy, and growing associated doubts
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about the ability and wisdom of state planning, even within the more
relaxed framework of the French indicative Plans, which were so admired
by the Labour Party in the 1960s, and formed the model for the UK's
abortive National Plan (HMSO, Cmnd 2764, 1965).
Within the context of the financial system, direct lending controls
increasingly led to disintermediation, as fringe institutions, outside the
ambit of the controls, were given artificial impetus (external disintermedi-
ation was, however, effectively constrained by exchange controls). The
central core of commercial banks was being turned into a declining public
utility, wherein the main function of bankers was to say 'no' to aspiring
borrowers with varying degrees of decisiveness. Both commercial and
central bankers became increasingly unhappy with this, since it was making
the financial system distorted and inefficient. It proved difficult to persuade
HM Treasury in the UK to abandon these direct controls, partly because
they, and Ministers, tended to discount claims that their own application of
controls could lead to inefficiency, partly because they were always worried
(with good reason as shown in 1971-73) that any relaxation would unloose
an unmeasurable, but potentially huge, flood of pent-up demand. Despite
such rear-guard action from (more left-wing) politicians and Treasury
bureaucrats in Britain, in virtually all Western countries there was a slow,
but steady, continuing trend from controls to market mechanisms.
The withdrawal by central banks from direct intervention for macro-
policy purposes was, perhaps, further facilitated by the lack of a need to
intervene on prudential and systemic stability grounds. Economic cycles,
apart from the Korean War boom, were mild. Both goods and asset prices
trended upwards, but slowly and quite steadily. Although more freely used
over time, nominal, and real, interest rates did not fluctuate much, either
over short (one-month) or long (one-year) periodicities (see tables 1.5 and
1.6). Partly because of the continuing constraints on their operational
freedom, partly because the economic framework was so stable and benign,
partly because of conservatism engendered by the memory of the inter-war
disasters, there were virtually no bank failures during this period. Such
supervision over the banking system as was carried out by the Bank of
England during this period was undertaken by one senior official, the
Principal of the Discount Office, on a part-time basis!
It had become accepted, during the inter-war period, that any self-
respecting independent country should have its own central bank and its
own currency. As the Colonial period receded, more and more countries
became independent. Many of these countries, especially in Africa, had
previously operated on a Currency Board basis (Newlyn and Rowan 1954).
These had linked the Colony to the currency and the capital market of the
(Imperial) home country. While this system had helped to maintain price
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stability, there had been little attempt by the Colonial rulers to build up an
indigenous financial system, and the extent of reserves held against the local
currency was often felt to be excessive for developing countries. Con-
sequently, these Boards were transformed into full-scale central banks on,
or shortly after, independence. The number of central banks, as shown in
table 1.2 in section 1.2 grew even faster.
What brought this successful era to an end? Once again, the disruptive
catalyst was war, the Vietnam War. The pursuit by President Johnson of his
ambitious domestic objectives, 'The Great Society', while simultaneously
pursuing the war, both guns and butter, put additional strain on the US
economy, on inflation in the USA, and on the Bretton Woods system.
Moreover the Bretton Woods system made it difficult for the US to adjust
its exchange rate relative to its main competitors, and many in the USA felt
that it was, therefore, putting their tradable goods industries at a competi-
tive disadvantage. Germany objected to importing inflation; the alternative
of revaluing was not acceptable, because German exchange rates were not
out of line with its (European) competitors; the problem was perceived as
being in the USA, not in Germany. General de Gaulle objected to (what he
described as) financing the Vietnam War, and along with Prof. Rueff
wanted to give gold a more central role as an effective discipline on the
USA. By contrast the British wanted to avoid the effects of the Bretton
Woods discipline on themselves in perpetrating 'stop-go' policies and low
growth.
So, for a variety of reasons, many of the main national participants
became disenchanted with the Bretton Woods system towards the end of the
1960s. At much the same time academic opinion was moving strongly in
favour of freely flexible exchange rates, and this too was influential. Mean-
while, despite the maintenance of exchange controls in many countries,
capital flows were increasing in scale, relative to available foreign exchange
reserves. Once serious doubt was cast on the continued maintenance of the
parities, speculative attack could force their abandonment.
For all these reasons, the political consensus and willingness to maintain
the prior international monetary order eroded. Once that happened the
shocks of the late 1960s and early 1970s broke the system.
1.2.5 The inflationary upsurge and the monetary counter-reaction
(1971-1994)
The end of section 1.1 noted the drastic increase in turbulence in external
monetary affairs in 1971-1973 - which culminated in the breakdown of the
Bretton Woods system and the onset of generalised floating. This was
associated with an accompanying increase in domestic monetary disorder,
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with the direction of causality running in both directions. The extent of
volatility in monetary (and also real) variables, such as monetary growth,
interest rates, equity prices, exchange rates over the five year period,
1971-76, has rarely been matched in any other period (except perhaps
1928-33 or 1978-83). Although wars and revolutions (the Arab-Israeli
'Yom Kippur' war in 1973; the overthrow of the Shah in 1979) played some
considerable role (just how important is a question which cannot be
answered here), it was, nevertheless, still a relatively peaceful period.
The main domestic problem was that people's concern about the future
impact of expected inflation had slowly been gathering strength. Previously
inflation had been perceived as a phenomenon connected with the financing
of wars and revolutions, after which were resolved proper monetary order
with a stationary price level would be restored. But the experience of the
post-war years, itself founded on a reaction to the disastrous unemployment
of the Great Depression of 1929-33 in the US, was that the politicians
would (successfully) strive to use demand management, including monetary
policy measures, to maintain employment at such a high level that prices
would tend to rise year by year. In due course, perhaps during the 1950s,
people came to expect that, and to factor that into their wage/price nego-
tiations. With an unchanged pressure of demand (desired level of employ-
ment), that would lead inflation to accelerate, and people began, in some
cases, to anticipate that too, by the end of the 1960s. The collapse of the
Bretton Woods system removed, in a number of countries outside the US,
one of the remaining constraints on the accommodation of inflation.
The authorities were caught between (politically unpopular) disinflation
(as under the British Labour Party 1968-70) to hold back inflation and
maintain external balance, and expansion (as under the British Conservative
Party 1971-74) which seemed now to exhaust itself in higher inflation quite
soon, with less effect on output. The short-run trade-off between employ-
ment and inflation along the Phillips curve had dramatically worsened. Not
surprisingly, perhaps, politicians in several countries (Nixon and Heath)
turned to incomes policies in the attempt artificially to flatten the Phillips
curve. Such attempts (after some initial success) soon failed; indeed, the
gratuitous inclusion of a wage indexation clause in UK incomes policies in
1972 drastically worsened the wage-price spiral in the UK in the aftermath
of the 1973 Oil Shock.
Stagflation had arrived. Friedman (1968) and Phelps (1968) had already
warned us how a sloping short-run Phillips curve (promising an output/
inflation trade-off) would transmute, once expectations began to adjust, into
a vertical (or even a backwards-bending) Phillips curve. There was no
longer-term trade-off. Even so, expansion (contraction) now would have
some immediate benefits (costs) (given the current state of expectations),
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whereas the effects of future counteracting contraction (expansion) could be
discounted. Not only, however, would it take people (governments) with a
fairly high discount rate to make any such short-term expansion worth-
while, but also (as was developed in the subsequent time inconsistency
literature), other people would soon come to recognise the short-term
pressures on government (e.g. the political business cycle of Nordhaus
1975), and adjust their inflationary expectations accordingly.
There, therefore, seemed no sensible alternative but to focus demand
management (monetary policy) on the attainment of price stability, while
leaving other policies (labour market policies, supply side policies, fiscal
policies) to aim to lower the Natural Rate of Unemployment. Quite why
there has been such a massive failure to achieve this latter objective over the
last two decades, and whether this reflects mistaken analysis, adverse shocks
or incorrect policies, is outside the remit of this paper. While there was some
discussion of the correct dynamic path for the attainment of price stability,
gradualism versus shock therapy ('cold turkey'), there was no real disagree-
ment from then on of the primary objective of monetary policy, price
stability (though there was an undercurrent of discussion on how this might
best be measured).
There was, in contrast, considerable debate and analysis on the
operational means, whereby the monetary authorities might achieve this
objective. In the past, central banks had operated by varying interest rates
in a discretionary and counter-cyclical manner, with exchange rates usually
as their main intermediate target. Now exchange rates were flexible, and
domestic inflation, and varying expectations thereof, were making the dis-
cretionary choice of interest rates more problematical. Moreover, central
bankers could see, more clearly and directly than most, the political
pressures that often caused interest rates to be varied (upwards) 'too little
too late'. It was just at this same time that economists in country after
country (e.g. Goldfeld 1973 for the US, and Laidler 1965 for the UK) were
coming forward with their econometric studies to demonstrate that national
demand for money functions were stable functions of a small set of vari-
ables. Hence velocity was predictable; and by setting targets for monetary
growth, the authorities should be able to control nominal incomes in the
short run and inflation in the longer run. Even in those cases where the prior
econometric fit soon worsened, such as £M3 in the UK between 1971-73
and the case of the 'missing money' in the USA (see Goldfeld 1976), this did
not dampen enthusiasm for targetry. Thus, in the UK the explosion in £M3
(out of line with past income levels, etc.), presaged a future surge in
inflation, and was therefore held to warrant even greater faith in such
targets.
These factors led central banks into the era of monetary targetry, begin-
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Table 1.8. The adoption of formal monetary targeting
Country Date
Germany
USA
Switzerland
Canada
UK
1974
1975
1976
Source: Griffiths and Wood (1981).
ning with the West German adoption of a target for central bank money in
1974; the dates of the adoption of such targetry by other countries is given in
the table above.
Although there was some remission of inflation in most countries during
the 1975/76 downturn, the use of such targetry did not prove effective in
dampening inflation during the remainder of the 1970s, nor in bringing
about positive real interest rates (West Germany and Switzerland being
partial exceptions).
There were several explanations for this. The conversion of some govern-
ments (the Carter Democrats in USA; the Callaghan Labour Government
in the UK; the Trudeau Liberals in Canada), to these new policies was
skin-deep. Central banks were perplexed at how to respond to overshoots.
To claw back monetary growth to the previous targeted path seemed too
draconian; after all bygones are bygones. But the widely-adopted alternative
of 'base-drift' was lax, both in spirit and in effect. Finally, central banks
sought to achieve their monetary targets by varying interest rates to that
end. Monetarists claimed that they did not have either the information, the
skill or the incentives to do so; instead they pressed for the authorities to
control the (seasonally adjusted) monetary base directly and allow interest
rates to be freely determined in the market. This final debate continued
unresolved throughout the era of targetry, until it was overtaken by the
effective collapse of the predictability of velocity in the mid 1980s (Good-
hart 1989 and 1995b).
Inflation worsened with the second oil shock in 1979, though not neces-
sarily just as a result of this shock. Concern about monetary stability
increased. The year 1979 proved to be a policy watershed. On 6 October
1979 Paul Volcker introduced his new operating technique of controlling
non-borrowed reserves. While it was soon appreciated that this was not (and
could not be, given the lagged reserve accounting system) a full blooded
monetary base control system, it shifted the scenery in such a way as to allow
the Fed to raise short-term interest rates dramatically. Earlier in June 1979
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the Conservatives under Thatcher were elected, and they shortly thereafter
(in 1980) re-emphasised, and extended into the Medium Term, their com-
mitment to a Financial Strategy of holding to a monetary target.
In practice, monetary growth remained highly unstable in both countries,
and short-term monetary targets were comprehensively missed in both
countries, and medium-term ones as well in the UK. As a technical exercise
it was hardly a success. Nevertheless the resolution of Volcker (and Reagan)
in the USA, and Thatcher (with Howe and Lawson at the UK Treasury and
Richardson at the Bank), together with their willingness to live with high
and volatile interest rates (and high and volatile exchange rates in UK) did
break the momentum of inflationary expectations. It broke much else
besides. The accompanying downturn in 1980-82 was severe, and was
followed by a sizeable reduction in the UK's manufacturing capacity. It
caused a fearful crisis among primary producers world-wide, especially
over-borrowed LDC countries in Latin America, which threatened for
some time to feed back into financial fragility among Western banks.
This threat was carefully averted by the main central banks working in
concert with the IMF, though whether the policies adopted were as benefi-
cial to the borrowing countries as they were to the banking systems of the
industrialised countries is another question. This crisis accompanied the
abandonment of targetry. The domestic objective, a sharp deflation to break
inflationary expectations, had been achieved despite (technical) failures to
meet the numerical targets. Velocity was proving to be unpredictable. This
was largely attributed to the innovations (e.g. interest-bearing chequable
deposits), brought about by the circumstances (high and variable inflation
and interest rates), by information technology, and by associated de-
regulation (driven by both national and global competition for financial
markets). It was not clear then, or now, when such innovations might
slow-up and a new equilibrium financial structure emerge; consequently it
was not sure then, or now, when stable (econometric) relationships might
return. Although some monetarists still press claims for the continued
reliability of a variety of aggregates, their credibility has been damaged.
Apart from some continued attention in Germany, and in the European
Monetary Institute, explicit monetary targetry was generally abandoned in
the mid-1980s and has not returned.
Initially such targets were hardly missed. The downturn of 1981-82 was
followed by one of the longest sustained stretches of steady growth on
record, 1983-1989, combined with quite low inflation (in comparison with
the 1970s). As in the 1920s in the USA, such success generated (unfounded)
optimism in its unlimited extension. Such confidence, in future growing
asset prices, helped to spark off asset price bubbles, first in equity prices,
which broke spectacularly in October 1987, and then more generally in real
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estate, commercial property and housing prices in 1988-89. Such asset
(housing) price increases raised wealth and increased consumption expendi-
tures. Eventually the resulting fast (broad) monetary growth and rising
expenditures fed through into higher consumer goods prices. This induced
the monetary authorities, somewhat belatedly, to tighten in order to check
the boom. By now the asset price bubble had been in full swing for some
time, and the counter-cyclical policy measures broke the asset price bubble.
The resulting collapse in asset prices, coming on top of the cyclical down-
turn, put extreme financial pressure both on wide sectors of bank borrowers
(e.g. property developers, construction companies) and on their bankers in
many areas, e.g. Japan, Victoria in Australia, the Coasts in the USA, the
Nordic countries, to a lesser extent the UK. Bank lending collapsed, though
how much owing to a decline in demand as contrasted with a cut-back in
supply, is uncertain; broad money growth plummeted, and bad debts and
failures soared. Bank failure rates, acknowledged or hidden, rose to levels
last seen in the Depression of 1929-33.
With the recovery, albeit hesitant, established in the USA and UK,
despite continuing problems in Japan and Continental Europe, a rather
difficult corner has, probably, now been turned (1994). Although continen-
tal Europe, apart from Scandinavia, did not suffer as severely from the asset
price bubble and bust, the asymmetric shock of German reunification,
impacting on its partners in the ERM, both extended their boom at the end
of the 1980s and now also the slump of the early 1990s.
Reference to the ERM provides a marker for shifting from a review of the
domestic macro-objectives of monetary policy back to external monetary
considerations. As noted earlier, academics had been hopeful that the switch
to floating exchange rates would allow the exchange rate to adjust smoothly
to movements in relative economic fundamentals, especially to relative price
levels (thereby maintaining purchasing power parity in the medium term),
instead of the large, occasional, discrete jumps in rates at a time of parity
readjustment as under the Bretton Woods system. That hope was not
fulfilled. Real exchange rates were even more variable under floating rates.
It was, and remains, hard to relate exchange rate changes (except perhaps
over very long periodicities, e.g. twenty years or so), to movements in
economic fundamentals.
Hence the experience of floating rates not only disappointed prior
academic hopes, but the volatility and the major misalignments that even-
tuated further disturbed economic policy-making, both nationally and
internationally. During this period there has been a history of attempts to
mitigate such external disturbances through a variety of schemes for inter-
national policy co-ordination of a more or less formal kind.
The shocks to the external monetary order in 1971-73 forced the demise
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of the first attempt at European Monetary Union, as set out in the Werner
Report (1970). Nevertheless, the major European countries tried to limit the
range of permissible exchange rate fluctuation amongst themselves under
the Smithsonian Agreement of December 1971 via 'the snake in the tunnel5.
The UK was forced out (in June 1972) after a minor speculative attack, and
when France, too, had to float, it became little more than a residual
Germanic grouping. The subsequent volatility of exchange rates between
members of the European Community caused severe difficulties for the
operation of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), and was seen as a
serious obstacle for the achievement of greater political and economic unity
in the EC more generally (Giavazzi and Giovannini 1989). Consequently a
bilateral French/German political initiative (between D'Estaing and
Schmidt) in 1978/79 led to the establishment of the Exchange Rate
Mechanism of the European Monetary System. This became the most
successful of the various attempts during these years to restore (regional)
external monetary order. By the end of the 1980s it had evolved into a
system of German leadership, with the other members of the ERM pegging
to the Dm as their main counter-inflationary precommitment. So successful
had it become that, by the early 1990s, not only were all the members
renouncing exchange controls (Greece remaining outside the ERM), but
also a progressive hardening of the ERM was seen as the route into EMU.
Even this hard-won successful credibility was not, however, sufficient to
withstand the shocks in the early 1990s, notably German reunification.
The European Community provided both a framework and a rationale for
policy co-ordination among its members, and the objective of achieving
German-level inflation provided a common objective. There was no such
framework, or rationale, among the G3, USA, Germany and Japan, let alone
wider G groupings. Nevertheless, following a period of neglect of the
exchange rate by the US Treasury (1980-84), the misalignment of the US$
appeared so large, and so destabilising, that by 1985 the new Secretary of
the Treasury (Baker) inaugurated a series of understandings among Finance
Ministers about appropriate ranges for the main exchange rates (Funabashi
1988). Such understandings, with more or less commitment and fuzzy
edges, have continued sporadically subsequently. How much difference
such understandings, or such changes in (co-ordinated) foreign exchange
intervention, or more rarely in interest rates, that they evoked, made to the
historical course of exchange rates is an uncertain and unknowable counter-
factual: the markets and most observers tend to be unimpressed and
sceptical.
So, currently, at the end of this historical journey, the international
monetary system remains as disordered as at any intervening time, and the
way forward unclear. A pure float has been found, for reasons still unknown,
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to have been much more volatile than either expected or wished; the ERM
has been battered, and the road to EMU remains uncertain; wider inter-
national exchange rate co-ordination is modest both in scope and objective
and in actual achievement.
1.2.6 And now?
The most profound event of these last few years has been the collapse of
Communism. Within the former Communist countries, the transition to a
market economy has been much more difficult than initially hoped. This has
been so no less in the monetary sphere than elsewhere, and extreme mone-
tary disturbances, notably hyperinflation, have occurred in several countries
(e.g. Ukraine), and are only being narrowly avoided in others (e.g. Russia).
Price deregulation, and other factors in the transition, cut off the cash
flow to central government from the large State Owned Enterprises (SOEs),
upon which those governments had previously relied for fiscal balance.
Amidst the worsening inflation and falling output it was hard for central
governments to obtain alternative sources of tax revenue, or cut their
expenditures, sufficiently to restore fiscal balance. So, with the debt market
in its infancy, the deficit was monetised. Meanwhile a sizeable proportion of
the SOEs was loss-making. Because they were large employers, and pro-
vided most of the local social services, they could not be easily shut (or
privatised). Consequently loans from the (often closely connected) so-called
commercial banks to such SOEs were largely disguised fiscal subsidies, and
such loans were often bad (i.e. non-performing) from the start. Under such
circumstances, and with no history of credit assessment or its market
allocation, credit control remained more often direct, by imposed quantita-
tive limit (often immediately offset by an explosion of inter-enterprise
'trade credit'), rather than by market interest rate mechanisms. Given the
(political) interest in keeping the SOEs going, it has been hard to control
credit expansion, whether directly or otherwise. With the deficits of both
governments and SOEs being regularly monetised, hyperinflation becomes
an immediate concern. While the more advanced members among the
former Communist countries (e.g. Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic,
the Baltic States) are successfully overcoming this nexus of monetary
problems, most of the remaining countries are not. Even in China, which
has been so comparatively successful in other ways, the problem of mone-
tary control remains.
What effect the collapse of Communism will have on the rest of the world,
and its associated monetary relationships remains quite uncertain. One
possibility is that the end of the main bilateral, USSR/Communist versus
Western/Capitalist, divide may lead to a splitting of the world into regional,
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trading, groupings, e.g. the Americas, Asia and the European Union (EU).
If so, a consequential question is what are the implications for the internal
monetary relationships of such regional groupings. Here there is an inter-
esting division of views between the EU, where some internal monetary
order is frequently perceived as a necessary complement, perhaps even a
prerequisite, for the successful continuation of the Single Market, and
NAFTA where there has been no call, nor consideration, for any side-
agreement on monetary inter-relationships to support the free trade area. Is
this because one, or other, group (the European or North Americans) is
wrong? Or are the assumptions on which the two groups are working
different? Thus the EU may fear that, unless prevented, member States may
use monetary policy and exchange rate adjustment to obtain an (unfair)
competitive advantage. By contrast, the North Americans may assume that,
whatever else determines monetary policy in their three countries, a desire
to manipulate competitive trading advantage is not among them. Can both
assumptions be correct in their own regional circumstances?
Within their own regions, the leading countries, the hegemons, are, now
that demand-for-money functions have become so unreliable, apart perhaps
from Germany, carrying out an essentially discretionary policy, aimed in
the very short-run at stabilising the growth rate of nominal incomes and in
the somewhat longer-run (a few years forward) at achieving and maintaining
price stability. In the last few years discussion and debate has switched from
operational techniques (e.g. interest rate control versus monetary base
control: rules versus discretion) towards concern with structure, incentives
and accountability, in short to most of the issues that come together under
the heading of central bank independence.
In the meantime, central bankers have been left, largely unchallenged
now by monetarist critics, to use their single main instrument, i.e. the
control over short-term interest rates, in the light of their own discretion for
the, generally agreed, objective of achieving medium-term price stability.
The main operational problem is that interest rate changes affect the
economy (and monetary expansion) with a considerable, and varying lag.
Consequently central bankers need to vary interest rates in response to
deviations of the uncertain future rate of inflation (from the desired, say,
0 to 2 per cent rate), rather than react to current data. This means that the
forecasts of future price inflation, say IV2 to 2 years hence, now play a
central role in the conduct of monetary policy (e.g. the Bank of England
quarterly forecast).
Especially given the uncertainty of such forecasts (see Brunner and
Meltzer 1993, Lecture 4), there remains considerable room for political, and
other interest group, pressures to be applied to central banks, usually to
defer interest rate increases at (politically) inconvenient moments. The
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'time inconsistency' literature suggests that it has been the incentive struc-
ture (on central banks) rather than technical/operational limitations that has
hindered the attainment of price stability.
It is in this context that the campaign for central bank independence has
developed, particularly in Europe where such independence is not only
statutorily required for the ECB, but also for all national central bank
members of the ESCB (Maastricht Treaty 1992). In this approach the
central bank is to be statutorily mandated to give primacy to the achieve-
ment of price stability, and provided with freedom (from any government
constraint) and autonomy to vary short-term interest rates to that end.
Subsidiary questions of democratic accountability, appropriate other func-
tions (e.g. prudential supervision) and management structure have been
handled variously in the differing current models of independent central
banks (e.g. Bundesbank and ECB model, as compared with the RBNZ
model, see for example the CEPR Roll Committee Report 1993).
Besides the theoretical arguments for central bank independence, the case
for it has been strengthened by the empirical evidence that, in recent
decades, the more independent central banks have presided over lower
inflation but had largely similar growth/employment outcomes compared
with their more dependent colleagues (Alesina and Summers 1993).
The counter-claim has been made (Posen 1993) that there is little evi-
dence that more independent central banks can directly lower the
unemployment cost of lowering inflation (the sacrifice ratio). Rather, more
independent central banks are established where there is, in any case, a
dominating political constituency for low inflation. While this may well be
so, an independent central bank by its own actions, words and reputation
can help to extend and to sustain that constituency.
This latter view, that the establishment of an independent central bank
will largely succeed, or fail, depending on its 'political5 skills in holding
together a low inflation constituency, implies that the passage of Acts to
grant such independence will be much less of a panacea than its, more
credulous (academic) advocates would hope. A danger in this context is that
'independence' may get oversold as the solution to the ills of the monetary
system, just as monetary targeting, exchange rate floating, and so many
prior economic nostrums were often given exaggerated credence in some
quarters, to their own subsequent detriment.
It is, perhaps, inevitable that there will be some degree of hype in the
promotion of new ideas, in order for them to overcome the barrier of inertia.
Fortunately, it is hardly necessary to remind central bankers of the merits of
a cautious scepticism. This will stand them in good stead during the next
300 years.
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1.1 Britain. All series up to 1980 taken from The Economist (1989), except:
interest rates, taken from Homer and Sylla (1991); and narrow and broad
money, taken from Capie and Webber (1985). All series are updated from
International Monetary Fund (1992), International Financial Statistics
Yearbook, Washington. This last point applies to all figures 1.1-1.10.
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Figure 1.2 France. All series up to 1980 taken from The Economist (1989),
except: interest rates, taken from Homer and Sylla (1991); narrow and
broad money supply (currency and bank deposits) and real GDP, taken
from Mitchell (1970). Breaks in time series during the two world wars are
due to missing data. Breaks in time series during the 1980s are due to the
start of a new, redefined series. The break in broad money series (1958-9)
is due to the redefinition of the franc.
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Figure 1.3 Germany. All series up to 1980 taken from The Economist
(1989), except: interest rates, taken from Homer and Sylla (1991); narrow
and broad money supply (currency and bank deposits), taken from Mitch-
ell (1970). Breaks in time series during the two world wars are due to
missing data.
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Figure 1.4 Japan. All series up to 1980 taken from The Economist (1989),
except: narrow and broad money (currency and bank deposits), taken from
Japanese Statistical Association (1987). Breaks in time series are due to
missing data.
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Figure 1.5 USA. All series up to 1980 taken from The Economist (1989),
except: narrow and broad money, taken from Friedman and Schwartz
(1970). Breaks in time series are due to missing data.
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Figure 1.7 Price levels (log) and inflation rates. Breaks in time series are
due to missing data.
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Figure 1.8 Real GDP: levels (log) and growth rates. Breaks in time series
are due to missing data.
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Figure 1.9 Narrow money: levels (log) and growth rates. Breaks in time
series are due to missing data.
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Figure 1.10 Broad money: levels (log) and growth rates. Breaks in time
series are due to missing data.
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Figure 1.11 Exchange rates (against £ sterling). Breaks in time series are
due to missing data.
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1.3 The relations between central banks and governments
1.3.1 Introduction
In this section we explore the nature of central bank/government relations,
and what has influenced these at different times. At base the issue con-
sidered here is the question of the extent of closeness (or distance) between
the respective parties.
The current concern over central bank independence, as noted in the
previous section, has already spawned a large literature, a benefit of which
has been to draw attention to how difficult it is to define, let alone measure,
independence (see, for example, Cukierman 1992 and Eijffinger and
Schaling 1993). A variety of indicators of degrees of independence has been
devised but their use is fraught with difficulty. Our concern extends beyond
a definition of independence to an attempt to examine the factors and
considerations that have helped to shape the ebb and flow in the closeness of
the relationship between central banks and governments. It is difficult to
reduce this to a common single denominator. Should we look for one? The
historian in the economic historian is perhaps more comfortable with the
uniqueness of events and happy to explain each change as the product of a
number of factors specific to that change. The economist in the economic
historian is always tempted to look for generalisations and we are succum-
bing to that temptation in spite of the difficulties.
A pattern of alternating regimes is not uncommon in economic history.
For example, free trade and protection, and fixed and floating exchange-
rates, have followed such a pattern in the modern world economy. In very
general terms the explanation seems to be that there arises a dissatisfaction
with current economic performance and the perceived role that the prevail-
ing regime has in that performance and that brings about the desire for
change.10
In a recent study of the related topic of alternating regimes of fixed and
floating exchange-rates Eichengreen (1994) examined a number of hypo-
theses that considered the role of: international economic leadership, inter-
national co-operation, intellectual consensus, underlying macro-stability,
fixed rates as an anti-inflationary rule, and domestic distributional politics.
He concluded that any explanation that was based on any single one of these
10
 The nineteenth-century triumph of free trade over protection was the adoption of a policy
that was followed by the most successful economy of the time - Britain. The re-emergence
of trade liberalisation after World War II was a consequence of the failure of the alternative
protectionist policies adopted in the years between 1880 and 1914 (much of that widely seen
at the time as depression years) and extended in the inter-war years when international trade
suffered its greatest collapse ever.
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was inadequate. In any case several of them are rather nebulous (see Bordo
and Capie 1993 on some of the difficulties in identifying the reasons for
changes in monetary regimes).
When we turn to changing fashions in relation to monetary policy, there
are perhaps three important elements to the explanation. First, are the
underlying political conditions. Secondly, within that we identify some
short-term factors that trigger change. And thirdly, there is a difference
according to the simplicity or complexity of the task confronting the central
bank.
In very broad terms, the period from the origins of central banking at the
beginning of the nineteenth century through to the First World War is the
period when laissez-faire emerged, dominated, and then faded. That was
a period when the state tended to keep its distance, particularly in trade
and monetary matters. The belief that the gold standard, the prevailing
international monetary system, provided a largely automatic means of
adjustment, was important to this philosophy. A considerable degree of
independence therefore obtained, particularly in so far as it related to the
central bank assisting in the smooth working of the gold standard. The
period from the First World War to the 1970s has in contrast been the age of
the state, of economic management, of socialism. It was in this period that
there was a move to greater government control, and of more dependent
central banks. This era is probably over now and we may be entering
another of relative economic freedom.
The second area of explanation lay in the immediate proximate cause or
trigger for change. Within the very broad underlying political conditions set
out above there have been some factors, not always exogenous, which have
provoked a change. War, or a similar type of crisis, is the most obvious. The
state has always been tempted to gain control over resources; the revenue
motive has never been far away. In times of crisis such as war there is an
obvious incentive to ensure greater control over resources, and indepen-
dence is likely to suffer and even disappear. Other triggers have been: the
acquisition of sovereignty by former colonial countries, leading to more
dependent institutions; rapid inflation leading in due course to greater
independence, because of the perceived responsibility of the monetary
financing of governments for such inflation, as in Germany; and deflation
leading to less independence, as greater government intervention becomes
desired. In this respect our judgement differs from that of Cukierman
(1992), perhaps because we take a much longer horizon.
The third element in the story concerns the simplicity or complexity of
the central bank's task. When the role of the central bank was relatively
simple, when there was for example a single objective (especially if that was
a technical one, as in the maintenance of convertibility under the gold
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standard when what was required was the adjustment of interest rates),
there was more likelihood of independence. At the other extreme, with the
advent of Keynesian economics a range of possibilities was opened up. What
weakens or perhaps destroys independence is this complexity in the range of
choices.
Although there are serious difficulties in dealing with the question of
independence, and our aim is to broaden this particular discussion, it is
useful to provide at least a working definition of independence. The one we
prefer is: the right11 to change the key operational instrument without
consultation or challenge from government. This instrument has, in prac-
tice, almost always been a central short-term money market rate, often the
discount rate. While the majority of academics do not believe that this is
necessarily so (in many cases proposing that central banks instead focus on
the control of the monetary base), almost all central bankers do. So, in
practice, interest rates are the key. It might be expected that the ownership
of central banks plays an important part in their ability freely to determine
interest rates (i.e. act independently). The forthcoming discussion in
section 1.3.3 indicates that, in the event, this has not been so. This is clearly
relevant to the current discussions of central bank independence, which are
reviewed below in section 1.3.4.
Defining independence in the way that we have, or indeed in any other
that is operationally useful, does not at a stroke remove the difficulties. It is
still not possible to read the extent of independence from the statutes. This
is made more difficult by the fact that these statutes were invariably
modified frequently (to take just one example, New Zealand since World
War II provides a good illustration; see Hawke 1973). Furthermore, the
question of interest rates is seldom dealt with explicitly. And even if interest
rate policy was stated explicitly it does not follow that it always or even
normally prevailed. Categorisation still requires a fairly intimate knowledge
of the structure, organisation, and the working practices of the institution,
to say nothing of the personalities in both the central bank and the
government.
/ .3.2 The historical pattern of the relationship
The history of this relationship is a story of ebb and flow in the closeness
between central banks and governments. First some reminder of what that
broad pattern was. Although some institutions were founded before the
1l
 The need to change the key instrument, the interest rate, may be largely predetermined by
the objectives of the monetary authorities, for example by the desire to maintain the gold
standard or a pegged exchange rate. But the question of who decides exactly when, and by
how much, to pull the interest rate trigger still remains.
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nineteenth century there were no real central banks before about 1800
(unless a case is made for the Bank of England - something we come back
to). For those institutions founded in the nineteenth century and gradually
emerging as central banks in the course of the century there was relative
independence. These banks increasingly, particularly as the century wore
on, acquired the responsibility of maintaining convertibility of the currency
under the gold standard. It was in this period that central banking as we
understand it today can be said to have emerged. The philosophy of
laissez-faire dominated much of the century and under its influence the
state's role was a diminished one. It was natural therefore that such banks
enjoyed a greater latitude than at other times. (Obviously there are some
differences in the timing of this in different countries but as a broad
generalisation it holds.) The First World War brought that to an end; and
while after the war there was a desire to return to independence and some
movement towards that, that was damaged first by the great depression and
the perceived role of banking in that, and then further by the Second World
War, and then more lastingly by the rise of the managed economy. Only in
recent years has that trend begun to be reversed.
We hinted in the previous paragraph that there may be a case to be made
for the Bank of England being considered as a central bank from as early as
the Napoleonic Wars. By 1790 the Bank dominated the monetary system
and held the reserves of that system. There are examples of the Bank acting
(in this, more limited, sense) as a lender of last resort in the eighteenth
century (see Lovell 1957). Freed from the obligation to convert its notes
after 1797 it was accused, by those who went under the name of bullionists,
of being responsible for the falling exchange rate - a consequence of its over
issue of notes. The Bank rejected the idea that it had the power to influence
the price level, or indeed that it had public responsibilities. But the case was
clearly developing that the Bank was something other than a private profit
maximising institution. It had many of the characteristics of a modern
central bank. And it was being urged by people such as Henry Thornton to
behave in keeping with that.
Even for nineteenth-century England, however, the situation is far from
straightforward. The 1844 Act helped, but the exact nature of the relation-
ship continued to be debated. In the financial crises of 1847,1857, and 1866
there was a need for the government to intervene or for the Bank to consult
the government. In the first case suspension of the Act was allowed and in
the latter two suspension actually took place. Fetter (1965, p. 281) summed
up a lengthy discussion in the following fashion:
Officially the Bank made no suggestion to the Government, and officially the
Government did nothing beyond letting the Bank know it was free to break the law if
it felt this necessary to carry out its public responsibilities. What went on in the
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clubs, at the country estates, at the meetings of old Etonians, Oxonians, and
Cantabrigians, and possibly at the Political Economy Club, was another matter. The
important thing was that somehow or other the Government and the Bank worked
things out reasonably well.
This leaves the issue open. At other points Fetter talks about the 'fiction' of
Bank of England independence in the nineteenth century.
It would be misleading to imply that independence was widespread
elsewhere, even in the age of liberalism when it was seen as desirable. There
was less independence in practice in some countries. The Banque de France
had been subjected to considerable control from its birth in 1800 until the
mid nineteenth century. But with the increasing liberalism that followed,
things were expected to change. Even so, the historian of the Banque de
France, Alain Plessis wrote:
it is surprising to note, in a so-called liberal period, just how much the Banque de
France, a private undertaking which was fiercely proud of what it thought of as its
independence, was subject to frequent intervention amounting to constant control,
on the part of the Ministry of Finance in particular and the public authorities in
general, (quoted in Bouvier 1988)
However, if we apply our definition of independence - control of interest
rates - then there was surely a good measure of independence, or freedom of
action in the operation of monetary policy in France, and in other countries
too in the nineteenth century. Central European experience was somewhat
different and undoubtedly owes something to the fact that the age of
economic liberalism arrived there much later and barely had time to emerge
and flourish before the end of the nineteenth century. Intervention was
always more popular there.
The story that is usually told of much of Continental Europe derives from
the work of Gerschenkron (1962). The original hypothesis was that since
European countries had come to industrialisation relatively late (in varying
degrees) they needed to take actions that were not needed in Britain. It was
this that gave rise to the universal bank, and for a greater role for the state.
The more backward the country the greater was the need for intervention.
The thesis has been under some challenge in recent years particularly with
respect to the contribution of the universal bank, but it is still useful as an
explanation for the extent of intervention (see Teichova 1992).
When the gold standard was disrupted and in effect abandoned at the
outbreak of the First World War, and as governments sought greater control
over resources, price levels soared almost everywhere. The nature of the
relationship between the state and the central banks was sharpened. Irre-
spective of the degree of independence, either statutory or in practice, that
obtained, at times of crisis of this kind the state enforces its authority.
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When the First World War broke out there was then a stern test of Bank
independence. In England the Prime Minister (Asquith) invited the
Governor of the Bank (Cunliffe) to make a written promise: 'that during the
war the Bank must in all things act on the directions of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer (McKenna) and must not take any action likely to affect credit
without prior consultation with the Chancellor' (Sayers 1976, pp. 99-107).
Cunliffe in a demonstration of independence refused to sign, and the
Committee of Treasury gave its support when it agreed, 'that it was im-
possible for the Bank to renounce its functions' (p. 105). But after a month
Cunliffe gave an undertaking to work with the Chancellor. The same sort of
thing was happening all around the world. The Federal Reserve, designed
as an independent institution just before the war, lost that independence
almost immediately when the US entered the war. Then, having regained it
after the war, it lost it again at the outbreak of the Second World War.
At the end of the First World War there was a widespread desire to return
to the world of normality and stability, that is to the years before 1914. That
was of course impossible. Too much had changed. But 'business as usual'
and 'back to 1914' were popular slogans. The desire was seen in monetary
matters too. A return to the gold standard was immediately pursued.
Further, in the aftermath of the war and its inflationary experience there
was widespread acceptance of the dangers inherent in political interference,
and equally widespread desire to bring about central bank independence. At
the Brussels Conference in 1920 a resolution was passed stating: 'Banks and
especially banks of issue should be freed from political pressure and should
be conducted solely on the lines of prudent finance' (Resolution III, Com-
mission on Currency and Exchange). The years till the Great Depression
were characterised by this pursuit of independence as a result of the price
experience of the years 1914-20, and reinforced by the hyperinflations of
the early 1920s. It was a cardinal feature of the reconstruction schemes of
the League of Nations. It was also true separately of Latin America.
Using our definition of independence, that of freedom to alter interest
rates, the Bank of England seems to have returned to its independent status
after the First World War. Indeed a principal complaint against the Bank at
the time was that Montagu Norman as Governor had the power to change
the discount rate without consulting anyone either inside the Bank or
outside the Bank (Pollard 1970). From the depression years onwards there
was a greater desire on the part of government to influence interest rates.
The war loan conversion of 1932 is an example of one attempt, to quote
Kaldor (1986, p. xx), 'which brought down the whole structure of long-term
interest rates'. Whether or not that is true is not the point at issue here. It
demonstrates the role the Treasury wished to play in influencing interest
rates. The fact that Bank Rate remained unchanged at 2 per cent from
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1932-1939 is possibly indicative of the growing influence of government. If
it remains difficult to sort the issue out for the Bank of England, how much
more so is it for many other banks whose histories have not been researched
so intensively and about which we know a great deal less.
It may be thought that if governments almost invariably set up central
banks then their relationship with them, at least at the time of origin, must
have been close. That is not necessarily the case. In some periods, as noted,
the call was for independence and even though the central bank was the
creation of the state it may nevertheless have been set up to operate at arm's
length, and perhaps later, not much later in some cases, have been brought
under tighter control. For example in the early inter-war years when
independence was highly prized the central banks in New Zealand, Canada
and Greece were set up explicitly as independent institutions even if their
independence lasted only a short time.
At the end of the interwar period Plumptre (1940, p. 23) wrote, 'One of
the primary tenets of accepted central banking thought has been the import-
ance of keeping central banks politically independent5. As we have seen such
a view had been weakening for some years. The great depression of 1929-33
was regarded in many countries as a consequence of central and commercial
bank failings. Reform was seen as urgently required. One aspect of this was
the removal of independence. Independence was desirable in the 1920s but
had lost appeal by the 1930s.
Thus Plumptre's view was effectively obsolete by the middle decades of
the twentieth century, as confidence in liberal capitalism weakened. Three
factors were primarily responsible. Perhaps the most important was the
world-wide drift to socialism and intervention. The second was the rise of
Keynesian economics. The third, more or less coincident with the second,
was the Second World War and its aftermath. There was also a generally
improved price performance in these years (1939-51) - certainly compared
with 1914-20/23. Governments were therefore encouraged to return to
interventionist policies. Nationalisation of central banks was common as
governments everywhere took a closer interest in monetary policy (a striking
example was the Netherlands and others can be found in table 1.7 in section
1.2).
Indeed it went much further, for monetary policy was conceived in a
wholly different way. To quote the Radcliffe Committee Report (1959,
para. 767): 'More than that, monetary policy, as we have conceived it,
cannot be envisaged as a form of economic strategy which pursues its own
independent objectives. It is a part of a country's economic policy as a whole
and must be planned as such.'
Further, in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s there was a great extension of
national political independence. The birth of new states and acquisition of
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sovereignty by former colonies resulted in the emergence of governments
who sought control over their own affairs. Governments established central
banks or took over or converted existing institutions (such as currency
boards). Thus the period from the Second World War until around 1970
was another period of great growth in central banking but on this occasion
the desired and pursued relationship was of relative closeness - dependence
- unlike the earlier inter-war years, and for most of the nineteenth century.
The inflationary experience of the two decades that followed - roughly
the late 1960s to the late 1980s - when the world for the first time ever, in a
generally peaceful period, adopted fiat money, brought home again the clear
relationship between expansionary monetary policy and inflation. The view
developed that where central banks were less susceptible to government
pressure they delivered lower inflation. The desire was then for more
independence and currently the desire is being turned into realisation.
1.3.3 Who owns the central bank?
Tables 1.9 and 1.10 indicate that formal ownership, and therefore rights to
the residual profits of the central bank, are likely either to be in the hands of
the government, or to be shared between the government and other share-
holders (often other banks), with the majority stake usually being in the
hands of the government. Even where the government is not a majority
shareholder, however, dividends are subject to a maximum, with any resi-
dual surplus being paid to the government.
In so far as the public sector (the government) owns and controls the
central bank, either by itself or jointly with the commercial banks, it is also
likely to take to itself the power to appoint the main officials, the governors
and directors. The modes of appointment are depicted in table 1.11.
People in power normally appoint others to centres of power with whom
they are comfortable. Hence, the appointment power is, of itself, likely to
make the central bank subservient to the wishes of government. On the
other hand, the senior officials of the central bank have a specialised
technical job to undertake. They need to be respected in the financial
community, and to have the ability to absorb, to assess and to impart
specialised monetary information and analysis. They need a reputation for
sound, independent judgement, even, perhaps especially, when they are
formally subservient to the dictates of the government in the conduct of
macro-monetary policy.
In order to foster their independence of judgement, and their technical
reputation, central bank senior officials are often appointed for quite
lengthy tenures, shown in table 1.12 below. As Cukierman (1992, chapter
19) records, however, the formal tenure is in some countries (e.g. Argentina)
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Table 1.9. The ownership of central banks
State
Argentina
Australia
Canada
Denmark*
France
Finland
Germany
Ireland
India
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Spain
Sweden
UK
Mixed
(% of government
holding)
Austria (50%)
Belgium (50%)
Chile (50%)
Greece (10%)
Japan (55%)
Mexico (51%)
Turkey (25%)
Italy*
Private
South Africa
Switzerland0
USA*
a
 The National Bank of Denmark is not strictly owned by the government, but has the status of
a self-governing institution whose profits accrue to the government.
b
 The Banca d'Italia is not a joint stock company but is incorporated under public law, and can
only be owned by other public companies.
c
 The Swiss National bank is owned jointly by the cantons (63 per cent) and private share-
holders.
d
 The Federal Reserve is owned by the member banks of the System.
Source: Aufricht (1961, 1967) and Appendix B.
considerably longer than the actual tenure where there is an (unwritten)
convention that senior bank officials submit their resignations whenever
there is a change of either government or, even, of Finance Ministers within
a Government.
Another safeguard for the reputation, and technical expertise, of central
banks is that governments most often appoint existing experts with a
track-record of proven ability, rather than their fellow politicians to the
field. The background of most Governors and directors lies in banking,
either central or commercial, or closely adjunct fields, such as journalists,
lawyers, economists or accountants specialising in money and banking.
Besides their suitability for senior appointment in terms of personal
expertise and capacity, there is also the question of whether appointments to
the Board should be entirely on a personal basis, or should ensure a wide
representation from differing major sectors (e.g. banks, industry, Unions,
possibly even academic). Table 1.13 below shows the requirements on the
composition of central bank boards. In general, the kind of checks and
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Table 1.10. Distribution of central bank profits
57
Country
Austria
Belgium*
Chile
Greece
Italy
Japan
Mexico
South Africa
Switzerland
Turkey
USA
Maximum dividend?
10%a
6%
No dividend
12%
6%
5%
6%
10%
6%
6%
6%
Residual profits (after dividends
and reserve provisions)
Government
Government^
Government
Government^
Government^
Government
Government
Government
Cantons first receive 80 centimes per capita.
Residual then divided between government
O/3) and cantons (2A)
Government^
Government
a
 After the government has taken 33 per cent of net profits.
b
 Article 20 of the Organic Law of the Banque Nationale states that the net earnings of the
Banque 'which are in excess of 3 per cent of the difference between the average amount of [its]
assets and liabilities are assigned to the state'.
c
 The personnel of the central bank may receive some of the residual profits.
d
 An additional dividend may be paid out of residual profits.
Source: Appendix B.
Table 1.11. Modes of appointment of central bank governing board
Governor appointed by . . .
(on proposal of
Government
Australia
Austria
Chile
Finland
(directors)
France
Germany
(directors)
India
Ireland
Japan
New Zealand
South Africa
Switzerland
US
.. .)
Directors
Canada
Italy
Mexico
Sweden
Crown
Belgium
(government)
Denmark
(government)
Netherlands
(directors)
Norway
(government)
Spain
(government)
UK
(government)
Directors appointed by . . .
Government
Australia
Austria
Canada
Chile
Denmark
Finland
France
India
Japan
Spain
UK
US
Other (specify)
Belgium
(crown)
Germany
(parliament)
Norway
(parliament)
Mexico
(government/
shareholders)
South Africa
(shareholders)
Sweden
(parliament)
Switzerland
(parliament/
shareholders)
Source: Aufricht (1961, 1967), Fair (1980) and Appendix B.
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Table 1.12. Tenure of central bank officials
Country
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Chile
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
India
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
US
Governor*
7
5
5
7
5
unlimited
unlimited
unlimitedc
8
4
5
7
unlimited
5
unlimited
7
5
unlimited
5
5
unlimited
unlimited
6
5
4
Directors
(executive)
5
5
6(3)
3
10
5b
(unlimited)
4 (unlimited)
6
8
3
4
5
4
4
2
5
5
6
4
3
3 (unlimited)
3
4
14
a
 In all cases the appointment of Governor is renewable.
b
 1 year for those elected by the Council of Representatives.
c
 In practice limited to 5-7 years.
Source: Aufricht (1961, 1967), Fair (1980), Skanland (1984) and Appendix B.
balances needed for the successful operation of a federal country carries
over to the constitution of its central bank, and the composition of central
bank boards in federal countries is more likely to be 'representative' than in
a unitary country.
Not only does the composition of the Board of Directors vary between
countries, but so also does their power. In some countries, especially the
more unitary countries, the Governor assumes ultimate personal responsi-
bility for the acts of his/her central bank, and the Board has an essentially
advisory role. In others, especially in the more federal countries, major
macro-monetary decisions (e.g. on interest rate changes) are taken by way of
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Table 1.13. Requirements on the composition of central bank boards
Country Requirements
Australia Directors selected for eminence in academic, agricultural or business
activity.
Austria At least one representative of banking, industry, trade and small business,
agriculture, salaried employees, and labour respectively.
Canada Directors selected from 'diversified occupations'.
Chile 3 representatives in the area of economy, 1 representative of the President
of the Republic.
Denmark 8 Directors with a seat in Parliament, 1 economist and 1 lawyer.
Greece At least 5 representatives of industry, commerce and agriculture.
Ireland 2 representatives of banking and 1-2 civil servants.
Italy Minimum regional representation.
Japan 2 government representatives (without voting rights) who represent the
Economic Planning Agency and Ministry of Finance, and 4 appointed
members with knowledge of the business of the large city banks, regional
banks, commerce and industry, and agriculture respectively.
Norway Composition of Board determined by political balance in Parliament.
Sweden Composition of Board determined by political balance in Parliament.
Switzerland Minimum representation of geographical regions and economic sectors.
USA No more than one Director from any Federal Reserve District
Sources: Aufricht (1967), Fair (1980), Skanland (1984), Appendix.
a formal vote in the Board, and the Chairman (President) can be outvoted
(though this will rarely happen in practice; a Chairman who is frequently
outvoted will lose stature and consider resignation).
The personal responsibility of Governors in certain unitary countries
both emphasises the hierarchy of power and decision-making in those
banks, and also makes the locus of responsibility and accountability trans-
parent. But it also exposes the Governor in such cases to personal (political)
pressures that can be more easily deflected when responsibility belongs to a
Board. For example, the, sometimes personalised, attacks on the policies of
the Deutsche Bundesbank that were directed at Dr H. Schlesinger at
various international meetings in 1992 and 1993 could be more easily met by
reminding his interlocutors that the policies were those of the Direktorium
in Frankfurt, not his alone and personally.
Given that any transition from a subservient to an independent central
bank is likely to place it much more squarely in the political limelight, there
is an argument for shifting the locus of power somewhat from the single
hands of the Governor to the Bank's Board, commensurately. The Act to
give the Banque de France independence appears to move in this direction.
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1.3.4 The politics of central bank independence
The maintenance of price stability involves the application of deflationary
policies in the face of an expansionary impulse.12 As McChesney Martin
said, cit is the role of the central banker to take away the punch bowl, just
when the party is getting going'. Such deflationary actions will have par-
ticularly adverse effects on certain sectors of the economy, notably debtors,
primary producers,13 those who have invested in the expectation of future
growth, and inflation, and the economically weak. By contrast, the benefi-
ciaries are the creditors, the conservative, the economically stronger, and, to
some extent, manufacturing interests, who have both a comparatively
greater need of longer-term stability and certainty (in order to plan effi-
ciently for the investment and use of product-specific capital), while being
able to protect themselves somewhat better from short-term fluctuations
(than primary producers). Poor, small-scale, indebted farmers are likely to
be most opposed to central banks; the rich retired, with large holdings of
financial assets, are likely to be the most supportive, especially if there
remain recent memories of the ravages of (hyper)inflation on savings.
This line-up of natural opponents and supporters for central banks would
suggest that political parties of the left would be more suspicious of, and
antagonistic to, central banks than the parties of the right. This has fre-
quently been so, but the connections (between political parties and central
banks), are complicated by the fact that central banks have also been an
instrument for government intervention in the working of the financial
system. The more subservient the central bank to government direction,
and the greater the desire of government to control the working of the
financial system directly, rather than by market mechanisms, the more the
left-wing party will support, and the right attack the central bank. The
extreme example was the use of central banks as monobanks in the Com-
munist system, but Australian central bank history (Schedvin 1992) reflects
these influences.
12
 It also, of course, implies the reverse, i.e. introducing expansionary policies in the face of
deflationary shocks. Such policies would seem less likely to be controversial. Yet it is
arguable that several of central banks' worst mistakes have occurred as a result of hesitations
in reacting to deflation, with the Great Depression in the USA, 1929-33, being the main,
but not the only example. It may be that periods of severe deflation have been less common
than continuing inflationary pressures. Hence central bankers have had less practice in
coping with such problems. In order to stand firm against such inflation, they seek to
engender a reputation for toughness, and this may militate against an appropriate expan-
sionary reaction to deflationary shocks.
13
 With relatively inelastic demand and supply functions, and flexibly adjusting prices, the real
incomes of primary producers tend to vary in an exaggerated way in response to shifts in
monetary conditions. While over the long run they too benefit from price stability, they tend
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Since the support of left-wing parties for central banks has often been
conditioned on them acting as an agent of government, one would expect
that they would be usually more opposed to constitutional measures to give
the central bank more independence and autonomy. Even in this respect,
however, current game theory would suggest that, since financial markets
are more suspicious of left-wing governments, such prospective govern-
ments might have more to gain by allocating the control of inflation to an
independent agency (predicated on the assumption that left-wing govern-
ments now expect to work with, rather than to suppress, free financial
markets). South Africa may, perhaps, be a current example.
The central bank is a natural monopoly within a fiat money regime. As
emphasised many times in the discussion of the transition to EMU, there
can only be one locus for the determination of monetary policy in a given
currency area. Consequently a central bank acts, and has often done so
consciously, as a centralising, unifying institution in that currency area. The
political overlap between the nation state on the one hand, and an associated
national currency and central bank, is extremely strong, much stronger for
example than the economic relationship between 'optimal currency areas',
whose empirical delineation remains obscure, and separate actual currency
areas (see Goodhart 1995a). Consequently there will be strong political
support for the establishment of a (single) central bank in an area from those
who want political unification within those same boundaries, and opposition
from those who want less centralisation, more regional autonomy. Examples
are numerous, but in the present context the fact that we are celebrating the
anniversary of the Bank of England, rather than the Bank of the United
Kingdom, can be partially ascribed to continuing tenderness about separa-
tist tendencies in the other parts of the Union.
Thus, the establishment of a central bank within a federal country, for
that country as a whole, has typically followed the achievement of a political
consensus that there should be a relatively strong, central, Federal consti-
tution and government (e.g. Germany, USA, Switzerland, Australia, etc.).
Where that consensus was, or became weak (USA before the Civil War; the
former USSR), a single central bank for the whole area has been fragile. The
Maastricht Treaty proposals for EMU and the ECB imply a temporal
reversal of the previously normal historical ordering of political and mone-
tary unification. This has led many to doubt the viability of the programme.
On the other hand, once a Federal Constitution and government has
become established, the central bank inaugurated within that country may
well stand a better chance of having some considerable independence (from
to blame the severe short-run costs of deflation on the monetary system and on the central
bank that runs it.
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the Executive) and autonomy of action. The careful division of powers,
between state and federal authorities, and the checks and balances that are
often consciously written into a Federal Constitution, make it easier in those
countries to accept the idea of a separation of power (and the allocation of
certain powers under certain specified conditions to agencies outside the
direct control of the Federal Executive), than in a unitary nation. It has been
argued that independent central banks would only be suited to countries
with federal constitutions, and would not be acceptable in a unitary country
where all economic responsibility flowed through to the national govern-
ment.
This argument can be overstated. When the essential interests (the
survival) of the Federal State are at risk, the State will commandeer what-
ever levers of powers it feels necessary. All central banks will become
subservient during war. By contrast, when there is general agreement that
the central bank should aim at a single, simple, achievable and clearly
defined objective, and when its actions to that end can be easily monitored,
then it is possible to treat the central bank as an independent technician,
operating within a well-defined framework. This was the case, for example,
under the gold standard. There was then no significant difference between
the roles and functions of central banks according to whether it operated in a
Federal or a Unitary country. If a new consensus is developing that central
banks should be allocated a primary, single responsibility for price stability,
then such prior distinction as did exist between Federal and Unitary
countries may again disappear. Several of the countries that have estab-
lished, or are inaugurating, independent central banks in the last five years
(e.g. Chile, France, New Zealand) are more unitary than Federal.
1.3.5 Summing up
In summary the principal factors influencing government/central bank
relations over almost two centuries have been the prevailing political con-
ditions (essentially peace/war), the dominant political/economic philosophy
of the time, and the exchange-rate regimes. Thus in the nineteenth century,
peace, laissez-faire, and the gold standard and stable prices encouraged the
appearance of independence and sometimes allowed a considerable measure
of independence. After what has been called, 'the end of the intermission in
mercantilism' that arrived with the First World War things changed. Crises
provoke government intervention. But the experience of inflation and the
return to peace of a kind saw independence enjoy a brief return. Greater
changes came in the new dirigiste environment after World War II. In the
current climate where market solutions have been in the ascendancy and
intervention falling out of favour, and following more inflation, the pen-
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dulum has swung again. Thus, as in much of economic life, there has been
an alternating pattern, in this case of relative dependence and indepen-
dence. And it is worth emphasising that, whatever was on the statute book,
personalities had a powerful part to play in practice.
1.4 The relations between central banks and commercial
banks
1.4.1 Introduction
According to an authoritative source from the 1920s, 'The very idea of a
central bank presupposes that the commercial banks will deposit their cash
resources, other than till money, with it, and that a system will be estab-
lished under which the commercial banks will not counter the credit policy
of the central bank by any actions on their part' (Kisch and Elkin, 1932,
p. 106). And, according to one recent view (Congdon 1981), this was a
perfectly sensible and natural evolutionary process. For just as individuals
choose to place their deposits in banks, so banks place their own deposits in
a safe bank and ultimately they find their way to the safest of all banks, the
government's bank.
Further, Kisch and Elkin argued that, since the central bank must on
occasions enforce a credit policy unwelcome to merchants and commercial
banks, it should not have private customers. (For a recent view on this, see
Goodhart 1988.) This was broadly the English tradition, but as we shall see
there were different traditions in America and Europe; and other parts of
the world picked upon yet different traditions. In this section we describe
the nature of central bank/commercial bank relations and on how and why
they evolved as they did.
The character of this particular relationship is governed by the nature of
the product. Banks in fractional reserve systems take deposits and make
loans and by doing so increase the stock of money. Similarly, when they fail
or take steps to reduce their assets, they reduce the stock of money, and in
the face of wage and price stickiness that has a deleterious impact on real
output. The danger of one bank failure leading to others failing increases the
danger of a major collapse in the stock of money and hence a severe
recession in the real economy.
Avoiding financial instability and the dangers it carries has been both an
evolutionary process and the conscious application of some specific
measures. An example of the former is the evolution of the banking system
itself into a stable structure - a well diversified and branched system. A good
example of one of the earliest such systems is that of Scotland in the
eighteenth century. It was a well branched system that was virtually
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unregulated and it proved to be robustly stable. There were, however, some
other factors involved such as unlimited liability, the absence of any limita-
tion on note issue, and access to the London money market. At the other end
of the spectrum lies the suggestion of the 100 per cent reserve rule. But that
removes the main purpose of the modern bank.
Some way short of that extreme position there is scope for action by the
central bank or by the banks themselves. For example, since the central
bank has a crucial interest in, indeed an over-riding objective is, financial
stability (upon which economic stability is predicated) it may come to the
rescue of the system by lender of last resort means. If this is the case the
central bank may be inclined to argue that in order to avoid, or at least to
minimise, the need for rescue it should lay down some guidelines for
commercial bank behaviour and monitor their behaviour. In other words it
should supervise and, if necessary, regulate the system. These then are the
key microeconomic functions of central banks: the lender of last resort, and
frequently in association with that goes supervision, and regulation.
We consider first the emergence of the last resort function and then
examine the supervisory and regulatory functions as they evolved in differ-
ent systems. What we find is that regulation and the accompanying super-
vision is almost always (perhaps always) the consequence of crisis, and that
such regulation is invariably carried out in haste. As a result it is less good
than it might have been, had it been more considered. It also frequently
outlasts its usefulness.
1.4.2 Peace, liberalism and 'laissez-faire' (1815-1914)
When we came to address the history of the evolution of central banks into
their role as Lenders of Last Resort, we encountered a problem. How
exactly should one define this role, in particular for the purpose of giving an
historical date to the moment when the central bank assumed it? Any
commercial bank may, from time to time, extend additional loans to clients
who are temporarily illiquid, or even may be by some accounting standards
insolvent. They may do so, even when the present expected return from the
new loan itself is zero or negative, if the wider effects, e.g. on their own
reputation for commitment to clients, or the knock-on effects of the failure
of the first client on other customers, should warrant it. By the same token, a
nascent central bank may 'rescue' some client, correspondent bank, just as a
commercial bank may support a business customer. But we would not want
to describe such occasional, and ad hoc, exercises as involving a conscious
assumption of a systematic LOLR function. Otherwise, for example, we
would have to date the Bank of England as filling this role from a very early
date, probably in the eighteenth century (Lovell 1957).
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On the other hand no central bank would want to pre-commit itself to
giving special support to any individual bank which was running into
liquidity problems. Especially with the development of efficient, broad
interbank and other short-term money markets, a bank liquidity problem
that is not caused by some technical problem (e.g. computer failure) is likely
itself to be a reflection of some deeper (market) suspicions about solvency.
Consequently, an unqualified pre-commitment to provide last resort assist-
ance would involve too much moral hazard.
Our view is that the assumption by a central bank of the role of LOLR can
be dated as occurring at the moment when it accepts a responsibility for the
stability of the banking system as a whole, which should override any
(residual) concern with its own private profitability. Thus, we would argue
that it is the intellectual basis, and reasoning, of central bankers for provid-
ing such support, rather than the individual act of rescue itself, that
determines whether the central bank had become a LOLR in fact. But while
rescues can be clearly dated, shifts in mental perceptions are harder to date.
As Fetter (1965) shows, the Bank of England's Court remained divided and
uncertain over this issue at least until after the publication of Lombard
Street; and we have less insight into the appropriate date in other countries
with early founded central banks - by about 1900, however, this function
was widely accepted as a core function of any newly established central
bank.14
We have much the same problem with our account of when central banks
came to use open market operations (see Appendix A). The early central
banks were often the largest, or sole (special) commercial bank in the
country. By extending, or reducing, their own loans and discounts they
found themselves able to influence market rates of interest and external gold
flows. And they used this power to that end. Nevertheless it is dubious
whether we should regard this as showing that these central bankers had a
full understanding and command of open market operations. As the com-
mercial banks in England increased in size relative to the Bank of England in
the middle of the nineteenth century, the Bank often found that market
rates fell away from its announced discount rate (Bank rate), and worried
how to make Bank rate effective. Sayers (1936) records in some detail how
the Bank began to develop its understanding of how to use open market
operations in this period in order to maintain day-to-day control over
short-term interest rates under all (market) conditions. Again our know-
ledge of similar learning processes among other early founded central banks
is deficient.
14
 The lender of last resort is sometimes used to mean the bailout of individual institutions.
Our definition rejects that. However, in the Appendices we have left the claims for lender of
last resort action as given by the bank's themselves, or their histories.
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England The first use of the term Lender of Last Resort was by
Francis Baring at the end of the eighteenth century, writing on the Bank of
England (Baring 1797). As already noted, the function can be defined in
different ways, and agreement on what is ideal will be hard to find. One view
stresses that lender of last resort action should be limited to market
operations that provide liquidity to the system as a whole. A contrasting
view argues that support for an individual institution should be allowed in
view of (i) the difficulty of distinguishing between insolvency and illiquid-
ity, (ii) the need for speed of action and (iii) the likelihood that the event of
(large) bank failures may itself shift the demand functions for liquidity in
ways that may be difficult to predict.
The historical literature on the subject is fuzzy. Even Bagehot (1873)
seems a little uncertain over his prescription. On the one hand, he places a
stress on the market as a whole, but there is nevertheless reference to the
danger that may arise if any individual large joint stock bank got into
difficulties. (These latter were a relatively recent feature of the system when
Bagehot was writing.) There is further ambivalence, in that while there is
the suggestion that insolvent institutions should not be rescued, neverthe-
less speed of action in a panic is critical. Therefore the Bank may have had to
act before it was possible to make a thorough assessment of solvency.
The particular system that evolved in England was one where the Bank
was initially at some distance from the commercial banks. Considerable
animosity had developed between the two as a consequence of two factors.
The first was the privileged monopoly position the Bank had held from 1694
until the early nineteenth century. The second was the believed abuse of
that monopoly position in the Napoleonic Wars where the Bank was accused
of over-issue for the sake of its own profits. That animosity encouraged the
emergence of the buffer that discount brokers provided. Later these brokers
developed their own capital base and portfolios and they continued to
provide a buffer between the central bank and the commercial banks. What
this allowed was a certain anonymity. If a bank was running into difficulty it
could obtain cash by taking its bills to the discount market. The discount
house would in turn obtain the cash from the Bank. By this means the Bank
need never know where the bills came from and this anonymity allowed it to
supply liquidity to the market in time of pressure without taking any
interest in an individual institution. This marks English experience out as
being quite different from all other countries. The Bank could deal in an
anonymous fashion with the market rather than individuals.
That is one strand in the particular development in England. It should
however not be overdone. By different means the Bank has, across two
centuries, come to the rescue in one way or another of individual banks from
George Peabody and Co in the 1850s, to William Deacons in the 1920s, and
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Johnson Matthey in the 1980s. On other occasions it was instrumental in
organising the rescue of one or more banks in difficulties as in the case of
Barings in the 1890s, and of a group of smaller (fringe) banks in the early
1970s. There were other occasions, of course, when it allowed banks to fail,
one of the best known being that of the City of Glasgow Bank in 1878 and
more recently the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI). On
both these latter occasions there was talk of malpractice.
It is probably fair to say, however, that the most widely held view of the
lender of last resort function is that it should allow for the rescue of
individual institutions. This approach carries with it the risk of moral
hazard. When the function is interpreted in this way, it has led to the central
bank taking a closer interest in the behaviour of individual banks. In
England, perhaps by virtue of the relative distance between the two parties,
self-regulation was encouraged, with only a minimum of oversight from the
monetary authority.
The example of England is one where, throughout the financial system,
groups of individual institutions were encouraged to attend to their own
affairs. The banks did this through the Committee of the London Clearing
Banks. British banking was 'self-regulated' until the very recent past when a
number of statutory regulations have been imposed. Though once again this
should not be overstated. Much has been made of the informal control the
Bank exercised and how this was made easier with just a small number of
banks' chairmen for the governor to use his eyebrows on.
USA This contrasts most starkly with the US where a regulatory
system was in place long before there was a central bank. The North
American tradition has thus been quite different and it in turn has been
adopted in parts of South America. Prior to the establishment of national
banks during the Civil War in the 1860s, American banks were governed by
the laws of individual states. In the north they had tended to favour unit
banks while in the south the charters invariably encouraged branching.
Calomiris (1992, pp. 66-7) writes, 'From the beginning, banks in the south
operated branches and banks in the north did not but there was little clamor
in the north to allow or prohibit branching'. The 1837 panic is generally
seen as a landmark. Many banks failed and a demand for new banks
developed. In the north free banking was a major response whereas in the
south they continued to rely on chartering. 'During the panics of 1837 and
1839 branch banking enabled southern banks to weather the storm of the
credit crunch . . . remarkably well compared to their counterparts in the
north' (Calomiris 1992, p. 26).
The explanation for the north/south differences is not easy to pin down.
Some of the explanation may be found in the nature of production in the
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south and in the less democratic tradition that obtained there. Links were
needed between the tobacco and cotton plantations and the distribution
network through to the ports. The plantation owners had considerable
influence in the state and a disproportionately large say in organisational
matters. Added to this, it is also likely that the Scottish influence was
important. Scots were prominent in the south in tobacco growing and trade
from the eighteenth century. And they undoubtedly contributed to the
structure of the institutions there.
After the Civil War, the National Banking Act of 1864, and the collapse of
the south, the Comptroller of the Currency restricted branching by the
national banks. Currency in the form of National bank notes could be issued
only to the extent that Union Government bonds were held - leading, it was
widely claimed, to an inelastic money supply, a consequence of which was
an intensification of the severity and frequency of the financial crises of the
second half of the nineteenth century (Sprague 1910).
There were also regulations on capital and reserve requirements. The
only form of bank co-operation left was the clearing house (Timberlake
1978), an institution that had spread to most of the major cities. Neverthe-
less, there was no national organisation to co-ordinate clearing across the
country. The US suffered a series of banking crises between 1870 and 1913
in some large part as a result of these regulations. Further, since the unit
system at the end of the nineteenth century was ill-equipped to finance large
scale industry, new methods of corporate finance developed and these in
turn damaged bank profitability.
The main point to make here though is that it was primarily the frequent
banking panics (themselves in part the consequence of particular regula-
tions) that prompted the investigations that led to the formation of the
Federal Reserve System (National Monetary Commission, 1908-1911). As a
consequence the Federal Reserve's charter was drawn up with special
reference to the central bank's position as the bankers' bank. Furthermore,
the central bank as the overseer responsible for the system was seen as being
entitled to support from the banks in the system. Thus member banks were
required to keep minimum balances with the Reserve bank. In this way a
strong two-way relationship was established between the Federal Reserve
and the commercial banks.
The same was true of Chile and also of some other South American
countries and, interestingly, of South Africa which followed the American
rather than the British model in this respect. Such statutory balances were
part of the scheme for the control of the system. In a recent paper Schwartz
(1992) has argued for an extension of a more anonymous system for the
provision of lender of last resort assistance to the United States. She argues
that the discount window of the Federal Reserve has been abused, and that
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it has been used to prop up poorly run institutions. The alternative strategy
that she favours is that the window should be closed and that open market
operations should be adhered to, to supply the whole system with the right
amount of cash. But how would the central bank know what was the 'right'
amount of cash should panic conditions develop following the failure of a
large bank, or banks?
Europe Europe was different in that the relationship between the
central bank and the commercial banks was freer. It was established by
negotiation and so provided greater flexibility. The circumstances in
Europe were, of course, in the main quite different from England and both
North and South America. European countries had come to industriali-
sation later than England, and the view developed there that they required
assistance in the catching up process. Financial institutions and particularly
banks were regarded as being of vital importance in the finance of industry
and so the large universal bank emerged, one that had close connections
with large-scale industry. This essentially Austro-German model was also
found in many other European countries. These countries had therefore
comparatively small numbers of commercial banks. And that affected their
relationship with the central bank.
Furthermore, some European central banks had charters that did not
distinguish between the business done with the commercial banks and that
done with other customers. Both the Banque de France and the Reichsbank
seemed to fall into this group. And the Banque de France had an extensive
branch network and close relationships with industrial customers, as did the
Nederlandsche Bank and the Banca DTtalia. This is clearly in danger of
violating one of Goodhart's laws:
It was the metamorphosis from their [central banks] involvement in commercial
banking, as a competitive, profit-maximising bank among many, to a non-competi-
tive non-profit-maximising role that marked the true emergence, and development
of proper central banking. (1988, p. 7)
Plessis has shown recently (1994), for example, that the Banque de France
in the second half of the nineteenth century was in fierce competition with
the three major deposit banks, Credit Lyonnais, Societe Generate, and
Comptoir d'Escompte. By the 1880s not only was this a threat to the Bank's
profits, but it 'cast doubt on its ability to influence the price of money in the
short term, since adjusting the discount rate was only really effective when
the commercial banks needed to make use of the Banque de France at some
time' (p. 5). The Bank's response was to pursue more vigorously its lending
to industry. This may have been the sensible course for a profit maximiser
but by behaving like any other commercial bank the Bank had, in the words
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of Plessis, 'great difficulty in achieving recognition as a central bank'. The
picture is confused because there was assistance given to other institutions
at some times. For example, the Banque de France on some occasions
rescued individuals and institutions - for instance the Comptoir
d'Escompte in 1889 - and at other times did not. Notable examples of the
latter were the Credit Mobilier in 1868, and Union General in 1882.
The case of the Prussian State bank and its successor the Reichsbank is
more difficult to be clear about. While Kisch and Elkin (1932) claimed that
the Reichsbank was involved with industry, Ziegler (1993) argues it was not.
He maintains that the universal banking system and the needs of the
Provincial banking system meant that both the Prussian Bank and later the
Reichsbank had to stand ready to meet the liquidity needs of the German
banks and therefore did not compete with them. However, Bopp (1953,
p. 38) quotes a President of the Reichsbank in 1880: 'the Reichsbank should
not look for business but neither should it decline a proper opportunity to
invest in safe, bankable paper'. As discussed in Appendix A, this attitude led
the Reichsbank to introduce a system of preferential discount rates between
1880 and 1896, basically to compete with the other banks in its discount
business.
The Nederlandsche Bank remained a significant commercial lender
throughout the late nineteenth century, and by 1900 still accounted for half
of all bank loans to the industrial sector. Thereafter, the Bank's commercial
activities steadily declined, and by 1920 the Bank had lost vitually all of its
customers except the commercial banks. The experience of the Banca
d'Italia, founded much later (1893), is similar. Although the Bank had a
virtual monopoly of the note issue from that date (it issued 80 per cent of
government authorised notes) it was a private bank that could compete for
the largest industrial loans, and in the First World War it provided large
scale finance to industry. It was not until 1936 that it became a public
institution and discontinued its private business (see Frattiani and Spinelli
1995, forthcoming).
1.4.3 Wars, depressions and the State (1914-1971)
For England this period can be divided into two. The first runs from World
War I to 1939; the second from then until 1971, when Competition and
Credit Control was introduced, which marks the start of our final period,
1971 to date. A highly cartelised banking system had emerged after the First
World War which, together with the mature operation of the Bank of
England as a lender of last resort, produced considerable financial (and
economic) stability. And at least until the Second World War it is not clear
that there were any great costs in terms of efficiency. For the years from
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1939 to the early 1970s there were considerable constraints on bank lending
and/or other measures of control which, increasingly, resulted in inefficien-
cies in the sector developing; and the costs involved became harder to ignore
or to defend. This was one of the reasons for the introduction of Com-
petition and Credit Control then. The succeeding two decades, to which we
shall revert in section 1.4.4 below, were characterised both by increasing
competition, and in the UK by the imposition of statutory regulation on the
banking system, as financial cartels and with them self-regulation were
eroded by outside competition.
In the United States, the 1920s were prosperous though there were
problems for agriculture and for the banks most closely associated with that
sector. However, the great depression of 1929-33 was possibly the worst in
recorded history, and the financial collapse that accompanied it was on a
scale seldom if ever witnessed before or since. One-third of all banks failed.
The conventional wisdom on the explanation for these events is that it was a
failure of monetary policy and of the institutions. The collapse of the banks
came about as a result of the failure of the Fed, and because of limits on bank
branching which led to weaker and undiversified (unit) banks.
It is something of a paradox that, for all the US being seen as the
apotheosis of free market capitalism, regulation has always loomed larger
there. One current school of thought would argue that it was the defective
structure of the system, itself partly a product of regulation, that exac-
erbated the effects of the ineptitude of the Federal Reserve. The diagnosis
of the causes of the great depression at the time, however, led to further
regulation (the Glass-Steagall Act that separated commercial and invest-
ment banking) and to the provision of deposit insurance. The system
prospered for some long period after that, but, whereas Friedman and
Schwartz (1963) gave credit for that relative success to the deposit insurance
scheme, Schwartz (1992) now argues that it was rather price stability that
allowed the banks to be stable. When price stability faded in the 1970s and
1980s banking failures reappeared. Fresh calls for regulation were heard
(Pierce 1991).
European experience was different. The trend to universal banking in the
nineteenth century was not without its problems, and when at the end of
the 1920s some of the large banks' recent problems were being revealed, the
state was obliged to bail them out and reform many of the largest and set in
place fresh regulation.
This was particularly true of Italy. Italy was a relatively late industrial
developer and imported the German model of universal banking. However,
mixed banking did not prove successful and the transition to commercial
banking took place between the late 1890s and the 1920s. The Banca d'ltalia
came into being in 1926, was the sole bank of issue and then in 1936 it
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stopped transacting commercial business and formally became the commer-
cial banks' bank. From that point on but even more so after 1947, it had a
supervisory role and considerable authority to direct the banks and to
specify the use of various balance sheet ratios.
We noted above that Germany was the source of the 'Universal' model,
and that in the nineteenth century the Reichsbank had offered some com-
petition to the big banks. It continued to do so after the First World War
but by the inter-war years the extent of its direct commercial business was
limited by the high quality requirements imposed on the bills it discounted.
After 1945, however, complete separation from the commercial system was
seen as desirable. The authority of the central bank was believed to be
enhanced the further it was removed from competition with the other
banks. The Bundesbank and its immediate predecessor the Bank deutscher
Lander had no commercial business. They could fix minimum reserve
requirements and issue guiding principles, but had no supervisory powers.
In Austria following the decoupling from the Reichsbank, an agreement was
struck between the National Bank and the Austrian Banking Association for
both quantitative and qualitative credit controls, and some highly specific
regulation was instituted.
Elsewhere in Europe there were variations on these themes. Central
banks that before World War II had been relatively independent and with
no formal or informal responsibility for the banking system, found them-
selves the subject of state control after 1945 with varying degrees of super-
visory responsibility for the system. In the Netherlands the Bank was
nationalised, and the 1948 Act obliged it to supervise the system. Next door
in Belgium there was a highly concentrated banking system; regulation was
administered by the Banking Commission. The Commission could ask the
central bank to investigate a commercial bank. Similarly in France where
the Banque de France had been heavily engaged in commercial business in
the nineteenth century, after the 1920s this was greatly diminished and after
1945 disappeared. It was after 1948 that it became more heavily involved in
the regulation of the banking system, a system that was subjected increas-
ingly to greater control.
Other countries in other regions have followed different paths. Some have
pursued the English/British model. Central banking in the British Com-
monwealth came after 1920 in common with many other war babies around
the world. And as Plumptre (1940) put it, 'war babies are more often the
product of impulse than reflection'. Encouragement came from the League
of Nations, often through its international conferences, the newly estab-
lished BIS, and the growing belief that maturity could not be claimed
without such a bank. It is true that various arguments were advanced and
discussed and some opposition (mostly from the commercial banks) was
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encountered. In the Dominions at least there was a desire for greater
monetary control and when there were various schemes for monetary inter-
vention in the air, the central bank was seen as a relatively conservative
reform - especially if it was based on the English model. But a harmonious
relationship between the central bank and the commercial banks was often
very slow to develop (as indeed it had been in England in the second half of
the nineteenth century). Supervision and regulation were not part of the
early experience. Again in common with many other forms of state inter-
vention they came in the more collectivist years after 1939.
Although there was often some initial rivalry between the central bank
and commercial banks, particularly when the former maintained some
private client business, both tended to become increasingly restive at the
degree of state intervention and direction in the post-World War II period.
Central banks remembered that they were primarily specialised banks, and
not just a bureaucratic offshoot of the Ministry of Finance. It irked them,
almost as much as commercial banks, that the latter were then often
transformed into public utilities (Schedvin 1992) told to whom to provide
credit (or not to), and at what interest rates. With the central bank being
perceived to support the commercial banks' aim for more freedom and
flexibility in discussions with the Treasury, relationships between the
central banks and the banks improved.
Indeed one of the few arguments that has now been largely resolved in
this field would seem to be that of the appropriate relationship between the
central bank and the commercial banks. Although central banks in the
nineteenth century often started as commercial banks, and in the twentieth
century were often split from the dominant commercial bank to form a
separate entity (e.g. India, Brazil, Iran), it has now become entirely
accepted that the controlling, and often the supervising, body (i.e. the
central bank), should not simultaneously be in competition with the com-
mercial banks that it controls and supervises. The dangers of conflict of
interest, actual or suspected, outweigh any advantages in the extra infor-
mation, training, career structure or scope that may accrue to the central
bank (see Schedvin 1992, chapter 9) from undertaking a joint central/
commercial role.
By much the same token the desire to maximise (short-term) profits might
conflict with the central bank's objectives to maintain monetary stability. If
it is to offset inflationary (deflationary) pressures, it should take restrictive
(expansionary) open market operations, reducing (expanding) the size of its
balance sheet just when interest rates are usually already high (low), and
when most commercial banks are on the other tack. So, besides being
non-competitive, the central bank needs to be non-profit-maximising. If it
is to be non-profit-maximising the central bank cannot be owned by, or
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beholden to, private-sector share-holders whose objective is to maximise
the present value of the expected residual stream of profits. Nor would it
seem appropriate for a central bank to be primarily owned by the banks that
it is set up to manage, the more so the more supervisory functions that it
undertakes. Again conflicts of interest would arise, and capture of the
regulator by the regulated would become even more likely.
1.4.4 Competition and bank control (1971-1994)
It may appear, superficially, a paradox that the trend towards greater
competition among banks, and between banks and other financial interme-
diaries, during these last two decades should have gone hand-in-hand with
the introduction of greater statutory legislation on bank regulation.
Moreover, the nature and form of regulation has changed, from its earlier
emphasis on asset ratios, reserve and liquidity ratios imposed, and adjusted,
by the central bank, in some countries without much statutory basis, on
purely domestic grounds; and has shifted now towards concentration on
capital adequacy ratios applied on an international basis, following cross-
country deliberation under the aegis of the BIS or the EU, but applied
domestically by statutory authority.
The resolution of this paradox is that, prior to the 1970s, the banking
industry in most countries was heavily cartelised. It was both oligopolistic,
and regimented in its activities by the authorities. On both counts, risk was
limited, and, while profits were also somewhat constrained by official regu-
lations, the banks were usually able to make representations about their
needs for sufficient profitability to maintain an adequate capital base. In this
context the banking system in most countries was inherently stable, and the
members of the cartelised financial and banking clubs could be left to
undertake self-regulation with the lightest of supervisory oversight by the
authorities. As mentioned earlier, until 1973 such supervision as the Bank of
England undertook, primarily on the discount and acceptance houses, was
the responsibility of a single senior official! Moreover, it was not entirely
clear to those who manipulated the asset ratios then widely applied, e.g. the
liquidity ratios, whether these were primarily to be used for prudential, for
operational or for seigniorage purposes; sometimes (changes in) these ratios
were justified on one ground, sometimes on another, without outstanding
clarity of thought or exposition.
The main exception to the cartelisation of the banking system, prior to the
1970s, was the USA. But here the continuation of a system of myriad, often
small unit, banks was not so much due to the forces of free competition, but
to the continuing populist fear of an eastern money trust, and the con-
sequent imposition and retention of regulations that served to prevent
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amalgamations, to restrict competition and to preserve fragile unit banks.
Many of these regulations (e.g. the prohibition of interest payments on
demand deposits) had the same kind of effect on the profitability and
riskiness of the banking system in the USA that was achieved by the
regimented cartelisation of the oligopolistic club of banks in most other
countries.
Such regimentation, and external official intervention and direction, led
to increasing frictions, as the national economies expanded and as con-
fidence in a free market system revived. Initially, after 1945, the commercial
banks were able to deal with some of the most acute of such frictional
pressures by asset management. Banks in many countries found themselves,
after World War II, in a disequilibrium condition with an excess of holdings
of government bills and bonds, and an insufficiency of loans to the private
sector. Whenever interest rate controls on deposits, or other measures to
restrict monetary growth, in order to limit inflation (central bankers have
always retained a strain of monetarism), conflicted with the demand of
clients for credit, the banks were able to allow their excess stock of govern-
ment debt to run off.
By the middle of the 1960s in the USA, and shortly thereafter in the UK,
that safety valve was used up, and banks then turned to liability manage-
ment. With ever improving and cheapening information technology, such
liability management became largely undertaken in the rapidly emerging
wholesale, international euromarkets, centred in London because it com-
bined a high reputation for stability and an efficient infrastructure with the
fewest burdensome constraints and regulations on such wholesale business.
Such international wholesale euro-markets, continuously developing from
the euro-money and euro-bond markets into more exotic derivative
markets, e.g. for futures and swaps, have been both largely unregulated and
also mostly free either from serious scandal or the source or venue of
financial crisis or panic. Some may regard this as further evidence that
regulation itself is more often the cause, than the cure, for financial panics
and difficulties. But it is also the case that such wholesale financial markets,
e.g. the foreign exchange market, are dominated by professionals who can
expect to deal with each other repeatedly. So the maintenance of a good
reputation is crucial, and information asymmetries are minimised.
Moreover, when trouble does arrive, in the shape of a failure of a large
player, e.g. Continental Illinois, the monetary authorities have stepped in to
prevent systemic risk and market seizure (the failure of the tin market in
autumn 1985 was an exception here, and this was largely owing to the
extreme political complexity of the problem, rather than to any pure laissez-
faire attitude among the protagonists).
From the euromarkets, it was then but a small step to the development of
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cross-border banking, with large national banks following their own multi-
national firms abroad, and at the same time trying to pick up (some of) the
business of large companies head-quartered in the countries in which they
were establishing branches and subsidiaries. By the 1970s, wholesale
banking business, with large corporate clients, of all kinds was becoming
much more competitive as cross-border banking was breaking down the
defences of the domestic cartel. Even where regulations still prevented the
entry of foreign banks, the large corporate clients could move some of their
financial business, exchange controls permitting, to the international
markets.
Such cross-border international bank competition did not, as a generality,
extend to retail markets. But even in these latter the limitations, regulations
and controls on commercial banks made them vulnerable to encroachment
from a variety of fringe financial intermediaries not subject to similar
burdens. Such competition, both in banks' wholesale and retail markets,
undermined their oligopolistic 'club', and with it the banks' willingness and
ability to maintain self-regulation, which had allowed the central bank to
maintain its hands-off stance. Financial markets and institutions, and the
countries in which they were situated, which could hitherto be treated as
segregated and separated for prudential purposes, were no longer so.
Under such competitive pressures, those financial institutions and
markets which continued to be regimented by the authorities, and subject to
burdensome controls, would increasingly lose out to competitors, not so
constrained. Thus there was continuing pressure for deregulation in the
1970s and early 1980s. But such deregulation, as Competition and Credit
Control (Bank of England 1971), or the greater freedom allowed to S&Ls in
the USA to diversify, led to structural changes that faced the central bank,
and the monetary authorities generally, with new and unforeseen problems,
in the operation of both monetary and prudential policies.
A good example of this latter was the difficulty confronting the Bank of
England how to analyse and to contend with the upsurge in bank lending
and liability management, involving some large but inevitably uncertain
amount of 'round-tripping', in the competitive frenzy for new business
unleashed by the banks in the aftermath of Competition and Credit Control
during 1972/73. The erosion, and collapse, of the old interventionist regime
at the start of the 1970s, particularly perhaps the demise of the Bretton
Woods system, played a role, though how important a role we cannot and do
not judge here, in the emergence of the financial disturbances, the high and
volatile inflation - and the (initial) failures of the central banks and their
governments to find an adequate response to such problems - in the 1970s
and to a lesser extent in the 1980s.
The high and volatile inflation of the 1970s, and early 1980s, led
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inevitably to high, and volatile, nominal interest rates. These latter made
the comparative handicap of the existing regulatory constraints on banks
(and mortgage lending institutions) in the guise of interest rate controls, or
reserve and liquidity ratios, much more severe in effect. While this had
some influence in restraining banks', and therefore monetary, expansion
during inflationary periods, and was therefore welcomed in some cases and
countries, in those countries where competition and the substitution of
business between those caught by such controls, and those free of them, was
more pronounced, the main effect was disintermediation and disaffection
among the banks. This led to calls to get rid of such direct controls on
interest rates (e.g. Regulation Q), and to lower and harmonised asset ratios,
on grounds of equity and a level playing field; and by the 1980s most of the
panoply of pre-1970 regulation, involving direct controls, or guidance, over
bank lending, interest rate controls and asset ratios, had either been swept
away, or was being phased out, at least in most industrialised countries.
The removal of such controls did, presumably, help somewhat to restore
bank profitability, but the increasing intensity of competition between
banks for wholesale business, and between banks and other financial inter-
mediaries for retail business led to pressure on bank margins and bank
profitability. Moreover, the more disturbed financial conditions of the
1970s and early 1980s, especially 1972-75 and 1979-82, made it harder for
both banks and their customers to foretell the likely direction of future
events. In such circumstances bad debts mounted. The most famous, and
widespread, instance was the LDC crisis, breaking in 1982; but there was a
somewhat similar re-run with the property boom and bust, involving banks
in Scandinavia, Japan, US, Australia and UK (in declining order of serious-
ness) in 1989-92.
Such bad debts directly led to a diminution of capital, and to a decline in
the strength and credit rating of the banks involved. Bank intermediation
arises, in part, because the bank, being better known and better capitalised
than the bank customer, can borrow on significantly better terms than the
client can on her own. By the mid-1980s at least, any such bank advantage
vis a vis the bank's previous large corporate customers was becoming lost.
Large corporates were turning directly to capital markets (though banks
could still hope for fee income to facilitate their clients' introduction to such
markets). Such bank loans to large corporates had previously represented a
sizeable, and relatively safe, though low margin, proportion of bank loans.
After their loss banks were left with a somewhat riskier portfolio of loans to
the private sector with a higher ratio of property-related lending.
Competition was driving down profits, and bad debts adversely affected
capital and credit ratings. During the 1970s and early 1980s, the risk/return
trade-off was worsening, and bank capital ratios, e.g. in the USA, were
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declining. The demise of the protected cartel, the increase in competition,
and the impairment of capital also meant that moral hazard, i.e. the ten-
dency to 'bet the bank' and go for broke in the expectation that someone
else, notably the central bank, might pick up the pieces if the bet failed,
increased perceptibly. Where these circumstances were reinforced by 100
per cent deposit insurance, moral hazard increased dramatically; the prime
example being, of course, the S&Ls in the USA.
This syndrome faced central banks, and associated regulatory agencies,
with new problems, problems which had really not been in evidence before
the 1970s and which seemed to worsen almost throughout this latest period.
They had neither the wish, nor in the context probably the ability, to
restrain the competition which was driving down bank profitability.15 So if
the risk/return trade-off was to be improved, it would have to be by
reducing the worsened riskiness of banks, especially the risks to depositors,
to regulatory agencies and to the taxpayer at large.
The route that has been chosen is, of course, to require higher capital
ratios from banks in relation to their assessed risks. But competition, at least
in wholesale financial markets, is now international, and the imposition of
tougher capital requirements by one country's authorities in isolation would
involve a comparative competitive disadvantage on the banks over whom
that regulatory authority had jurisdiction. This was the incentive for central
banks, and other bank regulators, to attempt to translate such regulation,
and the adoption of common, international (capital adequacy) requirements
onto an international, multilateral plane via, in particular, the BIS Commit-
tee dealing with such matters, though the need for the European Commu-
nity to harmonize financial regulation throughout the EU has provided a
second forum for such initiatives.
This has not been an easy exercise. Differences in commercial laws, in
accounting practices, in the customary practices and activities of banks
between the major countries involved has meant that the achievement of a
level playing field can not be exact or complete. This will continue to
generate some friction. It is probably even harder to measure risk, par-
ticularly on an ex ante basis, in a manner that is generally accepted as both
reasonably simple and accurate. There are, for example, so many forms of
risk, credit risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk, foreign exchange risk, etc.
In a world where covariances are not unity, and hedging practices are not
15
 Some commentators, however, have suggested that the sharply upwards sloping yield curve
in the USA in recent years was, at least in part, an intentional and brilliantly engineered
ploy by the Fed to enhance American bank profitability. While we cannot comment on the
validity of this suggestion, we doubt whether it is a means that can be widely or frequently
used for such a purpose, if that was indeed the intended purpose.
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only possible but practicable, risks should clearly not be calculated just on
an additive basis, but more sophisticated measures will often be controver-
sial, complex and beyond the capacity of smaller banks to operate.
Nevertheless there are dangers that this exercise will distort banking
business into areas where the risk/return trade-off has been, artificially,
influenced by the regulatory authorities. Moreover, the general increase in
the need for bank capital is perceived as burdensome (though the extent that
it actually is so remains a subject of academic debate), and is quite likely to
involve a widening of required margins on (less-favoured) business. There
is a perception that the traditional business of banking, at least in those
countries with advanced, efficient, and transparent competitive capital
markets, is under threat and in potential decline. Another aspect of this
same syndrome is that non-bank institutions are moving into core banking
business, e.g. mutual fund banking in the USA, and banks are trying to
diversify into other areas. The dividing lines between the functional roles of
financial institutions are becoming fuzzier.
Under these circumstances bank regulators, including notably central
banks, are under increasing pressure to reassess which institutions and
functions they should regulate and supervise; and what exactly are the
principles involved. As noted earlier in this section, bank regulation has
largely evolved so far as an accretion of ad hoc responses to particular crises.
In the growing flux of structural change, such an approach becomes increas-
ingly unsatisfactory.
Perhaps the main principle to which central banks adhere is the need to
prevent a contagious, systemic crisis within the monetary and banking
system (George 1994). Such a crisis is most likely to be triggered by the
failure of a large bank with manifold connections with other banks. But any
(implicitly) guaranteed support of such large banks leads to the 'too large to
fail' condition. But this would lead in turn either to inequity between large
and small banks, or to an (implicit) guarantee for all banks, with a con-
sequence of much worsened moral hazard. Is a (partial) answer to be found
in the Structured Early Intervention and Resolution proposals in the USA
(Benston 1993), whereby even very large banks can be placed under external
constraint and reorganisation before their capital becomes so impaired that
they pose a threat to the taxpayer?
Central bank regulatory officials have needed to be resolute and resilient
in character during these last two decades. Even so, they have often felt
harassed. The many problems of establishing the appropriate regulatory
and supervisory structure for the financial system, and the banks within it,
have not been fully resolved at the close of our history.
To conclude, the relationships between central bank and commercial
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banks have passed through three main phases during our historical period.
The first involved a shift from a competitive, and even adversarial, relation-
ship, towards the acceptance by the central bank of its (Lender of Last
Resort) responsibility for the health of the banking system as a whole. In the
second period the central bank was able to maintain this role with a very
limited hands-on direct regulatory or supervisory function (except during
the inter-war crisis), because of the cartelised, protected, club nature of the
banking (financial) system, which fostered self-regulation. Competition,
enhanced by information technology, and driven on by financial and
inflation instability and de-regulation, undermined that system, and has led
to a sharp worsening in the risk-return profile of banks in many countries in
the last two decades. Central banks are still struggling with the question of
how to respond to that. This has led to the emergence of many difficult
problems, many of which remain to be resolved in any fully satisfactory
fashion.
1.5 Central banks: perceptions and ideas
1.5.1 Introduction
The switch to Keynesian principles of 'managed money' after World War
II, the adoption of floating exchange rates and then monetary targets in the
1970s, and now the enthusiasm for central bank independence, all have
owed much of their force to the power of academic ideas whose time had
arrived. Almost by definition we cannot predict the future course of ideas
(though the dissonance between the concept of the natural rate of
unemployment and the experience of actually shifting long-term average
rates of unemployment in Europe would seem to cry out for an explanation).
While many of these ideas seem to spring freshly out of their particular
historical context, there are a couple of intellectual debates that have
continued to echo, though continuously revived and discussed in the
current setting of their times, mutatis mutandis, through the history of
central banking. The first of these concerns rules versus discretion. The
second combines the question of whether the issue and control of money is,
or ought to be, an aspect of sovereign power, i.e. Cartalists versus Met-
allists, with the question of whether a fractional banking system would be
inherently stable on its own, or needs outside direction and protection. This
now goes under the general heading of the 'free banking' debate, and raises
broad issues of whether a central bank is either necessary or desirable for a
modern economy.
We turn now to these two issues.
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1.5.2 Rules versus discretion
The most famous, and best known, intellectual arguments in the history of
central banking have related to operational techniques, rather than to
organisation or objectives. As noted above, in section 1.4.4, the main
organisational issues have been largely settled. Throughout central bank
history, it has been generally accepted that their main (peace-time) objec-
tive should be the stability of the currency. There were a couple of decades,
after World War II, when the deflationary experience of the inter-war
period, Keynesian analysis, and the emerging concept of the downward
sloping Phillips curve combined to suggest that monetary policy should be
subsumed under demand management more generally for the achievement
of a desired level of unemployment. But this period passed. The experience
of stagflation in the 1970s, and the analytical argument that a downward-
sloping short-run Phillips curve transmutes, as expectations adjust, into a
vertical, or even an upwards-sloping long-run Phillips curve, then restored
price stability to its former position as the central bank's main (peace-time)
priority.
Such a medium-term general objective (price stability), however, leaves
open a great deal of flexibility about the choice of immediate, specific, short-
term objectives, for example the use of intermediate targets, the choice of
the exchange rate, nominal incomes, inflation or the price level as ultimate
targets, and about the selection of operational mechanisms to achieve both
the short- and medium-run targets. The main intellectual debates have
occurred primarily about such operational mechanisms, particularly follow-
ing historical periods when the central bank was adjudged to have failed to
achieve the accepted medium-term objective of price stability.
The two chief occasions of academic/intellectual ferment were the British
monetary debates, primarily between the Bullionists and Anti-Bullionists
and between the Currency and the Banking Schools in the first half of the
nineteenth century, and the Monetarist/Keynesian debates between about
1960 and 1985. The circumstances, conduct and outcome of these two
debates are uncannily similar, as discussed below.
Both debates arose out of the perceived failings of the system to achieve
the desired objective, currency stability. Thus, the currency debates in the
1800s initially grew out of discussions and analysis of the causes and effects
of the suspension of convertibility in the UK (1797-1821) and its association
with contemporary inflation, though this was further spiced by analysis of
the determinants of monetary disturbances in the 1820s and 1830s (see
Fetter 1965). Similarly the monetarist/Keynesian debate arose out of
increasing concern with the endemic, and steadily worsening, medium-
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term inflationary experience in most developed countries in the 1960s and
1970s.
In both cases the Currency/Monetarist School advocates emphasised the
essentially monetary causes of the prior inflation, whereas the Banking/
Keynesian school pointed to non-monetary supply-side shocks (harvest
failures, oil shocks, labour wage-push, etc). In both cases, the argument has
generally been settled in favour of the Currency/Monetarist position.
Since the cause of the failure was assessed in both cases (by the Currency/
Monetarist school), as arising from a failure of monetary management, an
excessive rate of growth of the relevant aggregates (bank notes in the
nineteenth century, some preferred monetary aggregate (M) in the twenti-
eth century), the obvious answer for them was to introduce appropriate
controls (rules) on such monetary growth. But if such Currency/Monetarist
arguments for tighter monetary control would be generally accepted, why
not leave the achievement of monetary control to the discretion of the
central bank?
In both these episodes, however, central banks, notably the Bank of
England, were often repositories of supporters of the opposing (Banking/
Keynesian) schools of thought, perhaps naturally so since people are always
likely to blame failures on factors beyond their own control. So, the
Currency/Monetarist theorists tended to be suspicious and dismissive about
either the capacity or the willingness of central bankers to carry out their
own preferred programme, a Monetarist example being Friedman (1982
and 1984). Ricardo's comment, reported by Fetter (1965, p. 94), was that
'the House [of Commons] did not withdraw its confidence from the Bank
from any doubt of its wealth or integrity, but from a conviction of its total
ignorance of political economy', a thrust that was greeted with 'hear, hear,
and a laugh5. Monetarists and Currency School proponents tended to think
that their programme would only be carried out, by the central bankers, if
the latter were firmly tied down by clear, transparent, statutory rules.
Besides this somewhat ad hominem argument, there was also a concern
whether the (incentive) structure within the system, unless tied down by
formal rules, would encourage, or enable, the central bank to deliver mone-
tary control. This was even clearer in the earlier debates. Note issue was not
the monopoly of the Bank of England, but was then undertaken by the
country banks as well. The country banks would expand (contract) note
issue during a boom (slump). Even in so far as the Bank of England could
control aggregate, overall monetary conditions by offsetting the (pro-
cyclical) note issue fluctuations elsewhere in the country, its own profit-
maximising concern as the major commercial bank would tend to make it
also act pro-cyclically. Rather, however, than change the (incentive) struc-
ture of the Bank of England, the Currency School's attempted solution was
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to make note-issue centralised, rule-determined and quasi-automatic,
leaving the Banking Department to act, so it was then intended, as any other
freely competitive bank. Both Ricardo, in his proposed Plan for the Estab-
lishment of a National Bank (reproduced in Capie 1993) and Sir Robert Peel
(see Fetter 1965, p. 183), would have preferred, in logic, a separate
government-run currency board, but felt that this was, in practice, too
radical a step to gain general acceptance.
By the twentieth century, the commercial incentive for inappropriate
note issue by the central bank had gone. But it has been replaced, so it is now
argued (probably to an exaggerated extent), by a political incentive. Tight
money and increased interest rates are unpopular. Everyone wishes for
approval; so, even left to themselves central bankers are likely to delay
unduly necessary restrictive measures, and the resulting inflation could also
make them slow to respond to deflation, a syndrome much worsened and
complicated, of course, by the long and variable lags in the system. But this
condition might be seriously worsened by politicians seeking short-term
popularity in advance of an election (the political business cycle, Nordhaus
1975). Rhetoric about commitment would be nullified by time-inconsis-
tency. The first solution, once again, was to try to tie the central bank and
the monetary authorities down to clear, simple rules for monetary expan-
sion, such as Friedman's (1960) constant growth rate rule.
In both episodes the ad hominem aspects of the debate were enhanced by
the fact that a key leader of the Currency/Monetarist school was the leading
economist of his day (Ricardo/Friedman), though Ricardo died in 1823,
before the Currency School became fully established in the 1830s. In each
case he tended to attract to his side many of the leading younger theorists,
for example McCulloch, Nassau Senior and Torrens. The analytical
economic arguments presented by this School were not always, at least
initially, appreciated by the opponents among the Banking/Keynesian
Schools, such as Tooke, Fullarton and Blair.
Be that as it may, the Currency/Monetarist school in both instances won
the intellectual battle about how to reform the monetary system, no doubt
aided by the fact that the current Prime Minister, Peel in the 1840s,
Thatcher in the 1980s, was in each case of their persuasion. Peel's Bank of
England Act, 1844, faithfully reproduced the main proposals of the Cur-
rency School; central banks in all major industrialised countries adopted
some form of intermediate monetary target during the 1970s, and these were
reinforced in several major countries, (e.g. UK with the 1980 Medium
Term Financial Strategy, USA in 1979) by the end of the decade.
Yet in both cases the Currency/Monetarist School lost the war. The rules,
which had been so carefully worked out, depended for their efficacy on an
underlying, implicit assumption that the structure of the monetary system
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would remain unchanged. But the very introduction of these new rules
helped to change that structure. This is particularly clear in the nineteenth
century. The restriction on note issue led the commercial banks to place
more emphasis on marketing their chequable deposit accounts, as the
Banking School had warned.
In the 1980s the new set of policies, bringing with them high and variable
nominal interest rates in a context of deregulation and enhanced com-
petition, led to the introduction of new interest-bearing forms of chequable
deposits that helped to undermine the prior predictability of velocity and of
the demand-for-money functions. The break-down of these prior regulari-
ties was, perhaps, even quicker and more complete in the 1980s than in the
mid 1800s, but had been less well foreshadowed in the debate. This was
partly because such prior regularities had appeared to be 'robustly' and
'significantly' established by the novel and arcane science of econometrics.
Mere mortals could hardly be expected to challenge Chow tests and the like!
Although there was some subsequent intra-academic reconsideration of the
validity of some of these claims, it was Lucas (1976) who demonstrated that
prior 'structural' equations are unlikely to remain stable after a new regime
has been established, so that predicting the way that the new system may
work is fraught with danger.
Not only did the monetary structure alter in a way unpredicted by the
Currency/Monetary theorists, but also the central bank failed to adapt its
own behaviour as the theorists had intended. Since the Currency School
believed that, with the note issue firmly tethered, major monetary disturb-
ances would be avoided, they felt that the Banking Department could then
act freely as a commercial bank, unconstrained by concerns about systemic
stability and the public good. Fetter (1965, p. 169) reports 'an idea that for
the next twenty years was basic to the Currency School case: the need for
using discretion would never arise if the Bank Directors had not previously
misguidedly used their discretion in ignoring their declining reserves, thus
creating a crisis which could be cured only by a further use of discretion'.
The analogy to recent criticism of central banks is apparent.
Monetary disturbances were not, however, then averted; the Bank Act
had to be temporarily rescinded three times between 1844 and 1873. As
earlier noted, 1873 marked the publication of Lombard Street, wherein
Bagehot argued that the centralisation of banking reserves with the Bank of
England, which had in effect been taken further by the 1844 Bank Act, made
it more rather than less essential for the Bank of England to act as a central
bank for the public good to preserve systemic stability. The proposed
separation of function, which lay behind the division of the Bank into Issue
and Banking Departments, soon ceased to hold. Nevertheless, that same
division has continued unchanged both in Statute and in statistics, hardly
an aid to transparency or clarity of understanding.
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In the recent period, the monetary authorities accepted the arguments for
introducing intermediate monetary targets, but they were not prepared to
accept the monetarists' proposals for attaining such targets. Monetarists
claimed that the correct way to do so was via monetary base control. The
central bank should estimate the likely future money multiplier (linking the
monetary base with the chosen M aggregate), and then vary the high-
powered monetary base (H) to achieve the desired level of M.
Central bankers believed that such a mechanism would be inconsistent
with existing banking structures, that its introduction would cause more
violent interest rate instability and might well not deliver greater M control,
since the regime change might make the multiplier less predictable (Good-
hart 1995b). They also tended to argue that, with their existing techniques
of varying interest rates, they could, so long as fiscal policy was also
reasonably restrained, control monetary growth over the relevant target
period (i.e. over periodicities of twelve months or more), if not in the shorter
run (see the Green Paper on Monetary Control 1980).
In practice, experience of achieving these targets was mixed at best, and
monetarists claimed that their policies had not been properly or seriously
attempted. These operational debates became quite inflamed in the early
1980s. They were not resolved, and there was little meeting of minds. What
happened, instead, in most of the relevant countries, was the breakdown in
the predictability of velocity. That meant that it became impossible to select
a generally acceptable intermediate monetary target. But without an objec-
tive for M, there was no point left in monetary base control, though the
movement in high powered money (H) could remain of itself a useful
information variable.
What more general lessons, if any, can we infer from observing the
analytical similarities of these two episodes? One possible lesson is that
economists are good at explaining to central bankers the causes, and con-
sequences, of the latter's past failures, but much less good at designing ways
of improving the system. Their proposed 'rules' tend to be conditioned - to
a far greater extent than realised - on implicit assumptions about market
structures and infrastructures. Given the continuing rapid pace of the
evolution of such structures, central banks will rightly aim to retain their
discretionary flexibility.
1.5.3 Free banking
Whereas some (Socialist) countries abolished commercial banks, relying
only on a single central mono-bank, and others have operated primarily with
foreign-based commercial banks, virtually every country that has estab-
lished a separate national currency has also set up a central bank, or at a
minimum a monetary authority (Hong Kong, Singapore) that carries out
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several of the functions of a central bank. Even when the currency of a
country is linked to that of a larger (more central) country through some
currency board arrangement (e.g. African countries under Colonial rule,
Hong Kong since 1983, Argentina since 1991 and Estonia since 1992; see
Newlyn and Rowan 1954; Walters and Hanke 1992; and Hanke, Jonung and
Schuler 1993), considerations both of national pride and seigniorage
revenue lead to a separate national currency and central bank/monetary
authority. The establishment and existence of a central bank would appear
to have become an appurtenance of national monetary autonomy. As such,
the basic functions, role and importance of central banks within the finan-
cial system appear, at the moment, without serious political and consti-
tutional challenge.
The value, and validity, of its role has, however, remained under irregu-
larly recurring academic attack, not only from those who would constrain
and limit central banking functions to carrying-out certain simple rules of
operation (as described above), but also from those who query whether a
central bank is either necessary or beneficial for the operation of a country's
monetary system. The alternative is usually described as 'free banking', i.e.
free of the presence and interventions of a central bank. Once again, similar
arguments have recurred periodically for much of our historical period.
Indeed, the latest revival of academic interest and advocacy for free
banking has taken place within the context of reassessments of the history of
monetary thought and of the actual experience of historical 'free' banking
systems. The seminal books that started the latest revival were by White
(1984) and Hayek (1976), and sparked off a considerable literature reassess-
ing historical episodes of free banking, e.g. in Scotland, Canada, USA and
elsewhere (see Capie and Wood 1991; and Dowd 1992), as well as more
theoretical contributions by Selgin (1988) and Glasner (1989).
Such free banking proposals have, as already noted, remained in recent
years a somewhat fringe, academic exercise without much support from
practitioners. Nevertheless such ideas have, over the years, been advanced
by several of the most serious academic students of central banking. Bagehot
would have preferred a free banking system to that established by the Bank
of England Act, and Vera Smith's (1936) book, The Rationale of Central
Banking, is simultaneously one of the major studies of central banking and a
sustained plea for the resumption of Free Banking.
In the nineteenth-century British monetary debate, the Free Banking
School did, however, have some considerable support from practitioners. In
particular, the Scottish banks wished to protect their autonomy from any
encroachment on their (note-issuing) powers by the UK Parliament or the
Bank of England. Some (country) bankers in England (see White 1984,
p. 68) also argued in favour of a freely independent system, with each bank
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guarding its own reserves, rather than one in which note issue and reserve
management would be progressively centralised under the Bank of England,
either under rules (Currency School) or discretion (Banking School).
Yet, once central banks had ceased to compete with the commercial banks
and their main functions (of achieving price and systemic stability), had
become well established, very little residual generic opposition to, or
resentment of, central banks persisted within the commercial banking, or
financial, system more widely. This is not to suggest that all individual
central bank actions are invariably well received by the commercial banking
fraternity. But how often, if ever, have leading commercial bankers called in
recent years for the root-and-branch abolition of central banks, as
academics are from time to time wont to do? Indeed, the opposite is
common. Much of the support for the actions of central banks, and for the
extension of their autonomy (in the field of macro monetary management,
much less uncritically so in the field of prudential supervision), has come
from the financial community in general, and commercial banks in par-
ticular.
This continuing support by financial practitioners for the exercise of
central banking has been important. It is somewhat more speculative to
hazard why central bankers have enjoyed it. In part, it will be because
commercial bankers welcome central bank services in allowing the economi-
sation of systemic (non-interest bearing) reserves (see Edgeworth 1888;
Fetter 1965; Goodfriend 1990; and Laidler 1992), in offering a safety-net
and hence enabling economies in individual bank capital requirements, in
providing leadership in joint exercises (e.g. to establish new and improved
payments and settlements systems). In part, it may be due to inertia
(practitioners prefer incremental changes to well-known structures, rather
than radical jumps in the dark). The more cynical commentators would, no
doubt, suggest that commercial banks generally approve the operations of
central bankers, because they have 'captured' them to serve their own
interests. The theory of capture is often, however, little more than an
exaggeration of the fact that controllers and controlled, supervisors and the
supervised, have to establish a modus vivendi. Our view is that the evidence
indicates that this latter has been usually done well in the central/commer-
cial banking field.
Although the academic case against central banks,and for free banking,
has failed, so far, to gather much practitioner support, should the current
enthusiasm for central bank independence, discussed in section 1.1.6 prove
a disappointment, in terms of successful re-establishment of price stability,
then it is possible, though far from certain, that the cause of 'free banking5
would obtain renewed support. The two main functions of a central bank
are the maintenance and achievement of price and systemic stability. The
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free banking claim is that the existence of a central bank is necessary for
neither, and may be inimical to both. The arguments why central banks
may, in practice, cause, rather than cure, inflation have already been rehear-
sed, e.g. in the previous Part, and are based on the suggestion that they are
prone to become the manipulable instrument of government, who have a
(time inconsistency) incentive to generate surprise inflation (e.g. Barro and
Gordon 1983; Cukierman 1992).
Instead of relying on a central bank to achieve price stability, free bankers
would place their trust in the commitment of individual commercial bankers
to maintain the convertibility of their liabilities (notes and deposits) into an
asset or a basket of assets of real value, e.g. gold, wheat, government bills
and bonds, standardised labour time, etc. (see Hall 1982; Glasner 1989; and
Sumner 1990). In so far as interest could not, technically or legally, be paid
on their note liabilities, banks might compete in seeking to offer converti-
bility into the most convenient/highest quality external asset (see Dowd
1989). In so far as interest could be paid, a quasi-equilibrium would exist
when the interest differential just offset the differential expected rates of
appreciation (against some general basket) of the reserve assets chosen by
any pair of banks (see Klein 1974).
Such a (free banking) system would lead to extra transactions costs, some
additional use of real assets as bank reserves, and other, possibly minor,
inefficiencies (e.g. connected with multiple note issue). More important, the
guarantee of the real value of the moneys (price stability) depends on the
convertibility commitment being honoured at all times and on all occasions.
This is problematic.
Advocates of free banking place much reliance on the law of reflux
whereby a note issuing bank will lose/gain reserves at the clearing if it
expands faster/slower than other competing note issuing banks. While this
is relatively uncontroversial, it leaves the question of the behaviour of the
system as a whole indeterminate. Moreover, an individual competing bank
can offset any reserve losses from faster expansion by bidding more
aggressively for funds by raising deposit interest rates. An insufficiently
capitalised bank would have an incentive to adopt a riskier portfolio, and
finance it in this way, because much of any resulting loss would fall on the
depositors, or their insurance fund.
Some advocates of free-banking argue that, given the demand for bank
loans and the supply of funds to banks, there will be a single, determinate,
unique, profit-maximising equilibrium for the scale of intermediation
through banks (see Selgin 1988; and Sechrest 1993). They believe that, left
alone to compete freely, the banking system would be stable. This is
contentious. Others believe that, in a world of limited and asymmetric
information, herd-type behaviour patterns, etc., fractional reserve banking
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is inherently liable to runs and crises, endangering the convertibility com-
mitment and giving rise to risks of systemic instability. The historical
record certainly demonstrates that these risks have been present, but even
that view has been challenged (Dowd 1992).
Such banking crises have been destabilising and have caused considerable
public loss (Sprague 1910 and Kindleberger 1993). A common response of
the public has been to call for government measures and intervention both
to alleviate the loss and to prevent it happening again; hence the need for
banking regulations and supervision, whether by the central bank or some
associated regulatory body, the role of the central bank as Lender of Last
Resort, deposit insurance, etc.
There have been a variety of responses by advocates of free banking to
this argument that the susceptibility of the present, fractional reserve
banking system to runs and contagious panics, i.e. systemic instability,
requires a central bank to provide systemic protection. The first is, as we
have seen, just to deny that in a free, competitive system such crises and
potential instability would occur (see, for example, Selgin 1988). The
second is to argue that the apparent inability to set appropriate prices on
either the central bank implicit safety net or on an explicit 100 per cent
deposit insurance scheme leads to a moral hazard risk that can make the
potential crises worse rather than better, and that this risk can at best only
be mitigated by intrusive regulation of banks that will lead to further
distortion and misallocation of resources (see, for example, Dowd 1989).
Not only has the S&L debacle in the USA been blamed in part on such
moral hazard, but also some economists have argued that commercial banks
would not have lent so much, so freely to LDCs prior to 1982 if they had not
been relying on an implicit safety net and future bail-out from the monetary
authorities.
The third line of argument has been that free banking could lessen its
potential susceptibility to runs and panics by the adoption of certain
mechanisms or (self-regulatory) controls. While this may lessen the pure
laissez-faire nature of the proposed free system, they may nevertheless,
according to its advocates, be preferable to a more comprehensive central
Bank/regulatory framework. One such mechanism is the 'option clause',
suggested by Dowd (1988), whereby banks can suspend their convertibility
commitment temporarily on payment of a high interest rate. Again, a
clearing house is an essential ingredient of any free banking system, and
such clearing houses can organize limited rescue and controlled suspension
arrangements, as under the National Banking System in the USA (Sprague
1910 and Timberlake 1993); though the experience of crises under that
system was clearly not felt to be acceptable. Another approach is to require
customer protection in the form of collateral (e.g. government bonds)
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against note issue, and capital against total liabilities, though such measures
often tend to approximate to those that a central bank might itself introduce.
A more recent proposal in this genre is the 'narrow bank' model advocated
by Litan (1987). If an intermediary is restricted to holding completely safe
assets, such as money market mutual funds, or the value of its liabilities
adjusts automatically with the value of its assets, as with other mutual funds
(unit trusts), then there would seem little need for any external body to need
to guarantee the systemic stability of that part of the financial system. This,
of course, begs the question of which intermediaries would continue to
make risky loans, how those intermediaries would be funded, and supported
in the face of a major withdrawal of funds.
A fourth line of argument has been to deny either the likelihood of
contagion in a properly established banking system, or that there are any
sizeable externalities, social losses in excess of internalised private losses, in
the case of banking failures, or at least that such externalities are no greater
in banking than in other industries. George Benston, for example, appears
sympathetic to the first of these arguments. He views the US banking
system, with its limitations on diversification, either geographical or func-
tional, as almost uniquely badly designed (Benston 1990). With a better
structured branch-banking, universal banking system, with mark-to-market
accounting and a structured early intervention and resolution (SEIR)
system based on stepped capital adequacy requirements, the need for direct
central bank, or other administrative, regulation and direct support
(LOLR) could be much reduced (Benston 1993). While there is little doubt
that improvements to the regulatory system can be envisaged, whether any
of them could be so fool-proof as to allow for a totally hands-off role in this
respect for the central bank also remains contentious.
The second part of such arguments, that bank failures do not entail
serious externalities, or no more serious than closures of mines or factories,
appears to us somewhat implausible. But it has been vigorously advanced in
recent years by Kaufman (1988, 1990 and 1994).
To summarise, the main case against free banking is that the balance of
evidence, historically, shows that it leads to systemic instability, though this
assessment of history is contentious and rebutted by its academic advocates.
This question leads on, more or less directly, to the issue of whether some
degree of (external) bank regulation is necessary and, if so, whether it is
appropriately done by a central bank. In this latter respect a variety of
critics of current banking regulation tends to join forces with free bank
proponents to deny that bank supervision is a necessary or desirable func-
tion for central banks to undertake.
Even if the more root and branch attack of free bankers on the existence of
central banks should remain, as we guess most likely, an academic diversion,
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the appropriate function of central banks in ensuring systemic stability in
the payments systems, the banking system or the wider financial system is
likely to remain a lively field for discussion, debate and experimentation.
1.6 Conclusion
If the fundamental, evolutionary criterion of success is that an organisation
should reproduce and multiply over the world, and successfully mutate to
meet the emerging challenges of time, then central banks have been conspi-
cuously successful. Their existence is treated as a crucial aspect of political
sovereignty. When a new nation state seeks to establish itself, the foun-
dation of an independent central bank will be an early item on the agenda,
slightly below the design of the flag, but above the establishment of a
national airline.
Moreover, central banks (and bankers) are, in general, respected and
admired, considerably more so than the rest of the political apparatus.
When much of the political system has been questioned in Italy, it was the
Banca dTtalia that was without taint, and its governor, Ciampi, that was
asked to be Prime Minister. Central bankers are, perhaps, seen as having
more in common with the judiciary, than with politicians or commercial
bankers; and are perceived as both technically expert, above the fray of
self-seeking, and a necessary agent (of democratic government) for impos-
ing order on a potentially unruly financial system. In terms of the general
esteem in which institutions are held, central banks would again appear to
be successful now, probably more so than in the middle of the century,
when it was widely held that they should be made subservient to the central
government.
Yet, if we should judge an institution by the effect of its actions, the
recent record has been mixed. Price stability has not been achieved. From
the 1960s onwards, but particularly in the 1970s, there was the worst
episode of endemic inflation that has occurred during periods of peace and
political stability - without much excuse in the form of exogenous events
such as gold discoveries. While current opinion attributes more of the blame
to politicans than to central banks for that, the trend to central bank
independence will put the latter on their mettle. Moreover, in so far as there
has been success in reining back inflation in recent years, this has gone hand
in hand, in Europe at least, with rising average unemployment to levels that
have mirrored the 1930s in proportionate extent, if not in equivalent distress
or potential political unrest. This is hardly an indication of the 'credibility'
of monetary policy, which was supposed to act in the opposite direction, to
lower the sacrifice ratio.
Besides their macro objective of price stability, central banks have a micro
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objective of maintaining financial stability, especially in the core areas of the
payment system and the commercial banks who operate it. In the last few
years, the number and size of banking institutions who have failed, and have
had to be bailed out by the authorities, have risen to levels last seen in the
1930s. While there have been recent episodes in which the authorities have
been conspicuously successful in averting systemic financial failure, e.g. the
LDC debt problem in 1982 and the 1987 stock market collapse, their
handling of the property bubble and bust, 1988-93, has not been so sure.
Recent developments have thrown up difficult micro-level problems, such
as the universalisation and globalisation of financial institutions, the danger
of moral hazard, the 'too big to fail' syndrome, with which central banks
have been struggling, not always successfully, to find answers.
That same globalisation has led to a massive expansion of international
capital flows and foreign exchange dealing. In the face of this, the authori-
ties in general, and central banks in particular, have seemed increasingly
incapable of maintaining a stable international exchange rate regime. Float-
ing exchange rates have behaved poorly, and pegged exchange rates have
been blown asunder. Where do we go now from this?
So, looking at the record of domestic price stability, financial market
stability, or international monetary order, the recent record is at best spotty.
Despite their institutional success, central banks cannot afford to be com-
placent. There is much to learn, and much room for improvement.
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Appendix A
A short history of central bank money market
operations1
Al Britain
Throughout the nineteenth century the Bank of England (hereafter the
Bank) considered itself as primarily responsible for the protection of
England's gold reserve and, in the second part of that century, the manipu-
lation of Bank Rate (the Bank's official discount rate) had come to be seen as
the channel whereby this could be achieved (Sayers 1976). As money market
rates were often below Bank Rate, however, which would interfere with the
ability of the Bank to raise rates in the event of a gold outflow, measures had
to be developed to ensure that Bank Rate was rendered 'effective' (i.e.
binding in the money market).
In other words, techniques had to be developed that would render the
money market 'artificially' short of reserves, which mostly took the form of
bankers' balances held at the Bank, thereby ensuring that banks had to
discount paper with the Bank at the Bank's chosen rate. In more modern
terms, these techniques would be referred to as open-market operations
whose object was to 'force financial institutions into the discount window' of
the central bank.
Of course, open-market operations might themselves be used to supply
reserves to the banking system, instead of via a discount window, and this
was in fact their earliest purpose in England. Since most government
accounts were held at the Bank, reserves would flow into the Bank whenever
taxes were paid, leading to a reduction in bankers' balances (i.e. a money
market shortage), and would flow back into the banking system when the
government made disbursements. This inflow to, and outflow from, the
Bank was particularly marked just around the quarterly dividend payments
on government stocks, and resulted in a clear pattern in market rates: acute
money market shortages just before dividends were paid drove market rates
1
 For a recent history (i.e. over the last decade) see Kneeshaw and van den Bergh (1989), whilst
detailed descriptions of current money market operations may be found in Batten et al.
(1990), Kasman (1992) and Schnadt (1994).
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up to Bank Rate, with rates falling below Bank Rate immediately after these
payments had been made.
This seasonal fluctuation in interest rates caused considerable commercial
inconvenience, leading the Bank to introduce, in 1829, a system of regular
advances just prior to the four big dividend dates of the year, available to all
comers with approved security wanting at least £2,000 for a minimum often
days (see King 1936). These advances were usually made at or near the
market rate, giving institutions an incentive to apply for them in anticipa-
tion of higher rates, thereby 'smoothing' the fluctuation in rates.
These quarterly advances continued for some decades, and after 1844,
became available throughout the year. By this time, it had become common
practice for joint stock banks to place call deposits with the discount houses
(i.e. bill brokers), drawing down these call deposits whenever they needed
funds. Thus discount houses in turn became the major counterparties in
rediscount transactions with the Bank (Scammel 1968).
Following a speculative boom, a money market crisis occurred in 1857,
during which Bank Rate was raised to 10 per cent and the Bank made
enormous discounts. After the crisis had subsided, rates moved down
swiftly, and the Bank became worried that this would refuel speculation.
This led the Bank to announce, in March 1858, that discount houses were
henceforth barred from discounting bills or receiving advances, except at
the quarterly dividend periods, marking the beginning of a period during
which the Bank distanced itself from the discount market. This move
naturally caused discount houses to hold larger reserves, and to ration their
discount activity at the first hint of trouble which, according to Bankers
Magazine at the time, severely disrupted the money market:
Since the new rule came into practice, the whole machinery of the money market has
been subject to a succession of jerks never before experienced; reaching such a
dangerous pitch . . . that men found themselves abruptly encountered by actual
panic, at periods when they were congratulating themselves on the almost unparall-
eled soundness of trade. (Quoted in King, 1972, p. 209).
Fortunately, the 1850s ushered in a period when the money market was
usually in surplus, with bankers' balances typically being above their
desired levels. This meant that the market discount rate was typically below
Bank Rate, which made this rate ineffective as an instrument for stemming
any efflux of gold. The earliest accounts of the Bank's methods of making
Bank Rate effective date back to the 1830s, when the Bank first began to
withdraw cash from the money market (i.e. reduce bankers' balances) by
borrowing from money market institutions (see Clapham 1944, p. 295).
This borrowing typically took the form of repurchase agreements; that is,
the Bank sold securities (typically Consols) spot, and repurchased them
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forward (Sayers 1976, p. 38). This technique was employed increasingly
frequently after 1850, becoming commonplace between 1870 and 1890.
Interestingly, these borrowing operations were often insufficient to drive
market rates up to Bank Rate. Thus the London joint stock banks' deposit
rate, which was mechanically maintained by these banks at 1 per cent below
Bank Rate, was on occasion above the market discount rate, which could fall
to a rather lower level in the event of banks having excess balances. Whilst
competitive pressure between the London banks prevented any co-operative
agreement to lower deposit rates, it was naturally profitable (at the banks'
expense) to discount bills and redeposit these funds with the banks. This led
to several instances of 'fictitious' bills (i.e. written on a fictitious underlying
transaction) being issued, which were of dubious credit quality, and to acute
bill shortages, which drove bill rates even lower, and squeezed banking
profits even further.
Thus it was not only discount houses (since 1858) but also London banks
which began to distance themselves from the Bank given the absence of any
clear relationship between Bank Rate and market rates, proposing at one
point to move their balances to an independent clearing banker's reserve
(King 1936). This put the Bank in a difficult situation between 1860 and
1890: most of the time it had to borrow reserves (via repos against consols) to
support the level of market rates, whilst periodic shortages had to be met (by
lending to the houses) in order to keep market rates from rising above Bank
Rate and causing widespread panic.
Although the Bank did not abandon its 1858 rule limiting its lending to the
discount market, this was gradually relaxed, with the market coming to rely
upon the Bank to supply reserves by the early 1880s. Furthermore, when, in
1889, several increases in Bank Rate failed to be followed by a concomitant
increase in market rates, the Bank began to reinforce its borrowing
operations by outright sales of gilt-edged securities. One problem with this
technique, however, was that the Stock Exchange market makers to whom
the Bank sold these gilts were themselves insufficiently reliant upon the
money market for funds, and tended to approach the Bank for advances to
fund their large gilt purchases. Thus, the Bank's gilt sales did not always
have the desired impact upon bankers' balances or money market rates.
In 1890, therefore, the Bank adopted another measure, namely to borrow
funds (against security of government securities) directly from agents who
would otherwise have lent these funds on the money market. The Council of
India was an early lender to the Bank in this way and, from the mid-1890s,
the Bank of Japan frequently lent directly to the Bank instead of placing
funds onto the sterling money market. In the early 1900s the Bank also began
to sell gilts directly to the clearing banks instead of on the Stock Exchange.
Treasury bills, whose issue had risen with the Boer War, were also used in
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these open-market operations. Furthermore, the issue of Treasury bills via
regular weekly tenders since 1877 also aided the Bank in its objective of
making Bank Rate effective, since these tenders naturally withdrew funds
from the money market. Indeed, following the First World War, Treasury
bills became the central medium whereby the Bank regulated the level of
bankers' balances, buying or selling these as required. Although these
transactions were usually conducted with the discount houses, Sayers (1957,
p. 55) points out that the houses sometimes had insufficient bills (funds), in
which case the Bank bought bills from (sold bills to) the clearing banks.
Bill operations with (and secured advances to) the discount houses have,
since the Second World War, evolved into the primary channel whereby the
Bank of England alters the reserves of the banking system. In 1981 the Bank
announced that its transactions in the bill market (with the discount houses)
would be the focus of its open-market operations. It is noteworthy that,
since the early 1980s, the Bank predominantly acts as a lender (i.e. buys
bills) rather than a borrower of reserves. At that time, large money market
shortages, and a relatively small stock of Treasury bills (for the reasons
behind these, consult Schnadt 1994), resulted in the Bank accumulating a
large portfolio of commercial (bank) bills. When these bills mature,
bankers' balances are reduced, necessitating the provision of reserves by the
Bank, again through the purchase of bills. In contrast to the latter half of the
previous century, therefore, it is now the case that the Bank's official
discount rate (no longer known as Bank Rate) is almost always effective as
the natural consequence of its commercial bill portfolio. In the unlikely
event of a money market surplus, the Bank will simply purchase Treasury
bills.
A2 Germany
Since the formation of the Reichsbank in 1876, and until the early 1970s,
banks in Germany have relied primarily upon two channels to obtain
reserves from the central bank. First, they have been able to discount
short-term paper with the central bank (i.e. via a discount window) and,
secondly, they have been able to borrow on a secured basis from the central
bank (i.e. via a lombard facility).
From its establishment in 1876 the Reichsbank was an active participant
in the bill business, and between 1876 and 1914 its average portfolio varied
between 10-15 per cent of all the bills outstanding (Bopp 1953). Although
the Reichsbank was authorised to sell (i.e. rediscount) bills, in fact it always
held the bills it had purchased until maturity. Virtually no limits were
placed upon the amount of bills the Reichsbank would purchase, as its
management subscribed to the 'real-bills' doctrine. However, bills had to
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carry at least two signatures of known solvency, and had to have a maturity
of at most three months.
Although the Reichsbank recognised that its public responsibilities might
be compromised if it sought to maximise profits, its managers were not
indifferent to the Bank's profitability. In particular, the President noted in
1880 that 'the Reichsbank should not look for business but neither should it
decline a proper opportunity to invest its idle funds in safe, bankable paper'
(quoted in Bopp, 1953, p. 38). This attitude led the Bank, between 1880 and
1896, to compete with the larger commercial banks by discounting prime
bills at preferential rates that were often as much as 1.5 per cent below its
official discount rate. Thus, during this period, the Reichsbank periodically
lowered its preferential discount rates towards, and even below, existing
market rates when its policy should have been the opposite, namely an
attempt to raise market rates towards its official discount rate (see Bopp
1953).
Another notable feature of Reichsbank policy during the period before
World War I was a seasonal fluctuation in its discount rate. Payment habits
in Germany were such that many rents, social insurance premiums, interest
and salaries were paid quarterly and in cash. These seasonal variations were
particularly large in the fall and winter as cash was needed to finance the
harvest - and Christmas - and due to the practice of commercial banks
increasing their cash holdings in anticipation of the publication of their
year-end balance sheets. Instead of treating these increased cash demands as
temporary, the Reichsbank responded by first raising its discount rate and
then lowering it again as soon as its reserves had been restored to a
satisfactory level.2 In addition, the Bank tried to discourage discounting by
accepting only longer-dated bills. Of course, this only served to exacerbate
the problem, as banks only required the extra cash for short periods, after
which they would lend their excess balances on the call market, causing
market rates to fall sharply. Thus, unlike the Bank of England, or the
Federal Reserve, whose discount windows served to smooth seasonal fluc-
tuations in market rates, the behaviour of the Reichsbank was such that
these fluctuations persisted despite its discount window.
The Reichsbank first used open-market operations in order to make its
discount rate effective in February 1901. These operations were prompted
by the fact that the Treasury had begun to borrow more heavily from the
Bank - by selling Treasury bills - the previous year. Armed with an
increasing portfolio of government debt, the Reichsbank would, on occa-
sion, drain reserves from the banking system by open-market sales of debt.
2
 See Bopp (1953, pp. 47-50) for several possible explanations for this overly cautious
behaviour on the part of the Reichsbank.
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These operations did not become part of a coherent open-market strategy,
however, and were interrupted by the beginning of the First World War in
1914 and the subsequent hyperinflation. The new Reichsbank, which was
established in 1924, was initially prohibited from purchasing government
debt, and this made open market operations virtually impossible in the
inter-war period. During this period, however, the Reichsbank continued
its discount and lombard activities, although it occasionally imposed quan-
titative constraints over these in order to constrain credit growth (Northrop
1938). Indeed, these facilities became the predominant features of the
central banking operations of the Reichbank's successor, in 1948, the Bank
Deutscher Lander which, nine years later, became the Bundesbank.
In 1948 German banks became obliged, for the first time, to meet
minimum reserve requirements. In order to meet their reserve needs, which
were now well defined, they continued to discount bills with the Bank
deutscher Lander and later the Bundesbank. However, each bank received a
discount quota, which stipulated the maximum amount of bills which they
could discount at the central bank. Additional reserve needs were then
satisfied via the lombard facility, although at a rate which was above the
discount rate.
In the mid-1980s, the Bundesbank began to supply reserves, on a regular
basis,3 by offering banks the opportunity to sell government (and other)
securities to it on a repurchase basis (Deutsche Bundesbank 1989). Since
these repurchase agreements were offered at a lower rate than the lombard
rate, they became the primary source of reserves (along with the discount
quotas) from the Bundesbank, with the lombard facility only being used to
meet peak reserve needs. As always, therefore, the lombard rate remains a
ceiling for short-term interest rates. In order to prevent money market
interest rates from falling too far below the rate on repurchase argeements
(which currently signifies the Bundesbank's 'official' rate), the Bundesbank
offers banks the option of investing in three-day Federal Treasury bills at a
rate between its repo rate and its discount rate (Deutsche Bundesbank
1989).
A3 The United States
Throughout the nineteenth century, and until 1914, the United States had
no institution which resembled the central banks that had been established
elsewhere. However, some central banking functions were undertaken by
3
 The Bundesbank first offered transactions under repurchase agreements in April 1973, at a
time when lombard facilities were restricted. However, such repurchase agreements did not
become a regular mechanism for providing reserves until 1984 (see Deutsche Bundesbank
1983 and 1985).
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the so-called Independent Treasury (established in 1841; see Taus 1943).
These included what may be seen, in the modern sense, as the first open-
market operations, although they were clearly not described as such in the
1840s. The first operations, in 1847, took the form of a purchase of govern-
ment securities for resale at later date (i.e. a reverse repo) by the Indepen-
dent Treasury, 'with a view of relieving the pressure upon the money
market of New York' (quoted in Timberlake, 1993, p. 79). This pressure
arose due to cash flows into the Treasury (i.e. through tax payments or debt
issues) and due to seasonal fluctuations in cash usage.
Throughout the period 1853-5, the Treasury redeemed debt for the same
reasons, and these purchases eventually totalled $38 million out of a total of
$63 million of debt (Timberlake 1993). In 1887 it was decided that, instead
of purchasing (i.e. redeeming) securities, the Treasury would deposit fiscal
balances with national banks, although banks were required to pledge
government securities against these deposits. Then, in 1888, it was again
decided that securities purchases would be used to offset money market
pressures, and this method continued to be used throughout the 1890s and
early twentienth century (Timberlake 1993).
With the formation of the Federal Reserve System in 1914 (comprising
twelve regional Federal Reserve Banks and a Federal Reserve Board in
Washington) banks began to obtain reserves by discounting eligible paper at
the 'discount window' of their regional Reserve Bank. Initially, the system
operated on a decentralised basis, with each Reserve Bank posting its own
set of discount rates. In order to increase their earning assets, and to foster
the secondary market in certain assets such as banker's acceptances, Reserve
Banks also undertook frequent open-market asset purchases, either outright
or a resale basis (Meulendyke 1989).
In the early 1920s it became apparent that these purchases affected
short-term interest rates and hence Benjamin Strong, the Governor of the
New York Federal Reserve Bank, argued that the operations of the Reserve
Banks should not only become co-ordinated, but should be undertaken by
the New York Fed (since New York was the major banking and financial
centre). Strong's efforts led to the formation of the Open Market Invest-
ment Committee (OMIC) in 1923, which attempted to co-ordinate the
open-market operations of the Reserve Banks (Meulendyke 1989). Only
some years later, however, with the formation of the Federal Open Market
Committe (FOMC) in 1935, was the power of individual Reserve Banks to
buy or sell securities without the permission of the FOMC formally
removed.
Discount window borrowing remained substantial during the 1920s,
although it fluctuated with the Reserve Banks' open-market operations.
Throughout the decade, however, the Federal Reserve had begun to imple-
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ment non-price rationing of discount window funds, first by discouraging
continuous borrowing from the window (1926) and then by specific state-
ments that banks should not borrow from the window for speculative
purposes (1929) (Mengle 1986). Soon afterwards, during the 1930s and
1940s, the pattern of borrowing changed due to the monetisation of gold
inflows by the Treasury, which left banks with ample reserves and little
need to borrow reserves from the discount window. Similarly, during this
period the FOMC had little need to engage in open-market operations to
offset seasonal cash demands or flows into Treasury accounts.
During World War II the Federal Reserve was forced, under an agree-
ment with the Treasury, to peg the rate at which it would buy Treasury bills
and longer-term debt, causing both the discount window and open-market
operations to be largely redundant. After the war, in 1951, the Fed was
permitted to resume an active monetary policy, and withdrew its support of
the government bond market by adopting a so-called 'bills-only' open-
market strategy: that is, only Treasury bills were to be used in its open-
market operations, although these assets could be bought (or sold) either on
an outright or on a resale (repurchase) basis. It was also during this period
that the trading desk of the New York Fed developed the practice, which it
maintains to the present day, of operating via a number of dealers, all of
whom are contacted simultaneously and invited to participate in its
operations (for details see Meek 1982 and Meulendyke 1989). Finally, the
Fed also reinforced its non-price rationing of discount window funds.
Until 1960 the Federal funds rate had played a limited role as an indicator
of reserve availability, and had typically traded below or at the Fed's
discount rate. The rapid development of interbank markets during the
1960s, together with the advent of active liability management by banks, led
to the Fed funds rate becoming a central indicator of 'reserve pressure'
within the banking system. In 1965 the Fed funds rose above the discount
rate for the first time, and has remained above it for most of the subsequent
period (see Goodfriend and Whelpley 1986). This positive spread between
the Fed funds rate and the discount rate reflects the non-price costs of
obtaining discount window funds. By pushing banks further 'into' the
window (i.e. by increasing the degree of reserve pressure, possibly via open-
market operations), therefore, the Fed could engineer a higher Fed funds
rate without raising the discount rate. Policy changes are thus not only
signalled via changes in the discount rate, but also via a change in the
perceived 'target' level of the Fed funds rate.
This arrangement for achieving a particular Fed funds rate can be sum-
marised as the use of open-market operations to maintain a desired level of
discount window borrowing, and has remained unchanged since the 1960s
(see Schnadt 1994). Although the Fed announced, in 1979, that it was
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adopting a different operating procedure, in practice its operations
remained unchanged. However, open-market operations were no longer
employed to 'smooth' the level of bank reserves as much as before, which led
banks to rely more heavily on the discount window. This in turn resulted in
large fluctuations in the Fed funds rate, which was one of the reasons why it
was discontinued in 1982.
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A short history of central bank objectives and
functions
Bl Sveriges Riksbank
Founded in 1668
Forerunner
Stockholms Banco (The Stockholm Bank) had been privately chartered in
1657 by Johan Palmstruch, although the charter reflected considerable
government influence over the bank. Although it initially only made loans
against security and received deposits, the bank began to issue notes con-
vertible into coin in 1661, thereby becoming the first bank of issue in
Europe. However, over-issue led to the bank becoming unable to redeem its
notes, resulting in the imprisonment of its founder and the reorganisation of
the bank as a state institution under Parliament in 1668.
Motivation for founding
The over-issue of notes by Stockholms Banco precipitated its closure and
replacement in 1668 by a state owned bank, the Riksens Standers Bank
(Bank of the Estates of the Realm).
Original objectives and functions
The Riksens Standers Bank (hereafter the Bank) continued the lending and
deposit business of its predecessor but, given the fate of the Stockholms
Banco, was expressly forbidden from issuing notes of any kind. Although it
was state owned, the administration of the Bank was under the charge of a
commission chosen by the Riksdag (Parliament), and was not responsible to
the government.
Evolution of objectives and functions
The ban on note issue did not prevent the Bank from issuing so-called
transfer notes in 1701, which basically functioned as bank notes. Moreover,
123
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in 1789, a National Debt Office was set up by the Riksdag to issue notes for
government funding purposes, and for some time the National Debt Office
supplanted the Bank as the primary note issuer.
A monetary reform in 1834 culminated in the redemption, well below par,
of all outstanding Bank and National Debt Office notes, and the issue of new
Bank notes redeemable in silver. By this time, however, several private note
issuing banks had already been chartered, and their notes now competed
with those of the Bank. The establishment after 1864 of the first joint stock
banks (known as enskilda banks, interesting insofar as their stock carried
unlimited liability) also saw the gradual erosion of the Bank's commercial
lending and deposit business.
For the greater part of the nineteenth century, therefore, the Bank
basically comprised a state commercial bank, acting neither as a monopoly
note issuer, nor as a lender of last resort. Indeed, a state proclamation in
1824 prohibited state participation in, or support of, private banking. The
Bank did engage in foreign exchange policy, however, and was explicitly
charged with maintaining the external value of the krona. This became a
central function of the Bank after the formation of the Scandinavian
Monetary Union in 1875 with Denmark and Norway, two years after each of
these countries adopted the gold standard.
In 1867 the Bank was renamed Sveriges Riksbank. Towards the end of
the nineteenth century a lengthy debate over the status and role of the
Riksens Standers Bank culminated in the Riksbank Act of 1897, which gave
the Riksbank the sole right to issue notes as from 1904. The notes of private
issuing banks were thus gradually withdrawn, and banks given com-
pensation in the form of favourable discount rates by the Riksbank until
1910.
After 1897 one of the functions of the Riksbank became, though not
explicitly, lender of last resort. Furthermore, in 1899 the Riksbank estab-
lished a clearing institution through which banks could facilitate interbank
payments, via accounts held at the Riksbank. The Riksbank did not,
however, regulate and supervise banks. This task was undertaken by a
government controlled Bank Inspection Board, which monitored banks'
adherence to regulations specified in a Bank Act of 1911.
The Riksbank Act also limited the note issue of the Riksbank to twice its
metal reserves, although this restriction was amended shortly after the
outbreak of World War I, and again in 1918, giving the King and Parliament
together the right to permit the issue of additional notes in the event of a
national crisis (such as a war). Although convertibility was suspended at the
outbreak of the war, the reserves of the Riksbank actually increased (due to
large exports), leading to a resumption of convertibility two years later. The
gold standard was abandoned in 1932.
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The aftermath of World War II saw a break from the traditional mone-
tary regime, as exchange and credit controls were imposed and political
pressure was put on the Bank to maintain a 'low' discount rate. The
Governor of the Bank objected to this policy, and eventually chose to resign
in 1948 in protest. For several decades the policies of the Bank remained
subservient to government policies, although it did attempt to resist these
on occasion. In 1957, for example, the Board chose to raise the discount rate
without prior approval by the government, which resulted in the eventual
resignation of the Chairman, and his replacement with a former Finance
Minister.
During the 1980s policy emphasis shifted towards liberalisation and
deregulation, and a more market-oriented approach. This has led, in turn,
to a lessening of political pressure on the policies of the Riksbank.
Although a new Act was adopted in 1934, the fundamentals of the 1897
Riksbank Act were in force for almost a century until a new Riksbank Act in
1988. In this latter Act it was clearly stated that the Riksbank was Sweden's
central bank, and that its functions should be those of a central bank. The
position of the Governor was also strengthened, and the Government no
longer had the right to appoint the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
Independence
It is noteworthy that it is stated in the Swedish constitution that the
Riksbank is the central bank of Sweden and an authority under the Parlia-
ment. The Riksbank is responsible for exchange rate and monetary policies.
It is administered by the eight members of the Board of Directors, seven of
which are elected by Parliament for a term ending at the next general
election. These seven members elect an eighth member to act as Governor
of the Bank.
The 1988 Riksbank Act states that the Bank shall decide the system that
shall apply for establishing the external value of the krona, and that the
Bank owns and manages the country's foreign exchange reserves and,
further, determines its own budget. The Act does not, however, specify a
clear monetary policy objective. To promote a coordinated monetary policy,
the Act states that the Bank shall consult with the Cabinet Minister
appointed by the government prior to making a monetary policy decision;
once such consultation has been made the Bank may, however, make its own
decision.
Although the Bank may not accept instructions from anyone but the
Riksdag, the post-World War II period saw the Riksbank coming under
political pressure to conduct monetary policy in accordance with the general
policy of the government. Furthermore, foreign exchange and credit policy
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regulations, until they were all abolished in the 1980s, required decisions by
both the Riksbank and the government.
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The Sveriges Riksbank Act (1988)
B2 Bank of England
Founded in 1694
Forerunner
None. The Bank of England was the first chartered bank in the UK.
Motivation for founding
The primary motivation was the necessity for raising government funds to
finance the war against France, although the view had become current that a
bank was needed to 'stabilise' financial activity in London, which saw
periodic fluctuations in the availability of currency and credit. An original
proposal in 1693, by William Paterson, for a government 'fund of perpetual
interest5, was turned down in favour of another proposal by Paterson (in
1694) to establish a company known as the Governor and Company of the
Bank of England whose capital, once raised, would be lent in its entirety to
the government.
Original objectives and functions
An ordinary Finance Act, now known as the Bank of England Act 1694,
stipulated that the Bank was to be established via stock subscriptions which
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were to be lent to the government. A Governor, Deputy Governor and
twenty-four Directors were to be elected by stockholders (holding £500 or
more of stock).
Under its original charter the Bank was allowed to issue bank notes,
redeemable in silver coin, as well as trade in bills and bullion. The notes of
the Bank competed with other paper media of exchange, which comprised
notes issued by the Exchequer and by private financial companies. In
addition, customers could maintain deposit accounts with the Bank, which
were transferable to other parties via notes drawn against deposit receipts
(known as accomptable notes), thus providing an early form of cheque.
An early customer of the Bank was the Royal Bank of Scotland, which
made arrangements to keep cash at the Bank from its inception. Loans were
extended, predominantly in the form of discounting of bills, to individuals
and companies, and the bank undertook a large amount of lending (often via
overdrafts) to the Dutch East India Company and, from 1711, the South
Sea Company. The Bank also acted as a mortgage lender, although this
business never took off, and ceased some years later.
Finally, an important function of the Bank was the remittance of cash to
Flanders and elsewhere for the wars against Louis XIV, which was facili-
tated through correspondent arrangements with banks in Holland.
Evolution of objectives and functions
In 1697, the renewal of the Bank's charter for another ten years saw the
passing of a Second Bank Act, which increased the capital of the Bank and
prohibited any other banks from being chartered. This monopoly was
strengthened at the next renewal of the Bank's charter in 1708, when any
association of six or more persons was forbidden to engage in banking
activity, precluding the development of any other joint stock banks. The
Bank's position as banker to the government was consolidated in 1715 when
it was decided that subscriptions for government debts issues would be paid
to the Bank, and further that the Bank was to manage the government debt
(the Ways and Means Act).
The Bank also encouraged the use of its notes over other media of
exchange by persuading the Treasury to increase the denomination of
Exchequer bills. By 1725 the Bank's notes had become sufficiently widely
used so as to be preprinted for the first time. Although a number of private
banks had developed by 1750, both in and outside of London, none com-
peted seriously with the Bank in the issue of notes. By 1770 most London
bankers ceased to issue notes, using Bank of England notes (and cheques) to
settle balances among themselves in what had become a well developed
clearing system. Furthermore, in 1775, Parliament raised the minimum
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denomination for any non-Bank of England notes to £1 , and two years later,
to £5, effectively guaranteeing the use of Bank of England notes as the
dominant money.
In Scotland, on the other hand, no note issuing monopoly existed, and
banks were free to issue notes, although two banks dominated, namely the
Bank of Scotland and the Royal Bank of Scotland. Furthermore, several
private note-issuing banks were in business in Ireland, and the Bank of
Ireland was established in 1783. These banks relied on the bank of England
to obtain silver and gold, particularly during times of financial stress such as
1783 and 1793.
Following the dramatic rise in government expenditures after 1793 due to
the war against France, which caused a large rise in the Bank's note issue,
the Bank's gold holdings fell sharply. Thus convertibility was suspended in
1797, and resumed again only in 1821. This period thus saw a further
consolidation of the Bank as a note issuer, since it began to issue small
denomination notes (given the shortage of silver/gold coin), which became
legal tender in 1812. Furthermore, in 1816, silver coin ceased to be legal
tender for small payments. The government also moved most of its accounts
to the Bank in 1805 (in 1834 all government accounts were finally moved to
the Bank).
During the early part of the nineteenth century, smaller country banks
had proliferated throughout England and Wales, many issuing their own
notes. Given the prohibition on joint stock banking, the capital of these
banks was usually small, and they regularly became insolvent, especially
when the demand for cash (coin) became strong. This contrasted sharply
with Scotland, where joint stock banking and branch banking were permit-
ted, and relatively few failures occurred. Following a severe banking crisis
in 1825, during which many English country banks failed, an Act renewing
the Bank's charter (in 1826) abolished the restrictions on banking activity
outside of London. This led to the establishment of several joint stock
banks, and the Bank opened several branches throughout England.
Thus the semblance of a banking 'system' began to emerge by 1830, with
the Bank of England as the 'central' bank. The practice of banks placing
surplus funds with bill brokers also emerged, with the Bank beginning to
extend secured loans to these brokers on a more or less regular basis. In 1833
joint stock banks were finally allowed to operate in London, although they
were not permitted to issue notes and thus were essentially deposit-taking
banks only. The same Act specified that Bank of England notes were legal
tender, and the Bank was also given the freedom to raise its discount rate
freely (until then Usury Laws had placed a ceiling on interest rates) in
response to cash outflows.
The position of Bank of England notes was consolidated in an important
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Act, passed in 1844, restricting all note issuers from expanding their note
issue above existing levels, and prohibiting the establishment of any new
note issuing banks. The 1844 Act also separated the issue and banking
functions of the Bank into different departments, and required the Bank to
publish a weekly summary of accounts.
Given that it did not pay interest on its deposits, the deposit activity of the
Bank could never really compete with that of other banks, which expanded
rapidly from 1850 onwards. In 1854, joint stock banks in London joined the
London Clearing House, and it was agreed that clearing by transfer of Bank
of England notes would be abandoned in favour of cheques drawn on bank
accounts held at the Bank. Ten years later the Bank of England itself entered
this clearing arrangement, and cheques drawn on bankers' accounts at the
Bank became considered as paid (i.e. cash).
Although the Bank had, from the beginning of the nineteenth century,
periodically bought or sold Exchequer bills to influence the note circulation,
explicit open-market borrowing operations to support its discount rate
began in 1847. From 1873 until 1890 the Bank almost always acted as a
borrower rather than a lender of funds, as there were typically cash sur-
pluses. As a result, the Bank introduced the systematic issue of Treasury
bills via a regular tender offer in 1877. Treasury bills had a much shorter
maturity (three to twelve months) than Exchequer bills (five or more years),
and were to play an important role in raising funds at the outset of World
War I.
By 1890, the Bank's role as lender of last resort became undisputed when
it orchestrated the rescue of Baring Brothers and Co., a bank whose
solvency had become suspect, threatening to cause systemic problems.
Earlier, in 1866, the failure of a discount house, Overend, Gurney and Co.,
had precipitated a financial panic, during which the Bank discounted large
amounts of bills and extended considerable loans.
Throughout the nineteenth century, the Bank streamlined its discount
facilities. In 1851 it overhauled its discount rules, stipulating that only those
parties having a discount account could present bills, and that these bills
had to have a maturity of under ninety-five days and be endorsed by two
creditworthy firms. In the latter part of the century, however, the Bank
gradually came to favour discount houses, often by presenting them with
better rates of discount, and the range of firms doing discount business with
the Bank declined.
Until World War I the Bank pursued a discount policy which was aimed
at maintaining its gold reserves, and which was conducted largely indepen-
dently of the government. During World War I, however, a clash occurred
between the Bank Governor (Cunliffe) and the Chancellor (Law), during
which the government made clear that it bore the ultimate responsibility for
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monetary policy, and that the Bank was expected to act on its direction. This
position, which was implicitly maintained during the inter-war period, was
formalised in 1946, when the Bank was nationalised by the newly elected
post-war Labour government.
Although the Bank Act of 1946 left the administration of the Bank largely
unaltered (although the number of Directors was reduced from twenty-four
to sixteen), it gave the government statutory authority over the Bank, and
gave the Bank statutory authority over the banking system. The relationship
between the Bank and the banking system was further defined by the
Banking Act of 1987, which gave the Bank, in its role as banking supervisor,
the objective of protecting the interest of depositors.
Independence
Between 1844, when the Bank first began actively to alter its discount rate in
response to gold flows (for the century prior to this the discount rate was
held, with few exceptions, between 4 per cent and 5 per cent), until World
War I, the Bank remained relatively independent in the formulation and
implementation of discount policy. No statutory provisions detailed the
relationship between the Treasury and the Bank.
This state of affairs began to change during World War I when, in 1917,
following a public disagreement between the Bank and the Treasury, the
Bank was threatened with nationalisation. Thereafter, the position of the
Bank became less independent, with the Governor in 1937 (Norman) claim-
ing: 'I am an instrument of the Treasury'. However, only after the nationali-
sation of the Bank, in 1946, did the government gain statutory authority
over monetary policy, which it retains to the present date. The Bank's
responsibility, therefore, is to advise on monetary policy, and to carry out
the policy that has been agreed with the government.
Recently, the issue of increased independence for the Bank has come
under investigation and, although no official steps in this direction have
been announced, the Treasury has given the Bank greater discretion over
the timing of interest changes than it has had in the past.
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B3 Banque de France
Founded in 1800
Forerunner
Napoleon persuaded the stockholders of the Caisse des Comptes Courants,
a joint stock discount and note issuing bank, and one of the two largest such
banks in Paris, to dissolve this company and form a new bank known as the
Banque de France, partly financed by additional issues of stock and by
government funds. The Caisse des Comptes Courants was itself modelled
on, and shared personnel with, another bank, the Caisse d'Escompte.
Motivation for founding
The collapse of the assignat regime (1789-1795), during which the over-
issue of fiat money drove a hyperinflation, left the French financial system in
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considerable disarray at a time when the government had a large and
ongoing war financing requirement. To restore financial confidence, and to
improve state revenue, a more efficient system of tax collection was imposed
(1799) and the Banque de France established (1800), primarily to manage
the public debt and ease the discounting of government paper. However,
these steps were an integral part of a wider impetus to create a more
centralised bureaucracy.
Original objectives and functions
The Caisse des Comptes Courantes had been one of two large note issuing
discount banks in Paris, and also accepted deposits. The Banque de France
(hereafter the Banque) continued the business of its predecessor, although
the emphasis in discounting shifted in favour of government paper and that
in deposit-taking to government deposits. Its bank notes were denominated
in francs and convertible into silver.
The administration and management of the Banque was undertaken by a
committee of directors, but was heavily influenced by the government
(Napoleon). Soon after its foundation the government sold a large part of its
shares in the Banque, although this did little to make management of the
Banque more independent. The Banque was first chartered in 1803, and
statutes first issued in 1808 in the form of an Imperial Decree. These
governed the Banque's operations, with some modifications, until the stat-
utes became legally ratified (Codified) in 1936.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Two years after the dissolution of the Caisse des Comptes Courants its main
competitor, the Caisse d'Escompte du Commerce, was also induced
(unwillingly) to merge with the Banque de France, thus substantially reduc-
ing competition in both the discounting and the note-issuing business.
However, one year later, in 1803, the government granted the Banque de
France the exclusive right to issue notes in Paris, ordered all existing
note-issuing banks there to withdraw their notes, and forbade the formation
of any new note-issuing banks in France except by the consent of govern-
ment. The government also reserved the right to grant all privileges of issue,
and to fix the maximum of such issue.
Permission was granted in 1817-18 for three (regional) banks of issue to
be formed, although their business was severely constrained, i.e. their notes
were legal tender only within a restricted area. By 1838 six more banks had
been founded, prompting the Banque to open several branch offices (each of
which had a monopoly in their area) and pressurising the government to
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refuse to grant any more bank charters. This reinforced the position of
Banque de France notes and, during a banking crisis in 1848, all these banks
felt forced to become branches of the Banque, securing its note monopoly.
From its inception the Banque was under continuous pressure from
Napoleon to discount large amounts of government paper at favourable
rates. Already in 1805 the Banque had over-issued notes relative to its specie
reserves due to excessive discounting of government paper, and had to
impose a partial suspension of its notes into coin. This was seen as the
outcome of poor management, and consequently the stockholder - elected
management was replaced by a new system of administration in 1806, led by
the Governor and two deputy - Governors appointed by the head of state.
Complementing these Governors, but only in an advisory capacity, were
fifteen directors (Regents), nine of which were elected by the 200 biggest
shareholders from among the merchant banking community (Haute
Banque) and three of which were selected from civil servants at the Ministry
of Finance, and three (non-voting) censors (Censeurs) chosen from the
Paris business community.
The government placed a ceiling of 6 per cent on the Banque's discount
rate, which was lowered to 5 per cent in 1806, then to 4 per cent in 1807, and
fluctuated between 4 per cent and 5 per cent until 1852. To maintain its
specie reserves, therefore, the Banque resorted to rationing of credit or the
purchase of specie at a premium rather than raising its discount rate. After
1850, increased specie mobility prompted the Banque to change its discount
rate more freely, and this rate began to move in harmony with Bank rate in
England (although changes were usually less severe). Discount rate changes
were almost always decided upon by the government, and implemented
through the Governors rather than the directors of the Banque, even though
there was no explicit legislation providing for such government inter-
vention.
Excessive government financing demands on the Banque resulted in the
partial suspension of convertibility in 1813, and between 1848 and 1850 to a
total suspension of convertibility. During this period notes were declared
legal tender, and a ceiling on the note issue announced. Although the legal
tender status of notes was abolished in 1850, it was reintroduced during the
Franco-Prussian War in 1870, and remained in force since then.
After 1850, several joint stock banks began to emerge, although the
development of banking was much slower in France than in England. The
use of cheques, for example, remained limited until the turn of the century.
The Banque de France remained by far the most extensive bank until the
early 1900s, having a branch network which extended to 160 sites in 1900
and 259 sites in 1928.
In 1889 the Banque de France acted as a lender of last resort to the
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Comptoir d'Escompte de Paris, which was the first joint stock bank. In 1901
the Banque set up the Paris Clearing House, although this took the form of
an association of which the Banque was only one of several members.
Since 1936, when convertibility of the franc was suspended, the Banque
has managed an Exchange Stabilisation Fund on behalf of the Treasury for
purposes of regulating the external value of the franc. After World War II,
in 1945, the National Credit Council and the Commission for the Control of
Banks, both of which included the Governor of the Banque either as
president or vice president, were established for purposes of regulation and
supervision of banks.
In 1993 the main objectives of the Banque de France were reformulated
according to the Act on the Status of the Banque de France and the
Activities and Supervision of Credit Institutions. The Act states that the
that the Banque ' . . . shall formulate and implement monetary policy with
the aim of ensuring price stability . . . shall regulate the exchange rates
between the franc and other currencies on behalf of the State [and] . . . shall
ensure the smooth operation and the security of payment systems.'
Independence
From its establishment in 1800 until 1936 there existed no provision for
direct government involvement in the administration of the Banque,
although policy decisions were almost always determined by the govern-
ment in collaboration with the Governors.
In 1936, an Act of Parliament codified the statutes of the Banque, and
gave the government the means to intervene more directly in the activity of
the Banque. The fifteen directors were replaced by twenty councillors
(which together with the Governors made up the General Council), of
which seventeen were nominated by the government (the number of coun-
cillors has subsequently been reduced to ten).
In 1945 the Banque was nationalised, with all shares being transferred
to the State. In 1973 a reform of the Banque's statutes was undertaken,
which stated that the Banque operated 'on behalf of the State and within
the framework of the general instructions issued by the Minister of
Economic Affairs'. Furthermore, the Banque was to 'help in the preparation
and participate in the implementation of the Government's monetary
policy'.
During the early 1990s the government confirmed its intention to increase
the independence of the Banque in accordance with the provisions of the
Maastricht Treaty and, in 1993, an autonomous, nine-member Monetary
Policy Committee (headed by the Governor of the Banque) took authority
over monetary policy, rendering the Banque formally independent.
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B4 Suomen Pankki (Bank of Finland)
Founded in 1811
Forerunner
None. The Bank of Finland was the first bank in Finland, and remained
the only one until 1861 (although several small savings institutions had been
established in the 1820s).
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Motivation for founding
Being part of the kingdom of Sweden until 1809, and then annexed to the
Russian Empire as an autonomous Grand Duchy, Finland had several
currencies which circulated alongside one another, including Russian and
Swedish notes and coins. A major initial aim of the Bank of Finland was to
drive Swedish money out of circulation, replacing this with its rouble notes,
although this was not achieved until the early 1840s.
Original objectives and functions
The Bank of Finland was founded mainly upon the same principles on
which the Bank of Sweden (see Sverige Riksbank) was based, although its
activities were at first restricted to accepting deposits and issuing small
denomination banknotes. Although the Bank of Finland was based upon the
Bank of Sweden, which was independent of the Government and sub-
ordinate to the Diet, Finland's dependence on Russia and the uncertain
position of the Diet meant that this was impossible. Consequently the Bank
acted as the government's bank, and was formally subordinate to the Senate
(government) of the Grand Duchy. The practical management of the Bank
was in the hands of a three-member Board (elected by the Tsar), and its
functions were laid out in the Bank's original charter, 'His Imperial
Majesty's Gracious Regulations for an Office of Exchange, Lending and
Deposits in the grand Duchy of Finland'.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Following a monetary reform in 1840 (due to decisions by Sweden and
Russia to return to the silver standard), the Bank began to issue large
denomination rouble notes redeemable in silver, develop its business in
domestic and foreign bills and issue State loans. During the 1840s the Bank
also established several branch offices. After the Crimean War (1853-1856),
during which convertibility was suspended, the Bank began to use its bill
discount rate as an instrument for regulating credit conditions.
In 1860 Finland obtained its own monetary unit, the markka, and the
Bank was granted the right to issue markka denominated notes and coin
(equal to one quarter of a rouble). The markka was linked to silver in 1865,
replacing the rouble (which ceased to be legal tender) as the dominant
means of payment. This paved the way for the Bank to become established
as the major holder of foreign exchange reserves. In 1878 Finland adopted
the gold standard, and the markka became convertible into gold. Only in
1886 was the Bank finally given the sole right to issue banknotes in Finland.
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Following the establishment of the first commercial banks in the latter
half of the nineteenth century, which held their cash funds at, and obtained
credit from, the Bank of Finland, the Bank began to act as the banker's
bank. Although it originally competed with commercial banks for private
customers (by offering interest bearing deposits), the Bank increasingly
began to act as leader and convenor of the negotiations engaged in by
commercial banks as regards interest rates, and also began rediscounting
bills and granting secured loans to provide reserves to the banks. This
relationship was further strengthened in 1906, when interbank clearing was
introduced at the Bank. By this time the Bank had also become established
as the lender of last resort, having rescued Kansallis-Osake-Pankki (a
commercial bank) in the early 1890s.
The Bank ceased to accept interest bearing deposits in 1875, thus restrict-
ing its explicit competition with other commercial banks. It did, however,
maintain banking relationships with domestic non-bank firms (the oldest
being Hackman and Co. from 1842) as well as with foreign commercial
banks (especially in Russia and Scandinavia). These relationships, includ-
ing direct lending to the business sector, were maintained until the 1980s,
when all such financing arrangements and business with private customers
was discontinued.
Following the reassembly of the Estates during the 1860s, the Bank
became independent of the government and was made subordinate to the
four Estates (1868). Decision-making was transferred to a Parliamentary
Supervisory Board, elected by the Estates, consisting of one permanent
member from each Estate as well as a deputy and additional members. The
day-to-day management of the Bank, however, remained in the hands of the
Board of Management. In 1875, administration of State finances was trans-
ferred from the bank to a newly formed Treasury. Furthermore, the Bank
was given a new and explicit objective, namely to maintain a secure and
stable monetary system, in addition to its existing objective of promoting
and facilitating the circulation of currency. These have remained the main
objectives of the Bank until the present.
With the outbreak of World War I, Finland effectively abandoned the
gold standard and, by the end of the war, the value of the markka had
declined to an eighth of its prewar value. Finland declared independence in
1917, although this did not lead to any significant changes in the organi-
sation of the Bank, since this was already a fully fledged and independent (of
the government) central bank. In 1925 new regulations for the Bank of
Finland were imposed which, although amended several times, are still in
force today. These pertained to all aspects of the Bank's activities, including
the tasks of the Parliamentary Supervisory Board.
In 1926 Finland returned to the gold standard, only to abandon it again
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during the Great Depression five years later. During the inter-war period,
the interest rate was actively used as a means of monetary control, although
this began to change in the late 1930s. During and after World War II,
extensive financial regulations were introduced, which remained in force
until the early 1980s. These comprised an interbank agreement on deposit
rates, restrictions on bank lending rates, exchange controls, regulation of
bond issues and a quota system for banks' borrowing at the Bank with an
associated penalty rate schedule. Furthermore, the Bank only relinquished
its commercial lending activities (especially to large exporting concerns) in
the 1960s.
Independence
Since 1868, fifty-seven years after its formation, the Bank of Finland has not
been subordinate to the Government. Instead, it is under the 'guarantee and
care5 of the Diet (Parliament since 1907), although this involves no direct
intervention in the Bank's activities.
Parliament appoints nine Bank Supervisors who control the administra-
tion of the Bank. They are appointed at the first ordinary parliamentary
session after elections to Parliament, for a term of four years (the next
election). Whilst Bank Supervisors meet monthly, they do not administer or
manage the Bank. This is done on a full-time basis by the Board of
Management (a chairman and at most five members), being appointed by
the President on the proposal of the Supervisors.
The Bank is wholly free to decide whether or not credit should be granted
to the Government, and to fix the amount, terms and maturity of this credit.
Government borrowing from the bank has been the exception rather than
the rule.
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B5 De Nederlandsche Bank
Founded in 1814
Forerunner
None, although there were several previous endeavours to establish a
public credit institution.
During a severe money market crisis in January 1773, the Municipality of
Amsterdam established a temporary loan bank, called the Fund for Main-
taining the Public Credit which advanced money against collateral of dom-
estic securities or merchandise. After the crisis abated, however, the fund
was liquidated, without loss, in September 1773.
A related institution was established following another money market
crisis in 1781. Though originally intended to be operative for the period of
only one year, problems arose at the time of expiration, so that the Munici-
pality of Amsterdam took over the bank in 1783, resulting in the foundation
of the Muncipal Loan Chamber. This time the institution was founded for
twelve years, which term was extended for another twelve years. Neverthe-
less the bank was not successful because it continued making loans without
collateral to private merchants and to the East-India Company. It was
liquidated in 1807.
In 1795, the year that the French occupied the Netherlands, the pro-
visional government of the province of Holland established the General
Loan Bank for facilitating the collection of a capital tax. This institution was
to grant secured advances which could be used to pay this tax and then be
repaid over a period of three years, after which the institution was to be
liquidated. In fact, repayment took much longer, and a proposal was made
to transform the institution into a General National Loan, Discount and
Deposit Bank, based to a large extent upon the example of the Bank of
England. This was not adopted, however, and the institution was eventually
liquidated in 1803.
Motivation for founding
Following the end of French occupation of the Netherlands in 1813,
economic conditions were extremely depressed, with trade, traditionally a
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source of prosperity, having fallen to very low levels. At the initiative of
King William I, and based upon the earlier proposal for the General
National Loan, Discount and Deposit Bank, it was decreed that De
Nederlandsche Bank (hereafter the Bank) would be established in March
1814 in order to promote economic recovery.
Original objectives and functions
The tasks undertaken by the Bank included the rediscounting of trade bills,
the extension of secured advances, trading precious metals and receiving
current account funds for the government. The issue of convertible bank-
notes was not explicitly a function, but was implicit in the Bank's authority
to make its payments in specie or bank notes, the regulation of which (i.e.
cover provisions) was left to the Bank's judgement until 1847, when it was
decreed that the note issue was to be a fixed absolute amount.
The Bank was established as a private company, under a charter which
was originally set at twenty-five years. The Bank was governed by a
Managing Board, consisting of a permanent President and Secretary, and
five Directors with appointments of two and a half years. The President and
Secretary were appointed by the Sovereign, whilst the Directors were
proposed by the principal shareholders.
Evolution of Objectives and Functions
During the first three decades of its existence, the activities of the Bank
remained limited. Public confidence in a new banknote was low following
the experience with French assignats. Also, the fact that the Bank of
England (in 1797) and the Banque de France (in 1805 and 1814) had
suspended convertibility diminished the confidence of the Dutch people in
bank notes. Another important explanation for their low acceptance was
that Amsterdam bankers and cashiers feared competition from the Bank.
Furthermore, the development of trade, and hence lending, was slow, and
the Bank's clientele was limited to Amsterdam, since it did not have
branches elsewhere.
In 1838, therefore, the Charter was renewed for another twenty-five
years, at which time the Bank was granted the right to discount other paper
besides bills, and extend its deposit activities to the private sector. The Bank
still had no special privileges as regards note issue, besides that its notes
were exempt from stamp duty (which was intended as a commercial
incentive).
Following the growth of a number of new credit institutions during the
1840s, the Netherlands Bank began to rediscount their promissory notes
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issued to customers, thereby beginning to deal less frequently with non-
financial firms and more with banks. This position of bankers' bank was
consolidated with the first Bank Act of 1863 (following the expiry of the
second twenty-five year Charter), which established a number of subsidia-
ries to the Bank in the form of a branch in Rotterdam and agencies and
correspondents throughout the Netherlands.
The Act of 1863 also, for the first time, formally restricted other institu-
tions from issuing banknotes without permission of the State, and changed
the legal status of the Bank to that of a limited company. Furthermore, the
Bank's note issue was no longer limited in absolute amount, but had to be a
specified fraction of the Bank's bullion reserve. By 1870 the Bank dealt
almost exclusively with other banks, also acting as a lender of last resort (the
first instance of lender of resort operations occurred during a financial crisis
in 1857). Its sole instrument consisted of the discount rate, with open
market operations only being used much later (from 1937 onwards).
At about the turn of the century, the Bank informally began to supervise
the banking system, monitoring those banks which regularly discounted
paper with it. By 1920 banks regularly consulted the bank about their
lending activities, and in 1931 began, voluntarily, to submit quarterly
returns to the Bank concerning their credit positions. Only after World War
II, however, following the Bank Act of 1948, was the bank formally charged
with supervision of the banking system.
During the aftermath of World War II the Bank was nationalised, and the
objectives and functions of the Bank redefined in the Bank Act of 1948. This
stated that 'it shall be the duty of the Bank to regulate the value of the
Netherlands monetary unit in such a manner as will be most conducive to
the nation's prosperity and welfare, and in so doing seek to keep the value as
stable as possible'. The Bank also no longer undertook any commercial
banking functions, and its agencies (branches) were given the task of
servicing the banknote issue.
Independence
Although the government did not hold any shares in the Bank between 1847
(when it sold all its shares) and 1948 (when the Bank was nationalised), it has
always retained the right to appoint the senior management of the Bank,
namely the President and Secretary of the Governing Board. Furthermore,
following a Bank Act in 1903, the government has been allowed to obtain
non-interest bearing credit from the Bank, initially limited to fifteen million
guilders, and then to one hundred and fifty million guilders.
Government influence over the Bank was formalised after its nationali-
sation in 1948, when it was specified for the first time that the Minister of
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Finance could give directions to the Governing Board 'as he thinks neces-
sary for the Bank's policy to be properly coordinated with the Government's
monetary and fiscal policies'. This authority has never been exercised,
however, and the Bank has typically implemented monetary policy with
considerable independence.
It is envisaged that the government's statutory right to Bank credit, as
well as its authority to give instructions to the Bank, will soon be abolished
in accordance with the requirements of the Maastricht Treaty.
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B6 Oesterreichische Nationalbank (Austrian National Bank)
Founded in 1816
Forerunner
None. Although an attempt was made in 1703 to create a national bank
which would issue notes for purposes of funding the Treasury. The bank
was liquidated soon after its establishment as the government was unable to
meet its redemption obligations on these notes.
Motivation for founding
Throughout the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the
nineteenth century, the Austrian government borrowed heavily by issuing
paper notes, which could be used for the payment of taxes and circulated as
media of exchange. Excessive issues, however, especially during the
Napoleonic Wars, frequently led to large depreciations in the value of these
notes, causing widespread disruption. Consequently, the need arose for an
issuing bank which was seen as independent of the state.
Original objectives and functions
Two statutes, the 'Hauptpatent' and the 'Bankpatent', established the
Priviligierte Oesterreichische Nationalbank (Chartered Austrian National
Bank; hereafter the Bank) in 1816. The Bank was established as a joint stock
company, and its administration modelled upon that of the Banque de
France.
The Nationalbank was authorised to accept deposits and discount bills
(commercial paper), and given the exclusive right to issue notes convertible
into silver, although it was not obliged to maintain any specific ratio of
specie to its note issue. An important function of the Bank was the gradual
replacement of previously issued state paper notes with its own notes,
although this process was to take over three decades. Initially, the National-
bank did not serve as the government's bank, and the government was
limited in its ability to borrow from the Bank.
Evolution of objectives and functions
The charter of the Nationalbank was renewed in 1842, along with its
monopoly over the note issue, although the exclusive privilege to discount
paper and the ability to make mortgage loans was withdrawn.
The uprising in Hungary, the Crimean War and the Italian struggle
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imposed huge financing requirements on the state, which borrowed heavily
from the Nationalbank. In 1848, therefore, convertibility of Nationalbank
notes was suspended. The state then resumed issuing its own unbacked, but
interest bearing, notes, some of which were declared legal tender. Converti-
bility into silver was restored in 1858, only to be suspended again the
following year.
Constitutional changes in 1867 formed the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
and led, after some time, to a renaming of the Nationalbank as the Austro-
Hungarian Bank in 1878. The Governor of the new Bank was appointed by
the Emperor and nominated by the Finance Ministers in each of the two
parts of the empire.
By this time, several banks had been established, beginning with the
Austrian Discount Company in 1853 and the Creditanstalt in 1855. A
clearing-house became operational in 1864 on the initiative of the Credit-
anstalt, although the volume of clearing remained relatively small. A stock
market crash in 1873 led to a dramatic reduction in the number of joint stock
banks, and it was only after the turn of the century that a significant increase
in the number of banks began to occur again.
The falling price of silver during the 1870s led, in 1877, to substantial
increases in the circulation of silver coins, leading the government to restrict
the private coining of silver in 1879. The silver standard (known as the
'limping silver standard', given that currency was not convertible) was
finally abolished in 1891, when it was decided to adopt a gold standard and a
new currency unit, the Krone (crown). As before, however, notes remained
inconvertible.
At the outbreak of World War I, the Bank Act, which had (since 1892)
specified the minimum specie reserve which had to be held by the Austro-
Hungarian Bank, was suspended, and large loans were extended to the
government. The Bank was also relieved of its obligation to publish its
balance sheet, and it was only after the convening of the Bank's Board some
four years later that details of the Bank's wartime activities became public.
In 1918 the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy broke down, leading to the
formation of independent states of Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and
Yugoslavia. All of these so-called Successor states shared the Krone as a
common currency, and it was decided to partition the currency issue
amongst them. The post-war peace treaty (signed at Saint-Germain) stipu-
lated the liquidation of the Austro-Hungarian Bank, which effectively led to
all Successor states issuing their own currencies.
Given its poor post-war condition, Austria was able to continue to use its
'portion' of the Austro-Hungarian Bank as a legally independent (from
Hungary) bank of issue. However, large redemptions of war loans generated
extremely high inflation which, in 1922, led to plans for financial recon-
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struction (the Geneva Recovery Programme), including the establishment
of a new central bank to be known as the Austrian National Bank.
Undertaking all the conventional central banking functions, the main
function of the Bank was to reintroduce convertibility of currency into gold.
For this purpose it was to hold a minimum specie reserve of 20 per cent,
with excess note issues being taxed. The Bank was organised as a joint stock
institution, administered by a General Council comprising a President
(appointed by the government) and thirteen members (appointed by share-
holders).
At the outset of World War II the Bank was put into liquidation and
annexed to the Reichsbank until 1945, during which time reichsmarks were
put into forced circulation in Austria. After the war, the government
undertook a major monetary reform, re-establishing the Bank and depriving
reichsmarks of their legal tender status. The statutes of the Bank were
revised in 1955 (and amended again in 1984), with the main objective of the
Bank becoming the maintenance of the internal and external value of the
currency.
Independence
The independence of the Bank has passed through stages, becoming par-
ticularly limited during wartime, when the Bank has been called upon to
finance government expenditures. Since 1955 the bank has enjoyed con-
siderable independence, and remains a joint stock company only partly
owned (50 per cent) by the Federal government. Government borrowing
from the Bank is limited to a specified maximum, and Article 41 of the
National Bank Law states that 'the Federal Republic must not issue any
paper currency or adopt measures which are liable to hinder the bank in the
performance of the functions entrusted to it'.
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B7 Norges Bank
Founded in 1816
Forerunner
None. Norges Bank (hereafter the Bank) was the first Norwegian-owned
bank in Norway.
Motivation for founding
Until 1814 Norway had been under Danish jurisdiction, being part of a
union with Denmark. One year earlier, the Danish State was rendered
bankrupt by its expenditures in the Napoleonic wars, and a monetary
reform declared (see the entry under Danmarks Nationalbank). A consti-
tutional assembly in Norway thus began drafting an act to establish a
Norwegian bank, whose purpose was to issue notes, convertible into silver
and denominated in dalers, accept deposits, lend money and undertake
transfers of money.
Original objectives and functions
The Norges Bank Act of 1816 established the Bank with the main purpose of
issuing currency whose value was to be maintained through convertibility
into silver. To this end a minimum specie reserve equal to 50 per cent of its
notes had to be held. However, the Bank's notes were originally convertible
below par, with par convertibility only being gradually achieved (in 1842).
In addition to note issue, over which the Bank was granted a monopoly in
1818, the Bank undertook commercial banking functions which included
the taking of deposits, the transfer of money, and lending via the re-
discounting of bills and the extension of mortgages. Indeed, mortgage loans
formed the bulk of the bank's assets for the first half of the nineteenth
century.
Although the Bank was to be established as a joint stock company, its
public flotation was unsuccessful. Thus capital was raised via a 'forced
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subscription' payable in silver, and shareholders' normal voting and control
rights were taken over by the Storting (parliament).
The administration of the Bank was made up of two bodies: a fifteen-
member Board of Representatives, and a five-member Board of Directors.
The President and Vice President of the Board of Representatives was
appointed by the Crown, whilst all other governing members were elected
by Parliament. Ultimate authority over the discount rate rested with the
Bank (until World War II).
Evolution of objectives and functions
With the emergence of savings and commercial banks during the nineteenth
century, the commercial banking functions of the Norges Bank gradually
decreased, and by the end of the century it began to play more of a role as a
bankers bank. An interbank clearing system was established in 1898, admin-
istered by the Bank. The Bank also played the role of lender of last resort for
the first time in 1899, during a severe financial crisis.
However, Norges Bank did not supervise or regulate banks. Savings
banks were supervised by the Ministry of Finance from 1887, and by a
separate governmental body, the Inspectorate of Saving Banks, from 1919.
Five years later, following new laws for savings and commercial banks,
another government supervision authority for both bank groups was estab-
lished.
Norway adopted a gold standard in 1873. The new monetary unit, the
krone, had the same gold content as the Danish kroner and Swedish krona,
all which circulated at par throughout these countries under the Scandi-
navian Currency Union (formed in 1875). This prompted the Norges bank
to hold foreign exchange reserves, a role which it retains today.
In 1892 the Norges Bank Act was revised, with the Bank of England as a
model. Greater flexibility was introduced into the ability to issue currency,
and the status of the Bank as the government's bank was formalised.
The gold standard was abandoned in 1914 (World War I), readopted in
1928 at its pre-war parity, and then abandoned again during the Great
Depression in 1931. The external value of the krone dominated inter-war
policy concerns, and in 1932 an advisory committee on economic policy was
appointed by the government on which the Norges Bank was not repre-
sented. This implied that the Bank was no longer the sole expert on
monetary policy issues, although it retained ultimate authority over the
discount rate.
Between 1940 and 1945 (World War II) the Germans occupied Norway,
financing much of their occupation expenses via increases in the note issue
of the Bank. This resulted in a considerable post-war inflation, and led to
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further attrition of the Bank's policymaking authority as the government
effectively took control of interest rate policy and the discount rate. At the
end of 1949 the Bank was nationalised. Finally, in 1965, a new Act estab-
lished that interest rates and credit volumes were to be regulated by the
government.
Independence
In 1985, the relationship between the Norges bank and the Government was
stated for the first time. T h e 1985 Act Relating to Norges Bank and the
Monetary System states that Norges Bank shall conduct its operations in
accordance with the political and economic guidelines drawn up by the
government. Before taking decisions of special importance, the Bank shall
submit the matter to the Minister of Finance. According to the Act, the
Bank may be instructed by Royal Decree (e.g. by the government) to act in
specific ways. In such cases the bank will be given the opportunity to state
its opinion, and the Storting (parliament) shall be notified as soon as
possible. However, the government has never used its right to instruct
Norges Bank.
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B8 Danmarks Nationalbank
Founded in 1818
Forerunner
The first bank in Denmark, the Kurantbanken (Currency bank) was estab-
lished in 1736, and had the sole right to issue notes, which were convertible
into silver. Having over-issued notes as a result of financing government
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expenditures, however, convertibility could no longer be upheld, and the
bank folded.
In 1791 another bank was established, known as the Specie Bank, which
met the same fate, largely as the result of government expenditure during
the Napoleonic wars. This led to increasing inflation, and culminated in the
'Statsbankerot' (State bankruptcy) in 1813.
In order to restore monetary stability, a provisional institution known as
the Rigsbank was set up in 1813 as a forerunner to the Nationalbank. In
addition to the sole right to issue notes, the Rigsbank (later the National-
bank) had a 'first priority5 right to all property mortgages in Denmark. In
this way the Nationalbank could be funded via mortgage instalments.
Motivation for founding
The Nationalbank was founded in order to restore monetary stability after
the 'state bankruptcy' and inflation which ensued from excessive govern-
ment expenditure during the Napoleonic wars.
Original objectives and functions
Stabilisation of the monetary system was the main priority of the National-
bank, whose task it was to bring the value of banknotes up to par so as to
restore redeemability into silver. First, sufficient notes were withdrawn
from circulation to make them reach parity with coin. This was achieved by
1845, when notes were declared redeemable once more.
The Nationalbank's second, and less important, task was to pay interest
on the liabilities taken over from its bankrupt predecessor(s). Finally, the
bank was expected to facilitate the allocation of credit by acting as a
commercial bank, although this task had the lowest priority.
The rules governing the Nationalbank were embodied in a Royal Charter,
which was granted for a period of ninety years. The Nationalbank was
established as a private corporation in which debtors under mortgage could
obtain shares, although their right as shareholders was restricted to receiv-
ing dividends. The management was vested in a co-optative Board of
Directors and a Board of Governors (one Governor to be appointed by the
Crown and the others by the Board of Directors).
Evolution of objectives and functions
While the Nationalbank's efforts were concentrated on restoring the par
value of notes, little ordinary banking activity was carried out. However, the
Bank did begin to rediscount bills and grant secured loans during the 1830s.
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Being the only bank, the demand for Nationalbank credit was strong, and its
commercial banking activity increased.
With monetary stabilisation achieved, however, the first private bank
was established in 1846, with several commercial banks and mortgage credit
institutions emerging shortly thereafter. The Nationalbank thus shifted its
activity towards acting as banker to these banks. The Lender of Last Resort
activities of the Nationalbank only developed some time later, during a bank
crisis in 1908 in which a number of banks heavily committed to builiding
activities foundered. The Nationalbank did not play the role of banking
supervisor and regulator, however, and this role was (is) undertaken by the
Danish Financial Supervisory Authority, under the Ministry of Industry.
Like several other European countries, Denmark moved from a silver to a
gold standard in 1873. This took place under the Coinage Act of 1873,
which replaced the existing currency unit, the rigsdaler, with the krone.
This was given the same gold content as the Norwegian krone and the
Swedish krona, and in 1875 a Scandinavian Currency Union was set up
under which all these currencies served equally as legal tender throughout
the Union until World War I, when the gold standard was abandoned.
The Nationalbank's role as central bank was sealed in 1914 when, by
agreement between the Bank and the Treasury, it became the sole banker to
the Danish government. Following World War I, the exchange rate became
the focus of policy, and attempts were made to restore the pre-war gold
parity. In 1927 Denmark adopted a gold bullion standard, although this
only lasted until 1931 when, along with Sweden, Norway and several other
countries, Denmark followed Britain off the gold standard, effectively
pegging its currency to the pound. Following this, responsibility for
exchange rate policy was transferred to the Danish government. Exchange
controls were also implemented, the administration of which was under-
taken by the Nationalbank.
With the impending expiry of the Nationalbank's Royal Charter, which
had been extended for another thirty years in 1908, the statutory basis of the
bank was revised under the Danmarks Nationalbank Act of 1936. Existing
shareholders were bought out, and the Bank reconstituted as a self-
governing institution whose profits (after allocations) accrued to the
government. The Board of Directors was supplemented with members of
parliament, and a committee of directors established as a link between the
Board of Directors and the Board of Governors, who still administered
the Nationalbank and determined monetary policy. The objective of the
Nationalbank, according to the 1936 Act, is to 'maintain a safe and secure
currency system . . . and to facilitate and regulate the traffic in money and
the extension of credit'. This Act has not been modified.
As in many other countries, the pre-and post-World War II period was
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characterised by regulations on banking activity and foreign exchange
markets, particularly the imposition of capital controls, many of which were
only removed in the 1970s and 1980s. During the 1950s, the Nationalbank's
remaining activities as a commercial bank, which included direct lending to
business and accounts carried for private customers, were unwound. In the
middle of 1970, it was agreed that the government would no longer borrow
from the Nationalbank, but would instead issue debt on the open market.
Independence
The Nationalbank was originally set up as a private company under Royal
Charter, although it was dissolved under the drafting of the 1936 Act, which
replaced the Charter. This Act left the authority for monetary policy in the
hands of the three-member Board of Governors, whilst governance was
shared between the Board of Directors and the Committee of Directors.
The Board of Directors, which includes members of parliament, elects two
of the Governors (the Crown appoints the Chairman). The Royal Commis-
sioner (i.e. Minister for Economic Affairs) and the Minister of Finance are
entitled to take part in deliberations, but neither have voting rights as
regards discount rate decisions.
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B9 Banco de Portugal
Founded in 1846
Forerunner
The Banco de Portugal was formed from the merger of two institutions, the
Banco de Lisboa (established in 1821 as the first commercial bank in
Portugal) and the Companhia Confian^a Nacional (or National Surety
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Company, a finance company set up in 1844 to make loans to the govern-
ment).
From its inception the Banco de Lisboa, which enjoyed a note issuing
monopoly, had been involved in financing the government. Increasing
funding demands, especially during the 1840s, resulted in the government
becoming unable to meet its obligations to the Bank, leading to a suspension
of convertibility of its notes. For similar reasons the Companhia Confian^a
Nacional had to suspend its payments, prompting the government to merge
and replace these two institutions in 1846 with the Banco de Portugal
(hereafter the Bank).
Motivation for founding
The inability of the Banco de Lisboa and the Companhia Confian^a Nacio-
nal to service their liabilities caused substantial monetary disruption. To
restore credibility in the monetary system the government sought to with-
draw these liabilities, replacing them with notes of the newly formed Banco
de Portugal.
Original objectives and functions
The operations of the Banco de Portugal were subject to rules laid out in its
founding charter, although its objectives and functions were vague. The
Bank issued convertible bank notes (notes were convertible into gold), over
which it initially held a monopoly throughout the entire country. Four years
later, however, this monopoly was reduced, holding only in the district of
Lisbon.
No formal reserve requirement was stipulated, but the Bank was forbid-
den from extending long term credit or making mortgage loans. During its
first decades, therefore, the Bank operated primarily as a note-issuing
commercial bank, discounting commercial paper and undertaking foreign
exchange transactions.
The Bank was established as a joint stock company whose shares were
publicly held. It was administered by a Board of Directors elected by the
shareholders.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Following a new law on joint stock companies (including banks) in 1867, the
Bank's note issuing monopoly was further eroded, and resulted in a prolifer-
ation of note issuing banks outside Lisbon. A banking crisis occurred in
1876, with many banks suspending payments on their notes. Although this
prompted the Directors of the Bank to call for legislation restricting note
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issue, it was not until another crisis in 1891 that the Bank's monopoly over
the note issue finally became statutory.
Although the Bank was not formally entrusted with acting as a lender of
last resort until World War II, it did undertake this function during the
banking crises in the 1870s and the 1890s. Rediscounting bills presented by
banks also became common practice.
No official clearing system was operated in Portugal until 1926, and there
is no evidence that the Banco de Portugal had established any informal
clearing arrangements prior to this. Furthermore, the Bank only became
informally involved in regulating and supervising the banking system in
1925 (formally in 1975). From the 1890s, when banking first became super-
vised, this task was undertaken by government departments.
When it was founded, the Banco de Portugal had no formal obligation to
lend to the state, nor was it the state bank. This changed in 1887, when the
Bank became the state's bank. After 1891 the Bank also became a large
creditor to the state.
For most of the nineteenth century the Banco de Portugal was legally
committed to a discount rate of 5 per cent, although this could be changed,
by decree and by its own request, usually to deal with external drains. At
least until 1888, when a government appointed governor became able to
veto decisions by the Board of Directors, the Bank enjoyed substantial
independence from the government in its daily operations.
Independence
Until 1931 government influence over the Bank had grown steadily, but
remained informal. In 1931 a reform of the Bank's statutes occurred which,
although it incorporated rules limiting the expansion of the Bank's notes
and its lending to the government, at the same time increased formal
government influence over the Bank. According to the reform, the govern-
ment could appoint two of the three vice-Governors, and part of the Bank's
decisions became vested in a Stabilisation Committee, where representation
of government appointed officials equalled other officials.
Government influence over the Banco de Portugal increased in 1974 when
it was nationalised, and its functions and objectives redefined in 1975 in a
Decree-Law (revised in 1990). Under this law the Governor and other
members of the Board of Directors were appointed by the Cabinet, on a
proposal by the Finance Minister.
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BIO Deutsche Bundesbank
Founded in 1957 (Prussian Bank founded in 1846)
Forerunner
The Bundesbank is the last of a sequence of public note-issuing banks,
beginning with the Royal Giro and Loan Bank established by Frederick the
Great in 1765 for purposes of economic reconstruction following the Seven
Years' War. This was reorganised as the Prussian Bank in 1846, which
subsequently became the Reichsbank in 1876, issuing currency known as
the Mark. Following a hyperinflation in 1923 a new public bank of issue, the
Rentenbank, was established to restore monetary confidence, issuing a
currency known as the Rentenmark. The next year a 'new' Reichsbank
resumed operation, issuing the Reichsmark.
After World War II, and another large (but suppressed) inflation, the
Reichsbank was dissolved, and its role assumed in 1948 by a two-tier system
of regional central banks organised around the Bank deutscher Lander,
which issued currency known as the Deutsche Mark. The following year the
German Constitution scheduled for the establishment of a Federal Bank
which would merge the existing two tier arrangement into a single indepen-
dent central bank with a number of regional main offices. This institution,
formed in 1957, was the Deutsche Bundesbank.
Given that the Reichsbank, and after it the Bank deutscher Lander were
central banks before the establishment of the Bundesbank, this section
differs from others in that it presents the founding and evolution of the
Prussian bank, the Reichsbank, the Bank deutscher Lander and the Bundes-
bank in turn.
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Founding, objectives and evolution
In the first decades of the nineteenth century a wide variety of coins,
including foreign coins, circulated throughout Germany, contrasting with
conditions in England or France, for example. Not only were the coins of
different weights and denominations, but they were also from different
standards, although the silver standard was dominant. Paper money was
also used, although to a much lesser degree, and showed a similar variety.
Several note-issuing banks had arisen, among them the Prussian state
bank (the Royal Bank), although their note issue never became substantial.
In addition, most states issued paper money (which was not always convert-
ible into specie) to cover fiscal financing needs, with a notable example being
Prussian treasury notes issued to fund its war effort against Napoleon. The
note-issuing privileges of banks were often withdrawn (e.g. that of the Royal
Bank was withdrawn in the early 1830s) to achieve wider circulation of state
issued paper money.
(i) The Prussian Bank (1846-1875) Increasing demands for bank
notes due to a growing economy led the Prussian Government to establish
the Prussian Bank in 1846. Partly owned, and totally managed, by the
government (the bank's head was the Prussian Minister of Trade), the
Prussian bank functioned as a bank of issue and a discount bank (another
institution, the Prussian Sea Trading Corporation, later known as the
Prussian State Bank, served as the government's bank). The decree which
established the Prussian bank also stated that its task was to prevent any
great rise in the rate of interest, and the bank was forbidden to raise its
lending (or lombard) rate above 6 per cent. The same decree also specified
both a minimum specie reserve ratio (to notes) of one third and an absolute
maximum on its note issue. This maximum was lifted in 1856, however, in
order to give the Prussian bank an advantage over other note-issuing banks,
particularly the small state note issuers, whose circulation had remained
unrestricted. The position of the Prussian bank was further strengthened by
a banking crisis the following year, during which the Prussian bank also
acted as a lender of last resort.
By the 1870s the circulation of Prussian bank notes accounted for about
two thirds of all bank notes, although the use of such notes remained limited
next to coins, which represented about 75 per cent of circulating media at
the time. Following the formation of the German Reich in 1871, increasing
demands to unify the coinage system resulted in two Coinage Acts, in 1871
and 1873, which adopted a new monetary unit, the Mark, and a new
monetary standard, namely gold instead of silver. The second act also
required the withdrawal of all state issued paper money by 1876, and
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imposed a minimum denomination on bank notes (100 Marks) which greatly
reduced the circulation of extant bank notes.
(ii) The Reichsbank (1876-1948) The monetary unification
which followed the formation of the German Reich also resulted in the
replacement of the Prussian bank with the Reichsbank, whose functions and
organisation remained essentially the same as those of its predecessor. That
is, the Reichsbank was the government's bank, a discount bank, and an
issuer of convertible bank notes, holding one third of its note issue in the
form of specie (coin). In addition, the Reichsbank was 'to regulate the
monetary circulation of Germany, to facilitate clearings, and to see to it that
available capital is productively employed' (Banking Act 1875). Thus the
Reichsbank sometimes acted as a direct lender to business, and acted as the
lender of last resort to the banking system.
The Reichsbank was privately owned, but under government manage-
ment, with the Chancellor of the Reich at its head and a Directorate of civil
servants headed by a President conducting day-to-day business. However,
the Reichsbank remained relatively free from government interference, and
was not subordinated to fiscal needs as in many other countries. For the
remainder of the nineteenthth century the Reichsbank, like other central
banks, pursued a policy of altering its discount rate to maintain its specie
stock at the designated level. By the turn of the century the Reichsbank had
begun using open-market operations to influence market interest rates (i.e.
make its discount rate binding by forcing banks to borrow from it) and had
also become the major custodian of foreign reserves. In 1909 Reichsbank
notes became legal tender for the first time.
With the advent of World War I the Reichsbank effectively became an
instrument to finance the war and its aftermath. Germany left the gold
standard and the Reichsbank was no longer obliged to maintain any propor-
tion between its note issue and its specie reserves. The fiscal burden of
reparation payments following the war led to an increasing note issue and
culminated in a hyperinflation in 1923. To restore monetary confidence a
new currency, 'backed' by property and known as the Rentenmark, was
issued by a new, independent and privately managed bank known as the
Rentenbank.
In 1924 a Banking Act established a new, and independent, Reichsbank,
administered by a General Council composed of domestic and foreign
representatives. The Reichsbank now had to maintain a specie (and foreign
exchange) reserve equal to at least 40 per cent of its note issue, and its
lending to the government was restricted to small amounts. However, this
independence began to be eroded in 1930, when all foreign influence in the
administration of the Reichsbank ceased. By 1933 the right to appoint and
dismiss members of the Reichsbank's Directorate was transferred to the
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President of the Reich, and in 1937 the Reichsbank was made subject to
Hitler's instructions. The note issue dramatically expanded again as a result
of war financing, and another huge - but suppressed, due to price controls -
inflation ensued after World War II.
(Hi) The Bank deutscher Lander (1948-1957) At the end of World
War II, Germany was divided into four zones, and the Reichsbank ceased to
function as the German central bank. Instead, a federal or two-tier system
of central banks (like the Federal Reserve System of the US) was established
in 1948, with a number of regional central banks, or Landeszentralbanken,
being co-ordinated by a co-ordinating central bank, known as the Bank
deutscher Lander. The regional central banks did not issue notes and
simply facilitated a more federal or decentralised decision making structure,
as the regional central bank Presidents elected the President of the Direc-
torate of the Bank deutscher Lander and the President of the Central Bank
Council (which took policy decisions).
The capital of the Bank deutscher Lander was owned by the regional
central banks, and its articles of establishment were lacking in any provision
which would have subordinated the Bank to any political body. Initially, the
Bank was subject to international supervision, although this was dis-
continued in 1951. The Bank had the exclusive right to issue notes, under-
took open market operations, could dictate discount rates and minimum
reserve requirements, and acted as the government's bank. Credit extension
to the government could not exceed a stated maximum.
(iv) The Deutsche Bundesbank (1957- ) The West German
constitution of 1949 had already provided for the establishment of the
Bundesbank, which would essentially centralise the existing two tier central
banking system whilst retaining the independence and functions of the Bank
deutscher Lander. In 1957, therefore, the Bundesbank replaced the Bank
deutscher Lander with the regional central banks becoming its main offices.
Although the capital of the Bundesbank was owned by the State, it has
autonomy to pursue its main objective, namely to safeguard the value of the
German currency, i.e. price stability. The Federal Government takes deci-
sions concerning the exchange rate regime and capital controls. Banking
regulation and supervision is undertaken by a government institution, the
Federal Office for Control of the Banks (or Bundesaufsichtsampt fur
Kreditwesen).
Independence
Although they have been subject to the government's instructions, German
central banks have remained relatively independent until the First World
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War. Independence was again severely compromised before and during the
Second World War. Given the inflations which followed both of these
episodes, the Bundesbank was established as an extremely independent
institution, dedicated to price stability.
Monetary and credit policy is determined by the Bundesbank on its own
authority, and the Bundesbank may employ and develop monetary policy
instruments at its discretion. There is no binding obligation to grant credit
to the government, neither is the Bundesbank obliged to report to Parlia-
ment and the Federal Government.
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Bll Banque Nationale de Belgique
Founded in 1850
Forerunner
None. From 1795 until 1814 the area which eventually became the kingdom
of Belgium was incorporated into the French Republic-Empire, and from
1914 until the National Revolution of 1830 it formed part of the kingdom of
the United Netherlands. Consequently, both Dutch florins and French
francs represented the main media of exchange, with the franc being the
more widely used.
Belgium did have a number of banks in 1850, including the first ever joint
stock bank, Societe Generale de Belgique, which was chartered by William I
in 1822 to contribute towards the commercial progress of the Belgian
Provinces. These banks could issue notes convertible into specie, discount
bills, accept deposits and make advances. In addition to these banks, a
number of investment trusts (or holding companies) had been established,
which held shares in many of the industrial concerns founded by the Societe
Generale.
Motivation for founding
Although banking had developed in Belgium, the use of bank notes
remained comparatively limited, with metallic currency being widely used.
The limited acceptability of bank notes, reinforced by a banking crisis in
1838-9, in turn constrained the extension of bank loans and the financing of
enterprise throughout the 1840s. In 1848 the Paris Revolution triggered a
widespread banking crisis in France and Belgium, culminating in the sus-
pension of convertibility of bank notes in both of these countries.
This prompted a reform of the Belgian banking system, whose principal
element was the establishment of a specialised bank of issue in 1850, the
Banque Nationale de Belgique, which would permit the separation of note
issue from ordinary banking activity. The largest note issuing banks were
persuaded to abandon this business, and in return could subscribe to the
entire capital of the newly formed Banque Nationale. In effect, therefore,
the Banque Nationale became the sole note issuer. However, the charter of
the Banque Nationale includes a clause which permits the government, by
special law, to establish other note issuing banks.
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Original objectives and functions
Whilst the Banque Nationale was a privately owned joint stock bank, the
government appointed the Governor, who served as its chief executive
officer, and a Special Commissioner, who oversaw its operations and
reported to the Minister of Finance.
In addition to note issue, the Banque Nationale was permitted to discount
bills, but these had to be of short maturity (120 days) and excellent credit
quality (three reputable names). Industrial securities could not be held as
assets, and government bonds could only be purchased up to an amount not
exceeding its own capital and surplus. The Banque Nationale did, however,
serve as the fiscal agent to the Treasury.
No fixed rule dictated the issue of notes, but the Banque Nationale was
obliged to maintain (under normal circumstances) a metallic reserve equal
to one third of its note issue. An important function was the rediscounting
of paper offered by banks, so furnishing an 'elastic' supply of its notes and
reducing the need for banks to hold large stocks of notes. The Banque
Nationale was also intended to serve as a lender of last resort to the banking
system.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Banque Nationale notes rapidly gained currency, and the use of these notes
increased rapidly throughout the rest of the nineteenth century. Branches
were soon established in most of the major cities, making it possible for local
bankers to readily discount paper, reducing their need to hold cash deposits
at the Banque Nationale. As in France, the use of deposits, and also cheques
written on these deposits, remained limited until World War I, with notes
(and coins) being the primary medium of exchange. Branch banking thus
also remained extremely limited until World War I.
In 1865, Belgium entered what was known as the Latin Currency Union
with France, Italy and Switzerland, which standardised the gold and silver
coinage in these countries in terms of weight, standard and diameter for a
period of fifteen years (and then continued by mutual agreement). Further-
more, silver coins were declared legal tender in each country, with govern-
ments accepting coins minted anywhere in the Union (up to a prespecified
limit).
In 1871, however, Germany adopted the gold standard, causing a large
inflow of demonetised German and Austrian coins into the Union for
recoining. In 1873, therefore, silver coinage for individuals was effectively
suspended. When the Union was renegotiated (in 1878), the members
agreed to retain silver coins as legal tender, but placed limits on the quantity
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of coins which could be minted, and this remained the case until the
eventual dissolution of the Union in 1925.
Up until World War I the Banque Nationale had held to the rule that
its lending to government could not exceed its capital (plus surplus), but
this was exceeded at the beginning of World War I as large advances were
made by the Banque Nationale to the government. As in many other
countries, gold convertibility was suspended in 1914. Thereafter, the
maximum amount of Treasury notes allowed to be discounted by the
Banque Nationale was periodically increased, reaching Bfr 1.5 billion by
1939. In that year another reform of the statutes of the Bank raised this limit
to Bfr 5 billion.
Just after the start of World War I the right of note issue was (tempo-
rarily) withdrawn from the Banque Nationale by the German authorities,
and granted instead to the Societe Generate. Furthermore, in 1918
Germany engaged in forced repatriation of German marks held by the
Banque Nationale by forcing it to convert these into interest yielding
deposits held (by the German authorities) with Belgian banks.
After World War I, banking became considerably more concentrated,
with larger banks absorbing smaller ones, effectively becoming branch
banks in the process. Furthermore, banks could operate as universal banks,
and owned large share portfolios. Until 1935 banks were not subject to any
special legislation/regulation, apart from that prohibiting the issue of
notes.
In 1935, following large losses which had been incurred by banks on
their shareholdings during the Depression, banking legislation eliminated
universal banking, causing banks to split into commercial banks and
holding companies. Although commercial banks could underwrite share
issues, these holdings had to be sold within six months. Furthermore, a
Banking Commission - an independent agency, headed by a president and
six members, all appointed for six years by Royal decree - was established
to undertake banking regulation and supervision, and the imposition of
liquid asset ratios was amongst the first regulations. In 1937 it was decreed
that banks would have to submit monthly statements to the Banque
Nationale.
The 1939 statute specified that the Minister of Finance 'shall have the
right to control all the bank's operations' (Article 29) through the appoint-
ment of a Government Commissioner. However, a subsequent Article (30
bis) specified that the Minister of Finance and Government Commissioner
could not oppose decisions of the Bank concerning the definition and
implementation of monetary policy, the conduct of foreign exchange
operations and the smooth operation of the payments system.
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Independence
Although the Banque Nationale remains a joint stock company, 50 per cent
of its shares are held by the government. A royal decree of 1939 articulated
the activities, organisation and attributions of the Banque Nationale which,
with some modifications, constitute its current statutes. These do not
contain an explicit objective for the Banque Nationale, although its annual
reports frequently assert that monetary stability is its ultimate objective.
The Banque Nationale is directed by a Governor and administered by a
Board of Directors (of not less than three and not more than six members)
assisted by a Council of Regency (comprising the Governor, Directors and
ten regents). Although both the Governor and the Directors are appointed
by the King, candidates for the Board of Directors are proposed by the
Council of Regency. The government can object to any decision by the
Banque Nationale (through a Government Commissioner, who supervises
all its activities), but cannot compel it to take any action.
In 1993, and in accordance with the Maastricht Treaty, an Act was passed
which gave the Banque Nationale greater independence. The Act now states
that the government cannot oppose a decision taken by the Bank which
relates to the key tasks of the central bank as contained in the Maastricht
Treaty, i.e. the implementation of monetary and foreign exchange rate
policy, the mangement of foreign reserves, and the promotion of the smooth
operation of the payments system. Furthermore, the new Act also prohibits
the extension of credit by the Banque Nationale to the government.
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B12 Banco de Espana (Bank of Spain)
Founded in 1856
Forerunner
In 1782 the Banco Nacional de San Carlos was established by the state (the
bank itself was private), and extended loans, discounted bills and serviced
the considerable debt issued by the state to alleviate revenue shortfalls
arising from the discontinuation of metal shipments from the colonies. The
bank was the only institution authorised to issue its own notes.
By 1800 the increasing indebtedness of the state resulted in an inability to
redeem its debt which, comprising most of the assets of the Banco Nacional,
led to its collapse. In 1829 the bank was recapitalised, becoming the Banco
Espanol de San Fernando and taking over the note issuing privileges of its
predecessor and its function as state bank.
In 1844 two other note banks were authorised but, following a crisis in
1847, one of these was merged with the Banco Espafiol de San Fernanado,
giving rise to the Nuevo Banco Espanol de San Fernando. When new
banking legislation was introduced in 1856, this bank was renamed the
Banco de Espana (hereafter the Bank).
Motivation for founding
A phase of economic prosperity, and a liberal government, resulted in new
banking legislation being passed in 1856. This prescribed that there should
not be more than one bank of issue in any county town, that new banks were
to limit their issues to three times their capital and hold coin reserves of one
third of their issue, and imposed a minimum denomination of 100 reales on
banknotes.
These measures were clearly aimed at strengthening the position of the
existing state bank, which was renamed the Banco de Espana. In addition,
government influence over the Bank (and the banking system) increased, as
the new legislation specified that the government was to appoint the
Governor of the Bank (from a list of three nominees proposed by share-
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holders) as well the Royal Commissioners which would manage the other
banks of issue.
Original objectives and functions
The Banco de Espafia took over all the functions of its predecessor, namely
to act as the government's bank, to issue bank notes, to undertake com-
mercial lending and deposit activity, and to discount paper.
The Bank was privately capitalised, and its profits did not accrue to the
state. However, note issue was subject to periodic contracts with the state,
and the governor of the Bank was appointed by the state.
Evolution of objectives and functions
At the first renewal of its charter in 1874, burgeoning public deficits resulted
in the Bank obtaining the exclusive right to issue bank notes, but only in
exchange for a loan of 135 million pesetas to the state. All other issuing
banks were given the option to continue as ordinary commercial banks or to
become branches of the Banco de Espafia (which many of them opted to do
given their weak state).
At the same time the Bank's notes were declared legal tender (although
these were still convertible into gold), and the maximum limit on note issue
raised from three to five times the bank's capital. Gold convertibility was
abandoned in 1883, and the limit on note issue raised in 1891 and 1898
(thereafter it was no longer applicable in practice). During this period a
major activity of the Bank was meeting the needs of the public finances.
After a decade of fiscal stability, deficits reemerged in 1908. Difficulties
with placing government debt led to the imposition of a system of automatic
pledging of government debt at the Bank at 'non-penal' interest rates from
1917. This automatic pledge remained in force for the next forty years, and
thus made the Bank into a passive supplier of liquidity (at favourable rates)
throughout this period. It was replaced, in 1957, by a similar system of
automatic rediscounting, under which specified private financial instru-
ments were automatically rediscountable at the Bank in unlimited amounts.
Although the Bank's regulations did not specify its relationship with
other banks, banking crises in 1913-14 saw the Bank acting as a lender of
last resort. In 1921 a General Banking Act was passed which, for the first
time, regulated the Bank's activities as a private bank (i.e. it became
responsible for rediscounting bills offered to it by other banks) and as a
central bank (i.e. the Bank, under the authority of the government, became
responsible for managing the external value of the peseta). The state also
strengthened its influence over the Bank by taking control of the note issue.
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The 1921 Banking Act established a Banking Supervisory Council (i.e. a
self-regulatory body) and specified that the Banco de Espafia should super-
vise banks. The Bank did not perform this task initially, however, since its
commercial activities still made it a competitor of other banks. Thus the
banking system remained essentially self-regulated by local Banking Boards
until 1938, when supervisory responsibility was transferred to the Ministry
of Finance. Following the nationalisation of the Bank in 1962, supervision
again became its responsibility.
Whilst private banks had accounts with the Banco de Espafia since the
turn of the century, these were used primarily for purposes of pledging
public debt and/or rediscounting bills rather than for interbank clearing.
Several private clearing houses were established in 1922 under the authori-
sation and supervision of the Banking Supervisory Council, and it is only
since 1976 that banks began to utilise a wholesale payment system provided
and overseen by the Bank.
In 1931 government influence over the Banco de Espafia increased, when
it was declared that rediscount rates were to be set by the Minister of
Finance, and this decision was formally ratified in 1938. Dependence on the
government became total in 1962 when the Bank was nationalised, and
legislation was passed which stated that 'monetary authority . . . shall be
exercised permanently by the government through the Minister of
Finance'. Nationalisation of the Bank finally saw the integration and elabor-
ation of all the functions commonly undertaken by other central banks. The
Bank's objective was stated as the pursuit of a 'monetary and credit policy
. . . most suited to the country's interests'.
Although the purpose and functions of the Banco de Espafia were rede-
fined in 1980, these remained essentially the same as before, as did the
Bank's autonomy.
Independence
Although it was established as a wholly private bank, the independence of
the Banco de Espafia has never been substantial, and was steadily eroded
over time until its nationalisation in 1962.
During the nineteenth century, for example, the limit on the Bank's note
issue was readily increased whenever state financing demanded this, and the
limit abandoned altogether in 1898. Moreover, from 1917, for the next forty
years, the Bank was forced to purchase public debt at 'non-penal' interest
rates. In 1931 the government explicitly took control of the Bank's discount
rate, a decision which was formally ratified in 1938 and which remained in
force until 1977.
In 1993 a Draft Act facilitating the autonomy of the Banco de Espafia was
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drawn up, and is expected to be approved in 1994. Under this Act, the
definition and implementation will become the responsibility of the Bank,
and government financing by the Bank legally forbidden.
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B13 Nippon Ginko (Bank of Japan)
Founded in 1882
Forerunner
None.
Motivation for founding
Following the overthrow of the feudal system in 1867, the new Meiji
government began to issue inconvertible paper money. In 1872 private
banks were authorised to issue their own notes (the banking system was
based upon the National Banking System of the US) which were initially
convertible into silver. In 1876, however, legislation was introduced which
permitted these banks to redeem their notes in government money, leading
to a vast expansion in the overall note issue.
Efforts were made in 1878 to impose monetary stability by reducing the
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note issue and restoring the specie convertibility of all notes; these included
a prohibition on the establishment of private banks, government suspension
of new issues of notes and the issue of (interest bearing) government bills
instead. Another element in this monetary reform included the formation of
the Bank of Japan, a joint stock bank with a majority shareholding by the
government, whose major initial task was to assist the government in
retiring inconvertible bank notes.
Original objectives and functions
A primary initial objective of the Bank of Japan was to implement a
reduction in the stock of inconvertible bank notes, and the Bank did not at
first issue its own notes. Instead, it became the government's bank and the
custodian of the government's specie reserves. When (in 1885) these had
become sufficiently large relative to the outstanding stock of government
paper money, the Bank began to issue its own notes which, along with
government notes, became convertible into silver in 1886 (unlike many
other countries, therefore, Japan did not adopt a gold standard during the
1880s).
Besides the retirement of inconvertible notes, the bank was also expected
to serve a broader purpose, namely to consolidate the banking system and
promote industrialisation (these were explicitly incorporated into the Bank
of Japan Law of 1882). The Bank did not function as a commercial bank,
and was prohibited from making advances against real property and owning
real property or shares. The Bank was permitted to purchase and sell
government bonds and specie, discount domestic and foreign bills and
accept bankers' deposits. In a memorandum outlining the rationale of the
Bank, the Minister of Finance noted the importance of an institution which
would supply currency to the banking system, both to smooth out seasonal
fluctuations in interest rates, and to avoid banking crises. Informally,
therefore, the Bank served as a lender of last resort from its inception.
Ownership of the Bank was split between the government (50 per cent)
and the (Japanese) public (50 per cent), but the Governor, Vice Governor
and four directors which made up the Assembly of Officers (or Governing
Board) were all appointed by the government (although directors were
nominated by public shareholders). The charter of the Bank specified that
the government 'shall control all the operations of the Bank' (Article 24),
and policy was essentially dictated by the Minister of Finance.
Evolution of objectives and functions
In 1883 banking regulations were amended so that private banks would lose
their right to issue notes upon expiration of their existing charters. This
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finally occurred in 1899, when private bank notes ceased to be issued, and
coincided with the retirement of all the paper money which had previously
been issued by the government.
In 1884 the Convertible Bank Note Regulation was passed, authorising
the Bank to issue its own notes. Although this was based upon similar
regulations elsewhere (Germany and Belgium), which usually stipulated the
legal maximum note issue or minimum specie reserve, no such criteria were
adopted in Japan: note issue remained at the discretion of the Minister of
Finance, and was often raised substantially through government borrowing
from the Bank.
A war indemnity paid to Japan by China in 1895 increased gold reserves
sufficiently for the gold standard to be adopted in 1897. Unlike many other
countries, who suspended the gold standard at the onset of World War I,
Japanese gold reserves actually increased due to its exports. Suspension of
convertibility did occur in 1917, however, following the Russian revolution,
and continued until 1930. Convertibility was briefly resumed in 1930, but
abandoned again in 1931 and never restored.
During World War II (1942) the Bank of Japan Act was amended
(modeled on the Reichsbank Act of Germany), with the objectives of the
Bank becoming 'the regulation of the currency, the facilitation of credit and
finance, and the maintenance and fostering of the credit system, pursuant to
the national [economic] policy'. In addition, management of the Bank
became totally subordinate to the Minister of Finance (Article 43) (see
below), and the government ownership share in the bank was increased to 55
per cent.
Although private clearing houses had already been established in 1879
(Osaka) and 1887 (Tokyo), these were remodelled after the UK Town
Clearing system in 1896 and 1891 respectively, with banks using accounts at
the Bank of Japan for settlement purposes. From its inception the Bank had
been providing clearing and settlement services to the government, banks
and other financial institutions. More recently, in 1988, the Bank has
introduced an electronic settlement system (BOJ-NET).
The Bank also became involved, at an early stage, in prudential oversight
of financial institutions, and monitored their lending activity. In 1928,
following a recommendation of the Financial System research Council, the
Bank started on-site examination of those banks which had an account with
it. This supervisory role received statutory backing in 1942, when the Bank
was formally charged with maintaining and fostering the credit system.
Independence
Originally management of the Bank was undertaken by an Assembly of
Officers, comprising a Governor, Vice Governor and four directors.
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However, in 1942, following the amendment of the bank of Japan Law, the
Governor and Vice Governor were deprived of any voting rights, and the
Governor authorised to regulate and control the affairs of the bank on his
own authority.
In 1949 a seven-member Policy Board was established, and was given sole
authority over interest rate policy and thenceforth took sole responsibility
for changing the official discount rate. This Board was composed of a
Governor, four (Cabinet-appointed) members taken from the banking,
commercial or industrial sector, and two (non-voting) government repre-
sentatives.
Override provisions, which give the Minister of Finance the ultimate
power to make important policy decisions, have been in force since 1942,
although it is widely understood that it would be extraordinary if the
government resorted to these provisions, and they have never been enacted.
The Bank has thus enjoyed independence in practice.
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B14 Banca d'ltalia
Founded in 1893
Forerunner
Italian unification in 1861 led to the formation of the National Bank in the
Kingdom of Italy (previously the National Bank of Sardinia) which,
together with three other banks, constituted the earliest note-issuing banks
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in Italy (notes were convertible into silver). Following heavy lending to the
state (to finance its war with Austria) these banks were allowed to suspend
the convertibility of their notes between 1866 and 1883. Two other note
issuing banks were subsequently authorised (in 1863 and 1871), and their
notes become legal tender along with the notes of the existing banks. At the
same time the government imposed limits on the note issue of individual
banks.
Although convertibility was restored in 1883, and the discount policy of
banks subjected to government authority in 1885, note issues expanded
dramatically throughout the 1880s, culminating in a banking crisis in 1893.
This resulted in the collapse of one issuing bank and, as part of a govern-
ment rescue operation, the merger of two others (from Tuscany) with the
National Bank to form the Banca d'ltalia.
Motivation for founding
A banking crisis in 1893 resulted in the (government co-ordinated) merger
of three existing banks of issue to form the Banca d'ltalia.
Original objectives and functions
The Banca d'ltalia (hereafter the Bank) was organised as a joint stock bank
which was privately owned. Shareholders elected the governing body of the
Bank, the Bank Council, as well as the Governor of the Bank, although this
appointment was subject to the sanction of the government.
The Bank continued the note issuing and the commercial banking
business of its predecessors, and the latter included accepting deposits,
discounting bills and making advances (including advances to the govern-
ment). In this regard, therefore, the Banca d'ltalia was largely in-
distinguishable from, and competed with, the other two note-issuing banks
which had also survived the 1893 banking crisis, namely the Bank of Sicily
and the Bank of Naples. The Bank was granted the privilege of issuing
80 per cent of the total note issue, whilst the other two banks were allocated
15 per cent and 5 per cent respectively.
Given their low specie reserves, the notes issued by these banks were not
convertible (and did not become convertible until 1927). However, the
government imposed maximum issue limits and it was decreed that issuing
banks had to achieve a 30 per cent specie reserve by 1907. Notes issued in
excess of these imposed limits had to be covered in full by specie, but notes
advanced to the Treasury were exempted from this provision. Finally, the
government precluded these banks from extending mortgage loans.
As far as note-issuing banks were concerned, therefore, the only distin-
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guishing feature of the Banca d'ltalia seems to have been its role as the
official depository for state funds, especially in the provinces.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Between 1894 and 1926 the Banca d'ltalia remained the largest of three
large note-issuing banks, and its leading - some would say central banking -
role was reinforced by its being the main advisor to the state in monetary
and banking matters. Furthermore, during financial crises (1907 and 1911)
the Bank extended lender of last resort loans to the wider banking system,
although usually by leading consortia of commercial banks.
In 1910, however, responsibility for setting the discount rate of the Banca
d'ltalia (and the other note issuing banks) was transferred to the Treasury
Minister. Furthermore, in 1926, in preparation for the resumption of gold
payments, the Fascist government decided to increase the international
standing of the Banca d'ltalia by stripping other banks of their note issuing
privileges. At the same time lending limits and reserve requirements were
imposed upon commercial banks, and a regulatory agency was created
(under the control of the Banca d'ltalia) to supervise banks. Thus although
the Bank continued to function as a privately owned commercial bank after
1926, it had effectively become a central bank.
During a major banking reform in 1936 the Bank ceased to be a joint stock
company, becoming an institution incorporated under public law (i.e. exist-
ing shareholders were bought out and new shares issued which could only
be held by other institutions incorporated under public law). At the same
time the Bank could no longer conduct discount and lending business with
non-bank customers, and became officially responsible for the smooth
functioning of the payments system. Lastly, the Bank was obliged to extend
a credit line to the Treasury equal to 15 per cent of projected government
expenditures, and no formal limit was specified as to the government debt
which could be held by the Bank.
From 1936 administration of the Bank was undertaken by a shareholder-
elected Board of Directors (twelve), headed by the Governor of the Bank.
Although the Governor had considerable discretion in formulating mone-
tary policy, the authority for this rested ultimately with the government. In
1947 this authority was formally vested in the Interministerial Committee
for Credit and Saving.
Independence
Although the Banca d'ltalia remained a private institution between 1893
and 1936, government influence over its discount rate and its advances to
the government was considerable.
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Following its incorporation under public law in 1936, government influ-
ence of the Bank increased, with authority for monetary policy becoming
formally vested in a government department in 1947. In practice, however,
the Bank has enjoyed greater independence during the post-war period than
its legal position suggests. Only in 1993 was the Bank legally granted the
freedom to set the discount rate autonomously, and a bill drafted to abolish
advances to the Treasury.
The Directorate of the Bank (consisting of the Governor, the Director
General and two Deputy Director-Generals, all appointed by the Board of
Directors) has the responsibility for carrying out its tasks.
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B15 Swiss National Bank
Founded in 1907
Forerunner
None. Following the establishment of the first note-issuing bank in 1836,
banking developed rapidly in Switzerland, but remained completely
unregulated until 1874 when, in a revision of the Federal constitution,
authority to legislate note-issuing banks was given to the Federal govern-
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ment. Hereafter, all note-issuing banks were required to hold a specie (gold)
reserve of 40 per cent and to redeem the notes of other banks in specie.
In 1881, further legislation limited the circulation of any individual bank
to twice its capital, and required weekly reports to be submitted to a Federal
Council. The Federal Assembly also reserved the right to fix the aggregate
issue of notes and apportion this among banks. At no time, however, were
bank notes guaranteed by the government or made legal tender.
Motivation for founding
Competition between issuers implied a wide variety of notes and discount
rates, often leading to sustained outflows of specie. Support for
centralisation and standardisation of note issue increased towards the end of
the nineteenth century, and the ability to confer a note-issuing monopoly
passed to the Federal Government in 1891.
However, disagreements about the form (i.e. state vs privately owned)
and location of a central bank of issue delayed its establishment until 1907,
when Parliament finally voted in favour of a Swiss National Bank, organised
on a joint stock basis, with ownership being spread between the cantons (63
per cent) and private shareholders (37 per cent).
Original objectives and functions
According to the Federal Constitution, the National Bank's chief function
was to regulate the country's money circulation and facilitate payment
transactions. To this end the Bank issued convertible notes (against which it
had to hold specie reserves of 40 per cent) and discounted eligible short-
term paper at a specified discount rate.
The Bank also immediately became the government bank (i.e. it accepted,
and paid interest on, government deposits, administered the national debt
and participated in the issue of government bonds), the bankers bank (i.e. it
managed the clearing system and acted as lender of last resort, although the
latter function was not formally specified), and a custodian of gold and
foreign exchange. Regulation and supervision of the banking system was not
a function of the Bank: this task was entrusted (in 1934) to the Federal
Banking Commission, an autonomous body elected by the Federal Council.
The framework for the activity of the Bank was provided by the National
Bank Law of 1905. Administration of the Bank was undertaken by a
forty-member Bank Council, of which fifteen members were elected by
stockholders and twenty-five by the Federal Government. In addition, a
Bank Committee comprising the Chairman and Vice Chairman of the Bank
Council, and eight other Bank Council members, undertook more detailed
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supervision and control of the Bank. Daily management of the Bank, and
decisions regarding monetary policy, were (and still are) the responsibility
of a Governing Board of three members, appointed by the Federal govern-
ment on recommendation of the Bank Council.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Up to 1914 (and again between 1925-1936) the gold standard dictated Bank
policy. With the onset of World War I, gold convertibility was suspended,
and large loans made to the government. Throughout the war, government
influence over the bank (and the banking system) was considerable. Conver-
tibility was again suspended in 1936.
The National Bank Law was amended in 1921,1953 and 1978. After 1953
the Bank abolished convertibility into gold, its notes were declared legal
tender, and the overall objective of the Bank became the pursuit of a credit
and monetary policy 'serving the interests of the country as a whole'.
Following the abolition of fixed exchange rates in 1973, the Bank's main
objective has been to stabilise the price level.
Independence
The National Bank is largely independent, as neither the Federal Council
nor Parliament may issue policy Directives to the Bank's Governing Board.
This Board, which is responsible for monetary policy, consists of three full
time members appointed for six years by the Federal Council.
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B16 Federal Reserve S y s t e m
Founded in 1914
Forerunner
In 1791 the First Bank of the United States was established, modelled upon
the Bank of England, and acted as a collector of and depository for public
funds, issued notes and made loans to the Federal government. Organised as
a joint stock bank, with private shareholders constituting the majority
owners, the First Bank's twenty-year charter failed to be renewed in 1911
due to political opposition.
Government support for a new national bank resurfaced some years later,
and the Second Bank of the United States was established in 1817, also as a
private bank under a charter lasting twenty years. Like its predecessor, the
Bank initially acted as the government bank, and issued its own notes, which
competed with those of the numerous state banks that had arisen. Under the
management of Nicholas Biddle, the Second Bank increased its commercial
activity and assumed an active role in maintaining the nation's specie
reserves.
Opposition to the Second Bank from President Jackson (supported by the
state banks) resulted in the Bank's federal charter failing to be renewed,
although the Bank received a state charter from Pennsylvania in 1936. The
Bank then began to engage in risky lending ventures, however, which
culminated in its failure in 1841.
The need for a safe and reliable government depository prompted the
Independent Treasury Act of 1841, under which public receipts had to be in
specie (or Treasury notes) and would be held and managed by the Treasury
itself. This was immediately repealed, during which time several state banks
acted as official depositories, although a second Act was passed successfully
in 1846. In practice, however, the arrangement imposed large and periodic
reserve imbalances upon the banking system, with the result that public
funds were often placed with state banks anyway.
For the remainder of the nineteenth century, and until 1914, the United
States had no institution which resembled the central banks that had been
established elsewhere, although central banking functions were undertaken
by the Independent Treasury (i.e. offsetting money market fluctuations
through open market operations) and the New York Clearinghouse Associ-
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ation (i.e. clearing, and the provision of liquidity, in the form of loan
certificates, during crises).
Motivation for founding
Since 1863 US banking operated according to the so-called National
Banking System, under which all issuing banks were compelled to cover
(fully) their note issues by holdings of Treasury debt. Whilst this effectively
created a uniform national currency (and provided the government with a
ready source of revenue), the arrangement rendered the supply of currency
(notes) 'inelastic' since it meant that banks first had to obtain government
debt before they could expand their note issue. Restrictions on branch
banking compounded this problem, making it even more difficult for banks
to meet sudden increases in the demand for notes. Finally, banks faced strict
reserve requirements, which meant that they could not even use the notes
which they had.
Not surprisingly, the National Banking System was prone to frequent
banking panics. A particularly severe banking crisis in 1907 prompted
increasing support for banking reform and the establishment of a
mechanism which would render the currency supply more 'elastic'. A
National Monetary Commission was set up in order to investigate this issue,
and concluded that the formation of a decentralised system of central banks,
as opposed to a single central bank, was the most appropriate solution.
Original objectives and functions
Under the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, twelve Federal Reserve banks were
to be established under the umbrella of the Federal Reserve Board and
designated the Federal Reserve System (the Fed, or the System). The
Federal Reserve Board had seven members, including the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Comptroller of the Currency and five members appointed by
the President with the approval of the Senate. As such, there was consider-
able government influence over the affairs of the Bank. Federal Reserve
Bank stock was owned by the banks which became members of the System,
who elected six of the nine directors of each Bank, with the remaining three
directors appointed by the Board of Governors.
The functions of the Fed included currency issue (currency was redeem-
able in gold, and had to be 40 per cent backed by gold or gold certificates),
the provision of banking services to the government, the provision of
discounting and clearing facilities to member banks, and the regulation and
supervision of member banks. The System also became the custodian of the
nation's gold and foreign exchange reserves, was considered as the lender of
last resort and was committed to maintaining 'orderly' government debt
markets.
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Initially, each Bank conducted its own open-market operations, although
it was proposed in 1915 that this function be centralised into one organi-
sation which would undertake transactions for the System as a whole. This
lead to the establishment (in 1923) of the Open Market Investment Com-
mittee, which became responsible for the open market policy of the System,
to be implemented by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York given the
concentration of money market activity in the city.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Although Federal Reserve Banks were originally free to set different dis-
count rates, authority over these rates was (implicitly) transferred to the
Federal Reserve Board in 1927, after which these rates did not vary across
Banks.
From its establishment (at the outset of World War I) the Federal
Reserve typically accepted the discount rate which was decided by the
Treasury, given its stated objective of maintaining an orderly market for
government securities. In 1933 it was proposed that the two Treasury
officials no longer sit on the Board of Governors, and they were finally
unseated in 1935.
Following the Great Depression (1933), however, government influence
over the Fed increased significantly due to the Thomas Amendment, which
gave the Secretary of the Treasury power over the credit policy of the Fed,
and the Emergency Banking Act 1933, which effectively forced the System
to cooperate with the government, otherwise its policy would be over-
ridden. Additional changes during the 1930s were also aimed at centralising
authority within the Fed, and the Federal Reserve Board (which became the
Board of Governors in 1935) was granted the power to alter reserve require-
ments and set deposit interest rate ceilings.
Throughout the following decades Treasury influence over the Fed
remained substantial, especially due to the growing Federal debt which
accompanied World War II. In 1950 disagreements between the Fed and
the Treasury became public, exemplifying the continuing struggle between
them over discount policy. Following an Accord in 1951, the Fed agreed to
co-operate with the Treasury in future, but reduced its level of commitment
to maintaining orderly markets in public securities.
Independence
The Federal Reserve was not established as an independent institution,
although the nature of its dependence has not been formally specified. As in
many other countries, government influence over the Fed has been at its
strongest during periods of upheaval and crisis (i.e. the World Wars, the
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Great Depression), which have been accompanied by substantial increases
in the level of government borrowing.
The Fed has periodically had policy disagreements with Treasury (some
of them public), however, and in 1979 even changed its operating pro-
cedures to implement higher interest rates when this was politically
undesirable. In practice, therefore, the independence of the Fed has
depended to a significant extent on the character of the Chairman of the
Board of Governors.
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B17 South African Reserve Bank
Founded in 1920
Forerunner
None, although proposals for a central bank were regularly made by the
Afrikaner Bond (a political organisation) since 1879, and further proposals
were prompted by the formation of the Union of South Africa in 1910.
The formation of the Union did not change the banking regulations
which had hitherto applied in the respective colonies. Typically, several
commercial banks issued notes payable in gold (and denominated in pound
sterling), but had to observe either a maximum issue limit (e.g. equal to
their capital in the Cape Province) or a minimum specie reserve (e.g. 30 per
cent in the Orange Free State).
Motivation for founding
Unlike in many other countries, gold convertibility was not suspended in
South Africa at the beginning of World War I, although an embargo was
placed on gold exports. Following World War I, when the pound
depreciated against the dollar, it became profitable to smuggle gold from
South Africa and sell it abroad. This placed commercial banks in the
difficult position of having to redeem their notes at par but restore their gold
reserves at a premium, and they called for a suspension of convertibility.
This situation prompted a cGold Conference', which resolved to establish
a Mint, lift the gold export embargo, and thereby 'naturalise' exchange rates
between South Africa and Britain. At the same time, the Conference wanted
to unify banking regulations so as to reduce the potential for inflation. This
latter aim led the Government to consult overseas experts (in particular,
Henry Strakosch, a London financier), who advised that the conservation of
specie reserves would be best achieved via the issue of (temporarily in-
convertible) gold certificates by a central 'Reserve Bank'. It was also argued
that the transfer of monopoly note issue to this Reserve Bank would simplify
the control of inflation.
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In 1920, therefore, a Currency and Banking Act was passed, facilitating
the establishment of the South African Reserve Bank (hereafter the Bank)
which would begin business the following year. The provisions of the Act
were based largely on the operation of the Bank of Java (and, thereby, the
Nederlandsche Bank) and the Federal Reserve System.
Original objectives and functions
According to the 1920 Act the Bank was to be the sole currency issuer (this
was achieved in 1924), the custodian of the country's gold and foreign
exchange reserves, a bank of rediscount and lender of last resort, and the
custodian of the cash reserves of the banking system. This last function
meant that the Bank provided interbank clearing and settlement services.
Originally, the Bank was not the government bank, although government
accounts were transferred to the Bank in 1927.
Although the Bank issued inconvertible gold certificates, inconvertibility
was deemed to be a temporary measure (and was only granted until 1923),
and the Bank had to hold a specie reserve of 40 per cent of its note issue.
Other banks in the Union had to hold reserves (at the Bank) equal to 13 per
cent of their demand liabilities and 3 per cent of their time liabilities.
The Bank was founded as a private company, with 30 per cent of its
capital being allotted to the commercial banks and 70 per cent to the public.
Administration of the Bank was undertaken by a Board of eleven Directors.
Of these, five (including the Governor and Deputy Governor) were
appointed by the Governor-General (i.e. the government) and the re-
mainder by shareholders.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Three years after it was passed, the Currency and Banking Act was
amended, prompted by the near failure of a large bank in 1922 (which had
necessitated substantial lending by the Bank) and by the desire to maintain
the inconvertibility of Bank notes (since their parity with gold had not yet
been achieved). Consequently, amendments to the Act in 1923 included
extensions to the types of financial assets which the Bank could purchase
(these were again extended in 1930) and to the period of inconvertibility
(this was extended to 1925).
In addition, the three banking representatives on the Board of Directors
were removed, being replaced by further representatives from the com-
mercial arena, as it was felt that banking representatives compromised the
Board's ability to discuss the Bank's discount policy openly and indepen-
dently.
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In 1925 it was decided (on the advice of the Kemmerer-Vissering Com-
mission) that convertibility of notes into gold specie (not bullion, as in
Britain) would be resumed, and this was maintained until 1931 when, along
with most other countries, South Africa abandoned the gold standard.
Thereafter, and until World War II, South Africa effectively remained part
of the sterling 'area', since the Bank maintained a fixed parity with the
pound, and kept most of its non-gold reserves in that currency.
In 1941 the Bank was, for the first time, authorised to invest in govern-
ment securities in excess of its capital and reserves. The following year a
major revision of banking regulation occurred (the Banking Act of 1942),
which saw the imposition and supervision of liquidity requirements by the
Bank for the first time.
With the renewal of the Bank's charter (due to expire in 1945) in 1944, the
amended Currency and Banking Act was replaced by the Reserve Bank Act,
under which the Bank's currency monopoly was extended indefinitely, and
many of the existing restrictions on its ability to discount and make
advances and investments were abolished. Contrary to the tendency in
many other countries, the Bank remained privately owned, although the
maximum individual shareholding was reduced (from £10,000 to £5,000).
The most recent revision of the Bank's statutes occurred in 1989, when
the primary objectives of the Bank were stated for the first time, being the
pursuit of 'monetary stability and balanced economic growth in the
Republic'.
Independence
No formal division of monetary responsibilities between the Bank and the
government has existed, nor has any attempt been made to lay down
administrative constitutional arrangements governing coordination
between these two bodies. Throughout the Bank's history there has been
regular consultation and close co-operation between it and the Treasury in
all matters relating to monetary policy, and the two are regarded as jointly
constituting the monetary authority.
In 1956, for example, the Minister of Finance stated that 'the Reserve
Bank is an autonomous statutory institution, deliberately divorced from
political control, and no Minister of Finance has the right to dictate credit
policy to the Reserve bank, nor has any Minister attempted to do so'. This
remains the position to date, as a recent Commission of Inquiry into the
monetary system (the De Kock Commission) has reiterated this joint
responsibility for monetary policy.
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B18 El Banco de la Republica (The Bank of Colombia)
Founded in 1923
Forerunner
None. The banking history of Colombia, prior to the establishment of the
Banco de la Republica in 1923, was a continuous struggle to adopt the gold
standard and avoid excessive paper money issues stemming from civil wars
and fiscal requirements.
In 1886, notes issued by the Banco Nacional (a state bank established in
1881) became recognised by the government as legal tender, and all other
banks were banned from issuing notes. These notes, however, soon became
inconvertibile due to a fiscal crisis. Despite obtaining special privileges and
being the government's bank, the Banco Nacional did not develop into a
proper central bank. An overissue of notes led to the Banco National's
liquidation in 1896, although the notes that had been issued by the Banco
continued to be the legal tender until 1905, when the law which had
established the monetary system expired.
When political stability returned, the introduction of monetary stability
became a priority. So, in 1903 the Government started considering projects
and, by the end of the year, the Junta Nacional de Amortization (an
independent body) was created. Although it was granted reserves in order to
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replace the paper peso with a gold peso, and a law was passed to prohibit the
issue of paper money for fiscal reasons, convertibility was not restored.
A second attempt to introduce gold convertibility and to stabilise the
currency was made in 1905, with the creation of a private bank, the Banco
Central, which was to have the sole right of issuing banknotes. However, its
existence was short-lived, and it was liquidated in 1909, without having
fulfilled its main purpose.
Then, in 1909, the Junta de Conversion was created to assume central
banking responsibilities and to introduce the gold standard. Although the
Junta ultimately failed to achieve this - like its predecessors - it would
intervene in the foreign exchange market using gold to maintain the external
value of the peso. Indeed, between 1910 and the establishment of a central
bank in Colombia in 1923, exchange rate fluctuations of the peso were
minimal.
Motivation for founding
During the early twentieth century, constant attempts were made to estab-
lish a centralised banking system and to move away from inconvertible
paper money. Most experts were in favour of a central bank primarily to
promote the gold standard, which they believed would curb exchange and
price instability. Hence, after 1917 different projects which supported a
central bank were presented in the Congress.
In 1922 a law providing for the establishment of a central bank was passed
and a charter approved. Furthermore, Edwin Kemmerer (an economics
professor at Princeton) was invited by the government to modernise the
country's banking system in accordance with the expanding needs of the
economy. At the time of his appointment, banks remained few in number,
credit was scarce, and capital mobility was restricted.
The influence exerted by the Kemmerer mission on the establishment of
the Banco de la Repiiblica is debatable, as the foundations for a central bank
were already in place when Kemmerer reached Colombia. Many of the
elements of the 1922 central banking law also appeared in the 1923 law.
However, the mission undoubtedly reinforced the changes which were
taking place by influencing public opinion in favour of the reorganisation of
the financial system and by increasing foreign confidence to invest in
Colombia.
Original objectives and functions
The Bank was granted a monopoly of issue for twenty years, with its notes
being convertible into gold. Its notes became legal tender, and the govern-
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ment began undertaking the task of withdrawing from circulation all the
heterogeneous inconvertible notes which had served as currency. The Bank
also became the fiscal agent, but was subject to a legal limit (equal to 30 per
cent of its capital) on the amount it could lend to the government.
The 1923 law stated explicitly that the Bank should be at the centre of the
banking system in Colombia, and that all the important banks of the country
should hold accounts with the Bank. This is one of the fundamental
differences between the Bank's final charter and the original 1922 central
banking law, which contained no such provision. The Bank could receive
deposits from commercial banks, as well as buying and selling securities
from them, and also became responsible for the liquidity of the banking
system.
According to the founding law of the Banco de la Republica (hereafter the
Bank), it had a mixed ownership as the State, banks and the public all held
parts of the equity capital. The Bank was administered by a Board of
Directors (the Junta Directiva) which consisted of nine members, three of
which were government officials while the remainder came from the
banking sector.
Evolution of objectives and functions
The first amendment to the charter of the Bank occurred in 1925, when the
participation of representatives of the productive sectors in the Junta Deric-
tiva was introduced, despite strong opposition from the commercial banks.
Four further amendments to the initial law of 1923 are also important,
occurring in 1951, 1963, 1973 and most recently in 1991.
The years 1946-1954 were a turbulent period in the social and political
history of Colombia. The Bank extended significant credits to the commer-
cial banks and government, either directly or through debt purchases. A
revision of Bank's charter in 1951 changed the objectives of the Bank, with
the aim of monetary policy becoming aimed at accelerating economic devel-
opment. For this purpose the Bank was granted new powers over monetary
policy.
Further changes to the objectives and functions of the Bank occurred in
1963, aimed this time at coordinating monetary and other economic poli-
cies, and tightening the government's direction over the Bank. A monetary
body known as the Junta Monetaria was established, which diminshed the
status of the Bank. The Junta became the supreme monetary authority, and
its objectives were to determine monetary policy and the external value of
the currency. The Junta consisted of four members, including the Director
of the Bank and was presided over by the Minister of Finance.
In 1973 the Bank was nationalised, although the Junta Monetaria con-
tinued to be the supreme monetary authority. The powers of the Junta
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Monetaria were strengthened, and now included the determination of
banks' reserve requirements. Finally, the Fondo de Estabilizacion was
created to undertake open market operations.
The current law, dating from 1991, re-assigns the responsibility for
monetary policy, and for credit and exchange rate policy, to the Bank, and is
aimed at maintaining the autonomy of the Bank. The objectives and func-
tions determined by the charter of 1991 relate to its roles as issuing bank,
fiscal agent and bankers' bank.
Independence
The founding charter of the Banco de la Republica granted it a degree of
independence, as it stressed the private rather than the public character of
the Bank. Only three out of nine (later ten) members of the Junta Directiva,
the Board of Directors of the Bank, were appointed by the government.
However, during the 1940s and 1950s, commercial banks and powerful
interest groups (such as the National Coffee Growers Federation) exerted
pressures on the Bank, which weakened its resolve to constrain monetary
growth and diminished its independence.
It is noteworthy that, in 1963, the Bank was the only central bank in Latin
America which had not been nationalised. However, the revision of its
charter in that year significantly increased the influence of the government
on the Bank. Furthermore, the Bank lost the authority to determine mone-
tary policy, which shifted to the Junta Monetaria, leaving the Bank to
implement policy as determined by the Junta.
The key personalities on the Junta Monetaria were the Minister of
Finance and the Governor (or, General Manager, as this title is known) of
the Banco de la Republica (who was elected by the Junta Directiva). The
Minister of Finance was thus able to influence and dominate the activities of
the Bank and the course of monetary policy. This dominance increased in
1973, when the Bank was nationalised.
The 1991 charter of the Bank, however, aimed to restore the autonomy of
the Bank. Although the Junta Directiva (the Board of Directors) was still
chaired by the Minister of Finance, he had the same voting power as other
members of the Junta. This Junta now consisted of seven members, of
which the President of the Republic was not allowed to nominate more than
two during a term of office. Finally, any credits or advances to the govern-
ment require the unanimous approval of the Junta.
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B19 Banco Central de Chile
Founded in 1925
Forerunner
None. However, proposals for a central bank had been made prior to 1925.
As early as 1845, for example, the government established a committee to
study the possibility of creating a state bank. Its proposals were rejected,
although a state bank to foster agricultural activity (Caja de Credito
Hipotecario) was created some years later.
Between 1918 and 1924 several concrete proposals for a central bank were
put before the government but, as before, these were always rejected due to
disagreements over its functions and objectives.
Motivation for founding
In 1925 the services of a Princeton professor, Edwin Kemmerer, were
contracted by the President to evaluate and restructure the country's
banking system, which at that time consisted of a number of banks, and the
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state, issuing inconvertible paper notes. The primary objective was to bring
about monetary stabilisation by moving from a paper to a gold standard.
This had been attempted several times previously, but had never been
successfully maintained for any significant period of time. The legislation
proposed by Kemmerer included the creation of a central bank.
Original objectives and functions
Based to some extent upon the Federal Reserve (particularly in that part of
its capital was owned by commercial banks) the Banco Central de Chile
(hereafter the Bank) acquired the monopoly to issue currency, which was
convertible into gold. Against its note issue the Bank had to hold a minimum
specie reserve of 50 per cent, and was taxed whenever this was not met.
Interestingly, the Bank's statute (known as the First Organic Law) included
an article (72) under which suspension of convertibility would lead to the
Bank being declared bankrupt and liquidated. Not surprisingly, this clause
was suspended in 1932, and the bank not liquidated, when convertibility
was abandoned.
The Bank immediately became the government depository and fiscal
agent. In addition the Bank was authorised to accept (non-interest bearing)
deposits, as well as discount bills and make advances to financial and
non-financial entities, although differential discount rates were applied to
these two groups (banks faced lower rates than non-banks). The Bank also
acted as the clearing agent for the banking system, and was expected to play
the role of lender of last resort in the event of a crisis.
Ownership of the Bank was divided into four classes of shares, state (10
per cent), domestic commercial banks, foreign banks and the general public.
Administration was undertaken by a ten member Board of Directors, of
which three members were appointed by the government, three by banks,
one by general shareholders, with the remaining three being representatives
of agricultural, labour and commercial associations. The President of the
Bank was elected by the Board of Directors.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Although the Bank was initially restricted from purchasing government
securities in excess of 30 per cent of its paid up capital and reserves,
legislation in 1932 gave the government authority to override this. In that
year the Bank was also ordered to grant substantial credits, at preferential
rates, to the government and to agricultural, mining, and industrial
concerns.
Such preferential discount rates became a distinct feature of Bank prac-
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tice throughout the interwar and post-World War II period, reflecting the
desire to develop and sustain these sectors of the economy. At times this led
to an extremely complicated rate structure, with over thirty different rates
applicable at any one time.
Another role adopted by the Bank was the support of commodity markets,
in particular copper. The Bank acted as a purchaser and exporter of copper,
in turn utilising the foreign exchange for its exchange rate policy and for the
allocation of foreign currency for government expenditures and 'essential'
imports.
The Bank's Organic Law was revised in 1953, establishing the Bank as an
autonomous entity of indefinite duration, and described its primary objec-
tive as 'striving towards the orderly and progressive development of the
country's economy, through a monetary and loan policy that would, while
trying to avoid inflationary or depressive trends, allow for better use of the
country's productive resources'. In addition, the Bank was authorised to
vary banks' reserve requirements and gained the ability to impose quantita-
tive and qualitative controls over credit institutions. The Bank did not,
however, supervise credit institutions, which had been entrusted to a
government Superintendent of the Banks since 1926.
Another revision of the Bank's Organic Law occurred in 1960, which
included the withdrawal of shares owned by the general public, a change in
the composition and election of the Board of Directors and the creation of an
Executive Committee to administer and manage the Bank. Although this
Committee retains the management function, administrative authority, and
the formulation of monetary and exchange rate policy, it was transferred to a
five-member Monetary Council in 1975. This Council is chaired by the
President of the Bank who, along with the other members (all from the
government), are all appointed by the Minister of Finance.
In the latest revision of the Bank's Organic Law, in 1990, the objectives of
the Bank became 'the stability of the currency system' and 'the due payment
of internal and foreign debts'.
Independence
Frequent, and often substantial, inflations have occurred subsequent to the
establishment of the Banco Central de Chile, usually generated by excessive
government expenditures financed by the Bank. In addition, the Bank has
almost always conducted a discount policy aimed at facilitating develop-
ment through the provision of subsidised credit. Clearly, therefore, the
Bank has not been independent.
Between 1940 and 1960, for example, parliamentary advisors were
appointed who obstructed and delayed decisions by the Bank regarding its
monetary or exchange rate policies. During this period the Bank often made
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public its disagreement with the government over policies which it saw as a
source of inflation and disinvestment.
Since 1975 a Monetary Council has formulated monetary and exchange
rate policy. Its five members are all appointed by the Minister of Finance
and, apart from the President of the Bank, are all either government
ministers or government representatives.
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B20 Banco de Mexico
Founded in 1925
Forerunner
None. The first note issuing bank was established in Mexico in 1864. By
1882 four such banks had arisen, as no laws existed which forbade this
activity. One of these banks, the Banco Nacional Mexicano, served as the
state bank, and received various concessions, in return for which it granted
credit to the government.
After a financial crisis in 1884, which left the Treasury bankrupt, the
government turned to the Banco Nacional for assistance, which resulted in
the bank's notes becoming the only notes acceptable for payments to the
government (the bank was also permitted to merge with a mortgage bank,
and was renamed the Banco Nacional de Mexico).
The crisis of 1884 prompted a review of the regulations governing bank
note issue, and new regulations were formalised in the Banking Law of 1897.
These included restrictions on banks' total note issue (to three times their
paid up capital) and a minimum specie reserve requirement (equal to 50 per
cent of their note issue).
A revolution occurred in 1910, and the ensuing political turbulence had
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dramatic consequences for the banking system. The government secured
large loans from the banks, which led to inflation and a decline in the
acceptability of notes. In 1913 bank notes became 'forced currency'.
One year after the Constitutionalist government came to power in 1815,
banks were given a deadline to raise their note cover to 100 per cent,
otherwise they were to be liquidated. Naturally none of the banks could
meet this condition, with the result that they were all placed under govern-
ment control. Given that most of their assets comprised loans to the
government, however, the banks could not be liquidated, and so their
liabilities were simply 'frozen'.
From 1816 onwards, therefore, bank notes became practically worthless,
and the supply of circulating media was substantially reduced. Indeed, until
the formation of the Banco de Mexico in 1925, the primary circulating
media in Mexico consisted of silver and gold coin.
Motivation for founding
Since the coming to power of the Constitutionalist government in 1915, a
central bank of issue under government control had been proposed as a
measure for stabilising the prevailing monetary disarray. A detailed pro-
posal was submitted in 1917 but, given the depleted specie reserves of the
government, could not be implemented without domestic and foreign
credit. Considering the disorganised condition of the government's
finances, such credit was not forthcoming, and the proposal was shelved.
This scenario was repeated a number of times until, in 1925, the govern-
ment achieved a budget surplus, and was finally able to finance the estab-
lishment of a central bank.
Original objectives and functions
According to the Organic Law of the Banco de Mexico (hereafter the Bank),
the Bank was authorised to issue notes, convertible into gold, 50 per cent of
which would be covered by specie reserves. Furthermore, the Bank was to
function as the government's bank and as banker to the commercial banks.
The latter activities were essentially commercial in nature, however, and
included accepting deposits of commercial banks, discounting paper and
extending loans. Indeed, during its early years the bank acted as a commer-
ical bank, and was perceived as a competitor by the other trading banks.
The Bank was established as a joint stock corporation, although most of
its shares (over 90 per cent) were purchased by the government. Manage-
ment was undertaken by an Administrative Council, made up of nine
government nominated councillors. The Council was responsible for all
decisions regarding note issue, rediscount operations and lending.
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Evolution of objectives and functions
For the first several years the Bank was unsuccessful in its central banking
functions: its note issue actually declined between 1925-31, mainly due to
low public confidence in the Bank, whilst commercial banks were hostile to
the Bank. On the other hand, according to Bett (1951) the Bank 'developed a
considerable commercial business' although 'it is an unfortunate blight
upon the Bank that much of this business was conducted with favourites of
the government' (Bett 1951, p. 51).
A new monetary law became effective in 1931, which repealed the conver-
tibility of bank notes into gold. At the same time the Adminstrative Council
of the Bank was replaced by a Junta Central Bancaria (Board of Directors),
whose decisons were subject to a veto by the minister of finance. Further,
gold was demonetised and a monetary role for silver, of which Mexico was a
major producer, was reinstated. An increase in the world price of silver in
1934 threatened to provoke a massive currency drain leading to a temporary
demonetisation of silver between 1935 and 1936, leaving only Bank of
Mexico notes as legal tender.
With the onset of World War II the Bank gained wide powers to use
selective reserve requirements and interest rate ceilings and floors to
channel credit to selected sectors. These marked the beginning of a long
phase of direct intervention in the financial sector, which culminated in the
nationalisation of the banking system in 1982. This move was prompted by
economic crises which had resulted in a loss of confidence in the peso,
accompanied by enormous speculation against the currency and capital
flight. In 1990, however, the banks were privatised again, marking the
retreat of State from the banking system.
Independence
The independence of the Bank of Mexico was, until 1993, never substantial.
Legislation passed in 1993, however, has given the Bank substantial
independence, in addition to giving the Bank a constitutional mandate to
pursue price stability. The Bank is free to determine interest rate policy,
and this is not subject to any override provision (see the remarks by the
Governor of the Bank of Mexico included elsewhere in this volume).
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B21 Bank of Greece
Founded in 1928
Forerunner
None. However, the National Bank of Greece, which was founded in 1842,
undertook a quasi-central banking role. The National Bank was one of the
first note-issuing banks in Greece, and was by far the largest commercial
bank, discounting bills, accepting deposits and making agricultural and
mortgage loans.
Although the National Bank was organised as a joint stock company, with
the state holding only a 20 per cent share, it was often coerced into lending
heavily to the government. This resulted in its notes becoming 'forced
currency' (i.e. inconvertible into specie) from 1877 onwards.
The Bank obtained a note-issuing monopoly over most of Greece in 1892
(the only exception being the Ionian islands and Crete until 1920), but its
statute required it to hold a minimum specie reserve equal to 33 per cent of
its note issue (even though these notes were inconvertible).
The large deficits run by the Greek and other Balkan governments led
them to raise a substantial amount of funds externally. When, towards the
end of the nineteenth century, these countries' ability to repay their Euro-
pean creditors became doubtful, a European Financial Commission was
given control over budgetary affairs so as to guarantee repayment. This
included the imposition of a total ban on the issue of any new notes by the
National Bank between 1898 and 1910, and the placing of absolute limits on
its note issue thereafter.
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Motivation for founding
Following World War I, the ability of the Greek government to repay its
European creditors again became suspect, and had resulted in a forced loan
being made by the National Bank in 1922 which violated the international
control agreement negotiated previously. Following an international
dispute, the League of Nations agreed to support Greece's external borrow-
ings, but under the condition that an independent note-issuing bank was
established.
This led to some debate over whether the National Bank should be altered
to play this role (the League of Nations position), or an entirely new
institution set up (the Greek position). The latter view prevailed, and the
Bank of Greece was established in 1928 by a Charter which was contained
within the Geneva Protocol (of 1927).
Original objectives and functions
The Bank of Greece (hereafter the Bank) was given a monopoly over the
issue of bank notes, which had to be convertible into gold. A minimum
specie reserve ratio of 40 per cent of its note issue had to be observed, and
the Bank's statutes stated that 'the first duty of the bank shall be to ensure
that the gold value of its notes remains stable'.
The Bank was also given the task of being the government's bank,
although lending to the government was limited to the purchase of govern-
ment bonds (up to a stated maximum) and short-term advances (also up to a
specified maximum). In addition the Bank discounted bills, accepted de-
posits, and made secured advances to banks and non-financial firms.
The Bank's role as a banker to the other commercial banks, and as a
custodian of foreign exchange, was limited, since commercial banks were
not compelled to hold either domestic or foreign reserves with the Bank.
This put the Bank into a weak position as regards the implementation of
discount and exchange rate policy, which was practically non-existent
before 1931.
Although the Bank was organised as a joint stock company, the National
Bank of Greece initially purchased the entire share capital of the Bank. The
state (and its affiliations) was restricted to holding a maximum of 10 per cent
(in total) of the Bank's capital. Administration was undertaken by a Govern-
ing Board comprised of a Governor, two Deputy Governors, and nine
Directors (at least five to come from the industrial, commercial or agri-
cultural sector). Whilst the first Board was appointed by the government for
a period of three years, its successors were to be entirely elected by the
shareholders.
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Evolution of objectives and functions
The Bank initially played a limited role as a central bank, given its lack of
control over the reserves of commercial banks and the dominant position of
the National Bank. The government viewed the Bank as a price which had to
be paid for foreign financial assistance, and often threatened to merge it with
the National Bank.
This position changed considerably during 1931, when many countries
left the gold standard. The Greek government decided to maintain con-
vertibility, but this proved to be unsustainable given large outflows of specie
as well as an increasingly fragile banking system. Before the drachma was
eventually devalued in 1932, the Bank had been given increased powers to
supervise all foreign exchange transactions and to impose minimum reserve
requirements upon banks (although these did not have to be held at the
Bank). During 1931 the Bank also undertook lender of last resort operations,
and its advances to the banking system rose dramatically.
World War II ushered in dramatic increases in the note issue, and
inflation, resulting from the German occupation which began in 1941.
Following World War II, a Civil War broke out which continued until 1950,
during which time inflation reached high levels. In 1946 a Central Loans
Committee was established, which had authority as to the pricing and
allocation of credit by the banking system, effectively usurping the policy
role of the Bank. Further, a General Inspectorate of Banks was set up to
monitor banks' advances. Selective credit controls, administered by the
Central Loans Committee, remained a dominant feature of the financial
system throughout the sixties and seventies.
Independence
Although its founders intended the Bank to be independent from the
government, exemplified by the statutory restriction over state ownership of
the Bank's share capital to at most 10 per cent, in practice the Bank has not
been independent. Restrictions over Bank advances to the government have
constantly been raised, for example, and the ability of the Bank to alter its
discount rate has been constrained by the fact that the interest rate on
government paper is administratively set by the government. Furthermore,
exchange rate policy is formulated by the government, with the Bank acting
as a consultant.
The Bank has forwarded proposals to the government which will increase
its independence and render its Statute compatible with the Maastricht
Treaty. Since January 1994, for example, the Bank has been prohibited
from extending credit to the government.
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B22 Banco Central de Bolivia (Central Bank of Bolivia)
Founded in 1929
Forerunner
A multiple note-issuing system existed in Bolivia at the turn of the twentieth
century, with all banks being able to issue their own notes, convertible into
gold since 1907 (the gold standard was subsequently suspended, in 1914). A
desire to increase the efficiency of the monetary and banking system,
however, led to the creation of the Banco de la Nation Boliviana in 1911
which, three years later, was reorganised and granted the sole right to issue
banknotes. Although the Banco de la Nation Boliviana was the only legal
bank of issue, the notes of other banks remained in circulation until 1928.
When the Banco de la Nation Boliviana was reorganised in 1914, its board
consisted of seven members, three of whom were chosen by the Govern-
ment and four by the stockholders. Later, in order to increase its influence
on the board, the government reduced the number of members to five,
thereby procuring a majority, as it continued to appoint three out of the five
members.
Although the charter of the Banco de la Nation Boliviana determined that
the bank should limit its loans to the government to 20 per cent of its capital,
this limit was repeatedly and significantly exceeded in practice.
Motivation for founding
In the 1920s Bolivia was a growing export economy in which commercial
exports far exceeded imports. Nevertheless, the government typically ran
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large budget deficits, which were met by debt issues and loans from the
Banco de la Nacion. In addition, the underdeveloped banking system meant
there was often a lack of credit for the productive sectors of the economy.
Although the official exchange value of the boliviano was relatively stable
during the early 1920s, attempts to return to the gold standard were
unsuccessful, and the currency remained inconvertible. A growing fiscal
crisis in the 1920s (remarkable since it occurred during a period of unusual
political stability under civilian rule) prompted the government to invite
Edwin Kemmerer (a monetary expert from Princeton) to rationalise and
modernise the monetary, banking and fiscal systems. Kemmerer's mission
was also intended to restore foreign investors' confidence in Bolivia.
Instead of the establishment of an entirely new central bank, Kemmerer
suggested the reorganisation of the Banco de la Nacion Boliviana, which was
transformed into the Banco Central de Bolivia. The banking arrangements
which existed prior to Kemmerer's appointment thus continued, although
with two (supposed) changes. First, the Government's monetary demands
upon the new central bank were subject to new limits. Secondly, commer-
cial banks had been facing strong competition from the Banco de la Nacion
Boliviana, which the new central bank was intended to cease. However, the
new central bank continued to have a dual character, undertaking both
central banking and commercial banking functions.
The central bank law was promulgated in July 1928, but preparations for
the opening of the Banco Central de Bolivia took a whole year, with the
result that it started operations in July 1929.
Original objectives and functions
The Banco Central de Bolivia (hereafter the Bank) was granted the mono-
poly of issue, and became the Government's bank. Its charter stated that
loans to the Government could not exceed 25 per cent of its paid-up capital
(35 per cent in an emergency). Furthermore, the Bank could purchase, sell
and hold government bonds and the debt of official agencies. Although the
Bank's loans to the Government had to be reduced to this newly imposed
quota during the first year of operation of the Bank, a decree in October
1930 allowed additional credits to the Government. The Bank also con-
tinued to operate partly as a commercial bank.
The Bank's ownership was mixed, as the state, banks and the public held
parts of equity capital. The first law created a Board of nine Directors, of
which two were appointed by the Government, two were chosen by the
subscribing commercial banks and two by the public stockholders. Of the
remaining three Directors, one was from the Association of Mining
Industries, one represented the national chamber of commerce, and one
represented agricultural associations.
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Evolution of objectives and functions
The Banco Central de Bolivia was nationalised in 1939, but continued to
operate under the 1928 charter.
In 1945 the Bank was reorganised, and the monetary and banking depart-
ments were separated. It undertook central banking functions through its
monetary department and it engaged in general operations with the public
in competition with commercial banks through the banking department
(which was further subdivided into an Industrial Section and a Commerce
Section).
Each department now had its own Board of Directors. Additionally, there
was a General Board of Directors to which was entrusted the general
policies of the Bank. Six members of this General Board were appointed by
the government, and the remaining five by the banks, commerce and
industry.
A National Monetary Stabilisation Council was created in 1956, under
the immediate direction of the President of the Republic. Its members
included ministers of the National Economy, Finance, Mines, Petroleum,
Labour and Social Security, the Vice-President of the Planning Board and
the Director of the Bank. The main objective of this Council was to
coordinate the activities of its various members so as to achieve and main-
tain monetary stability in the country. The National Monetary Stabilisation
Council in effect exercised control over all major decisions of the Bank.
In 1970 the organisation of the Bank was modified, with the banking
department being separated from the Bank to serve as the foundation for the
creation of the Banco del Estado, a state-owned development bank.
Furthermore, the task of banking supervision, which had until this time
been undertaken by an independent government agency, was transferred to
the Bank. In 1987, however, a Superintendency of Banks and Financial
Institutions was established to carry out the task of supervision.
Independence
Reflecting the tenets of central banking of the 1920s, there was some
measure of independence in the founding law of the Bank. Following the
nationalisation of the Bank in 1939, and the increased representation of the
Government on its Board in the 1945 revision of its charter, this autonomy
was considerably limited.
With the establishment of the National Monetary Stabilisation Council
the independence of the Banco Central de Bolivia was further reduced, and
the President of the Republic had discretionary powers in appointing the
Directors of the central bank.
In 1990, the Bolivian Congress passed an Act which clearly defined the
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nature of the Bank as the country's sole monetary authority, and as the
regulatory and governing body of banks and other financial institutions
(supervision remained with the Superintendency). Further, the com-
position and terms of the Bank's Board of Directors were modified in 1993.
According to the new legislation, the President of the Republic would
appoint the President of the Bank and its five Directors from a list of
candidates approved by a two-thirds majority of the Chamber of Deputies.
Finally, a new Law is presently before Congress which aims to make the
Bank independent, granting it full powers over the formulation and execu-
tion of monetary policy, with the explicit objective of price stability. This
Law also places overt restrictions on the granting of credit to the
government.
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B23 Turk Ye Cumhur Yet Merkez Bankasi (Central Bank of
the Republic of Turkey)
Founded in 1930
Forerunner
None. The monetary experience of the Ottoman Empire during the nine-
teenth century was rather turbulent. Originally on a silver standard, the
government began to issue interest-bearing Treasury notes for the first time
in 1839. Over-issues led to a heavy discount on these notes, and in 1844 a
bimetallic standard was adopted as part of a monetary reform. Government
spending remained high, however, due to the Crimean and other wars,
resulting in a declaration of bankruptcy by the state in 1875.
During this time, the first commercial bank had been established in
Constantinople (in 1856), known as the Ottoman Bank. In 1863 the
government turned to the bank to manage its increasingly disorganised
finances, and to obtain funds, and in return the bank obtained a charter for
note issue. An infusion of capital from France (led by the Credit Mobilier)
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led to the bank being renamed the Banque Imperiale Ottomane. Hereafter
the bank was both a commercial, investment bank and a state bank, collect-
ing and transmitting taxes via a branch network and servicing the public
debt.
The Banque Imperiale Ottomane remained the only note-issuing bank
before and after the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire following World
War I (currency in circulation mainly consisted of coins until the war).
During the war, the Banque Imperiale Ottomane did not increase its note
issue substantially, causing the government to increase the issue of its own
notes. Upon dissolution, the Empire lost virtually all its territory, part of
which became the Turkish Republic in 1923. Although the legal position of
the Banque Imperiale became uncertain, and it was prohibited from issuing
new notes, its existing note issue was retained as legal tender.
Motivation for founding
Following World War I, and the League of Nations conference in Brussels,
the idea that each country should have a central bank became widely held,
and Turkey was no exception. Throughout the 1920s the Turkish lira
depreciated steadily, accelerating during 1929 as a result of a build-up in
Turkey's foreign debt. This led the government to impose exchange con-
trols in 1929, and to establish a consortium of banks in 1930 for the purposes
of stabilising the currency. The establishment of a central bank was seen as a
more permanent means of stabilising the internal and external value of the
Turkish lira, and motivated the formation of the Central Bank of the
Republic of Turkey (hereafter the Bank) in 1930.
Original objectives and functions
According to the Central Bank Law of 1930, the Bank was given the right to
issue notes, and was to serve as the government's bank and as a banker to the
commercial banks (this included management of the clearing system and
supervision of banks). The Bank was precluded from operating as a com-
mercial bank.
The statutory objectives of the Bank included the regulation of the
volume and circulation of currency, and taking the necessary measures (i.e.
exchange controls, foreign exchange intervention) to protect the internal
and external value of the currency. The latter responsibility, however, was
shared with the government.
The Bank was organised as a joint stock company, with shares being
issued to the government (restricted to 25 per cent), special law banks
(which were owned by the government), commercial banks and the public.
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Administration of the Bank was undertaken by a Board, comprising a
Governor and six Directors.
Evolution of objectives and functions
The Central Bank Law of 1930 was supposed to be followed by a Stabili-
sation Act, which would determine the powers of the Bank to increase the
note issue as well as the gold cover of its notes. This was never enacted,
however, given the worldwide failure to return to gold convertibility, with
the result that the government's ability to obtain credits from the Bank was
never severely constrained. Indeed, subsequent amendments to the Act, in
1934, 1940 and 1955, enabled the Treasury and many state economic
enterprises to obtain credit from the Bank more easily.
In 1933 the Bank was charged with forming and managing a Bank
Liquidation Fund, which was financed by banks and would be used to repay
bank depositors (in full) in the event of a bank failure. Although the Bank
was authorised to rediscount securities and undertake open-market
operations these did not occur very often due to the lack of development of a
money market, which remained the case until the 1980s.
In 1968 the government embarked on the (second) Five Year Develop-
ment Plan, centred upon an import substitution strategy with heavy sub-
sidies to industrial and mining activity. These subsidies included cheap
Bank credit, with the result that the statutory objectives of the Bank were
explicitly amended, in 1970, to include the 'conduct of monetary and credit
policy in conformity with the Development Plans and the Annual Pro-
grammes ...'. Furthermore, government ownership in the Bank was
increased to a minimum of 51 per cent.
Up until the mid-1980s, therefore, the Turkish banking system remained
heavily regulated and financial markets underdeveloped. Consequently, a
series of IMF and World Bank supported initiatives aimed at liberalising
the financial system were implemented in 1984-5.
Independence
Although the original laws of the Bank stated that it was to be independent
of the government, and restricted government ownership of the Bank to 25
per cent, the Bank was not in fact independent. Through its ownership of
the special law banks, the government held a majority of shares in the Bank.
Furthermore, until 1970 monetary policy was not formulated by the Bank's
Board, but by a Committee for the Regulation of Bank Credit, which
comprised government ministers, commercial bank representatives, and the
Governor of the Bank.
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Under the revision of its laws in 1970, the Bank became obliged to
support the selective credit subsidies of the government. Although these
have reduced during the 1980s, the first objective of the Bank remains 'to
conduct monetary and credit policies in conformity with the Development
Plans and Annual Programs . . . ' .
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B24 Reserve Bank of New Zealand
Founded in 1933
Forerunner
None. A state bank, the Colonial Bank of Issue, was established in 1850 in
response to the perceived lack of circulating media and banking facilities in
the new colony. The Colonial Bank was given a monopoly over the note
issue (at that time only one commercial bank, the Union Bank of Australia,
issued notes), which in turn discouraged the development of other banks as
note issue usually promised the highest profits. As the Colonial Bank did not
extend loans or mortgages, the availability of credit actually remained just as
restricted as it had ever been. The Colonial Bank was thus closed in 1856.
In the 1860s, five commercial banks were chartered in New Zealand,
three of which were Australian, and issued notes convertible into gold.
These banks were required to hold gold reserves equal to at least 30 per cent
of their note issue, although they typically held more. As most trade in New
Zealand and Australia took place with Britain, these banks also held sub-
stantial sterling reserves in London, which could be exchanged for gold if
necessary.
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Although the government adopted one of these banks, the Bank of New
Zealand, as its fiscal agent in 1862, and acquired a substantial shareholding
in the Bank during a financial crisis in 1893 which had threatened the
solvency of the Bank, it did not interfere in the credit policies of the Bank
and did not seek to make it into a central bank.
Until 1914, therefore, the monetary system of New Zealand was essen-
tially one of free banking, linked to the international gold standard. With
the suspension of gold convertibility at the onset of World War I, however,
the New Zealand pound was effectively free to fluctuate against sterling,
although banks attempted to maintain parity between the two currencies.
When sterling convertibility was restored in 1925, New Zealand did not
follow, implying that it was again up to banks to maintain parity between the
New Zealand pound (NZ£) and sterling. This situation, which persisted
until 1931, put New Zealand on a sterling exchange standard, again under
free banking.
Motivation for founding
With four of the six banks in New Zealand being Australian, trade con-
ditions in Australia tended to have a considerable influence over monetary
conditions in New Zealand. A trade deficit between Australia and Britain,
for example, caused these banks to lose sterling reserves, and consequently
led to a depreciation of the NZ£ against sterling (as banks sought to stem
their loss of reserves).
Such a situation arose in the late 1920s, and led to a sustained divergence
between the NZ£ and sterling. At the same time the banks were becoming
increasingly unpopular, due to the impression that they were contributing
to the Great Depression.
In response to this situation the government, in 1931, imposed exchange
controls, and sought the advice of Sir Otto Niemeyer (formerly of the
British Treasury), who had also been consulted by the Australian govern-
ment on their monetary situation. In his report, Niemeyer proposed the
establishment of a central bank. Owing to the Depression, however, the
central bank proposal was pushed into the background, but resurfaced again
in 1933, when it culminated in the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act.
Original objectives and functions
Based to a large extent on the Bank of England, the Reserve Bank of New
Zealand (hereafter the Reserve Bank) was given a monopoly over the note
issue, against which it had to hold reserves of 25 per cent (this requirement
could be suspended by the Minister of Finance). The Bank also became the
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fiscal agent of the government, and could extend advances to the govern-
ment up to a specified maximum (equivalent to four months revenue). In
addition the Bank was authorised to accept deposits, discount securities,
make secured advances and buy and sell gold and securities.
The Reserve Bank Act stipulated the transfer of commercial banks' gold
reserves to the Bank, which met with strong opposition from the banks.
Although reserve requirements were not imposed upon banks, it was envis-
aged that the Bank would organise a clearing system based upon banks'
deposits with the Reserve Bank.
Although the political opposition (the Labour Party) argued strongly for
the Bank to be state-owned, the government chose to organise it on a joint
stock basis, with share ownership being widely dispersed.
Management was undertaken by a Board comprising a Governor, Deputy
Governor and seven directors, three of which were appointed by the
government and four by shareholders. The Secretary of the Treasury was
made a non-voting member of the Board. The political ambivalence towards
the independence of the Bank was reflected in the fact that no statutory
definition of the relationship between the Bank and the Treasury was
formulated.
Although the Niemeyer report had emphasised price stability as the
Bank's primary objective, the Bank's statute stated that its objective was 'to
exercise control.. . over monetary circulation and credit in New Zealand, to
the end that the economic welfare of the Dominion may be promoted and
maintained.' It was also decided that the Bank would act to maintain a fixed
exchange rate to sterling, which had been the government's policy since
1931.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Following the election of the Labour government, the Bank was duly
nationalised in 1936, and its primary objective replaced by the duty of
'[giving] effect... to the monetary policy of the Government as communi-
cated to it from time to time by the Minister of Finance'. Furthermore, the
restrictions on government borrowing from the Bank were eased. Finally,
the Bank's influence over the commercial banks was increased, as it was
given the power to impose and vary banks' reserve requirements.
Given the absence of a domestic money market, the Bank's initial
operations consisted of acting as the government's banker, and of purchas-
ing and selling foreign exchange. Partly as a result of interest rate ceilings,
which had been introduced during the Depression, sustained outflows of
foreign exchange occurred during the mid-1930s. Consequently, exchange
controls were imposed in 1938, and strengthened in 1940. Outflows of
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reserves became a recurring problem, and exchange controls remained in
place until the 1980s.
During World War II, the sectoral composition of banks' loan portfolios
began to be regulated by Selected Advance Controls imposed by the Bank,
and these were retained, even broadened, after the War, remaining effective
until the 1960s.
For much of the post-war period, therefore, monetary policy remained
the responsibility of the government, and was implemented through direct
controls over bank lending, interest rates and foreign exchange transactions.
These were typically accompanied by relatively high rates of inflation and
low rates of growth. This led the newly elected government in 1984 to
implement financial reforms, which included abolishing most direct con-
trols, freeing the exchange rate and reducing inflation in the medium term.
This reform process culminated in a revision of the Reserve Bank Act in
1989, which now states that 'the primary function of the bank is to formulate
and implement monetary policy directed to the economic objectives of
achieving and maintaining stability in the general price level'. At the same
time, the Bank became independent in the sense that it could decide on how
to operate policy to achieve this objective.
Independence
Since its establishment in 1935, and until 1989, the independence of the
Reserve Bank has been severely limited, with authority for monetary policy
typically resting with the government. Following the revision of the Reserve
Bank Act in 1989, however, the Bank has become one of the most indepen-
dent central banks.
The Bank now has a clear statutory objective, price stability, and it is
obliged to set out specific targets (jointly determined by the Minister of
Finance and the Bank) whereby its policy performance may be assessed.
Whilst the Bank has the sole authority to formulate and implement mone-
tary policy, a formal 'override' provision exists whereby the government
may change this policy. However, such changes must be made public, are
strictly temporary, and exist to facilitate the political accountability of the
Bank's policies.
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B25 Bank of Canada
Founded in 1934
Forerunner
None. The gold standard was adopted by the united provinces of Canada
(now Ontario and Quebec) in 1853. Following confederation in 1867, the
federal government issued convertible Dominion notes, which served as
legal tender and were partly covered (25 per cent) by a gold reserve (issues
beyond a specified level were, however, 100 per cent backed by gold).
Although the government had a monopoly on small denomination (i.e.
below $5) notes, which were de facto inconvertible, banks issued convertible
notes subject to limits based upon their paid-up capital. No specie reserve
requirements were imposed upon banks.
Banks typically had many branches, which accepted one another's notes
at par, returning them via a well developed system of clearinghouses (for-
malised under the Canadian Bankers Association in 1901). One of the
largest banks, the Bank of Montreal (founded in 1817), served as the
government's bank.
Prior to 1914, banks would manage their liquidity by holding reserves and
via call loans held in New York (and, to some extent, liquid securities drawn
on London) given the absence of a domestic money market. During banking
crises in 1907, and again in 1914, when such call loans proved insufficient to
meet reserve needs, the government acted as a lender of last resort, making
advances to banks against collateral.
This lending arrangement was formalised under the Finance Act, which
was introduced as an emergency measure in 1914, but was subsequently
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amended (1923) and maintained for some twenty years. Thus a discount
window of sorts was in operation in Canada after 1914, administered by the
Treasury, although the discount rate was not actively used as a policy
instrument to regulate credit conditions.
Canada returned briefly to the gold standard between 1926 and 1928, but
thereafter the gold standard was suspended and, in 1931, abandoned.
Motivation for founding
Although proposals for a central bank were regularly made from about
1913 onwards, especially after the International Financial Conference in
Brussels in 1920 which had called for central banks to be established
in every country, none was seriously (or popularly) received until 1933.
In that year, Prime Minister Bennett expressed concern about the absence
of any mechanism for settling international balances directly with Canada
(this was done indirectly, via New York), which a central bank would
remedy.
At the same time the idea of establishing a central bank served two other
political ends, namely the need for an active government response to the
Great Depression and the need to regulate what was perceived as an unduly
concentrated and powerful banking system. There is little evidence that a
central bank was seen as a necessary institution for purposes of regulating
the currency issue following the suspension of the gold standard in 1931.
Thus, in 1933, the Prime Minister asked Lord MacMillan, a known
supporter of the idea of a central bank, to conduct a Commission of Inquiry
into banking in Canada, and there was little doubt as to the outcome of the
Commission. The Commission duly recommended the formation of a
central bank, to be called the Bank of Canada, modelled to a large extent
upon the Bank of England.
Original objectives and functions
The Bank of Canada (hereafter the Bank) Act of 1934 gave the Bank a
monopoly over the note issue, and provided for the gradual withdrawal of
Dominion bank notes over a number of years. Although the gold standard
was no longer in operation, the Bank was required to hold gold reserves
equalling 25 per cent of its note issue.
The Bank was directed to act as the fiscal agent of the government (federal
and provincial, although the latter was never used), authorised to discount
specified tradable securities and make advances against tradable securities,
and permitted to deal in securities, foreign currencies and bullion. Com-
mercial banks were required to hold 5 per cent of their deposit liabilities in
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the form of a deposit at the Bank and, in addition, had to transfer their entire
holdings of gold coin and bullion to the Bank.
The Bank did not, however, manage the clearing system, but became an
active participant in clearing arrangements. Similarly, the Bank did not
regulate or supervise commercial banks, but played an advisory role in this
capacity. Regulation and supervision was undertaken by a government
body, the Inspector General of Banks from about 1925, which subsequnetly
(during the 1980s) became the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions.
The Bank was organised as a privately owned institution, with shares
being offered for public subscription. Management was vested in a Board of
Directors, comprising a Governor, Deputy Governor and seven Directors,
elected by shareholders. An Executive Committee, comprising the Gover-
nor, Deputy Governor, one Director (selected by the Board) and the
Deputy Minister of Finance (who had no vote), was given the power to
decide the Bank's discount rate.
The only reference to the objectives of the Bank occur in the preamble to
the Bank Act: 'to regulate currency and credit... to control and protect the
external value of the national monetary unit . . . and generally to promote
the economic and financial welfare of the Dominion . . . '
Evolution of objectives and functions
Soon after its establishment, government control over the Bank increased.
In 1936 further shares were issued which were purchased by the govern-
ment, giving it ownership of 51 per cent of the Banks' shares. Additional
Directors were appointed to give the government a majority on the Board,
and while the existing Directors were permitted to conclude their terms of
office, the election of Directors by private shareholders was discontinued.
Two years later the Bank was nationalised completely, with all shares owned
by the public being redeemed, and the number of Directors was increased to
eleven.
With the advent of World War II in 1939, exchange controls were
introduced, administered by the Foreign Exchange Control Board. This
Board was directly responsible to the government, and effectively usurped
the Bank's policymaking position. The gold reserve provisions in the bank
were suspended in 1940, and the Bank was instructed to sell its entire
bullion stock to the Foreign Exchange Control Board. This Board was
eventually dissolved in 1951.
The absence of a domestic money market meant that open market
operations were scarcely used during the 1930s and 1940s, and the discount
rate did thus not constitute a very effective policy instrument. This changed
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in the early 1950s, however, when initiatives to develop a domestic money
market finally succeeded, and monetary restriction was deliberately
employed to counter the perceived threat of inflation arising from the
Korean War.
Independence
During the late 1950s the governor of the Bank, James Coyne, sought to
follow a low inflation policy, which conflicted with the overall economic
policy of the government. This conflict culminated in a public clash
between Coyne and the government which eventually led to his resignation
in 1961, leaving little doubt as to the government's ultimate authority
regarding monetary policy.
Following this dispute, the Bank Act was amended in 1967 to reflect the
ultimate responsibility of the government in formulating monetary policy.
In the event of a disagreement between the Bank and the government, the
Minister of Finance may issue a directive to the Bank as to the policy it must
follow. This directive must be in writing, in specific terms, and applicable
for a specified period. In practice, however, it is not anticipated that such
directives would need to be issued, and this has not occurred to date.
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B26 El Banco Central de La Repiiblica Argentina (Central
Bank of the Argentine Republic)
Founded in 1935
Forerunner
None. Throughout the nineteenth century the lack of control and coordi-
nation of money and banking in Argentina led to frequent abuses and
periods of instability. In 1877, a law was passed which authorised all
commercial banks to issue bank notes on &e condition that they bought
government bonds, and an Oficina de Inspection was created to control the
system. However, excessive note issues led, in 1890, to a financial crisis
which culminated in the liquidation of virtually all commercial banks
(including the Banco Nacional in 1891).
As a result of the crisis, which also affected the economic and political
state of the country, two institutions were created in an attempt to centralise
currency issue. These were the Caja de Conversion (1890) and the Banco de
la Nacion Argentina (1891), which played an important role in the develop-
ment of the financial and monetary system in Argentina prior to the estab-
lishment of a central bank.
The Caja was a public organisation, and was granted a note issuing
monopoly. It was administered by a five member board, and aimed at
providing a uniform monetary system and, eventually, establishing the
convertibility of the currency. This was achieved in 1902, and was sustained
without interruption until the outbreak of the First World War. During this
time the Banco de la Nacion Argentina, whilst acting as a commercial bank,
undertook central banking functions in that it was the government bank and
could act as the bankers bank. In 1912 a Clearing House ('Camara Compen-
sadora') was created as an autonomous office for which the Banco de la
Nacion Argentina was responsible.
Motivation for founding
The first attempt at establishing a central bank was made in 1917 when the
so called Proyecto Pifiero was prepared. A second and more serious attempt
was made in 1931 when a commission suggested a scheme for a central bank,
although this never became law.
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With the Great Depression, and the combination of reduced exports and
the impossibility of borrowing, Argentina suffered heavy reserve losses and
exchange rate depreciation. Consequently, it was one of the first countries to
abandon the Gold Exchange Standard in 1929, which severed the close
dependence of the money supply on the balance of payments. None the less,
in 1931, foreign exchange controls had to be introduced, and it became
obvious that the country lacked the necessary tools to control monetary
developments in the economy. Central banking reform was required.
In 1933 a scheme was prepared by a Commission under the direction of
Otto Niemeyer, a Director of the Bank of England, and was presented to the
National Government. It became law in 1935. That same year the Banco
Central de la Repiiblica Argentina started operations.
Original objectives and functions
The primary aim of El Banco Central de la Repiiblica Argentina (hereafter
the Bank) was to adapt the circulating currency to the needs of business and
to maintain stable monetary and credit conditions. The Bank took over the
note issuing function of the Caja de Conversion. The Banco de la Nation
Argentina was transformed into a purely commercial bank, with the Bank
taking over as the financial agent and banker for the government. A pro-
vision of the charter gave authority to the Bank to buy and sell government
securities, and also to create and issue its own obligations. However, it was
prohibited from guaranteeing or endorsing government obligations,
although it was authorised to grant credit to the government for limited
periods, in order to cover temporary budget needs.
The Bank was required to keep at least 25 per cent of its reserves in the
form of gold and foreign exchange with a view to securing the internal and
external value of the peso, and was allowed to intervene in the exchange
market as agent for the government.
Furthermore, it was given powers to regulate credit and to maintain the
liquidity of the banking system. The original charter also introduced a
commercial banking inspection system, which was entrusted to the Bank.
The capital of the new Bank was distributed between the government and
the commercial banks. A Board of Directors, on which the government, the
banking institutions and the principal sectors of the economy were repre-
sented, was responsible for the administration of the Bank and the policy it
followed.
Evolution of objectives and functions
In 1946 the Argentinian regime changed from a parliamentary to an
authoritarian system. The Bank was immediately nationalised and, in 1949,
substantial amendments to its charter were introduced. The major change
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was that all banks were required to maintain deposits with the central bank,
and various financial institutions were combined to form a more centralised
system.
Changes in the charter of the Bank again coincided with the restoration of
a parliamentary regime in 1957. The underlying aim in the new charter was
to transform the Bank into an institution which would be responsible for
economic and monetary stability in the country. For this reason there was
an attempt to grant the bank a degree of autonomy within the confines of
government policy and changes in the Board were introduced. The part that
the Bank played as monetary authority with regard to commercial banks and
other financial institutions was strengthened. Furthermore, there was a shift
from the use of direct controls to instruments related to general market
direction.
In 1964, amendments were made to the charter to expand the limits up to
which the Bank could make temporary advances to the Government or
could hold Government securities in its portfolio. These limits were related
to the level of reserves received from commercial banks.
Independence
The first charter of the Bank was intended to limit the influence of the
government on the Bank, although the government determined the election
of the Governor and Deputy Governor. Nevertheless, the country's other
banks could exert a great influence on the central bank as they held the
majority of the stocks of the Bank and determined the election of eleven out
of twelve directors.
With the nationalisation of the Bank in 1946, and its charter amendment
in 1949, the Minister of Finance assumed the Presidency of the Bank, and
the composition of the Board was altered, with all its members being
appointed directly or indirectly by the Executive. Whilst the 1957 changes
in the Bank's charter were intended to grant greater autonomy to the Bank,
the government continued to be the sole owner of the Bank and its directors
were still appointed by the Executive.
It is difficult to argue, therefore, that the Bank has ever been indepen-
dent, and the government has frequently shaped the policy of the Bank to
support its own economic objectives. Recently, however, discretion over
monetary policy, either by the government or the Bank, has been abrogated
by a Currency Board mechanism linking the peso to the US dollar.
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B27 Reserve Bank of India
Founded in 1935
Forerunner
None. There had been numerous proposals before 1935 for a state bank,
however, dating back to as early as 1773 when the General Bank of Bengal
and Bahar was established and performed, albeit only very briefly (nine
months), some of the functions typically attributed to central banks. Pro-
posals for a central bank became especially frequent after the early 1920s,
when the League of Nations conferences in Brussels and Genoa advocated
that all countries should have a central bank.
By that time, the Imperial Bank of India had been established (in 1920)
and, although a purely commercial bank, it in fact undertook several central
banking functions. The Imperial bank served as the government's bank and
the bankers' bank, setting up a number of branches (including one in
London), and offering cash transfer, clearing and correspondent banking
services.
Currency was issued by the government, however, and consisted of two
tokens, paper notes and silver rupees. Although India had been on a gold
standard since 1898 (the free coinage of silver had been prohibited since
1893) very little gold was coined and used as currency.
Motivation for founding
The idea that each country should have a central bank became widely held
during the 1920s, and India was no exception. Already in 1913 a commission
of inquiry (The Chamberlain Commission, of which Keynes was partici-
pant) into Indian currency had advocated the formation of an Indian central
bank. The need for a central bank also arose due to the existing separation
between the reserves of the banking system (held by the Imperial Bank) and
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the country's specie and foreign exchange reserves (held by the govern-
ment).
The recommendation for a central bank was repeated by another commis-
sion (the Hilton-Young Commission) in 1926, which finally led to the
drafting of the gold standard and Reserve Bank of India bill in 1927. This
bill foundered over the question of the ownership of the Bank, however, and
it was only after the Great Depression that another bill (the Reserve Bank of
India bill) was eventually passed (in 1934).
Instead of transforming the Imperial Bank of India into the central bank,
it was decided to establish a new institution, to be known as the Reserve
Bank of India, which would take over the central banking functions under-
taken by the Imperial Bank. This was in order to preserve the successful
commercial relationships that had been formed between the Imperial Bank
and other banks which, it was believed, would be compromised if the status
of the Imperial Bank changed to that of a central bank.
Original objectives and functions
The Reserve Bank of India (hereafter the Bank) Act states that the objective
of the Bank was to 'regulate the issue of bank notes and [keep] reserves with
a view to securing monetary stability . . . and generally to operate the
currency and credit system of the country to its advantage' and to this end
defined several 'central banking' functions for the Bank.
These included the monopoly over the issue of currency, acting as the
government's bank, the bankers' bank (including the imposition of reserve
requirements and the management of the clearing system), open market
operations (including lender of last resort), the management of specie and
foreign exchange reserves, and the regulation and supervision of (some)
financial and non-financial institutions.
In compensation for the removal of a core part of the business of the
Imperial Bank, the Reserve Bank Act stipulated the payment of commission
to, and the maintenance of interest-free balances with, the Imperial Bank by
the Reserve bank for a number of years.
The Bank was established as a private company, with shares sold to the
public, companies and banks. Administration of the Bank was vested in a
Central Board of Directors comprising a Governor and (not more than four)
Deputy Governors appointed by the government, fourteen directors nomi-
nated by the central government, and one government official.
Evolution of objectives and functions
During the pre-World War II period Bank Rate was never altered (it
remained at 3 per cent between 1935-51), and in fact had little influence
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over commercial rates generally, mainly because banks continued to apply
for (cheaper) advances from the Imperial bank, with which they had a close
relationship, and which continued to discount traditional commercial bills
(known as hundis). The Reserve Bank, on the other hand, only stood ready
to discount bills created under the Indian Negotiable Instruments Act,
which most commercial banks did not hold in any great quantity.
The early relationship between the Bank and other commercial banks was
often difficult, and is well illustrated by the refusal (in 1938) of an ailing
bank to provide the Reserve Bank with information regarding its financial
position. Consequently, the Bank refused to lend, threatening a larger crisis,
although this did not materialise.
The only regular customers of the Bank before and during the war,
therefore, were the central and state governments, who borrowed increas-
ingly heavily to finance wartime expenditures. As in other countries, this
resulted in many of the regulations concerning the minimum reserve asset
backing for the note issue to be suspended.
The Bank was nationalised in 1949, which increased the influence of the
government over the Bank: the Central Board was reduced to eleven
members (including the Governor plus two Deputies), all appointed by the
government. In the same year the Bank's influence over the banking system
was also extended, via the Banking Companies Act, which brought a much
larger number of hitherto unregulated financial institutions under the regu-
latory and supervisory reach of the Bank.
In 1955 the Imperial Bank, until then the largest commercial bank, was
nationalised and, together with ten other state banks, converted into the
State Bank of India. The stated aim of this move was to apply financial
resources more intensively to (state) selected sectors of the economy for the
purpose of fostering economic growth and development. This aim led, in
1967, to the announcement of a policy of 'social control' over the financial
system.
Amongst other things, this policy included the establishment of a
National Credit Council to determine the sectoral allocation of credit, the
appointment of a minimum number of directors representing these sectors
in the Boards of banks, the imposition of restrictions over the lending
policies of banks, and the extension of the powers of the Reserve Bank over
the banking system. In 1969, the policy of social control culminated in the
nationalisation of the fourteen largest registered banks. Six more banks were
nationalised in 1980.
The Reserve Bank has played a unique role in establishing a number of
specialised institutions such as agricultural banks, mortgage banks, mutual
funds and insurance companies, and many of these were subsequently hived
off from the Reserve Bank when they became independently viable. Since
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the mid-1980s the Reserve Bank has also initiated steps to shift monetary
management from 'direct' controls to more indirect methods. Furthermore,
in 1991 major financial reforms were undertaken: reserve requirements were
lowered, money markets were encouraged, and a market in government
securities was developed.
Independence
Contrary to the spirit of the League of Nations conferences in the early
1920s (which had provided the impetus for the Reserve Bank), the Bank has
not been independent from the government, which has typically determined
its policies. According to a Minister of Finance in 1957: 'we can, in matters
where Government's policies are to be carried out, issue directives . . . the
Reserve bank can hold a different opinion though they have to act according
to the directives . . . '
The Bank's independence was compromised soon after its establishment,
as state governments from time to time indulged in unauthorised overdrafts
which, for political reasons, the Bank could not prevent. Furthermore, from
about 1955, and certainly after 1967, the Bank was expected to exercise
detailed control over the allocation of credit by banks to different sectors of
the economy under the government's policy of 'social control'.
In recent years, however, a scheme for the regulation of overdrafts to
State governments has been put into place, which has led to a significant
improvement in the fiscal discipline of the States. Furthermore, a major
reform is currently underway aimed at phasing out - over a period of three
years - the automatic monetisation of the government via the sale of ad hoc
Treasury bills to the Bank. For 1994-95 a ceiling on such monetisation has
been fixed which, if it is exceeded, will result in the Reserve Bank selling
government paper into the market to reduce the level of its government
securities. This step is expected to contribute to fiscal discipline and
improve the Reserve bank's scope for effective monetary management.
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B28 El Banco Central de Venezuela (The Central Bank of
Venezuela)
Founded in 1940
Forerunner
None. Until the 1920s, the Venezuelan economy was predominantly agri-
cultural, and its monetisation was far from complete. Six of the country's
eleven commercial banks issued their own currency, with the Banco de
Venezuela being the largest in terms of note issue, capital and turnover (by
1939 it had 67 per cent of the total issue). The Banco de Venezuela also
performed limited central banking functions, as it was the government's
bank and held a contract (with the government) which made it responsible
for the circulation of currency in accordance with the rules of the gold
standard.
The character of the economy began to change in the late 1920s, however,
owing to the growth of the oil industry. Exports of oil grew rapidly, and led
to a tremendous increase in foreign currency revenues, necessitating the
creation of a structured foreign exchange market. In 1937, a separate
institution, the Offlcina National de Centralicion de Cambio, was created by
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the National Government to control the foreign exchange market, a respon-
sibility which since 1934 had been the province of the Banco de Venezuela
(in accordance with government policy).
Motivation for founding
The growth of the oil industry increased the number, the size and the
complexity of commercial transactions. At the same time, profound poli-
tical, economic, and social changes were taking place. The establishment of
a central bank and the modernisation of the financial system of the country
began to be discussed in a serious way, following the Latin American trend
for creating central banks which had flourished in the early 1920s (and again
after the beginning of the Great Depression).
Unlike many other Latin American countries, however, there was little
foreign intervention in the establishment of a central bank in Venezuela, nor
was it prompted by heavy external or public debt. Instead, the initiative for
a central bank seemed to stem from the political and economic changes
taking place in the country, and the belief that a central bank could facilitate
economic development. Following a Mission to the United States and other
Latin American countries, therefore, the Banco Central de Venezuela was
established in 1940.
Original objectives and functions
The main objectives of the Banco Central de Venezuela (hereafter the Bank)
according to its first charter were, firstly, to centralise the issue of bank
notes and to establish a uniform currency and, secondly, to regulate
monetary circulation according to the needs of the economy. The Bank
obtained the exclusive right to issue bank notes and became the only
financial agent of the National Government, the states, municipalities,
autonomous institutions and State companies. In addition, the Bank was
required to maintain both the internal and external value of the bolivar, to
centralise national reserves and to regulate and to oversee trade in gold and
foreign exchange.
The Bank was established as a private institution, but the government
owned 51 per cent of the shares while the remainder was in private hands.
The Board of the Bank consisted of one President (who was elected by the
Shareholders' Assembly) and eight Directors (four of which were appointed
by the government, and the others being elected). It is noteworthy that the
Bank's first charter explicitly prohibited the extension of credit to the
government, the states and the municipalities.
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Evolution of objectives and functions
Three amendments to the initial Law of 1939 have occurred, the first in
I960, the second in 1974, a year after the general increase in oil prices, and
the most recent in 1992.
In 1960, it was explicitly stated that the Bank should create and maintain
monetary, credit and exchange conditions that encouraged the stability of
the currency, fostered economic equilibrium and promoted the economic
development of the country. Additionally, the Bank was authorised to
exercise the rights and assume the obligations of Venezuela at IMF.
In 1974, the objectives and the functions of the Bank remained virtually
as before, with the most notable addition to the statute being that the Bank
'should assure the continuity of the country's international payments'. The
Bank also obtained the right to mint coins, an authority that was previously
held by the National Government.
The current Law (1992) states explicitly that one of the major objectives
of the Bank is monetary stability. To this end the Law grants extensive
powers to the Bank to regulate interest rates and bank reserves.
Independence
Although its founders intended to establish an independent central bank, it
is difficult to argue that the Bank has been independent in practice. In 1974
the Bank was nationalised and the government became the sole owner of its
shares. The juridical structure of a limited liability company remained but,
under the new charter, the government obtained the right to appoint the
majority of Directors (i.e. the number of Directors was reduced to seven,
with four being chosen from high ranking officials of the government).
In 1992 the Central Bank Law was again revised, with one aim being to
increase the autonomy of the Bank. The number of directors was again
reduced, of which only three were designated by the President of the
Republic. The 1992 Law also prohibits the Banco Central de Venezuela
from granting direct credits to the National Government, and from guaran-
teeing the obligations of the Republic or of any other public entity. The
crisis of 1994, however, revealed the fragility of the Bank's autonomy from
the government, the final outcome of which has yet to become clear.
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B29 Reserve Bank of Ireland
Founded in 1942
Forerunner
The Bank of Ireland was established in 1783 as the government's bank (the
entire capital of the Bank was lent to the government), in return for which it
received a partial monopoly over the issue of notes (no other body exceeding
six partners could establish an issuing bank). Notes were convertible into
gold, and the Bank maintained an exchange rate that put the currency on a
par with sterling. After a period during which convertibility was suspended
(1797-1821) in both Ireland and England, the prior relationship with
sterling was restored.
The Bank of Ireland's position as a nascent central bank suffered a
setback when, in 1817, the Irish and British exchequers were merged,
robbing the bank of its intimate relationship with government. Further-
more, in 1821, the Bank of Ireland's monopoly note issue was restricted to a
fifty-mile radius around Dublin, and in 1824 joint-stock banks were permit-
ted to issue notes (outside of this fifty mile radius), thus competing with the
Bank in this regard. Finally, in 1826, the Irish pound was effectively
amalgamated with sterling, and ceased to have a separate identity.
Unlike the Bank of England, therefore, the Bank of Ireland did not attain
a dominant position within the Irish financial system during the nineteenth
century. Instead, the Bank coexisted with several other note-issuing banks,
most of whom also developed a reasonable branch network. Most financial
dealings with the continent were cleared through London, whilst the Bank
of Ireland itself had a last resort relationship with the Bank of England,
from which it was able to draw gold or notes in times of crisis. This situation
persisted until the Irish Banking Act of 1845, which prevented any further
note-issuing banks from being established. Furthermore, the Act placed
limits on the circulation of the existing issuers, with the result that Bank of
England notes gradually became the dominant media of exchange.
With the formation of the Irish Free State in 1922 the Bank of Ireland was
asked to act as the financial agent of the new government. Its role as
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commercial bank, however, made it unwelcome as a candidate for a central
bank with regulatory powers over other commercial banks, and it con-
sequently did not become a central bank. Instead, in 1926 a Coinage Act was
passed which authorised the Minister of Finance to issue token currency of
limited legal tender (sterling also retained limited legal tender). In order to
control the issue of this currency, a Commission of Inquiry (headed by
Professor Parker-Willis, a former Director of Research of the Federal
Reserve Board) proposed the establishment of a Currency Commission,
which was to maintain parity between this new Irish currency and sterling.
The Currency Act of 1927 gave legislative form to these proposals, and a
Currency Commission was duly set up, issuing and regulating currency
until the establishment of a new central bank in 1942.
Motivation for founding
In 1934 a Second Commission of Inquiry was set up to examine the Irish
banking and credit system, and recommended (some years later, in 1938)
that the Currency Commission be replaced by another monetary authority
with expanded powers, namely a central bank. The Act encompassing
these recommendations, the Central Bank Act, was eventually passed in
1942.
Original objectives and functions
The primary objective of the Central Bank of Ireland (hereafter the Bank)
was to '[safeguard] the integrity of the currency and . . . [ensure] that, in
what pertains to the control of credit, the constant and predominant aim
shall be the welfare of the people as a whole'. To this end the Bank was
authorised to issue currency, accept deposits, rediscount bills, purchase
government bonds and make advances. Initially, however, the Bank did not
have the statutory right to restrict credit by direct quantitative limit, nor
could it influence credit conditions via open-market operations. No bills
were discounted until 1955.
Furthermore, the Bank did not immediately obtain duties undertaken by
many other central banks. For example, the Bank did not become the
government's bank (this function was performed by the National Bank of
Ireland), nor did it become the custodian of the reserves of the commercial
banks or of the external assets of these banks.
The Bank was owned by the government, and administered by Governor
and a Board of (at most) eight Directors who were appointed by the
President on the advice of the Government.
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Evolution of objectives and functions
The operations of the Bank expanded only gradually over the next two
decades. In 1958 banks were required to settle all clearances via accounts
held at the Bank. Then, in 1965, the administration of exchange control was
delegated to the Bank, and in the same year the Bank obtained the power to
advise banks to restrict credit growth.
Under the Central Bank Act of 1971 the bank acquired the exchequer
accounts, and thus became the government's bank. Furthermore, the Bank
also gained the responsibility for licensing and supervising banks. These
powers were extended under another Central Bank Act, in 1989, at which
time the Bank's Board was also extended from eight to nine members.
Independence
The Bank is owned by the government, and its Governor and Board selected
by the government. Furthermore, under the Bank's original Act, the
Minister of Finance had the power to request the Bank's Governor 'to
consult and advise him in regard to the execution and performance of the
Bank'. Whilst this made the Bank formally dependent upon the govern-
ment, this clause has never been invoked, and independence has been
recognised as important. In 1942 the Minister of Finance noted that the
Bank 'will be independent in the carrying out of its functions. This indepen-
dence is possessed by almost every central bank throughout the world and is
a very desirable provision.'
In practice, therefore, the Bank has had a degree of independence; there
has been cooperation between the Bank and the Treasury; and the Bank has
been a limited funder of government.
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B30 Reserve Bank of Australia
Founded in 1959 (formerly the Commonwealth Bank,
founded in 1911)
Forerunner
The Commonwealth Bank had been established in 1911 and, by most
accounts, had come to resemble a central bank before World War II. Thus
this summary begins with the founding of the Commonwealth Bank, and
traces its evolution into the Reserve Bank.
For much of the nineteenth century, media of exchange in Australia
comprised gold and silver coin and, from the 1820s, bank notes convertible
into coin. With the formation of the Commonwealth of Australia (i.e.
Federation) in 1901, authority was given to the Federal government to
regulate banks and the issue of notes. Under this authority, the government
permitted the Treasury to issue convertible notes (backed by a gold reserve
of 25 per cent) in 1910, whilst at the same time taxing (at 10 per cent) the
note issue of all issuing banks, thus effectively creating a monopoly note
issue for the Commonwealth Treasury.
Motivation for founding
Proposals for a state bank had been heard since the 1840s, usually for an
institution resembling the Bank of England. A host of reasons were for-
warded, over the years, to motivate such a bank, ranging from the regulation
of 'excessively profitable' banks and the provision of cheap credit (both
private and public), to the creation of a national note issue and support for
the banking system. In addition, a severe banking crisis in the early 1890s,
together with Federation in 1901 are usually cited as important events
which motivated discussion of a state bank.
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In 1910 the Minister for Home Affairs of the newly elected Labour
Government, King O'Malley, put forward a substantial proposal for a
national bank which would issue notes, act as the government's bank, hold
the reserves of other banks, and control the currency. This proposal was
supported by the Prime Minister (Andrew Fisher), culminating in the
Commonwealth Bank Bill of 1911, which established the Commonwealth
Bank.
Original objectives and functions
Contrary to the intention of O'Mally, the Commonwealth Bank did not
issue notes since legislation from 1910 had created a de facto note issuing
monopoly for the Treasury. The Commonwealth Bank, therefore, was
predominatly a commercial bank, acting also as the government's bank,
whose objective was to compete with the established commercial banks and
make a profit. In practice, however, the early relationship between the
Commonwealth Bank and other commercial banks tended to be more
cooperative than competitive, as the first Governor of the Bank did not
embark on an aggressive campaign to compete with commercial banks in
their traditional business.
Unlike most other banks, no capital was raised for the establishment of
the Commonwealth Bank, as it was started with a (temporary) government
loan, to be repaid from the profits of the Bank. All the business of the
Commonwealth Bank was managed by a single Governor who, without
shareholders or a Board of Directors to restrict him, consequently assumed
wide powers.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Throughout the First World War, the activity of the Commonwealth Bank
was centred around its function as the government's bank. This changed in
1920, however, when the Treasury handed over the note issue to a separate
issue department of the Commonwealth Bank, modelled upon that of the
Bank of England. Authority over this department was not given to the
Governor, however, but to a Notes Board (of which the Governor was a
member).
A highly restrictive - and unpopular - note issue policy between 1920-23
led to a reorganistion of the management of the Commonwealth Bank in
1924. A Board of Directors, appointed by government and made up of a
Governor, the Secretary of the Treasury and six Directors, was charged
with the management of the Bank. Although the Bank was given the power
to fix and publish a discount rate, this had little impact given the absence of
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a money market and the extremely limited use of trade bills. Finally, during
the reorganisation of 1924 other banks were required to settle their inter-
bank obligations via accounts held at the Commonwealth Bank.
The Commonwealth Bank emerged from the Depression with responsi-
bility over the exchange rate and foreign exchange reserves, although
interest rate changes were usually initiated by another trading bank, the
Bank of New South Wales. It was not until the Second World War that
interest rates finally came under the control of the Commonwealth Bank
(1941), essentially to guarantee the cheap money policy of war finance.
Other war-time regulations included the imposition of Special Accounts,
into which trading banks were to place funds in proportion to their asset
growth (i.e. these were essentially reserve requirements).
Following the war, the Commonwealth Bank Bill (1945) was passed,
which replaced all existing banking legislation and, for the first time, clearly
defined the role of the Commonwealth Bank as a central bank. The Bank
was to 'pursue a monetary and banking policy directed to the greatest
advantage of the people of Australia', and would contribute to 'the stability
of the currency' and to the 'maintenance of full employment'. The existing
Board of Directors was abolished, and sole managerial authority vested in
the Governor, who was to be aided by an Advisory Council comprised of
Treasury officials. However, this Advisory Council was in turn replaced by
a Board of Directors (which had the same structure as the original Board) in
1951 The ultimate authority over the policy of the Bank continued to rest
with the government.
In 1959, under the Reserve Bank Act, the central banking functions of the
Commonwealth Bank were separated from its commercial, functions, and
marked the point at which the Commonwealth Bank, now renamed as the
Reserve Bank, was formally defined as 'the central bank of Australia'. The
trading and savings activities of the Commonwealth Bank were continued as
part of a separate entity, the Commonwealth Banking Corporation. Few
changes of substance were incorporated into the Act, however, and the
emphasis was on continuity. The system of Special Accounts introduced in
1941 was phased out, and replaced by a formal system of reserve require-
ments. In the same year, a short-term money market was finally established,
and the Reserve Bank offered a secured lending faciltiy to authorised dealers
within this market to deal with seasonal cash shortages.
Independence
Until the early 1980s the Reserve Bank (and previously the Commonwealth
bank) did not have a high degree of independence from government. For
example, government security yields were, for many years, set by the
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Treasury; changes in bank interest rates and reserve requirments (both of
which the Bank was empowered to regulate) had to have the prior approval
of the Treasury; monetary targets were decided upon by the Treasury and
announced in the budget speech.
Deregulation during the early 1980s, however, has scrapped many regula-
tions and controls, essentially leaving the short-term interest rate as the only
policy instrument. Since then, therefore, the independence of the Bank has
increased in practice. The ultimate authority for policy remains with the
government: in the event of policy disagreement, for example, the views of
both parties are tabled in Parliament, with the elected government having
the final say. Such a dispute has never occurred.
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B31 Banco Central do Brazil (Central Bank of Brazil)
Founded in 1965
Forerunner
The Superintendencia da Moeda e do Credito (hereafter the Sumoc) -
which formulated economic policy, supervised banks and conducted
monetary research - may be considered to be the forerunner of the Central
Bank of Brazil (hereafter the Bank). The Sumoc was formed in 1945 to unify
and carry out banking regulation after the Second World War. The banking
structure at this time was relatively complex, with central banking functions
being divided between the Banco do Brazil, a commercial bank, and various
agencies of the Treasury.
The Banco do Brazil was a private bank established under Brazilian
commercial law, although the majority of its stock was owned by the
Treasury. It consisted of two commercial banking departments and,
additionally, several departments with full central banking functions, the
most important of which were the Rediscount Department (Cared), the
Agency for Banking Supervision and Operations (Camob) and the Foreign
Exchange Department.
Before the creation of the Sumoc in 1945, the function of note issue was
discharged by two institutions. Currency could be issued directly by the
Treasury (for its own use or when asked by the Agency for Banking
Supervision and Operations (Camob) for loans to banks), or by the Banco do
Brazil when this was requested by the Rediscount Department (Cared).
Between 1945 and 1965 central banking functions in Brazil were thus
undertaken both by the Sumoc and by the Banco do Brazil. Monetary
regulation was the responsibility of the Sumoc, while currency was issued
by the Treasury at the request of the Banco do Brazil. During this period
the Banco do Brazil also acted as a commercial bank, representing a com-
petitive threat to the expansion of the other commercial banks.
Motivation for Founding
After the end of the Second World War, Brazil experienced unprecedented
rates of growth, but inflation also began to increase.
In 1964 an attempt was made to centralise central banking functions.
Furthermore, the power of the privileged Banco do Brazil constituted a
continuous threat to other commercial banks, who found it difficult to
compete with a bank that could issue notes and whose deposits were
virtually guaranteed by the government. There were doubts on both sides,
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therefore, whether the Banco do Brazil was the appropriate institution to
assume the responsibility of being banker to the commercial banks.
In 1965, therefore, a new central bank, the Banco Central do Brazil was
established. The Banco do Brazil, although it retained the right to request
the Treasury to issue currency, became a purely commercial bank. It has
remained the largest and most important commercial bank, and is still
controlled by the government. Whilst conducting the complete range of
commercial banking functions it also executes government policy in critical
areas, such as rural credit.
The establishment of the Bank did little to reduce the complex manner in
which central banking functions were organised in Brazil. The same law
that provided for the creation of the Bank also created a National Monetary
Council (Conselho Monetario Nacional, CMN). This Council became
responsible for determining monetary and exchange rate policy, and also
assumed the role of banking regulator and supervisor.
The CMN consisted of nine members, three of which became members
because they held public offices (the Minister of Finance, the President of
the Banco do Brazil, and the President of the National Economic Develop-
ment Bank). The remaining six members were appointed by the President
of the Republic with the consent of the Senate. The Council chose four out
of the six fixed-term appointees to become the directors of the Board of the
Bank for six years, one of whom would be president of the Central Bank. As
a result, the members of the Board of the Central Bank were all members of
the CMN.
Original objectives and functions
The usual central bank objectives and functions were assumed by the Bank,
although they were not explicitly stated in its charter. For example, the
Bank became responsible for providing currency, acting as a banker to the
banks and as a fiscal agent of the Treasury, and became the custodian of
foreign exchange reserves. According to the 1964 charter the Bank also had
to implement the policy decisions of the CMN regarding interest rates, and
undertake the function of banking supervision.
Despite the Bank having all the appearances of a central bank, some
functions continued to be exercised by other institutions. The Executive
branch of the Government retained most of its former authority in matters
relating to money and credit creation, and currency issue remained under
the control, though now indirectly, of the Minister of Finance. The Banco
do Brazil, through the 'movement account', also retained the privilege of
issuing money.
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Evolution of objectives and functions
The Cental Bank Board increased its limited power to determine monetary
policy in 1967, when the membership of the National Monetary Council was
increased to ten and the Board of the Central Bank gained a fifth member.
The requirement that the Board of the Central Bank consist only of
members of the National Monetary Council was maintained. Nevertheless,
majority voting power in the National Monetary Council was now in the
hands of the Board of the Bank. In addition, the term of office of the
members of the Board was increased from six to seven years.
Reforms in 1986 were a landmark in the history of the Bank. Many
measures were introduced to simplify the complicated relations between
the Federal Treasury, the Central Bank and the Banco do Brazil. The Banco
do Brazil was classified as a commercial bank rather than a monetary
authority. Another group of resolutions sought to include in the fiscal
budget all current expenditures of the government that were carried out by
the Bank.
Central bank credit control was complicated by the so-called 'movement
account' which permitted the Banco do Brazil to continue to issue money in
spite of the fact that there was a central bank in the country. In 1986 this
practice was abolished, depriving the Banco of what was a significant
contribution to its profits. It was subsequently compensated by being
permitted to engage in new types of activities, such as accepting rural
savings deposits.
Independence
The period 1965-67 probably represents the only time during which the
Bank experienced a limited degree of independence. The first real test of the
stability and independence of the Central Bank Board occurred in 1967,
when a new President of the Republic was chosen, and a constitutional
amendment passed which granted him unprecedented powers. This made it
clear that the appointment of the members of the Board of the Central Bank
was entirely at the discretion of the President.
The existence of the National Monetary Council (CMN) as the superior
decision-making body has further restricted the powers, functions and
independence of the Central Bank. Most members of the Council can be
replaced at the discretion of the President, and the terms of their office are
not predetermined, which makes them vulnerable to political pressure.
Since 1974 the entire Bank Board can be dismissed at the discretion of the
President.
A proposed reform in 1994 aims to reduce the number of members of the
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C M N , thereby increasing the relative importance of the Bank's Governor,
who also serves as the deputy chairman of the C M N .
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B32 El Banco Central de Uruguay (The Central Bank of
Uruguay)
Founded in 1967
Forerunner
The Banco de la Republica Oriental de Uruguay (hereafter the Banco de la
Republica) created in 1896, is considered to have been the first central bank
to be established in Latin America.
Prior to the establishment of the Banco de la Republica, a multiple
note-issuing system had prevailed, with foreign banks also able to issue
notes. The country had been on the gold standard, with short interruptions
since 1865. The first attempt to centralise note issue was made in 1890,
when the Banco Nacional, a private bank established in 1887, was granted a
monopoly over the note issue. However, this institution very quickly went
bankrupt, due to its attempt at reconciling two (conflicting) interest groups
within Uruguayan society. One group, known as the 'oristas', made
payments abroad in gold, and could benefit from high interest rates. They
thus required monetary stability for the successful conduct of their
business, and supported convertibility to gold. The other group, the 'pape-
listas', which included small farmers, manufacturers and members of the
government in their ranks, found the shortage of credit and high interest
rates an obstacle to economic prosperity. They favoured an inconvertible
paper currency and expanded credit facilities. Needless to say, the liberal
extension of credit by the Banco Nacional, together with the attempted
maintenance of convertibility, soon led to its bankruptcy.
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The foundation of the Banco de la Republica in 1896 followed the crisis of
1890 and the failure of the Banco Nacional. The Banco de la Republica was
founded as a state bank and undertook commercial as well as central banking
functions. It consisted of three departments, the Currency Department, the
Banking Department and the National Savings and Discount Fund. Each
department was under separate administration while the general policy of
the Banco de la Republica was determined by a Board of Directors.
The Banco de la Republica retained its original form (apart from being
nationalised in 1911) for seventy years after its creation in 1896. Consti-
tutional reform in 1966 led to it being replaced by the Banco Central de
Uruguay.
Motivation for founding
Uruguay experienced double digit inflation for the first time in the late
1950s, generated by increases in the money supply due to increased fiscal
and private borrowing. In 1959 a programme to establish internal and
external equilibrium was introduced which, in addition to fiscal and
exchange measures, included restrictions on central bank credit to the
private sector and to banks. Whilst these measures were effective in curbing
credit from the Currency Department of the Banco de la Republica to other
banks, the Banking Department of the central bank increased credit to the
government and to the public, thereby failing to constrain money supply
growth.
A plebiscite was organised in 1966 to approve constitutional reforms. The
new constitution provided for the establishment of a central bank which
would be established as an autonomous entity. Thus the Banco Central de
Uruguay was founded, beginning operations the following year. As a result,
the Banco de la Republica became a purely commercial bank and took on the
more specialised role of development bank.
Original objectives and functions
The original objectives and functions of the Banco Central de Uruguay
(hereafter the Bank) were much the same as those of the Banco de la
Republica (see below). The Banco de la Republica was granted the right to
issue notes, became the government's bank and managed the foreign
reserves of the country.
The establishment of the Bank, like its predecessor, was aimed at pro-
moting credit and at channelling the resources of the country to the pro-
ductive sectors of the economy for the benefit of the nation. It is noteworthy
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that the Bank could not rediscount bills for other commercial banks, as it
was considered that this function had previously fostered inflation.
Evolution of objectives and functions
Changes to the objectives and functions of the Banco de la Republica while
it operated as a central bank were aimed at strengthening its central banking
character. Amendments to its charter, from the beginning, specifically
promoted the centralisation of the issuing of bank notes. The Banco de la
Republica shared the responsibility with the Investment and Economic
Development Commission for the preparation of national plans and projects
and the coordination of financial activities aimed at increasing national
production and productivity.
A notable amendment to the charter of the Banco de la Republica
occurred in 1964, when it was stated that the Currency Department was to
maintain a quantity of money in circulation such as was required for
balanced economic growth. As mentioned above, this provision did not
inhibit inflation as had been hoped.
Independence
Whilst the statute of the Banco de la Republica, and of the Banco Central
del Uruguay in its turn, have provided for some degree of independence, the
history of both Banks confirms that they have never been fully independent.
The central government, with the consent of the senate, appoints the
majority of the members of the Board of the Banco de la Republica, and the
term of office of the Directors of the Bank coincides with that of the
President of the country. There are currently plans to grant a greater degree
of autonomy to the Bank.
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The purpose of our paper has been to review the question of how, and why,
central banks developed over the course of their history into their present
state. Although this is a celebration of the tercentenary of the Bank of
England, our paper has tried to cover a much wider canvas, concentrating
on those functions and features common to virtually all central banks. In
any case the Bank has been extremely well served by its historians, most
notably Clapham, Sayers and more recently John Fforde.
Indeed, the second appendix of our long paper was taken up with potted
histories, constructed in a systematic manner within a standardised frame-
work, of some thirty-two major and long-lived central banks around the
world, with in each case a bibliography of major reference works.
In the longer run it will probably be this part of our work, primarily
written and organised by my co-author, Norbert Schnadt, that will prove of
most use to future students of central banking. We are most grateful for the
extensive assistance in preparing these summary histories that we have had
from the central banks concerned, but the editorial responsibility, final
decision and stated authorship remains with us, Forrest Capie, Norbert and
myself, since these potted histories are not to be treated as an authorised
version, even if they have frequently been much assisted, for which we
thank you.
Within the relatively short time available this morning, I can do little
more than summarise the contents of the first, and more general, part of our
paper before picking up a selection of the more important themes. We have
tried to emphasize the development of the main functions of a central bank;
in its role as the guarantor of the value of the currency, whether via the gold
standard, an intermediate target, or by the direct pursuit of price stability;
its role as banker to the government, and as banker to the other commercial
banks, rather than restricting ourselves to a purely chronological ordering.
It is, moreover, always difficult to distil order and logic from the often
disjointed sequence and happenstance of historical data. This can result in
232
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creative tensions between the personas of the historian in the economic
historian and his economist doppelganger. The historian in the economic
historian is perhaps more comfortable with the uniqueness of events and
happy to explain each change as the product of a number of factors specific
to that change. The economist in the economic historian is always tempted
to look for generalisations, and we succumb to that temptation in spite of the
difficulties. But both have an essential role to play. At this juncture I want to
emphasise the full extent to which this paper is joint work with my co-
author Forrest Capie. He shares the responsibility for all this work,
especially the errors. For those wanting a clue about who wrote what, all I
will say is that Forrest is happy to end a sentence with a preposition,
whereas that is something which I will not put up with. At least not in print.
It is, perhaps, the tensions and stresses within the lives of both indi-
viduals and institutions, and how they have attempted to deal with these,
that are most interesting and illuminating. Let me now focus my comments
around three such areas of tension. The first concerns an issue, the relation-
ship between central and commercial banks, where there was once serious
rivalry, but which has now been largely resolved. In their earlier years, prior
to the latter part of the nineteenth century, central banks were generally
expected to carry out a commercial banking function; in some cases, in the
European countries when they were first established, they offered the only
sources of commercial banking services in that country, and for a longer
period they were often the most important and largest commercial bank in
their country. Consequently, the early relationships between central banks
and commercial banks were often ones of business rivalry and competition.
This adversarial relationship was resolved around the early twentieth
century in most cases, with a few exceptions, by a largely uncodified
concordat, whereby, in return for the central bank's withdrawal from
commercial banking, the commercial banks voluntarily accepted the central
bank's leadership - even by such informal mechanisms as the Governor's
eyebrows.
Indeed, the relationships between central bank and commercial banks
have passed through three main phases during our historical period. The
first thus involved a shift from a competitive, and even adversarial, relation-
ship, towards the acceptance by the central bank of its (lender of last resort)
responsibility for the health of the banking system as a whole. In the second
period, which ran from some time around the beginning of this century to
about the early 1970s, most central banks were able to maintain this role
with, at the same time, a very limited hands-on direct regulatory or super-
visory function, because of the cartelised, protected, club-type structure of
the banking, and indeed of the wider financial system, which fostered
self-regulation.
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However, competition, enhanced by information technology, and driven
on by inflation, financial instability and de-regulation, has since undermined
that cartelised system, but has also resulted in a marked worsening in the
risk-return profile of banks in many countries in the last two decades.
The response has been, of course, to require higher capital ratios from
banks in relation to their assessed risks. But competition, at least in
wholesale financial markets, is now international, and the imposition of
tougher capital requirements by one country's authorities in isolation would
involve a comparative competitive disadvantage on the banks over whom
that regulatory authority had jurisdiction. This was the incentive for central
banks, and other bank regulators, to attempt to translate such regulation,
and the adoption of common, international (capital adequacy) requirements
onto an international, multilateral plane via, in particular, the BIS.
This has not been an easy exercise. Differences between the major
countries involved in commercial laws, in accounting practices, in the
customary practices and activities of banks, have meant that the achieve-
ment of a level playing field cannot be exact or complete. This will continue
to generate some friction. It is probably even harder to measure risk,
particularly on an ex ante basis, in a manner that is generally accepted as both
reasonably simple and accurate. There are, for example, so many forms of
risk, credit risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk, foreign exchange risk, etc,
etc. In a world where covariances are not unity, and hedging practices are
not only possible but practicable, risks should clearly not be calculated just
on an additive basis, but more sophisticated measures will often be con-
troversial, complex and sometimes beyond the capacity of smaller banks to
operate.
Moreover, there are dangers that this exercise will distort banking
business into areas where the risk/return trade-off has been, somewhat
artificially, influenced by the regulatory authorities. Meanwhile, the general
increase in the need for bank capital is perceived as burdensome, and there is
a perception that the traditional business of banking, at least in those
countries with advanced, efficient, and competitive capital markets, is under
threat and in potential decline. Another aspect of this same syndrome is that
non-bank institutions may be moving into core banking business, while
banks are trying to diversify into other areas. The dividing lines between the
functional roles of financial institutions are becoming fuzzier.
Under these circumstances Central Bank regulators are under increasing
pressure to reassess which institutions and functions they should regulate
and supervise; and what exactly are the principles involved. As we note,
bank regulation largely evolved thus far as an accretion of ad hoc responses to
particular crises. In the growing flux of structural change, such an approach
becomes increasingly unsatisfactory.
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The second area of tension, that I want to highlight, relates to the great
debates about how monetary policy should be conducted, whether by rules
or discretion. For us economists, the Bank of England is special in having
been the main subject of the first of the two great sustained monetary
debates in history. It was also intimately involved in the recent second
debate, of Monetarists versus Keynesians, amidst such landmarks as the
Radcliffe Report, the Green Paper on Monetary Control and the Medium
Term Financial Strategy. Although the first debate was concentrated in this
country, whereas the second has been more worldwide, with its epicentre
perhaps in the USA, the circumstances, conduct and outcome of these two
debates are nevertheless uncannily similar. Both debates arose out of the
perceived failings of the system to achieve the desired objective, currency
stability. The currency debates in the 1800s initially grew out of discussions
and analysis of the causes and effects of the suspension of convertibility in
the UK (1797-1821) and its association with contemporary inflation, though
this was further spiced by analysis of the determinants of monetary disturb-
ances in the 1820s and 30s. Similarly the monetarist/Keynesian debate arose
out of increasing concern with the endemic, and steadily worsening,
medium-term inflationary experience in most developed countries in the
1960s and 1970s.
In both cases the Currency/Monetarist School advocates emphasised the
essentially monetary causes of the prior inflation, whereas the Banking/
Keynesian School pointed to non-monetary supply-side shocks, such as
harvest failures, oil shocks, labour wage-push. In both cases, that argument
has mostly been settled in favour of the Currency/Monetarist position.
Since the cause of the failure was assessed in both cases, by the Currency/
Monetarist School, as arising from a failure of monetary management, an
excessive rate of growth of the relevant aggregates (bank notes in the
nineteenth century, some preferred monetary aggregate in the twentieth
century), the obvious answer for them was to introduce appropriate controls
(rules) on such monetary growth.
The Currency/Monetarist School in both instances won the intellectual
battle about how to reform the monetary system, somewhat aided in the UK
by the fact that the Prime Minister, in the 1840s, and then in the 1980s, was
in each case of their persuasion. Peel's Bank of England Act, 1844, for
example, faithfully reproduced the main proposals of the Currency School;
and central banks in all major industrialised countries adopted some form of
intermediate monetary target during the 1970s, and these were reinforced in
several major countries by the end of the decade.
Yet in both cases the Currency /Monetarist School lost the war. The rules,
which had been so carefully worked out, depended for their efficacy on an
underlying, implicit assumption that the structure of the monetary system
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would remain unchanged. But the very introduction of these new rules
helped to change that structure. This is particularly clear in the nineteenth
century. The restriction on note issue led the commercial banks to place
more emphasis on marketing their chequable deposit accounts, as the
Banking School had warned.
In the 1980s the new set of policies, bringing with them high and variable
nominal interest rates in a context of deregulation and enhanced com-
petition, led to the introduction of financial innovations, for example new
interest-bearing forms of chequable deposits, that helped to undermine the
prior predictability of velocity and of the demand-for-money functions.
The break-down of these prior regularities was, perhaps, even quicker and
more complete in the 1980s than in the mid-1800s, but had been less well
foreshadowed in the debate. This was partly because such prior regularities
had appeared to be 'robustly' and 'significantly' established by the novel
and arcane science of econometrics, an exercise to which I also plead guilty.
Mere practitioners could hardly be expected to challenge Chow tests and
the like!
In practice the new monetary rules did not work as had been intended.
Financial disturbances were not averted by the 1844 Bank Act, which had to
be temporarily rescinded three times shortly thereafter. This experience led
to the publication of Lombard Street, wherein Bagehot argued that the
centralisation of banking reserves with the Bank of England, which had in
effect been taken further by the 1844 Bank Act, made it more rather than
less essential for the Bank of England to act as a central bank for the public
good to preserve systemic stability. The proposed separation of function,
which lay behind the division of the Bank into Issue and Banking Depart-
ments, soon ceased to hold.
Again, in the more recent episode, experience of achieving monetary
targets was mixed at best, and monetarists claimed that their policies had
not been properly or seriously attempted. These operational debates
became quite inflamed in the early 1980s. They were not resolved, and there
was little meeting of minds. What happened, instead, in most but not all of
the relevant countries, was the breakdown in the predictability of velocity.
That meant that it became difficult or impossible in those countries to select
a generally acceptable intermediate monetary target. But without that, there
was no point left in monetary base control, though the movements in
high-powered money could remain a useful information variable.
What more general lesson, if any, can we infer from observing the
similarities of these two episodes? One possible lesson is that economists are
good at explaining to central bankers the causes, and consequences, of the
latter's past failures, but much less good at designing ways of improving the
system. Their proposed 'rules' tend to be conditioned - to a far greater
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extent than often realised - on implicit assumptions about market structures
and infrastructures. Given the continuing rapid pace of the evolution of
such structures, central banks will surely aim to retain their discretionary
flexibility.
The third area of tension, and perhaps the one of most immediate policy
relevance, concerns the question of the appropriate relationship between
the central bank and government. Indeed, this provides the main focus of
Stanley Fischer's companion paper. But this is not just a present issue.
Throughout the history of central banks there has been an inherent tension
between their aim to maintain the value of their currency and their function
as banker to the (central) government. Central banks have almost invariably
been established by an Act of government, for example through a govern-
ment charter, and have been designated as banker to the government.
Governments have a natural preference for cheap finance from their own
bank, and, particularly when the existence of the state is threatened, notably
by war, they have both the power and the incentive to force the central bank
to give priority to their immediate needs.
One of the incentives for governments to found the earlier-established
central banks was, indeed, that these could provide an additional source of
funds, particularly in times of war or other crises. But another incentive,
particularly among those central banks founded around the time of the end
of the Napoleonic Wars, and for the Second Bank of the United States, was
that the state had generated very high inflation through the 'excessive5 issue
of government paper currency, to meet its wartime expenditures, described
in Denmark by the splendid term 'Statsbankerot' (State bankruptcy). The
establishment of a, somewhat independent, commercial banking institution,
whose note issue was to be convertible into specie, either through legal
restrictions on issue, or through the exercise of discretion by the Bank's
directors, was perceived as a means of restoring monetary stability.
It is, perhaps, worth noting at this juncture that, while the maintenance of
the value of the currency has, historically, almost always been achieved via
the same instrument, varying the central bank's discount rate, this objective
has not always meant the same thing. Under the classical gold standard the
objective was cast in terms of metal convertibility: that is, the value of
central bank notes was expressed in terms of their metal (gold) 'content'.
The purchasing power of currency relative to goods in general (ie to a price
index) was thus only indirectly an objective of central banks, with gold
acting as the true nominal anchor. In the absence of fluctuations in the value
of gold relative to goods, however, the maintenance of a fixed parity between
currency and gold amounted to the same thing. But economists then, and
subsequently, have argued that any such assumption was unwarranted, and
many alternative intriguing suggestions, for example for a compensated
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dollar or indirect convertibility, have been proposed by academics. Be that
as it may, with the gradual erosion of the gold standard throughout the first
half of the twentieth century, and its replacement everywhere by a pure fiat
standard, the objective of central bank policy has now been recast in terms
of price stability. The value of central bank notes has come to be understood
as the inverse of the price level, the price of a particular bundle of goods, and
monetary authorities try to achieve (often implicit) price level or inflation
targets.
Historically the principal factors influencing government/central bank
relations over almost two centuries have been the prevailing political con-
ditions (essentially peace/war), the dominant political/economic philosophy
of the time, and the exchange-rate regimes. As in much of economic life,
there has been an alternating pattern, in this case of relative dependence and
independence. Such a pattern of alternating regimes is not uncommon in
economic history. It has, for example, appeared in the case of switches
between periods of fixed and floating exchange rates.
When we turn to changing fashions in relation to monetary policy, there
are perhaps three important elements to the explanation. First, are the
underlying political conditions. Secondly, within that we can try to identify
some short-term factors that trigger change. And thirdly, there is a differ-
ence according to the simplicity or complexity of the task confronting the
Central Bank.
In very broad terms, the period from the origins of central banking at the
beginning of the nineteenth century through to the First World War is the
period when laissez-faire emerged, dominated, and then faded. That was a
period when the state tended to keep its distance, particularly in trade and
monetary matters. The belief that the gold standard, the prevailing inter-
national monetary system, provided a largely automatic means of adjust-
ment, was important to this philosophy. A considerable degree of indepen-
dence therefore obtained, particularly in so far as it related to the central
bank assisting in the smooth working of the gold standard. The period from
the First World War to the 1970s has in contrast been the age of the state, of
economic management, of socialism. It was in this period that there was a
move to greater government control, and of more dependent central banks.
This era is probably over now and we may be entering another of relative
economic freedom.
The second area of explanation lies in the immediate proximate cause or
trigger for change. Within the very broad underlying political conditions
that I have just set out there have been some factors, not always exogenous,
which have provoked a change. War, or a similar type of crisis, is the most
obvious. The state has always been tempted to gain control over resources;
that is, the revenue motive has never been far away. In times of crisis such as
war there is an obvious incentive to ensure greater control over resources,
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and independence is likely to suffer and even disappear. Other triggers have
been: the acquisition of sovereignty by former colonial countries; rapid
inflation leading in due course to greater independence, because of the
perceived responsibility of the monetary financing of governments for such
inflation, and deflation leading to less independence, as greater government
intervention becomes desired.
The third element in the story concerns the simplicity or complexity of
the central bank's operations. When the role of the central bank is relatively
clear-cut, when there is for example a single objective, especially if that is a
technical one, as in the maintenance of convertibility under the gold stan-
dard, there is more likelihood of independence. At the other extreme, with
the advent of Keynesian economics a range of possible objectives was
opened up. What weakens, or perhaps destroys, the independence of an
agent of government with delegated powers is the complexity in the range of
choices.
Currently, with the recent break-down in the stability of demand-for-
money functions, which I have already mentioned, central bankers have
been left, largely unchallenged now by monetarist critics, to use their single
main instrument, i.e. the control over short-term interest rates, in the light
of their own discretion for the, generally agreed, objective of achieving
medium-term price stability. The main operational problem is that interest
rate changes affect the economy (and also monetary expansion) with a
considerable, and varying lag. Consequently, central bankers need to vary
interest rates in response to deviations of the uncertain future rate of
inflation (from the desired, say, 0 to 2 per cent rate), rather than react to
current data. This means that the forecasts of future price inflation, say 1 to
2 years hence, now play a central role in the conduct of monetary policy (as
in the Bank of England quarterly forecast).
Especially, however, given the uncertainty of such forecasts, there
remains considerable room for political, and other interest group, pressures
to be applied to central banks, usually to defer interest rate increases at
(politically) inconvenient moments. The 'time inconsistency' literature sug-
gests that it has been the incentive structure (both for politicians and for
central banks) rather than technical/operational limitations that has
hindered the attainment of price stability.
It is in this context that the campaign for central bank independence has
developed. In this approach the central bank is to be statutorily mandated to
give primacy to the achievement of price stability, and provided with
freedom from any government constraint, and autonomy to vary short-term
interest rates to that end.
Besides the theoretical arguments for central bank independence, the case
for it has been strengthened by the empirical evidence that, in recent
decades, the more independent central banks have presided over lower
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inflation but had largely similar growth/employment outcomes compared
with their more dependent colleagues.
The counter-claim has been made that there is little evidence that more
independent central banks can directly lower the unemployment cost of
lowering inflation (the loss function). Rather, it is suggested that more
independent central banks are established where there is, in any case, a
dominating political constituency for low inflation. While this may well be
so, an independent central bank by its own actions, words and reputation
can help to extend and to sustain that constituency.
This latter view, that the establishment of an independent central bank
will largely succeed, or fail, depending on its 'political' skills in holding
together a low inflation constituency, imples that the passage of Acts to
grant such independence will not of themselves be a panacea. A danger in
this context is that 'independence' may get oversold as the solution to all the
ills of the monetary system, just as monetary targeting, exchange rate
floating, and so many prior economic nostrums were often given exagger-
ated credence in some quarters, to their own subsequent detriment.
It is, perhaps, inevitable that there will be some degree of hype in the
promotion of new ideas, in order for them to overcome the barrier of inertia.
Fortunately, it is hardly necessary to remind central bankers of the merits of
a cautious scepticism. This will stand them in good stead during the next
300 years.
Let me turn finally to our conclusions.
First, if the fundamental, evolutionary criterion of success is that an
organisation should reproduce and multiply over the world, and success-
fully mutate to meet the emerging challenges of time, then central banks
have been conspicuously successful. As can be seen from table 1.2 of our
paper, their numbers have multiplied, and continue to grow alongside the
growth in the number of separate nation states. Their existence is treated as
a crucial aspect of political sovereignty. When a new nation state seeks to
establish itself, the foundation of an independent central bank will be an
early item on the agenda, slightly below the design of the flag, but above the
establishment of a national airline. But the latter comparison should carry a
health warning, in that appurtenances of national sovereignty are not, by
that same token, necessarily economically essential or even efficient.
Indeed, if we should judge an institution by the effect of its actions, the
recent record has been mixed. Price stability has not been achieved, as the
article in the Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin on 'Inflation over 300
years' in the May 1994 issue showed. From the 1960s onwards, but par-
ticularly in the 1970s, there was the worst episode of endemic inflation that
has occurred during periods of peace and political stability - without much
excuse in the form of exogenous events such as gold discoveries. While
current opinion attributes more of the blame to politicians than to central
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banks for that, the trend to central bank independence will put the latter on
their mettle. Should central banks fail to achieve price stability in the next
decade, or so, despite being given both a mandate and operational autonomy
for that end, then alternative, more exotic proposals, some of which, such as
Free Banking, envisage the removal of central banking altogether, may come
onto the agenda. Moreover, in so far as there has been success in reining
back inflation in recent years, this has gone hand in hand, in Europe at least,
with rising average unemployment levels that have mirrored the 1930s in
proportionate extent, if not in equivalent distress or potential political
unrest. This is hardly an indication of the 'credibility5 of monetary policy,
which was supposed to act in the opposite direction, to lower the loss ratio.
Besides their macro objective of price stability, central banks have a micro
objective of maintaining financial stability, especially in the core areas of the
payment system and the commercial banks who operate that. In the last few
years, the number and size of banking institutions who have failed, and have
had to be bailed out by the authorities, have risen to levels last seen in the
1930s. While there have been recent episodes in which the authorities have
been conspicuously successful in averting systemic financial failure, e.g. the
LDC debt problem in 1982 and the 1987 stock market collapse, their
handling of the property bubble and bust, 1988-93, has not been so sure.
Recent developments have thrown up difficult micro-level problems, such
as the universalisation and globalisation of financial institutions, the danger
of moral hazard, the 'too big to fail' syndrome, the growth of over-the-
counter derivatives, with which central banks have been struggling, not
always successfully, to find answers.
That same globalisation has led to a massive expansion of international
capital flows and foreign exchange dealing. In the face of this, the authori-
ties in general, and central banks in particular, have seemed increasingly
incapable of maintaining a stable international exchange rate regime. Float-
ing exchange rates have behaved poorly, and pegged exchange rates have
been blown asunder. Where do we go now from this?
So, looking at the record of domestic price stability, financial market
stability, or international monetary order, the recent record is at best spotty.
Despite their institutional success, central banks cannot afford to be com-
placent. There is much to learn, and much room for improvement.
Discussion
Alan Greenspan
Over the years, the Bank of England has served to a considerable extent as
an example and inspiration for all of the central banks represented here
today. It is natural, therefore, at an event marking the tercentenary of the
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Bank to reflect on the public policy role of a central bank in general. I would
like to thank Governor George for this opportunity to do so.
Charles Goodhart's paper, written with Forrest Capie and Norbert
Schnadt, 'The development of central banking', is an extremely useful,
thorough, and wide-ranging overview of the history of both the art of
central banking and of the core policy issues that have both tested and
formed that art.
I would like to take advantage of the fact that Goodhart and his colleagues
have covered the ground so well and have provided a comprehensive and
well-documented account of the development of central banking. Accord-
ingly, in my remarks today, I plan to elaborate on what I see as some of the
guiding principles of a central bank's public policy role. The guiding
principle that runs throughout the history of central banking is that the
fundamental strategic policy goal of a monetary authority should be macro-
economic price stability.
Goodhart makes the point right at the start of his paper that, historically,
central banks have had as their main objective maintenance of the value of
the currency, primarily in terms of gold in the early days of central banking
and in terms of goods in general in modern times. The importance of price
stability as an ongoing policy regime rarely surfaced when money was tied to
gold. Inflation could not prevail in such a system excepting the rare episodes
of substantial new gold discoveries. The consequences of chronic inflation,
as distinct from specific, usually war related episodes, were rarely a subject
for analyses.
In recent decades, however, it has become increasingly clear that inflation
even at moderate levels is destructive of economic vitality. Evidence is
beginning to mount to indicate a strong negative relationship between the
degree of inflation on the one hand and the rate of growth of productivity on
the other, and the direction of causation appears to run from lower inflation
to productivity growth, rather than the other way around.
Moreover, while evidence of a short-run trade-off between inflation and
employment seems to hold in periods of low inflation expectations, the
trade-off rapidly deteriorates as inflation expectations rise. In the end, as
actual inflation mounts, jobs are lost, not gained. Hence, a longer-term
strategy of price stability is also a strategy to foster maximum gains in
standards of living and employment.
Regrettably, maintaining such a long-term strategy too often confronts
the problem of what I would label 'political time preference'.
In this regard, Professor Goodhart raises some interesting questions with
respect to the currently debated degrees of central bank independence. His
working definition, 'the right to change the key operational instrument
without consultation or challenge from government', is as a first step
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appropriate. It is also important to define how the individuals who exercise
that right are appointed. A central bank, which wields significant power
within a democratic society through its monopoly on the issuance of the
currency, must be appropriately accountable to the electorate.
If the central bank is given the cardinal obligation to preserve the value of
the currency, which, as Professor Goodhart points out, is explicit or implicit
pretty much throughout the current world of central banking, then the
question is what is the appropriate time preference with which such an
institution makes its key operational decisions? Who is to determine
whether a trade-off of longer-term stability is of value relative to short-term
costs, other than the electorate? One may appropriately argue that ill-
advised short-run perspectives on the part of a central bank lead to
inflationary instabilities in the longer run. But if the desired time frame in
which the electorate chooses the central bank to function is short, it may
well be argued that it is up to the electorate to realise what those con-
sequences are and to adjust accordingly. That, of course, is the nature of a
democratic society.
But is the electorate's time preference as short-sighted as many, especially
political commentators, allege? Here it is important to distinguish between
opinions and actions. The former do not have to adhere to reality, the latter
must operate in an environment with consequences. It is quite possible,
indeed too often disturbing, to find that society holds diametrically contra-
dictory positions. The electorate, for example, may desire a lower budget
deficit but simultaneously eschew increases in revenues or reduction in
outlays. While contradictions can be held in political value preferences and
reflected in elections, they generally cannot be maintained in the real world.
Consumers cannot both spend and save the same income, nor can one
indefinitely deplete one's capital. Political choices may be fudged, but the
arithmetic of the real world more often than not forces real choices.
What does one then infer as to the will of the electorate as reflected
through its choices in the market place? There is, clearly, quite a different
time preference structure in the market place than that which is inferred in
the political context. In modern societies, investment time frames can run
twenty, thirty, perhaps even fifty years or longer. Indeed, the infrastructure
of a modern industrial society could not function in a decision time frame of
significantly shorter dimension. There is, thus, an implied time preference
or, as some economists maintain, a revealed time preference of the society
based on its economic choices in the market place on a day-by-day basis.
That value system, of course, creates the level of interest rates, the rates of
return on investments, the distribution between consumption and savings,
indeed, the whole structure of any functioning competitive capitalist
society.
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To be sure, preferences in the market place are weighted by purchasing
power rather than by the one-person-one-vote principle. Weighting by
purchasing power is inappropriate for fundamental political decisions, but,
for economic decisions it has distinct advantages: it provides a strong
incentive for participants to consider carefully the alternatives, and it allows
intensity of preferences to play a role. The net result is a more efficient and
prosperous growing economy, from which all citizens gain.
For central bank policy, the revealed time preference emerging out of the
market place is clearly the appropriate standard. Inconsistent choices or
unachievable political wishes cannot be the base guiding central bank policy
for very long.
In the United States considerable attention was paid in the original
Federal Reserve Act (1913) to insulate the board members from short-term
political pressures. Fourteen-year terms were established to enable longer-
term time preferences to govern the institution. Once in office, members of
the board cannot be removed by the President of the United States over a
policy dispute. In addition, regional Reserve Bank presidents - who are
selected at some remove from political channels - were also included in the
monetary policy-making Federal Open Market Committee when it was
formed by statute in 1935. Finally, to prevent political pressure from being
applied on monetary policy makers, via the power of the purse, the Federal
Reserve is not required to depend upon appropriated funds to meet its
expenses.
The issue of rules versus discretion addressed by Professor Goodhart also
raises critical questions for the implementation of monetary policy. Implicit
in any monetary policy action or inaction, is an expectation of how the
future will unfold, that is, a forecast.
The belief that some formal set of rules for policy implementation can
effectively eliminate that problem is, in my judgement, an illusion. There is
no way to avoid making a forecast, explicitly or implicitly. For example, a
rule might stipulate that a particular monetary aggregate should increase at
some fixed percentage change quarter-over-quarter. If so, past relationships
would imply that the economy would follow a preordained path. The
forecast implicit in the procedure is that the relationship between the
particular monetary aggregate and an economic process would remain
unchanged. Or, as Professor Goodhart put it, the relationship rests 'on
implicit assumptions about market structures and infrastructures'.
I am not saying that monetary aggregates are without value, or that
intermediate targets should not be sought. I am saying, however, that their
use requires just as much of a forecast as the broader, so-called discretionary
policy procedures.
Regrettably, there are no simple models that can be inferred out of some
complex set of econometric techniques that can provide a definitive guide
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for monetary policy, or for that matter economic policy in general. The
relevant conceptual model, which drives the economy, is clearly changing
too rapidly for the standard econometric techniques to derive a useful
structure. None the less, there is no alternative to some conceptual frame-
work, irrespective of whether it is a subset of perceived, though temporary,
dominating forces, or an elaborate model.
Of course, any particular rule or set of rules guiding central bank policy is
often, as econometricians say, a reduced form of a broader model. There is
clearly no rigid distinction between model-based 'discretionary policy' and
those policies that are on automatic pilot with a specific target in mind. The
latter is a version of the former. There is a continuum that exists between
evermore complex models and some modular rule.
I wish there were a simple way to remove fallible human judgement from
central bank policy making, as policy by 'rule5 would endeavour to do. It
would make it a lot easier, especially for central bankers. Regrettably, there
is no available option of that nature in the world that confronts us on a
day-by-day basis.
Finally, whether a central bank's goals are determined outside the institu-
tion or decided internally, central banks need freedom from short-run
political pressures to meet these goals, given political propensities to sacri-
fice long-run objectives for short-run gains. Central bankers themselves
need to keep their long-run objectives clearly in mind as they consider
short-run tactics. Professor Goodhart's paper has discussed how these
trade-offs have influenced the development of central banking and the
course of economic history, recognising the intellectual and political forces
that necessarily have played, and will continue to play, important roles.
The paper that we are discussing today concludes with the following:
'Despite their institutional success, central banks cannot afford to be com-
placent. There is much to learn, and much room for improvement.' In light
of the circumstances under which central banks must operate, as we know
from our own personal experience and from the historical evidence so well
exposited by Goodhart and his colleagues, those closing sentences can serve
as a fitting benediction for my remarks as well.
Discussion
Jean-Claude Trichet
It is quite a challenge to engage in a brief discussion of the wealth of subjects
dealt with in this study. It is a brilliant assessment of three centuries of
central banking and it is bound to become an authoritative work on the
matter. All too often the day-to-day demands for immediate action push
consideration of the long term into the background, and yet the lessons of
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the past shed light on the present and can show the way to the future. I
should like to share with you some of the thoughts that came to me as I read
the text. These thoughts express the point of view of a gentleman, or an
'honnete homme', as the term was understood in France at the time the
Bank of England was founded, but a gentleman who is also an economic
policy maker. It seems to me that this symposium is fully in line with this
outlook.
I should like to start by expressing my conviction, and I believe that I
share this conviction with Professor Goodhart and the other authors of the
study, Forrest Capie and Norbert Schnadt, that the central bank is a key to
the smooth operation of the economy. Of the three functions mentioned -
macroeconomic stabilisation, banker for the government and banker for the
banks - 1 think the first is certainly now the most important. The function of
banker for the government was the first central bank task to emerge, but it
has come to be carried out in a very indirect way. The credibility of
monetary policy aimed at a macroeconomic objective of price stability helps
provide the governments that are sound managers of public finances with
financing on the best terms. The third function, that of banker for the
banks, is part of the more general task of ensuring the stability of the
financial system. Yet, this stability is more the consequence than the cause
of a stable macroeconomic environment. All in all, the passage of time has
brought an astonishing reversal in central banks' priorities.
Let me review the three central bank functions in succession and look at
how they have evolved. Ensuring macroeconomic stability has become the
most important, in my view at least, and this is because stability can no
longer be achieved through automatic mechanisms, as it was in the past. In
the days of the gold standard, when the notes issued by the Banque de
France could be exchanged for gold or silver, there was no need to use the
interest rates as much as today to stabilise the exchange rate of the national
currency.
But these automatic mechanisms have disappeared and active policy must
now be used to ensure the stability of the currency. Policy based on
quantitative targets is one of the solutions that have been found to make up
for the disappearance of the automatic mechanisms. France started imple-
menting this type of policy in 1977. On this point, the study speaks of the
relative ineffectiveness of monetary targeting in the fight against inflation in
the late 1970s and suggests that most countries dropped such policies in the
mid-1980s. There is no denying that there were some problems, but my own
assessment of policies for controlling monetary aggregates would be less
pessimistic.
First of all, monetary targeting was the first step towards dropping wholly
discretionary monetary policies. On this point, I should like to express a
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reservation about the conclusion of the study that the leading countries'
monetary policies are now mainly discretionary, with the regulation of
demand as their short-term goal and price stability as only a medium-term
goal. While I agree that price stability is also a medium-term goal, I do not
think that we can attribute a different short-term goal to monetary policy.
Indeed, the new statutes governing the Banque de France make no mention
of the goal of regulating activity. I think that laying down rules in monetary
matters is both possible and worthwhile, and that setting intermediate
targets could be more necessary than before for the adequate use of mone-
tary policy instruments. But I accept the need for cautious scepticism - to
use the words of the study - in reading their conclusion.
This brings us to a second argument, namely that prices, interest rates
and exchange rates cannot take the place of a money supply growth target. It
is a tricky business to interpret changes in the slope of the yield curve
because they reflect both expectations about the outcome of monetary policy
and the public's spontaneous expectations as to economic activity and
inflation. These interpretation problems are compounded at the long end of
the yield curve by the growing integration of financial markets. The exclus-
ive use of an exchange rate target is not an overall monetary policy solution
either, because it is only valid for small countries with open economies
dealing with dominant partners that in turn have a good grip on inflation, in
other cases, it seems to me that the announcement of a target for a money
aggregate could provide a very useful 'anchor' for the formation of nominal
expectations.
I do not believe that the short-term problems encountered along the way
in controlling what can be large deviations of the aggregates from their
medium-term trends are significant enough to call the usefulness of inter-
mediate objectives into question. There are difficulties here, but I continue
to think these targets are essential because they give the authorities enough
advance warning of inflation dangers for timely action to be taken. Tracking
the ultimate goal of price stability alone raises the danger that the central
bank will not be able to anticipate trouble. Of course, the erratic swings seen
in the aggregates, mainly as the result of greater volatility on open and
deregulated markets, require some adaptation. First of all, we must take a
medium-term view. This is what we did explicitly in France with the
announcement of our monetary objective for 1994. The intermediate objec-
tives and the indicators should also be diversified. That is why, in France,
we now target a financing aggregate, Total Domestic Debt, in addition to
the M8 aggregate, and we look at both of them simultaneously. The
comprehensive coverage of this financing aggregate means it is less affected
by substitutions. Nowadays, it is essential to have a wider view on monetary
and financial phenomena to be able to interpret the overall situation that
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financial innovation has made so much more changeable. But I agree with
Charles Goodhart that this is more of an art than a science.
The second central bank function mentioned in the study is that of banker
for the government. The change in this role has been the opposite of that in
the previous function. In many cases, this role was the original task of
central banks, along with the issue of bank notes, but it then became
secondary to the role of banker for the banks. The pace of change was
stepped up recently, and for several central banks, independence from the
government has become the priority. This independence is a factor in the
credibility and effectiveness of monetary policy, but it is obviously in-
compatible with the role of banker for the government as it was perceived in
the last century.
The study shows how central bank independence has become a key
means of enhancing the effectiveness of monetary policy. However, it is no
miracle cure. We are warned, for example, that central bank independence
is not sufficient, if it is not backed up by relative stability in public
finances. Today, the Banque de France can unhesitatingly be classified as
one of the independent central banks. Since the first of January, a collegial
body called the Monetary Policy Council, which does not include any
government representatives, has full powers to frame and implement
monetary policy. And the Banque de France is accountable to Parliament.
The independence of the Banque de France was granted as part of the
process towards monetary integration in Europe and I wish to convince the
authors of this study that this integration will occur. The current situation
in Europe is unique in that Monetary Union is taking place after a long
period of peace. It is the result of an intellectual consensus and a political
conviction that the people of Europe have ratified. Monetary Union is the
prolongation of the Single Market and of long-standing coordination in
which the efforts of each have helped build up an outstanding potential for
the future.
Finally, I should like to speak about the central banks' role as banker for
the banks. In the nineteenth century, this came to be their main task, in
France and elsewhere, as the growth of credit and the banking system made
a lender of last resort an absolute necessity.
On this point, I should like to give you a few details about how the
Banque de France played this role at different times in its history.
First, a few words on the Bank's support for institutions in difficulty. The
criteria governing this support were less vague than the authors seem to
think. The Bank could not have prevented the fall of the Credit Mobilier
because the institution founded by the Pereire brothers called into question
the status of the Banque de France as the central bank. The Union Generate
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bankruptcy in 1882 was dealt with according to the precepts of Bagehot and
the discounting facilities for other banks were increased to prevent a chain
reaction. In 1889, the Banque de France bailed out the Comptoir
d'Escompte because it was solvent. The list of rescue operations could be
rounded out by the episode in 1931, when the Treasury, rather than the
Banque de France, acted as the lender of last resort to prevent the Banque
Nationale de Credit from going under.
The second detail that I should like to deal with relates to the competition
that the Banque de France had from the big deposit-taking banks, par-
ticularly after 1880. The study mentions that the Banque de France
countered competition from commercial banks by attempting to increase its
direct discounting of bills, thus acting more like a commercial bank than a
central bank. This brings us to the matter of the Banque de France
branches. I should point out that the branches were set up at the request of
the government, when the right to issue notes was renewed.
In the same vein, the study presents the competition between the Banque
de France and the commercial banks as a factor that blunted the
effectiveness of the central bank's discount policy, as the rates on the money
market were supposedly too loosely linked to the official discount rate. Even
though the large banks did not rediscount their bills with the Banque de
France, monetary policy was not hindered, because at the time, it was based
on virtually automatic adjustments aimed mainly at keeping interest rates
low and stable.
Let me stress once again that the central banks' role as banker for the
banks is to my mind inextricably linked to central bank supervision and
regulation of the financial system as a whole. Many central banks, including
the Banque de France and the Bank of England, take part in the regulation
of the banking and financial system, and I think it is perfectly logical for
them to do so. Equally, I recognise and respect the different views taken by
others.
I should like to conclude by expressing my conviction that the role of central
banks is being re-evaluated. At one point, Milton Friedman said that money
is too important to be left in hands of central banks. We have come a long
way since he made that judgement. The public realises that monetary
stability is a precious and fragile asset and that an independent institution
must be given the task of preserving it. A shift in mentalities on this point
has been particularly noticeable in France in the last few years. Our central
banks have an long and rich history. The issues that they are now confront-
ing show how essential their future role is and underline the scope and the
importance of their tasks.
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Discussion
Yasushi Mieno
First of all, I would like to offer my sincere congratulations on the Bank of
England's tercentennial anniversary. I would also like to express my grati-
tude to Governor George, whom I deeply respect for his integrity, for
giving me the opportunity to join this symposium today. It is impressive to
see the 'Old Lady' of 300 years old defying Keynes' famous words: 'In the
long run, we are all dead.' The Lady appears to be very much alive and is, as
she has always been, a distinctive leader in the club of central bankers.
The paper submitted by Professor Goodhart and his colleagues on the
development of central banking is a timely and valuable contribution to our
profession, given the recent wide interest in central bank independence. It
skillfully combines historical perspective, economic analysis, and the practi-
cal viewpoint of a former central banker.
Since the paper covers a broad range of issues, let me concentrate on only
a few and express my views referring to the experience of the Bank of Japan
since its foundation in 1882.
To us central bankers, it is self-evident that the primary macro-policy
objective of a central bank is 'price stability'. Even if the central bank law of
a country does not explicitly state this, our belief in price stability is
unshakable.
Frankly speaking, however, in spite of our firm belief, it is sad to admit
that price stability has not been achieved for any lengthy period in modern
history. It is thus worth asking ourselves what is responsible for this gap
between belief and reality.
In the course of our Bank's 110-year history, we encountered hyper-
inflation several times as a result of civil disturbance and war. On such
occasions, inflation became uncontrollable because central bank objectives
were overruled by the pursuit of national objectives, A stable international
political framework, therefore, is vitally important for us to carry out our
mission.
However, hyper-inflation caused by war is an extraordinary phenomenon,
and its duration is usually not very long, either. Hence, as a second historical
experience which is much more relevant for us today, I need to touch upon
economic policy in the 1960s and 1970s. While we objected to the growth-
oriented attitude prevalent at that time, we accommodated price pressures
in the end. In this sense, I must admit that the Bank of Japan was also
influenced by the idea of attaining growth at the expense of price stability
which, in effect, condoned mild inflation. When shocks such as oil crises hit
the economy operating with rapid monetary growth in the early 1970s, we
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had to pay a high economic cost in the form of annual inflation above 20 per
cent and a subsequent deep recession.
This experience can be regarded as a case in which the principle of central
banking was pushed aside to accommodate people's desires in modern
democracy. One lesson I learnt from this is that there is no such thing as 'an
appropriate rate of inflation'. Or if there is, it is unsustainable.
In the late 1980s we encountered a third new challenge, the birth and
expansion of asset price bubbles along with general price stability. In
hindsight, asset price bubbles accelerated economic growth and eventually
increased inflationary pressures. But with actual price developments
remaining subdued, at least initially, monetary policy action was taken a bit
too late. Of course, monetary policy should not be aimed at asset price
stability. Yet, we cannot ignore asset prices, given that any large fluctuation
can have a serious adverse impact on financial systems. I think the question
still remains as to how we should treat asset prices in formulating monetary
policy.
Japanese historical experience, as I have discussed, leads me to two
general propositions. First, democratic society has an inflationary bias.
Second, the threat of inflation takes on a different shape every time.
Nobel laureate James Buchanan once argued in his book Limits to Liberty
that while people tend to doze off, they are at the same time conscious of
their weakness and set an alarm clock, thereby managing to control them-
selves. If you replace the doze with inflation and the alarm clock with central
bank independence, you will see the role of the central bank in maintaining
price stability. In this sense, a framework which entrusts monetary policy
management to an independent central bank could be evaluated as a product
of human wisdom acquired through historical experience.
Then, how can one fulfill the role of a good central banker who 'takes
away the punch bowl just when the party is getting going?' What is more,
this party is held for different reasons each time, and the time lag it takes for
the guests to get drunk differs each time!
While the determination to achieve price stability is most necessary, it is
not sufficient. Also, there is no convenient rule that can replace discretion-
ary, often lonely, judgements.
I do not have a panacea for price stability. However, there are two
suggestions I can make from my own experiences, limited as they are
vis-a-vis the 300 years' rich history here. First, a deep understanding of
history helps us obtain a good insight into future problems, no matter in
what guise they may emerge. Second, what is absolutely necessary is the
general public's understanding of price stability and their quiet but firm
support of the central bank's objectives. Such public support, in turn, could
only be gained through consistent policy efforts and results over decades.
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After all, a keen sense of fiduciary responsibility, systematic efforts to
enforce the most appropriate policies, modest confidence in such policies to
improve daily life, not necessarily in the short-run, but in the medium to
long term, and ceaseless efforts to communicate with the general public -
these, I believe, are the very foundations of 'constructive accountability'.
The paper submitted by Professor Goodhart and others discusses the
relationship of the central bank with the macroeconomy, the government,
and private banks, and provides interesting insights into each aspect. If I
may, I would like to add another item to this list, and that is the central
bank's relationship with other central banks, or cooperation among central
banks.
The banking relationship between the Bank of Japan and the Bank of
England dates back to 1896 when we opened a demand deposit account at
the Bank of England. Ever since then, the cooperative relationship between
the two banks has gradually strengthened. It was none other than former
Bank of England Governor Norman who most strongly advocated central
bank co-operation, and his view eventually led to the foundation of the BIS.
The progress of financial globalisation and liberalisation make central bank
co-operation and the exchange of views all the more necessary in such areas
as macroeconomic conditions, settlement systems, and prudential oversight
and supervision, all of which are preconditions for sound monetary policy
management today. By emphasising the importance of this point, I would
like to conclude my comments.
Open Session
Alexandre Lamfalussy
My question is basically about disclosure - disclosure of the decision-
making process in monetary policy: why a decision is taken and on what
basis? I think that this is particularly important in a world where discretion
must and is bound to play a relatively important role. I think there are two
angles to this - disclosure is essential for the process of democratic account-
ability; but it can also shorten the timespan between the decision and its
impact on the economy and price formation. Now could I ask the Panel how
they look at the present state of disclosure and in what direction they think
we should go?
Alan Greenspan
I think, as Alexandre correctly points out, that if we are going to have
independent central banks then implicit in that independence is account-
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ability. You cannot in a democratic society have an institution which is
either fully or partly dissociated from the electoral process and which has
powers that central banks inherently have. So the question really amounts to
how does one position the central bank with respect to the issue of dis-
closure and accountability - which are related questions.
The position that we take is that the burden of proof is against the central
bank: that is, we have to demonstrate that either delayed disclosure or
non-disclosure is a policy which is required for us to implement our
statutory goals. We have struggled with this, and have concluded that we
should make available to the electorate what it is we think, why we are doing
what we are doing and in a very general way under what conditions we
would behave differently.
Where the central bank has a single governor with discretion, he or she
has the capability of contemplating with oneself in a closet, and the issue of
disclosure does not arise; but when you are dealing, as a number of our
central banks are, with a committee form of decision-making, we then get to
the issue of to what extent disclosure inhibits the deliberative process.
Now when it is argued that, in a public forum and amongst public people,
individuals should not have a level of discussion and a level of insight
different from what they have in private, then I must say I know very few
human beings to which that would apply. It may be regrettable, but it h a
fact - and it is clear that if you are deliberating in public, which is another
way of saying that you make your minutes immediately available, then there
is an inhibition which I think undercuts the quality of the discussion. In
that regard I think the argument is very strongly for the deliberative process
to be either secret for a while or secret for a long while, and the question is
only the timeframe in which one makes that particular judgement. And this
gets to the question as to whether one has minutes and to what extent one
publishes those minutes and when.
As far as the Fed is concerned, by the nature of our deliberations in the
Federal Open Market Committee, we have a considerable amount of con-
tingency planning in the sense that if x occurs it is the consensus of the
group that policy would shift to y. It's a debatable question as to whether if
these contingencies are immediately made public that induces increased
stablility or increased instability in the markets in which we function; and it
is the conclusion of our group that it is the latter, that it's instability which is
engendered and indeed makes the process of implementation of policy more
difficult.
There are a number of other questions which are related to this issue:
namely, does one immediately disclose all actions when they are taken?
When one changes Discount Rate one obviously has to; but when one
changes the degree of calibration in open market policy does one disclose it
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at that point or not? These are technical questions which I think are very
legitimately open. In general, I think that it is very important for us central
bankers to recognise that, implicit in the trend towards independence which
has been discussed here at great length and will continue to be discussed, is
the cost - and that cost is accountability and disclosure, and if we endeavour
to restrict the latter we will surely undermine the former.
Yasushi Mieno
As I mentioned earlier, there is first of all a need for public support if we are
to maintain independence of the central bank. However, the yardstick for us
central bankers often happens to be different from the yardstick that the
general public has, as other governors have already pointed out, and there-
fore I believe there is all the more need to gain the understanding of the
public with regard to the measures that we employ. More specifically, when
we shift our official discount rate, and the decision to do that is made by the
Bank of Japan Policy Board, then immediately following that decision a
statement explaining the purport of that decision will be issued and I myself
will meet the press and explain in detail the intent of that decision. And apart
from that, I also give regular press conferences which take place every other
week, which is a practice I suppose, rather uncommon amongst central
banks around the world. Last year alone I met the press in that form twenty-
one times. Apart from that I think we do what my colleagues do in their
countries, responding to queries in Parliament, giving lectures and also
publishing regular publications and research materials of the central bank.
Jean-Claude Trichet
I would say that this question of accountability is absolutely key and
particularly in a new-born central bank. I share the view expressed by Alan
Greenspan on the fact that to disclose the minutes of a 'meditation' might
induce more instability than stability, and that is the reason why we have
decided that our own 'meditations' will not be disclosed. All members of
course of the Council of Monetary Policy are sticking to the decision that
has been made and support the decision that has been made, but we consider
that the accountability and the disclosure must be totally open on the
decision itself - why it has been taken, the inspiration of monetary policy,
the relationship with the other elements of economic policy and so forth. It
takes place, as Governor Mieno has said, in an encounter with the press, or
through a communique; and I consider personally that the meetings with
our parliament are absolutely key in this respect. I also have the experience
that informal communication, informal explanation with the unions, with
the political parties, with the various political circles, with entrepreneurs,
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and with all responsible people in our democratically open societies is
absolutely key.
Charles Goodhart
The only point I would make is that the nature and form of disclosure
depends on the governance structure. I think there is a difference between a
central bank where the sole responsibility for the actions and success, or
otherwise, of those actions rests with the central bank governor who can
always be personally and individually approached with the question 'why
did you do that?', and the central bank where the decisions rest more
formally with a board. As has been said, if there is a failure you can always
fire the central bank governor, but it is less easy to fire a board and therefore
there is greater need for disclosure, in my view, if there is a board rather
than if the responsibility lies with the governor individually.
Eddie George
I think the question is very relevant to our situation in the UK and I would
pick up what Charles Goodhart and Alan Greenspan said about the
governance question, and of course it becomes all the more important where
the advice and the decision are separated, as they are constitutionally in our
case - at least for the time being. It is very difficult in that situation to have
real accountability unless you actually do disclose the discussion that takes
place between the adviser and the decision-maker, and I think it has been a
great weakness in our arrangements that we didn't have proper disclosure,
proper accountability in that sense.
I do think that there are the questions that Alan touched upon on,
whether disclosing the process, the discussion, the contingencies, adds to or
takes away from stability in the financial markets. The view that we've
taken, and obviously we'll see, is that in fact the disclosure of that process
will enhance the understanding in financial markets of the nature of the
process. What we had, before we went to publishing the minutes of my
monthly meetings with the Chancellor, was a great deal of speculation about
the nature of the discussion process which greatly exaggerated the extent of
the differences. From that point of view we would hope that disclosure will
actually enhance market understanding, but clearly it is something that we
expect to learn more about.
Dr Courtney Blackman
(former Governor, Central Bank of Barbados)
I enjoyed Professor Goodhart's presentation very much indeed, but it still
leaves me with the problem I had almost thirty years ago when I first
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grappled with central banking in developing countries. The theory which is
implicit in Professor Goodhart's presentation does not really give us ade-
quate insights into central banking in a developing country, and I want to
suggest a slightly different over-arching concept, and that is to go back to
the concept of seignorage. The reason why the independence of central
banks has become so important today is because the commodity element of
money has been removed. So we have in developed countries purely sym-
bolic money, so in fact the potential seignorage is infinite and not limited as
it was in the past. The basic conflict is because the governments want to get
the seignorage and the central bankers want to restrict that potential. Now
in the case of the developed countries, developed markets do impose a
discipline on governments on the extent to which they can obtain that
seignorage. Whereas in developing countries, without these developed
markets, there is no discipline, and we do have cases in developing countries
where in fact the governments do assume that the seignorage is infinite and
behave that way. Therefore central banks in developing countries have
become sources of great disfunction - I ' m not naming any names but we
know who they are!
So I want to suggest to Professor Goodhart, and we are interested in his
response, to say that in a case where you have first of all poorly developed
markets and very open economies, that developing countries have no choice
but to retain a commodity element in their money supply. In other words,
they have to have foreign exchange reserve holdings and they have to have
specific constraints on the extent to which their central banks can expand
money supply out of proportion to their foreign exchange reserves.
Charles Goodhart
All countries have to try to deal with potential fiscal irresponsibility from
their governments and it is possible that it may be more difficult to do in
some cases when the need for infrastructure expenditures are seen as so
immediately pressing. But even so, whatever mechanisms can be obtained to
try to maintain underlying price stability and help to develop financial
markets and maintain freedom in those financial markets will act to encour-
age growth rather than vice versa. There has been in too many developing
countries a tendency to try to use the monetary system at large as a
milch-cow for providing cheap funds to government, not only through the
direct inflation tax but possibly just as much through requiring banks to
hold very large proportions of government debt, high required reserve
ratios, limitations on the interest rates that financial institutions can offer or
charge and all such measures which tend to go under the general heading of
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repressed financial systems, and have been adverse rather than beneficial
to development. The more you can avoid those, and the more you can help to
encourage fiscal responsibility and limitation on governments' attempts to
what is feasible within the fiscal system, the better off you will be.
Richard D. Erb (Deputy Managing Director, IMF)
I have a question that brings in the issue of exchange rate policy. There has
been a trend toward greater central bank independence, and yet most
governments retain control over exchange rate policy. Now this can lead to
tensions at times between the government and the central bank if the
exchange rate target, whether it is a fixed target or a range, is inconsistent
with the underlying policy of the central bank. I wonder if one or more
might comment on how this tension is to be resolved?
Jean-Claude Trichet
First of all, of course as you have mentioned, to my knowledge in all
countries the ultimate decision as regards exchange rate arrangements,
exchange rate devaluation and revaluation, are made by the government. It
is true everywhere to my knowledge. Second, one cannot in advance foresee
a situation where you would never have a conflict between the government
and the central bank, and it seems to me that we all have experience of
varying views. I'm not speaking for my country where, on the contrary, all
the experience I have before independence as well as after independence is
full agreement between the government and the central bank on what has to
be done. But we have observed and we could observe here and there various
views, and I would say that the ultimate decision as regards interest rate
policy is taken by the independent central bank, sticking to its own respon-
sibility. On the other hand you have a government which is obviously
entitled to negotiate with others a new arrangement - or, if there is any kind
of system or mechanism a new position in the system or mechanism. But
your question might also be whether or not, when you have two inter-
mediate goals simultaneously, one external goal and one domestic, as is the
case in my country, you might be put in some contradiction from time to
time. I will say that in our own vision, to mention my particular case, where
I have this domestic economic goal I have mentioned and an external
intermediate goal which is the functioning of the mechanism in which we
participate, I would say that my own understanding is that they are
mutually reinforcing. We don't see the contradiction that has been men-
tioned from time to time.
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Gordon Thiessen (Governor, Bank of Canada)
I'd like to go back to the issue of accountability because I suspect we all
agree that it is so very important when you have central banks gaining
increased autonomy (I like the word autonomy better than independence) in
taking responsibility, having responsibility for carrying out monetary
policy. But I find myself wondering if this swing of the pendulum to more
autonomy can really be sustained. No matter how hard we work at dis-
closure, no matter how often we all appear before Parliament, as long as
there are perceptions that the central bank is making judgements about
some important policy trade-off. I wonder whether we all won't get pushed
to far more narrowly defined objectives. I wonder if even price stability is
sufficiently narrowly defined to be satisfactory, and whether we won't all
end up being pushed much closer, for example, to the New Zealand example
where you spell out in really some detail what the precise objective would
be.
Charles Goodhart
Well, my answer to that is very simple. That's where I want to push you,
and I think that it is important that price stability be quantified; otherwise I
think that accountability is much harder to sustain. The quantification of
price stability gives a reasonable basis for actually seeing whether you have
succeeded or not. There must be a bottom line, and if there is to be a bottom
line it needs to be quantified, and I have never really fully understood why
so many of you talk about price stability, but when it comes to the point
you're not prepared to state explicitly what it is that you mean by that.
Alan Greenspan
I don't want this to come as a shock but I happen to agree with you!
Monetary policy basically is a single tool and you can only implement one
goal consistently. It's a very interesting game for central bankers to play
trade-offs and try to keep several balls in the air concurrently but at the end
of the day that is not really a credible outcome.
At root here is not so much central bank philosophy - it's really economic
policy philosophy and it gets to the question as to whether or not monetary
policy has a significant role in short-term economic stabilisation. If the
Phillips curve is alive and vibrant then it's very difficult to get round that,
but I suspect the evidence is increasingly for a gradual diminishment - not
only of the now obviously defunct long-term Phillips curve, but I seriously
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question whether or not the short-term Phillips curve is going to reign
indefinitely in its current role in economic policy. And if it turns out that the
evidence suggests that low inflation is a necessary condition for economic
growth, I think the pressure towards reserving or rather focusing central
bank activity to the equivalent of the gold standard will become increasingly
evident.
Whether or not that role of price stability, and what that implies, will be
accepted in the political environment is really the crucial question. It is very
difficult, as I think we are all aware, to communicate the issue that there is
no free lunch, that seignorage in the long run is ultimately an illusion and
that you cannot manipulate an economy and get effective long-term
maximum sustainable growth. If that view becomes politically acceptable,
then I think central banks inevitably will be moved statutorily towards price
stability as the goal - and essentially the only goal - of monetary policy. I
must say however that while the trend that we are all observing is in that
direction, I am not at all confident that the trend is irreversible.
Yasushi Mieno
This is not a direct response to the question but let me share with you my
views on price stability.
I believe that price stability is not equivalent with price indicators
stability. I believe only when the economy which lies behind those price
indices attain stable and sustained growth - only then can we say there is
true price stability. The current consensus of G7 is to achieve in each of our
countries, under their respective circumstances, non-inflationary and
sustainable economic growth in the medium-term. And we are fully aware
that this consensus is fraught with contradictions and is very difficult to
achieve. But as a central banker I believe that we have no choice but to
adhere to that very honestly.
Jean-Claude Trichet
I will tell Charles Goodhart that we are in the camp of those who are bold
enough to say what we mean by price stability - 1 hope we are not too naive.
We have said that we consider that 2 per cent or less than 2 per cent is what
we would call price stability not only for this year but in the medium run.
We said that at end of January as part of the overall monetary policy. So we
have been much bolder on the price stability objective than we were as you
might have seen on the intermediate target. I think that that is the appro-
priate way and I think that therefore, Charles, I would say that I totally
agree with you in that respect.
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Alan Greenspan
There is an interesting question which I think is going to confront us on this
notion, which I would like to just put on the table.
With the increase in globalisation of the financial system, which is becom-
ing extremely complex, increasingly powerful and increasingly swamping
domestic activities in goods and services, I wonder whether we're not going
to find - as Governor Mieno was implying - that the whole structure of asset
prices and financial stability is going to become a necessary condition for
price stability in product and service markets. It is difficult to judge how one
would approach this because it presupposes that markets are not function-
ing wholly efficiently and that bubbles do emerge from time to time and I
think there is at least some evidence, contrary to what I would like to believe
is in the real world, that in fact those bubbles do exist. If that is the case,
then a collateral part of the endeavour to achieve product and service price
stability may also be a focus on maintaining a degree of stability in the
financial system which is not indifferent to the question of asset prices and
bubbles; and that raises a far more complex question than I think just a
simple statutory notion that a central bank is required to maintain price
stability - and I would much prefer to be in an area where I could ask that
question rather than answer it.
Dr Chakravarty Rangarajan (Governor, Reserve Bank of India)
Perhaps this is a narrow technical question that doesn't touch upon the
broader issues. I address this particularly to Professor Goodhart. Starting
with the instability of the demand function for money - and I think he said
somewhere in the course of the discussion that what is to be manipulated is
the short-term rate of interest - my question really is whether the rate of
interest is in some way coordinated with the level of money supply. After all
in a simplified economic system both the interest rate and the quantity of
money are the equilibrium quantities that finally emerge. Therefore can we
really argue that interest rate manipulation takes us away from the need to
look at the quantity of money?
Charles Goodhart
No. It certainly doesn't take us away from the need to look at the quantity of
money and I hope that I didn't mislead. Although the objective is price
stability the question facing central bankers always is how should we adjust
interest rates to achieve price stability over the horizon in which interest
rates work. And in reaching that judgement they will have to assess what-
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ever key bits of information come their way and that includes exchange
rates, asset prices and very much the monetary aggregates. The fact that the
monetary aggregates may not have, and have not had, a relationship with
nominal incomes and prices that has been robust through financial innova-
tions and other structural changes does not mean that they do not contain
information. It is just that the information needs winnowing and certainly
the central banker who did not look at what was happening to the monetary
aggregates, and indeed to credit as well, would not I think be performing as
I would have thought any of those on this panel here would want.
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